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Abstract
Objective: To create academic insights into how organisations approach and manage the maintenance
of vendor-supplied information systems software.
Approach: Three iterations of the Peircean Abduction methodology lead to the identification,
conceptualisation, and application of new knowledge in vendor-supplied Information Systems (IS)
maintenance deferral by means of undertaking a qualitative multiple-case study. The research goals are
achieved through the appropriation and application of theories from Peircean Abduction and Systemic
Functional Linguistics.
Research questions: The following abductive statement is created through the application of the
Peircean Abduction methodology:
The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS software
solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before the
implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a matter of
course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of both deterrents, and of triggers” is true.
From this abductive statement, three research questions are deduced. The first research question
investigates the existence, characteristics and influence of deterrents; the second question investigates
the existence, characteristics and influence of triggers. As a consequence of this approach, the final
question provides a general understanding of IS maintenance deferral.
Methodology: Following the implementation of a systematic literature review methodology, six themes
are identified:
1. an acknowledgement that problems exist when considering vendor-supplied software
maintenance;
2. deterrents as a driver in behaviour;
3. the occurrence of tipping-points which require vendor-supplied maintenance to be
undertaken;
4. the consequences of deferral;
5. the value of maintenance; and
6. the formalisation of a maintenance lifecycle.
Taking the insights arising from the systematic literature review, a multiple-case study following the
3

pragmatic framework is constructed from data collected interviewing twelve participants across a
diverse set of ten organisations.
An abductive approach to this research topic creates opportunities for a comprehensive, well-grounded
exploratory contribution to a scarcely investigated research domain.
Major findings: The translation of Peircean abduction to an interpretative context generates a rich and
substantive contribution to theory and practice. The existence of both deterrents and triggers are
strongly supported, leading to the conclusion that maintenance deferral is a matter of course. The
development of a new abductive and Systemic Functional Linguistic model enhances the knowledge of
maintenance deferral and allows refinement of historical IS maintenance models. Finally, the application
of Systems Thinking situates insights from the application of their mode within their respective
organisational environments.
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of sale or licensing
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Y2K

The year 2000 (Specifically, the 1/Jan/2000 calendar rollover event)
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Chapter 1: Research overview

Research overview
“Although computer software does not rust, it is subject to
incompatibilities and failures caused by evolving requirements, changing
environments, changes in underlying hardware and software, changing
user practices, and malicious exploitation of discovered vulnerabilities.
Therefore, it requires maintenance.”

(Horning & Neumann 2008, p.112)

Research background
This research project investigates the phenomenon of vendor-supplied IS software maintenance
deferral from the viewpoint of the purchasing organisation, that is, the client of the vendor. The research
project focuses on the situations where vendor-supplied maintenance is delivered to the purchasing
organisation, generally with no additional cost payable to the vendor by the purchasing organisation.
Such payment is covered under an existing licensing or support agreement. This situation is shown
graphically in Figure 1. The decision on when to apply the maintenance to the vendor supplied software
is controlled by the purchasing organisation.

Maintenance

Vendor

Application of
Maintenance

VendorSupplied
Software

Licensing & Support Fees

Purchasing Organisation

Figure 1 Research context showing the delivery process of maintenance
from vendor to the purchasing organisation
Within this thesis, vendor-supplied software is considered to be generic software, pre-created by a
third-party organisation for the purpose of sale or licensing. Vendor-supplied software is treated as
including 3rd-party, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software (Carney, Hissam & Plakosh 2000), COTS
based systems (CBS) (Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000), product software (Xu & Brinkkemper
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2007) or packaged software (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011). The level of configuration, customisation, or
personalisation available to an individual purchaser during implementation (Carney, Hissam & Plakosh
2000) is not considered a requirement of this definition of vendor-supplied software. Whereas COTS,
product and packaged software represent an artefact or tradable commodity, the term vendor-supplied
software is chosen to widen maintenance deferral analysis to include all interactions between the
vendor organisation and purchasing organisation without focusing solely on the software artefact.
Vendor-supplied software: Generic software, pre-created by a third-party
organisation for the purpose of sale or licensing
Definition 1 – Vendor-supplied software
Organisations requiring Information and Communication Technology (ICT) capability that choose not
to develop the capability in-house have the choice of commissioning or outsourcing a unique build, or
purchasing the capability (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011). By purchasing from a vendor, the organisation:
“… benefits [from] generic best practices and advanced functionality supported by
vendors’ research capabilities” (Maheshwari & Hajnal 2002, p.219).
Over time, purchasing this capability has become increasingly attractive (Carney, Hissam & Plakosh
2000) and
“… once an organisation has adopted packaged software, upgrades to newer versions
are inevitable” (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011, p.153).
Following the purchase of vendor software, the requirement exists to maintain the software to maximize
its operational life because:
“systems are nevertheless subject to structural deterioration and obsolescence with
age” (Swanson & Dans 2000, p.278).
By installing vendor-supplied software, purchasers have to “be prepared for managing the impacts of
[maintenance]” (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011, p.167).
Within the Civil Engineering realm, the maintenance of a road asset is described by Dekker (1996), cited
in Harvey (2012, p.5) as:
“all the technical and associated administrative functions intended to retain an item or
system in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform its required function”.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) definition of software maintenance is
consistent with Dekker and stated as:
“[T]he process of modifying a software system or component after delivery to correct
faults, improve the performance or other attributes, or adapt to a changed
environment” (IEEE 1990, p.46).
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The IEEE describe Swanson’s distinction between the three types of maintenance (Swanson 1976):
•

Adaptive maintenance is performed when the external conditions under which
the software runs changes. The change must be anticipated in order for the
maintenance to be delivered effectively, else corrective maintenance is
required post-change;

•

Corrective maintenance removes bugs (process failures), resolves slow
execution (performance failures), or addresses internal software issues
(implementation failure);

•

Perfective maintenance aims to improve the program beyond the goals of
adaptive or corrective maintenance, resolving issues to keep the software “up
and running” (Swanson 1976, p.493). Perfective maintenance can address
processing inefficiencies, performance or maintainability.

This research investigates the situation where upgrades are supplied as maintenance from the vendor,
for the purchasing organisation to implement on their installed system(s). Importantly for this research,
and consistent with the IEEE (1990) definition of maintenance, Swanson’s inclusive view on
maintenance (Swanson & Chapin 1995) is adopted within this research, where maintenance refers to:
Maintenance: “[A]ll modifications made to an existing application system, including
enhancements and extensions” (Swanson & Chapin 1995, p.311).
Definition 2 - Maintenance
As a result, the definition of maintenance for this research includes major and minor upgrades and
patches to vendor-supplied computer software. The specific type of the maintenance (adaptive,
corrective, or perfective) is immaterial by this definition. Two observations support this decision to treat
all vendor-supplied maintenance collectively:
1. From a practitioner viewpoint, the differences are pedantic; and
2. As the literature review shows (within section 2.5.2.3), the vendor generally packages all types
of maintenance together in an upgrade for their own reasons.
Vendors periodically deliver maintenance to the purchasing organisation in a format ready to be applied
to installed systems. The vendor develops and releases the maintenance, but each purchasing
organisation may have to expend significant effort to analyse, test and incorporate the maintenance into
the production environment which may lead to the “typical option of ‘doing nothing’” (Ng 2001, p.451),
exercising “IT’s usual preference to ‘ride [the current version] out as long as possible’” (Khoo & Robey
2007, p.562) in which “neglect is the inertially easy path” (Horning & Neumann 2008, p.112).
The maintenance period for a vendor-supplied system can begin during system commissioning, as
vendor-supplied maintenance is incorporated into the commissioning to prevent the client completing
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system commissioning with an “out of date” system. This early start to the maintenance period is
supported by a case study example where the first 28 vendor-supplied maintenance artefacts are
installed during system implementation (Ng, Gable & Chan 2002).
The maintenance period is commonly referred to as being the longest phase of the software lifecycle
(Carney, Hissam & Plakosh 2000; Vigder & Kark 2006; Abdelmoez, Goseva-Popstojanova & Ammar
2007). However, research is conspicuously absent in academic literature when compared to the “large
research literature on the reasons why organizations adopt information technology” (Khoo & Robey
2007, p.556). Calls for research in this area are prevalent with two notable quotes being the reflection
of Swanson on a seminal study:
“I wouldn’t do the same [1979 DPMA] study [today]. I would take a somewhat different
tack. I would try to focus on the maintenance of commercial software packages ... Or, I
would address maintenance from the user perspective, which has been largely
ignored.” (Swanson & Chapin 1995, p.307)
and Khoo and Robey’s (2007, p.556) conclusion that:
“… academic research has largely neglected packaged software, with the exception of
ERP systems. One of the most neglected issues related to packaged software is the
decision to upgrade from one version to another.”
Within this research project, deferral is treated as a conscious or unconscious decision of the purchasing
organization that postpones or delays the implementation of maintenance. Implicit within this
definition of deferral is that the postponed action has to be performed at some future time, which is
consistent with the Oxford English Dictionary (2015) definition of ‘defer’ as:
Deferral: “To put off (action, procedure) to some later time; to delay, postpone”.
Definition 3 - Deferral
Referring to road maintenance, Harvey (2012, p.34) captures the essence of maintenance deferral in any
realm as:
“[D]eferring maintenance can be seen as a form of borrowing. Funds are saved in the
short-term at the expense of higher outlays in the future.”
Referring to deferred physical plant maintenance within a university environment, Kaiser (1980, p.42)
simply defines deferral as “a list of projects ready to put into action – if ”. Where the hanging “if” refers
to an indefinite state of deferral, waiting for a reason to implement a project.
Deferral becomes a critical issue for the purchaser of vendor software when the vendor declares an “end
of life” (EOL) date, indicating that further maintenance ceases for this version (Reifer et al. 2003). This
forces the business to accept the new risk of using a component of unsupported information systems
infrastructure (where updates to resolve security or other issues are no longer forthcoming). The
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alternative is to perform maintenance that implements a supported version of the software (Khoo &
Robey 2007).
An example of this phenomenon is the EOL (end of life) on April 8th 2014 for the Microsoft XP operating
system (Microsoft 2014). The literature review illustrates that EOL can become a problem for
purchasers of vendor software due to the purchaser repeatedly deferring the adoption of newer
versions of the software. In the example of the Windows XPTM EOL, Windows VistaTM, Windows 7TM or
Windows 8TM upgrades are all available. In most cases, maintenance options are provided free to
organizations from the vendor under an existing maintenance support agreement.

Research questions and objective
Gartner (2010) reported that the global backlog of overall ICT maintenance activities creates a poorlyunderstood risk for organisations and a systemic risk for large organisations. This view of unseen risk
is supported by Ng, Gable & Chan’s (2002) earlier work, which identified a growing iceberg of hidden
maintenance costs for users of ERP systems. Whereas a civil engineering backlog of maintenance may
be visible as wear, rust or decay – this ICT backlog is a hidden, yet just as problematic a concern. The
increasing maintenance backlog on purchasers of vendor-supplied software forms part of this global
backlog and justifies more in-depth academic research in order that theories can be developed and
applied to assist practitioners in forecasting and decreasing this backlog.
Academic papers and existing empirical studies call for a wider understanding and appreciation of the
IS maintenance deferral issue (refer section 2.4.4). The primary objective of this research is to provide
attention to the maintenance deferral issue and contemporise the maintenance research initiated by
Swanson (1976) and colleagues. The outcomes of the literature review and the empirical study
conducted through this research project advance knowledge and models towards an understanding of
the maintenance deferral decision.
The following research questions arise from the abductive statement (described in section 3.5.2):
The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS
software solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before
the implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a
matter of course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of deterrents and triggers” is true.

The following definitions arose as results (refer sections 2.4.5 and 2.4.6) from the systematic literature
review. These definitions apply within the abductive statement, and throughout the thesis:
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Deterrents: Reason(s) for deferring the implementation of maintenance.
Definition 4 - Deterrents
Triggers: Event(s) that upset the equilibrium and require the implementation of
maintenance to restore equilibrium.
Definition 5 - Triggers
A systematic literature review and subsequent empirical confirmation set out to explore research
questions RQ1 and RQ2:
RQ1: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of deterrents to
implementing vendor-supplied maintenance?
RQ2: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of a trigger event that
disturbs the IS equilibrium and requires the implementation of vendor-supplied
maintenance?
Completion of the systematic literature review led to the deductive creation of a research tool to
inductively seek empirical evidence to support the outcomes of the literature review. This process is
examined with the description of the Peircean Abduction method.
Completing analysis of RQ1 and RQ2 (presented within Chapter 5) and reviewing the conclusions and
models arising from the systematic literature review, attention turned back to the empirical data to seek
a new model that might better frame the vendor-supplied maintenance deferral issue. This led to the
final research question (explored in Chapter 6):
RQ3: To what extent can the understanding of vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral be
enhanced through models?
Objective revelatory research into these three questions adds to the body of knowledge for IS
maintenance deferral, providing contemporary updates to existing models and a new model for
describing the phenomenon.
With knowledge on the topic if IS maintenance deferral established, a deeper understanding is
developed through the application of System Thinking (explored in Chapter 7) to position this
knowledge within its environment.

Research design
This section provides a brief overview of the research approach, which is further detailed in Chapter 4.
Deferral of maintenance for vendor-supplied Information Systems is a continuing area of study, where
the researcher seeks to reveal how maintenance deferral arises within an organisational setting.
Deferral of vendor-supplied IS maintenance is a pre-existing event within an organisation, a statement
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that is validated in the first question of each case study interview. Therefore, it is an event over which
the researcher has no control. These pre-conditions make the qualitative case study approach a suitable
choice (Yin 2014). For this research, semi-structured interviews of decision makers within
organisations owning vendor-supplied IS software are transcribed and combined to create a multiplecase study.
The literature and the practitioner background of the researcher informed the semi-structured
questions within the research instrument (included as Appendix 5 - Interview questions). The ordering
of the questions is carefully considered (see section 4.1) to allow the investigation and triangulation of
multiple concepts through the one interview without the order of questions prejudicing the answers.
An interview setting allows the researcher a significant advantage of “prob[ing] the interviewee in terms
of any responses to questions” (Quinlan 2011, p.221) and leverages the rapport building available
through the researcher being a fellow practitioner (see section 1.6). A separate semantic analysis into
the performance of these semi-structured interviews observed that the discourse between a
practitioner-researcher and practitioner is a particularly effective method for developing rich and
detailed insights (Clarke 2019).
Yin (2011) addresses the question of achieving sufficient rigour within a case study. Within this
multiple-case study, rigour is maintained through:
•

adherence to a detailed and defined interview question transcript (Appendix 5 - Interview
questions);

•

the application of a structured and stringent, repeatable analysis process (section 4.3); and

•

utilisation of a defined computer-based tool for consistent management of data (section 4.5).

Philosophy and approaches
Creswell and Poth (2018) extol the importance of acknowledging and positioning research with respect
to four philosophical assumptions:
1. ontology: assumptions relating to the fundamental nature of reality;
2. axiology: positioning the role of values and their implications to the research;
3. epistemology: assumptions on what constitutes knowledge, and how it is collected; and
4. methodology: a process that the researcher applies to ultimately form conclusions.
Each of these philosophical assumptions are now addressed, as they relate to this research:
1. Ontologically, this research identifies and reports the themes arising from the perspectives of
the multiple senior executives that are interviewed. Within an interpretivist paradigm (details
in section 3.3.1), this philosophical assumption holds that there is no one reality, only multiple
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interpretations that constitute reality;
2. Axiologically, the researcher is an information systems practitioner (details in section 1.6). Bias
arising from this background is acknowledged and openly discussed during the course of this
thesis. The interpretations of the researcher colour and underpin the analysis presented, the
themes distilled, and the conclusions drawn from it. Pragmatism (arising from the interpretivist
paradigm) embraces the knowledge and interpretations of the researcher (Creswell & Poth
2018), and is therefore chosen as the philosophical underpinning for this research;
3. Epistemologically, the evidence within this research is built from interview participant quotes
drawn from semi-structured interviews conducted within the normal interviewee workplace
(Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). The researcher is a practitioner, therefore relating closely to the
interviewees and provided a rich and descriptive subjective account of the phenomenon being
studied; and
4. Methodologically:
•

the literature review (Chapter 2) follows the systematic literature review method;

•

data collection (detailed in section 4.3) implements a multiple-case study with data
gathered through semi-structured interviews;

•

the primary analysis into conceptualising Research Questions 1 & 2 (Chapter 5) utilises
pattern matching (Yin 2014) within the Peircean Abduction method, applying Systemic
Functional Linguistic (SFL) analysis within an interpretivist framework; and

•

application of the conceptualisation is applied for Research Question 3 (Chapter 6) and
implements system network theory (Eggins 2004).

Mitchell (2018) compliments these four philosophical assumptions through a table of approaches that
present an outline of the research. Table 1 captures the key philosophies and approaches for this
research project in the style of Mitchell’s approaches.
Table 1 Summary of approaches utilised within this research project
Criteria

Selection

Philosophy

Pragmatism – within the interpretivist framework (section 3.3)

Approach

Implementing the Peircean Abduction methodology (section 3.5.2) within a
pragmatic interpretative paradigm (section 3.5.3) and employing both the
case study analytical technique of Pattern Matching (Yin 2014) (Chapter 5)
and the application of knowledge through the generation of a System Network
(Chapter 6) in accordance with the approach of Eggins (2004).
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Strategy

Creating a multiple-case study through the interview of senior executives
within a wide cross-section of industries and geographic locations to gather a
broad range of data (section 5.5)

Choice

Multi-method qualitative analysis techniques (section Chapter 4)

Time

Cross-sectional at a point in time, with recounts of the historical perspective

horizon

leading to the current time.

Techniques

Semi-structured interviews recorded, then transcribed before thematic

and

analysis is performed utilising the Dedoose research support tool (sections 4.3

procedure

& 4.4). Some data supplemented from secondary sources such as corporate
websites, ASIC reporting, and email signature blocks.

1.4.1 Application of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)
Throughout this thesis, SFL theory (introduced in section 3.3.2) is applied to the data and findings within
the research project to further illuminate categorisation and connections.
Within the literature review (Chapter 2), papers within the same situational context (mode) are sought
to identify the current state of research. Re-occurring themes are associated and categorised, leading to
the emergence of six vendor-supplied maintenance deferral concepts. A field taxonomy is developed
(section 3.4) from the literature review findings (section 2.4) to further illuminate and formally
structure the findings of the literature review.
Through the analysis phase, language and resources developed in SFL (Haliday 1985) are utilised to
describe the methods & tools used in this research project. For example:
•

Section 4.4.1 develops a macro-generic vignette genre to describe the interview context;

•

Section 4.4.2 visualises the axes of spider diagrams through a field taxonomy; and

•

Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 explore the application of pure linguistic analysis.

At the completion of Chapter 5 (Analysis I - Conceptualisation), the field taxonomy is reviewed and an
additional element is further refined to account for knowledge from this analysis phase.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the development and presentation of a System Network describing the
maintenance decisions (or non-decisions) made when a vendor releases maintenance. This enables the
placement of each interview situational context within the System Network.
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Research contributions
This thesis provides support for the research contributions summarised in Table 2. A detailed
description of each contribution is contained with sections 8.5.1 - 8.5.17 of the conclusions chapter.
References to the sections where the contribution occurs is linked from Table 2.
Table 2 Research contributions from this thesis
Contributions
Theoretical
(5)

Ref.
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Methodological M1
(7)
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
Substantive/
Applied
(5)

S1
S2
S3
S4

S5
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Description
Appropriation of the Peircean Abduction method from
Semiotics for application to the IS maintenance deferral
Adaptation of Peircean Abduction to an Interpretivist
paradigm
Inductive and analogical development of a novel Maintenance
Lifecycle Model from published case studies
Verification of the Peircean Semiotic - Functional Linguistic
approach by means of confirming, completing and updating
existing maintenance models (see S2, S3 and S4)
Appropriation of Systemic Functional Linguistic Theory to
represent IS maintenance deferral choices (the choice
mechanism has never been explicitly described in the literature)
A systematic literature review, conducted against a context
and in the absence of a specific research question is shown to
produce quantifiable and substantial results.
Derivation of a Deterrent/Trigger mechanism from literature
and applied to the analysis of interview transcripts
Utilisation of System Networks to represent the specific
paradigmatic and syntagmatic dimensions of choice related to
vendor release of IS maintenance.
The use of System Networks as a metamodel to describe and
compare any maintenance models
Derivation of the Case Vignette based on Canonical Genre
theory from Systemic Functional Linguistics
The use of Spider Charts to target the selection of
complementary or contrasting case organisations to interview
Comprehensive management of systematic literature review
data utilizing EndNote™ to preserve traceability
The first systematic literature review into maintenance
deferral in vendor-supplied Information Systems
Completion and updating of the modified relational
foundation model (MFRM) (Khoo, Robey and Rao 2011)
Updating of Khoo & Robey’s (2007) model of the upgrade
decision process
Confirmation of conclusions from “Characteristics of
Application Software Maintenance” (Lientz, Swanson &
Tompkins 1978) and “How Organisations motivate users to
participate in support upgrades of customized packaged
software” (Khoo, Chua & Robey 2011).
Development of a large multi-sector, Anglophone (Australian,
New Zealand and North American) case study corpora of IS
maintenance deferral

Section
3.5.3
3.5.3
2.4.9
8.3
4.6.1

Chapter 2
2.4.5,
2.4.6
6.1
6.3
5.2
4.4.2
2.3
Chapter 2
8.3.4
8.3.2
8.3

Appx 1
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A practitioner’s view
Embarking on a research journey from a background in classical engineering and over twenty years in
information systems practice necessitates that I acknowledge a level of bias that is apparent within this
thesis. Although I desire outcomes that are applicable within my practice, the need for rigour within a
formal academic research framework is well supported through the analytical training received and
applied throughout my career.
The deferral of information systems (IS) maintenance, and the ongoing challenge of justifying the need
for maintenance to “the bean counters” led me in search of a better explanation than offered by a
traditional CBA (cost-benefit analysis) justification. Within the CBA, the cost of IS maintenance is
measurable, and can be considerable. However, the benefits are generally risk-mitigation, and as risk is
intangible, classified as $0. Therefore, a traditional CBA fails to support a decision to implement IS
maintenance and an alternative justification mechanism is required. Failing to identify an alternative
method or tool through practice, I turned to relevant Information Systems research literature for
contemporary research that might have identified, or lead to a tool.
A mentor at my ICIS (the International Conference on Information Systems) Doctoral Consortium
summarised the next part of my journey the best: “So, you met an academic at a bar and you’re doing a
PhD on a dare” [anon 2016].
Reviewing pertinent literature soon highlighted that my search for a tool or solution would have to wait
until the problem and issue are sufficiently researched and understood. This thesis presents an
understanding of how our current IS maintenance deferral problem has arisen and how academia and
practice may learn from that.
Finally – the terms information systems (IS) and information technology (IT) are treated as
interchangeable within this research project. Within practice the technical differences are generally less
appreciated and departments named for historical reasons.

Thesis structure
The presentation of this thesis is structured in accordance with traditional norms. Following this
introduction (Chapter 1), a systematic literature review (Chapter 2) underpins the credentials for the
motivation and setting of this research. The reader next attains a high-level appreciation for the research
techniques, methods and theoretical approaches utilised within the research through the research
approach (Chapter 3 & Chapter 4). The first of three analysis chapters conceptualises the literature
review findings (Chapter 5). Application of the concepts are performed (Chapter 6) within a modelling
context, before a deeper understanding is sought (Chapter 7) utilising System Thinking. Conclusions
(Chapter 8) complete the content of the thesis ahead of the bibliography and appendices.
Throughout the thesis, three complete cycles of the Peircean Abduction methodology are performed.
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These cycles are documented in Chapter 2 - Chapter 7 and summarised in the conclusions (section 8.1).
Reflection on choices made and commentary relating to the application of Peircean Abduction are
contained at pertinent locations within each chapter.
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A systematic literature review
Literature review introduction and background
This literature review is motivated by the need to understand the context of a phenomenon at the
initiation of a research project. Therefore, the purpose of this literature review is not to determine the
shape of theory, but the shape of research within this context, at the time the review is performed.
However, the goal of the literature review remains to inform and provide a solid base for furthering
theoretical research. This chapter is based on the tenants of a systematic literature review to discuss the
phenomenon of vendor-supplied information systems and software maintenance deferral from the
viewpoint of the purchasing organisation, that is, the client of the vendor before empirical research and
theorising.
A systematic literature review provides a rich grounding for a research project, with the researcher
challenged to maintain the rigour of the literature search while preserving information to support later
analysis. This chapter presents a method that preserves data during a large-scale implementation of the
systematic literature review method.
The topic of this literature review is the requirement of an enterprise to maintain a vendor-supplied
information system post implementation. The literature review is conducted at the outset of the
research project to ascertain the current state of the literature. The research question arose from the
analysis of this systematic literature review. This chapter presents the first synthesis of IS Maintenance
Deferral research through the application of a systematic literature review that identifies a phenomenon
that leads to the deferral or implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance by the purchasing
organisation. A summary of this literature review has been published as Savage, Kautz and Clarke
(2015).
Taking the purchaser's viewpoint, the phenomenon of a series of deterrents and triggers emerge from
the systematic review of the literature. Although instances of deterrents and triggers are prevalent in
literature, the conceptualisations of deterrents and triggers have not been identified previously, and are
not recognised as an area of interest for academic research.
This chapter explores the current state of literature within the topic of maintenance deferral where it
relates to the maintenance of vendor software. This systematic literature review demonstrates a scarcity
of publications in the area of vendor-supplied maintenance deferral. No previous literature reviews are
identified on this topic. Ben-Menachem’s Y2K-inspired literature review addressing “Towards
management of software as assets” touches briefly on the topic of maintenance, but without a focus on
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maintenance or maintenance deferral (Ben-Menachem 2008).
This review and the structure of the resulting sections follow the literature review model presented by
Webster and Watson (2002) which is chosen to ensure that repeatable data gathering and logical
analysis support the discussions presented and conclusions drawn. A series of papers with Kitchenham
as the lead author provided guidance and finer detail specific to the content required from an
information systems systematic review (Kitchenham 2004; Kitchenham et al. 2009; Kitchenham &
Brereton 2013).
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: the review methodology section outlines the
search and filtering techniques applied to identify the papers considered by this literature review. Key
concepts are drawn from and supported by the papers critically reviewed and are presented in the
results section. The conclusion includes remarks that highlight a key gap that leads to the creation of the
research questions for this research project.

Review methodology
The technique used to construct this review is presented to allow critical assessment of the analysis and
conclusions arising from the review. This detail is provided to allow future researchers to adapt the
steps or criteria to repeat execution at a later date with an alternative focus. The context and motivation
of the review is described; followed by key definitions that set the boundaries for the review; a
systematic literature search is conducted and the method documented for critique; results are distilled
to concepts for discussion and conclusions (Webster & Watson 2002). The literature selection
progressed through a sequence of filtering presented by Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008). Filtering criteria
are defined to exclude papers with titles clearly outside the scope of the review while attempting to limit
false exclusions; following the review of abstracts, clear criteria had to be met for critical review; and
critical review of the papers for inclusion (Dybå & Dingsøyr 2008). Details of these criteria are presented
in section 2.2.2.
This review added a preliminary search step that expands the number of initially considered papers,
thereby reducing the risk of accidentally eliminating papers during the initial search. Beginning with an
informal search is an approach confirmed by Kitchenham and Brereton (2013) in their update to the
systematic review method of Kitchenham (2004). For this review, the preliminary review step greatly
assisted in the framing of the search criteria (Table 3) when compared to the preliminary search terms
(see section 2.2.1)

2.2.1 Preliminary review
In preparation for this systematic literature review, an unstructured review of publicly available
literature through the New South Wales State Library (NSW, Australia) is conducted (in 2013) using the
terms “maintenance deferral”, “project prioritization” and “project prioritisation” as these terms
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resonated with the researcher’s interpretation of maintenance deferral at the time. The iterative
snowball addition of key words and concepts from the resulting papers created the search terms in
Table 3 that are used to select papers from the Web of ScienceTM database for this literature review. In
constructing the search, the “TS” or “Topic” field is searched, which contains the article title, abstract,
author keywords and Keywords Plus® fields for each article indexed in Web of ScienceTM. Within the
syntax of the search terms in Table 3 an asterisk “*” allows for all suffixes to be considered within scope.
For example, Defer* matches Defer, Deferral and Deferred. The NEAR/2 operator within a search term
matches when an item to the left of the NEAR/2 operator appears within two words of an item to the
right of the operator.
Table 3 Systematic literature review - search terms
Term #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Web of ScienceTM search terms: TS=( )
“IT Infrastructure*” OR “Information Technology Infrastructure*” OR “IT Asset*” OR
“Information Technology Asset*”
“IS Infrastructure*” OR “Information System* Infrastructure*” OR “IS Asset*” OR
“Information System* Asset*”
“Software Infrastructure*” OR “Software Asset*” OR “Hardware Infrastructure” OR
“Hardware Asset”
(Defer* OR Dela* OR Postpon* OR Adjourn* OR Neglect* OR Suspend*) NEAR/2 (Maint*
OR Software OR Hardware OR Upgrade* OR Project* OR Portfolio OR Infrastructure)
Investment* NEAR/2 (“Information Technology” OR “Information Systems” OR Software
OR Hardware)
(Maint* OR upgrade) NEAR/2 (“Information Technology” OR “Information Systems” OR
Software OR Hardware)
(Maint* OR upgrade*) NEAR/2 Infrastructure*
Prioriti* NEAR/2 (Project* OR Portfolio* OR maint* OR upgrade* OR Software OR
Hardware OR Infrastructure OR “Information Technology” OR “Information System*”)
(Vendor OR Supplier) NEAR/2 Software
(Maint* OR upgrade*) NEAR/2 COTS

Within Table 3, the motivation for the diverse range of search terms arose because of the sparse and
scattered references to vendor-supplied maintenance deferral in the preliminary review. The terms in
Table 3 arose from:
•

Terms 1, 2 and 3 in Table 1 allow for both the interchange of the terms “information
systems” (IS), “information technology” (IT), hardware and software to describe the
domain of interest within the literature whilst adding the concept of the domain as an
enabling infrastructure or asset. Treating the domain as an asset or infrastructure
derived from a linkage to the civil engineering concepts of maintenance and
maintenance deferral for physical assets.

•

Term 4 mitigates a limitation of the systematic review method. Although searching
literature from a static list of terms, those terms are never universally adopted across all
literature. In an attempt to perform a deeper literature scan; synonyms of “deferral” are
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searched for where they occurred near synonyms of the domain of interest.
•

Term 5 investigates the concept of investment within the domain. From the preliminary
review, investment literature is identified as prevalent and may contain information
relating to subsequent implementation (or investment in) maintenance.

•

Terms 6 and 7 explore the concept of maintenance, without the earlier (term 4)
restriction of deferral. The goal of this search term is to identify papers in the area of
general domain maintenance. Term 7 explicitly brings into scope relevant information
from outside the domain.

•

Term 8 explores the concept of prioritisation within and outside of the domain with the
background view that a deferral decision may be a prioritisation choice.

•

Term 9 brings the concept of the vendor (or synonym supplier) software specifically into
scope. This term is a refinement, added later in the review cycle.

•

Term 10 added the concept of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) systems into scope, as
this term reoccurred within the reviewed literature. The restriction of maintenance or
upgrade, following the definitions outlined in the introduction, limited the search results
to those more closely matching the topic.

2.2.2 The systematic review
The literature search was conducted during 2014, with the final papers being added to the review in
January 2015. No publication date criteria are set for the initial literature search, resulting in the
consideration of all papers indexed in line with the search criteria below.
To maximize the scope of literature considered for this review, the initial search is not limited to topicspecific databases, popular publications or peer-reviewed papers. This decision is consistent with the
observation that a wide net should be cast to consider all published articles in a field (Webster & Watson
2002). Further support for casting a wide net is gained through references in the preparation step where
concepts are added through the discussion of maintenance and deferral relating a diverse range of
domains:
•

vegetation maintenance around power distribution lines (Guggenmoos 2013);

•

prioritization of patients for elective health services (Hansen et al. 2012); and

•

road maintenance planning (Harvey 2012).

A limitation of this multi-disciplinary approach to including a broad range of papers from un-peerreviewed sources is that the quality and veracity of concepts must be later tested through empirical
research.
The Web of ScienceTM database is selected for this review due to the wide cross-discipline nature of the
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index. Inclusion of the Association for Information Systems’ Senior Scholars “basket of 8” journals
(Association for Information Systems 2011) and all but two journals from The Financial Times 45 (The
Financial Times 2012) are verified within the Web of ScienceTM database (Thomson Reuters 2013)
which ensured that top-rated journals are included within the initial search. The two missing FT45
journals “Journal of the American Statistical Association (American Statistical Association)” and
“Production and Operations Management (Wiley)” are acceptable omissions relative to the topics
searched for this literature review.
A filtering methodology is developed to evaluate the substantial number of papers returned with-in the
wide filtering net of Table 3:
•

Firstly, the titles of papers are assessed. Papers judged to relate to vendor-supplied
maintenance, maintenance deferral in any realm or papers sporting ambiguous or
“clever” titles (Dybå & Dingsøyr 2008, p.838) are included for abstract screening to limit
false exclusion.

•

Secondly, for those papers selected through the title screening, one of the following two
topics had to emerge from the abstract:
o

vendor-supplied software maintenance, with no requirement for deferral being
mentioned. This criterion concentrated on maintenance within the context of the
review; or

o

maintenance deferral, with no requirement for the domain being mentioned.
This criterion explored the phenomena of interest without restriction to any
context.

•

Lastly, for those papers passing the abstract screening, the paper is critically reviewed
for the ‘vendor-supplied maintenance’ and ‘maintenance deferral’ criteria from the
second step above.

Figure 2 shows the results and exclusions from these filtering criteria.
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Step 1
Initial Searches

Step 2
Abstract Review

Step 3
Critical Review

14,905

1,197

273

43

187
Papers not reviewed
(see next paragraph)

13,708
Papers excluded
at Title Review

767
Papers excluded
at Abstract Review

46
Papers excluded
at Critical Review

Figure 2 Literature Review Filtering Results with exclusions at each step
Considering the 273 papers that passed the abstract review screening, a critical review of the first 89
papers resulted in 46 being excluded and 43 included in the literature review. Compelling concepts
emerged from the 43 included papers and the critical review of further papers did not lead to
synthesising any additional concepts. Therefore, in accordance with Webster and Watson (2002), the
review is judged sufficiently thorough. This allowed the literature review to be paused and considered
a preliminary or “non-committal, [review] in which researchers develop sensitivity and find their
research problem” (Urquhart 2013, pp.29-30). The successful synthesis of concepts resulting from the
literature review allowed the research to progress into a pilot study with the goal of pursuing an
empirical grounding.

2.2.3 Scope exclusions
System replacement projects and deliveries of maintenance from in-house or contracted teams are
excluded from the scope of “vendor-supplied maintenance” for this review. Notably, much is written on
the topic of maintaining software by a team, a fact witnessed by the search results for search term
number 6 in Table 5. However, these activities are outside the scope of this review as they deal with the
coding of the software itself, for example, by the vendor or in-house team, not in the implementation of
supplied maintenance within a purchasing-organisation’s production environment.
The motivation, economics, legal agreements, complexity and scale of a full system replacement are
those required for a new investment decision and therefore not representative of the maintenance
deferral problem. Likewise, outsourcing to a contracted or bespoke system builder or in-house
development team would provide the purchasing organisation with a level of direction or control over
maintenance that doesn’t exist in a traditional vendor-client relationship. Such control could tailor the
maintenance deliveries to identically match information systems while minimising risk – all concepts
that are not available to the purchaser of a vendor system receiving maintenance.
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Maintenance of cloud-based systems is not explicitly targeted for this literature review. The
introduction of the cloud-based method of service acquisition presents a maintenance experience where
the vendor exercises 100% decision making control over the production environment, determining
what is changed and when. Access and upgrades would be specified through the contractual agreement,
with the vendor being able to ‘push’ maintenance when it is determined necessary.
Vendor incorporation of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products into their own product (Vigder &
Dean 1998) makes the issue of vendor-supplied maintenance a recursive one. For simplicity and to
maintain focus on commercial users of software as an end-product, the deferral behaviour of software
companies maintaining a vendor-supplied product within their product is excluded from this review but
presents an interesting opportunity for future research. In this way, the focus of this thesis is on the
users of vendor-supplied systems in an operational business context, not users that incorporate the
vendor-supplied product as part of a saleable product.

Data management
A systematic review can generate a large amount of data as witnessed by the 14,905 results in the
literature-filtering summary of Figure 2. This sub-section presents methods and activities developed to
support the efficient translation of this data into knowledge while maximising the relevance of the
results.
Manual paper-based tracking of the literature review is discounted and the EndNoteTM electronic
citation management tool chosen for data management. EndNoteTM is chosen primarily considering the
institutional familiarity, support and resources available for the tool at the time the review initiated.
Other electronic citation management systems may provide the features to support the method below.
Firstly, to maintain the ability to trace papers back to their originating queries, a separate EndNoteTM
library is created for the results of each query in Table 3. Each library is named using the number of the
query shown in Table 3. This action preserved the ability to analyse and discuss which queries are most
effective in sourcing articles. Alternative methods include using EndNoteTM Custom fields or the
EndNoteTM Name of Database field within each document record, however the separate libraries
removed the requirement to manually complete these fields during subsequent updates.
Following the initial literature search, a Web of ScienceTM login is created and the ten search terms saved
online. Weekly emails are scheduled against each search term to identify new papers published
throughout the literature review process. Figure 3 depicts the traceable process developed to (1) export
each Web of Science™ email to (2) an identifiable text file and (3) load each set of results into the relevant
library for further analysis. In this way, the “as at” date of the literature review is set to January 2015,
being the completion date of the review, rather than the 2014 initiation date. A limitation of
incrementally updating the library of review articles is the lack of automated support, requiring the
steps demonstrated in Figure 3 that could introduce errors resulting in updates being missed, or
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recorded against an incorrect EndNoteTM database.
(1)
(2)

(3)

Figure 3 The method for processing search updates
The EndNoteTM Read/Unread Status flag and the EndNoteTM 5-star Rating fields within the document
record are chosen to track the progress of each paper through the review process utilising the method
developed and described in Figure 4.
•

New papers had ‘no’ stars and are marked as ‘unread’ automatically by EndNoteTM.

•

A paper excluded at the first ‘title filtering’ step is awarded no stars, marked as ‘read’ and did
not progress.

•

Items passing the title-filtering criteria and ready to progress into the abstract review step
are awarded 2-stars and set to ‘read’. Therefore 2-stars indicated a paper requiring abstract
review.

•

A paper passing abstract review is incremented to 4-stars, indicating readiness for critical
review. Papers excluded at the abstract review are decremented to 1-star and did not
progress.

•

From the critical review step, papers are either selected for inclusion in this literature review
(incremented to 5-stars) or excluded from the formal results section (decremented to 3stars). This progression is shown graphically in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 EndNoteTM review progress tracking utilising read/unread and star ratings
Where relevant, summary comments in the form of an annotated bibliography are recorded in the
EndNoteTM Research Notes field independently of the stars awarded to a paper. These notes could relate
to concepts emerging, key definitions or statements, theories or methods used, or supporting
commentary relevant to the introduction or discussion of this review but not the results. From these
notes, an annotated bibliography is created in Microsoft Word utilising a custom EndNote™ export
template to summarise the review findings for assembly and inclusion into this review.
Some papers selected for abstract review did not have abstracts listed in the Web of ScienceTM database.
These papers are searched for individually within Web of ScienceTM, Summon and Google Scholar. If no
abstract or paper are located through these portals, and no other contact with the author is immediately
possible, the paper is eliminated from the selection process. Appreciation, at this time, is expressed to
Bernard Donefer, who responded to an email query and sourced, copied and supplied an image of his
typewritten 1984 paper (Donefer 1984) for critical review and eventual inclusion in the results.
EndNoteTM Smart Groups allow the user to group library contents based on an attribute within the
document record. A group is created for each EndNoteTM Rating and a separate group for non-empty
Research Notes. This provided the researcher a visual clue to track progress during the review as items
in the ‘unread’ state, or with even star ratings of 2-star or 4-star, required further assessment: title
filtering, abstract filtering or critical review, respectively. Counts of items from these groups are
transposed into a simple Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to track progress and calculate the overall
numbers in Figure 2. A limitation of this method is the inability to create a Smart Group within
EndNoteTM from the EndNoteTM ‘read/unread’ flag that would easily count the number of unassessed
titles. This is not a concern at the completion of the review, as all items are by definition marked as ‘read’,
but required a workaround of manually counting entries to assess progress during the review.

Literature review results
Within this results section, the 43 items passing critical review under the criteria of vendor-supplied
maintenance are presented in a concept-centric manner where they relate to this literature review
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(Webster & Watson 2002) so that the review is “focus[ed] on concepts” (Mathiassen et al. 2007, p.574).
Following a review of the distribution of papers, the six concepts emerging from the literature are
addressed within this results section:
1. an acknowledgement that problems exist when considering vendor-supplied software
maintenance;
2. deterrents as a driver in behaviour;
3. the occurrence of tipping-points which require vendor-supplied maintenance to be
undertaken;
4. the consequences of deferral;
5. the value of maintenance; and
6. the formalisation of a maintenance lifecycle.
Maintenance management (in the engineering realm), as an academic discipline traces its roots into the
1980s (Visser 2002). Software maintenance as a discipline heralds from the work of Swanson (1976). It
is therefore somewhat surprising that despite the broad search terms used in this review showing a
large body of literature, no papers identified by this literature review set out to address the issue of IS
and software maintenance deferral by a purchasing organisation.
Every item passing critical review mentioned, referred or alluded to the maintenance deferral problem
within vendor software; no papers set out to address this issue directly.

2.4.1 Distribution of papers
Articles critically screened for this review are published over an almost 40-year period with a generally
increased focus following the Y2K (year 2000) phenomenon. This is shown in Table 4, demonstrating
that the topic of maintenance deferral is not new.
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X
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X
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X
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1988
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1986

X
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1983

1984

X X
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1977

X X
1978

Papers

X

Year

Table 4 Temporal distribution of systematic literature review papers

To compare the relative success of the ten different search terms, a success metric is defined as the count
of papers passing critical review, divided by the total number of papers returned by that search term.
Counts of papers are retrieved from EndNote. This allowed a comparison of success metrics across the
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different search terms within Table 5.
Table 5 Distribution of papers over the ten search criteria

Abstract Review*1

Critical Review

Excluded at Step:

Title Review

Papers
identified

1,588
143
1,000
2,726
940
4,267
1,037
1,029
958
20
13,708

115
17
19
28
46
395
23
67
47
10
767

6
2
11
4
7
3
4
7
2
46

Results:

Search term:
1 – IT Infrastructure*2 …
2 – IS Infrastructure …
3 – Software Infrastructure …
4 – Deferral …
5 – Investment …
6 – Maintenance or upgrade …
7 – Infrastructure maint …
8 – Prioritization …
9 – Vendor …
10 – COTS …
TOTALS

1,712
160
1,023
2,781
998
4,960
1,100
1,102
1,021
39
14,905

Accepted Success
into
(%)
review

2
6
3
14
2
9
7
43

0.2%
0.2%
0.3%
0.3%
0.1%
0.9%
17.9%
0.3%

*1 Note that in Table 5, all paper titles and abstracts are reviewed. The 187 papers, shown in Figure

2, are not critically reviewed, as the ongoing critical review of additional papers failed to add new
concepts.
*2 The

complete search terms are presented within Table 3

As this systematic literature review progressed, “a deeper understanding of the research problem is
gained” (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic 2010, p.131). This led to the introduction of the ninth and tenth
search criteria as shown in Table 5.
When comparing the relative success metrics of the ten search terms of Table 5, the two last terms added
during the systematic literature review process are the most successful. The success metrics of these
search terms is above the average for the review as a whole. This demonstrates the importance of
flexibility within the review process as the incorporation of these new terms (distilled from emerging
terms during the review) resulted in a significant increase in papers identified for inclusion.
The geographical distribution of papers selected for this literature review is shown in Figure 5. Location
is determined as the primary author’s contact, or when contact data is not available, through analysis of
information within the paper. This distribution tells us that the vendor-supplied maintenance deferral
problem identified within this review must be considered a “Western” view of the issue and may not be
globally generalizable without further empirical testing. The literature review filtering criteria of only
English-language papers influenced this distribution of papers.
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Location
Count
Australia
5
Canada
2
India
1
Israel
1
Italy
1
South Africa
1
Ireland
1
USA
31
Total

43

Figure 5 Geographical distribution of papers within the systematic review

2.4.2 Theoretical approaches in literature
As the literature review cast a deliberately wide net to consider all published articles in the field
(Webster & Watson 2002), it is not unexpected that many represented case studies or practitioner
writings and did not advance a formal theoretical foundation.
The systematic literature review has established, in a structured and methodical way, the scarcity of
research in the area of information systems maintenance deferral.
Although many papers forming part of the systematic review are calls for research or practitioner
articles, some of the academic papers from Khoo and colleagues (Khoo & Robey 2007; Khoo, Chua &
Robey 2011; Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011) employed theoretical models to describe aspects of the
deterrents and triggers present in the deferral of vendor-supplied maintenance:
In one of the few empirical applications of theory, Khoo, Chua and Robey (2011) chose to use
communicative framing theory, an approach adopted to explain how organisational stakeholders
could be motivated and mobilized to an action through the messages they receive. Their case study
showed how a constructed negatively framed message (that the upgrade is required in response to an
external threat – the vendor is ending support for the current version) and consistent actions by the
information systems department prepared and motivated users to accept the implementation of a major
information systems maintenance activity that offered minimal business benefit.
In a separate paper, Khoo and Robey (2007) used an inductive research strategy and comparative
analysis of case studies to construct a theoretical model (shown in Figure 6) about the interaction of
factors influencing upgrade decisions by explaining motives, contingencies and dependencies impacting
upgrade decisions within a single-site comparative case study. The model combined motivating
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influences which arose from within the business and from the vendor, with the contingent restriction of
internal resource availability to perform the implementation.

Figure 6 Model of the upgrade decision process (Khoo & Robey 2007, p.563)
Finally, Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) extended Swanson and Beath’s Relational Foundation Model
which captures relationships between information systems Staff, Users and Systems, to incorporate the
vendor and vendor relationships with information systems Staff and Systems. This extended model
explained the impacts that vendor-supplied software upgrades have on business and information
systems stakeholders. The Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM) is explored in detail in the
following section (2.4.2.1) owing to its relevance and impact in this literature review.
It is noted that although the three studies listed above are within the realm of information systems
maintenance, none set out to specifically address maintenance deferral.

2.4.2.1 The Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM)
The MRFM extends the earlier Swanson and Beath (1989) Relational Foundations Model shown in
Figure 7. The Swanson and Beath (1989) relational foundations model concluded that taking a “broad
view of maintenance” (p.230) that encompasses all six relationships would provide a more solid
foundation than concentrating on any subset of the relationships.
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Figure 7 The original Relational Foundations Model (Swanson and Beath 1989)
The Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM), shown in Figure 8,
extends one of the few documented theoretical outcomes of information systems or information
technology (IS/IT) maintenance research. Note that the MRFM shown in Figure 8 incorporates
numbering of the relationships (added by this research) to enhance references to the relationships
within the model.

Figure 8 The Modified Relational Foundation Model (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011)
with reference numbers added
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The Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) MRFM presents a mechanism for information systems departments to
identify and manage ten facets of relationships. The MRFM captures relationships within and between:
•

information systems staff;

•

users;

•

[information/application] system[s]; and

•

vendors.

These ten relationships are numbered in Figure 8 and contribute to the information systems
maintenance issue within an organization.
The first six relationships within the modified relational foundation model relate to the purchasing
organization and inherit from the original relational foundations model (Swanson & Beath 1989). The
relationships are:
“Within the groups [circles] members are related to each other by means of (1) amongsystems, (2) among-staff, and (3) among-users relationships. Further, between the
groups, there are (4) systems-staff, (5) systems-user, and (6) staff-user relationships”
(Swanson & Beath 1989, p.4).
To the original model’s description of the six relationships within the purchasing organization, Khoo,
Robey and Rao (2011) added:
•

(9) the external entity vendor; and

•

the relationships of the vendor to
o

(7) the IS staff; and

o

(8) information systems entities.

The resulting model predicts (9) “Among Vendors” and (10) “Vendor–Users” relationships, however the
empirical data in the Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) study did not support the definition of these
relationships, therefore (10) is represented as a dashed line in Figure 8. This research revisits the MRFM
with additional empirical data in an effort to complete the model.

2.4.3 Approaching the literature review analysis
The factual summary of the literature review approach and demographics (sections 2.1-2.4.1) was
followed by a review of the previous theoretical approaches utilised within literature (section
2.4.2). Although 2.4.2 enumerated several formal model-based approaches to the maintenance deferral
problem, these were technical in nature. As such, they have little applicability as foundation theory to a
social research situation investigating organisational attitudes to IS maintenance deferral. Without a
concrete thread of theoretical research to follow, the literature review results are consolidated into a
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concept-based discussion (Webster & Watson 2002) covering six key concepts.
By following a concept-based approach, a measured and justified foundation for an organisation-based
research project is developed.

2.4.4 Concept 1: Acknowledgement of a maintenance issue
Acknowledgement that adoption of vendor software causes a maintenance problem for the purchasing
organisation is a strong emergent theme within the literature critically reviewed (Ng 2001; Ng, Chan &
Gable 2001; Ng, Gable & Chan 2002; Khoo & Robey 2007; Horning & Neumann 2008). No papers
identified through this literature review expressed a dissenting opinion that vendor software is free
from maintenance impacts and considerations.
Within this acknowledgement, several specific deterrents and aggravating factors are identified that led
to organisational caution when assessing vendor-supplied maintenance before implementing it into
production environments.
Table 6, presented in alphabetical order of first-author, summarises calls for further investigation into
maintenance. These occurred within papers addressing a wide and varied range of topics.
Table 6 Calls for maintenance research within literature
Paper Title
Developing New Processes
for COTS-Based Systems
(CBS)

Large packaged
application software
maintenance: a research
framework [for future
research]

Risks of Neglecting
Infrastructure

Maintenance of COTSintensive Software
Systems
How organisations
motivate users to
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Quote
“The use of [commercial off-the-shelf] COTS products introduces new
system circumstances, which then requires new software
development processes. Although researchers and practitioners have
been grappling with these new processes, no one has yet
comprehensively described the processes …” (Brownsword,
Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.48)
“Our [COTS-based systems] CBS process framework is preliminary.
To date, no one project has pursued their work according to this set
of ideas.” (Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.55)
Three of the questions in this framework related to vendor-supplied
solutions:
Q23: To what extent are package maintenance concepts generic and
extensible beyond a particular vendor’s product?
Q28: To what extent can maintenance be avoided through packaged
software and hybrid solutions?
Q31: What are the drivers behind the upgrade decision?
(Gable, Chan & Tan 2001)
“Chronic neglect of [civil] infrastructure maintenance is not a simple
problem, and does not have a simple solution” … “People who
understand the sources of the fragilities, vulnerabilities, and decay in
our critical infrastructures have a responsibility to educate decision
makers and the public about these risks.” (Horning & Neumann 2008,
p.112)
“COTS use is increasing, and maintenance issues of COTS-intensive
systems need to be articulated and addressed.” (Hybertson, Ta &
Thomas 1997, p.215)
“Although our research provides an initial investigation into the
phenomenon of support upgrades, the empirical support for our
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participate in support
upgrades of customized
packaged software
An exploratory study of
the impacts of upgrading
packaged software: a
stakeholder perspective
Deciding to upgrade
packaged software: a
comparative case study of
motives, contingencies and
dependencies
Issues In Software
Maintenance
A Client-Benefits Oriented
Taxonomy of ERP
Maintenance
Eight Lessons Learned
during COTS-Based
Systems Maintenance

Interview with E.Burton
Swanson

Maintenance Management
– A Neglected Dimension
of Engineering
Management

findings were limited to a single upgrade case.” (Khoo, Chua & Robey
2011, p.334)
“In conclusion, our study unveils many important facets of a
relatively neglected phenomenon: the periodic upgrade of a vendor’s
packaged software application. Given the steady increase in packaged
software solutions, organizations need to be prepared for managing
the impacts of upgrades on IS staff and users.” (Khoo, Robey & Rao
2011, p.167)
“… academic research has largely neglected packaged software, with
the exception of ERP systems. One of the most neglected issues
related to packaged software is the decision to upgrade from one
version to another.” (Khoo & Robey 2007, p.556).
“much more research is needed in maintenance” (Lientz 1983, p.277)
“This study poses additional research questions … What are the
factors affecting an ERP maintenance decision …” (Ng, Chan & Gable
2001, p.536)
“Implications: Currently, few COTS software lifecycle models address
[Component-Based System] maintenance processes” (Reifer et al.
2003, p.95).
“To make better decisions relative to [Component-Based Systems],
we need empirical knowledge. To gain this knowledge, we must
understand more fully the lifecycle processes people use when
harnessing COTS packages” (Reifer et al. 2003, p.96)
“I wouldn’t do the same [1979 Data Processing Management
Association (DPMA)] study [today]. I would take a somewhat
different tack. I would try to focus on the maintenance of commercial
software packages ... Or, I would address maintenance from the user
perspective, which has been largely ignored.” (Swanson & Chapin
1995, p.307)
“The discipline of maintenance management will evolve further as
engineers, scientists, technicians and managers integrate results from
research and practical maintenance operations to build an
internationally accepted body of knowledge” (Visser 2002, p.484)

References to maintenance deferral in Table 6 provide a solid foundation that the issue is seen as a social
problem, not relating specifically to the technology where maintenance is being deferred. The quotes
refer to “practitioners” (Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.48), “people” (Brownsword,
Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.48) and “organisations” (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011, p.167) – all social
constructs.
Within the social context, deferral occurs from the relationship between a decision made (or not made)
by a person, relating to the technology (vendor-supplied software) within an organisational setting. The
acknowledgement of an issue therefore suggests that a qualitative research method (such as an
interview-based research tool) would be an appropriate methodological choice (refer 3.5.1). Likewise,
analysis could focus on the social interactions and interdependencies between the vendor-supplied
software, individuals making the decisions, and the organisational context in which they occur (refer
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3.3.2).
Having established a strong acknowledgement of maintenance deferral as a social issue, and the need
for further investigation through the references in Table 6, the second emerging concept of deterrents
are now explored in section 2.4.5 before moving onto triggers in section 2.4.6.

2.4.5 Concept 2: Deterrents to implementing maintenance
In extracting the reasons for maintenance deferral from the literature, a common theme of deterrents
emerged. This is not a theme or concept that arose by this name in any paper. Greer, Bustard and
Sunazuka (1999) illustrate this position in a passing comment that:
“[purchasing organisations], for example, often refuse available upgrades because of
the problems they may introduce, preferring instead to persist with ‘proven’ software”
(Greer, Bustard & Sunazuka 1999, p.180).
In almost all cases, logical analysis of deterrents suggests that any potential consequences of the
deterrent(s) can be avoided through the deferral of vendor-supplied maintenance, or exercising the
“doing nothing” option (Ng 2001, p.451). A correlating observation from a supervisor is the ubiquitous
“if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” philosophy, which became the title of this thesis. The deterrents of Table 7
are developed from this concept re-occurring throughout the literature. One paper explicitly classified
its example of a deterrent as a “fear”. Ellison and Fudenberg (2000, p.254) referred to the introduction
of backwards compatibility in Lotus 1-2-3 version 3 meaning that:
“potential purchasers of upgrades were no longer deterred by fears that they would be
unable to use their old files”.
The most prevalent deterrent in the literature is that the application of vendor-supplied maintenance
would have “a huge cost associated with [the maintenance]” (Ng, Gable & Chan 2002). Through the
acceptance that purchasing organisations implement vendor-supplied systems such as an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) to gain a commercial advantage (Ng, Chan & Gable 2001), any planned or
unplanned expense in monetary or effort-based terms may detract from this profit-making goal. In some
of the limited direct references to deferral across multiple different realms, cuts/limits in maintenance
budgets are a common occurrence and the flow-on deferral of maintenance is a direct result (Bausch &
Hooven 1977; Hybertson, Ta & Thomas 1997; Reifer et al. 2003). A more general economic downturn
may also lead to maintenance being seen as “too costly” (Bloch 2011).
The effort required to analyse, test and implement a vendor-supplied maintenance release may be
significant. The need for testing is not eliminated through the implementation of vendor-supplied
information systems:
“its nature shifts from white box (using knowledge of the source code and design) to
black box (without knowledge of the source code or design), and system-level testing
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receives increased attention” (Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.52).
Khoo, Chua and Robey (2011) record that the effort for their case study of a SAP upgrade took six
months, and that in another company, a SAP upgrade required a 71-hour outage of SAP servers. In Khoo
and Robey (2007), a Microsoft WindowsTM upgrade is recorded as taking longer than a year to
implement across 125 locations. Both end-to-end project duration and implementation outages are reoccurring deterrents in literature.
Closely related to effort, the deterrent that maintenance to one system may cause a cascade of
maintenance requirements across other integrated systems is common in literature. The following two
scenarios highlight the independent and sometimes incompatible nature of complex information
systems environments. From minor inconveniences such as missing device drivers following operating
system maintenance requiring replacement of printers, faxes and scanners (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011)
through to the thirteen linked vendor-supplied systems requiring upgrade reported by the Anderson
and McAuley (2006) case study.
Within vendor-supplied systems, this deterrent of cascading maintenance also applies to internal
maintenance requirements of the vendor-supplied system. A mandatory maintenance action on one
module of a vendor solution may cause issues requiring further maintenance of a separate module, a
deterrent captured by Ng, Gable and Chan (2002).
The deterrent of losing customisations, configurations, or interfaces extends beyond the obvious
information systems-based concerns and into the realm of the user where “users also create
idiosyncratic adaptations and workarounds to overcome limitations in any customised software” (Khoo,
Chua & Robey 2011, p.329) that could be impacted through the application of maintenance.
Asserting that a deterrent exists because of the additional training effort required because of an upgrade
from SAP 3.0f to 4.6c, Khoo, Chua & Robey’s paper (2011, pp.332-333) records that because “SAP
upgrades usually involved downtime and training, business users normally preferred to defer an
upgrade as long as possible”. The paper further quantified the training exposure to be “as much as 40
[hours] worth” per user across potentially thousands of users, and a period of “approximately 3 months”
(Khoo & Robey 2007, p.559) before users returned to feeling completely comfortable with the new
version of the software. Ng, Gable and Chan (2002) also documented a large increase in user-support
requests for the system in their case study over the three-month period following the introduction of a
major change.
Mukherji, Rajagopalan and Tanniru (2006) investigate through mathematical simulation that
organisations with higher change-management costs, specifically including training, are more likely to
defer maintenance.
The most graphic example of maintenance disrupting the organisation, beyond the training
requirements already discussed, is the failure of a new feature in upgraded software causing “a mess for
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about three weeks” and one interviewee recalled people saying “somebody needs to get fired, we’re
losing millions of dollars a day” (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011, p.161). Resolution of this issue required
vendor support and internal organisational changes. A second example of organisational disruption
alluded to in Khoo, Chua and Robey (2011) saw a separate company experiencing a slowdown in
performance and system lockouts subsequent to a three-day outage to perform an upgrade.
Interspersed within company-wide upgrade issues, individual users reported “files missing … gone to
la-la-land” (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011, p.162) a side-effect that was anticipated by information systems
staff.
Because the purchasing organisation is dependent on the vendor for the support and maintenance of
vendor-supplied software, the purchasing organisation must also rely on the claims, opinions and
instructions from the vendor in documentation that accompany a release. Such documentation “might
be incorrect on incomplete” (Vigder & Kark 2006, p.13). Inevitably, applying maintenance to an
operational system may cause conflict with the vendor –
“During the … testing phase, [Information Systems] staff identified many problems that
they attributed to [the] software, but the vendor countered that the problems were
related to client [organisation] configuration decisions.” (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011,
p.165).
The need to test incoming vendor maintenance is unquestioned within literature. Some papers lamented
the complications and costs of maintaining environments for testing. Others, such as Ng, Gable and Chan
(2002) record that their case study target organisation maintained three separate environments
(development, test, and production) to manage and maintain their vendor-supplied system.
“All maintenance is done on the development environment first, and then tested in
testing environment … In some cases … iterated through several times before the
change reaches the production system” (Ng, Gable & Chan 2002, p.94).
This observation of iterative testing adds further support to the deterrent of the test effort required in
vendor-supplied maintenance.
Table 7 presents the deterrents expressed across literature critically assessed for this review, grouped
by the relationship types suggested by the modified relational foundation model of Figure 8. In grouping
the deterrents within Table 7, the deterrent had to be explainable using only the relationship type/types
of the model that appear within the group title. In that way, some examples are:
•

(1) Among System deterrents can all be described as system-to-system, or within-system
interactions without referring to the information systems group, vendor or users in the
description of the deterrent.

•

(4) System-information systems staff deterrents each require reference to the system under
maintenance and information systems staff to describe the deterrent. No reference to the
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vendor or user is required within the description of the deterrent.
Inevitably, some deterrents can themselves be classified or described using multiple linguistic
approaches, or cross grouping boundaries and therefore appear within multiple different groupings. In
these cases, a predominant grouping is chosen in Table 7. An example of this is the deterrent “Require a
user or IS learning curve”.

Deterrent that the
maintenance will …

Count of papers

Author(s):

Anderson and McAuley (2006)
Arora et al. (2010b)
Bachwani et al. (2014)
Brownsword, Oberndorf and Sledge (2000)
Carney, Hissam and Plakosh (2000)
Donefer (1984)
Ellison and Fudenberg (2000)
Gable, Chan and Tan (2001)
Greer, Bustard and Sunazuka (1999)
Horning and Neumann (2008)
Hybertson, Ta and Thomas (1997)
Khoo, Chua and Robey (2011)
Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011)
Lientz (1983)
Lientz and Swanson (1981)
Maheshwari and Hajnal (2002)
Mukherji, Rajagopalan and Tanniru (2006)
Ng, Chan and Gable (2001)
Ng, Gable and Chan (2002)
Reifer et al. (2003)
Vigder & Kark (2006)

Table 7 Deterrents leading to vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral

(1) Among-System Deterrents
Expose, or cause a chain reaction of integration
12 X
X
X X X X
X X X
updates; backward-compatibility issues
Introduce new IS resource contention, bug or
7
X X
X
X
X X
X
be poor quality
Disturb the IS equilibrium
6 X
X X
X X
X X
Require a re-certification for a certified system 1
X
(2) Among-IS-Staff Deterrents
Be costly
12
X X X X
X X X X
X X
Consume a tremendous amount of effort to
6
X
X X X
analyse, test, or perform
Be difficult or complex
5
X
X
X X X
(3) Among-User Deterrents
Require a user or IS learning curve
9
X X
X X X X X X
Additional work for expert users (training
2
X X
others)
(4) System-IS-Staff Deterrents
Have un-assessable impacts/side-effects or
5
X
X X X
X
cannot be fully tested
Infrastructure for testing is expensive/difficult 4
X
X
X
(5) Systems-User Deterrents
Disrupt to the organisation & productivity
5
X X X
X X
(6) IS-Staff-User Deterrents
Cause a user revolt
2
X X
(7) Vendor-IS-Staff Deterrents
Arrive at an inconvenient time/rate
6
X
X X
X X X
Require dependence on vendor claims (of
4 X
X
X
suitability)
Require dependence on vendor documentation 4
X
X
X
Cause conflict with the vendor
4 X X
X
X
(8) Vendor-System Deterrents
Adversely affect existing customisations,
13
X X X
X X X X X X X
configurations or interfaces
(9) Among-Vendor Deterrents
(no deterrent relationships of this type identified in literature)
(10) Vendor-User Deterrents
(no deterrent relationships of this type identified in literature)
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The grouping of deterrents relating to IS Staff, groups 4 and 6 within Table 7 are placed owing to the
human judgemental nature involved within the deterrent.
The deterrents of Table 7 are aggravated by the unpredictable behaviour of vendors, where:
“it is difficult to determine when the software will be released, which features the
software will have … or the quality of the resulting software” (Xu & Brinkkemper 2007,
p.533)
Also, more simply, the “burdensome … rate of change” for vendor-supplied software (Carney, Hissam &
Plakosh 2000, p.362). Anderson and McAuley (2006, p.209) voiced a similar concern where “generic
patch and upgrade schedules” led the company in their case study to remove the availability of vendor
maintenance from their decision-making process, focusing instead on continual evaluation and rapid
adoption when needed.
Bachwani et al. (2014, p.10) open their paper with a comment that “Unfortunately, many of these
[software] upgrades either fail or misbehave”, a view supported by Arora et al. (2010a) in their
description of user’s views on the quality of vendor patches being poor. These behaviours add further
support to the argument that vendors are sometimes culpable in the purchasing organisation’s deferral
of maintenance.
The cost of the maintenance action, impact on existing customisations and the deterrent of triggering
cascading maintenance are the most commonly alluded deterrents within the surveyed literature.
Although no papers within this review explicitly attempt to cost a vendor-supplied maintenance project,
several examples allow the reader to extrapolate that the effort is measured in multiples of person-years
(Anderson & McAuley 2006; Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011) and can be as complex as the original installation
(Carney, Hissam & Plakosh 2000). Costs come not from the purchase of the maintenance itself but
through the plethora of equipment and activities required within the organisation to successfully derisk application of the maintenance within the production environment.
Deterrents, as a named theme, did not occur with literature. Deterrents are a concept abductively (refer
section 3.5.2) generated through the association of many disparate (sometimes incidental) mentions
across a broad range of literature. Having identified the first initial linkages (shown later in Figure 22)
between articles, a directed search for similar or supporting terms was performed in future articles (and
retrospectively) where required. In this way, the literature review iterated through a series of cycles as
new concepts emerged into the concept maps. The success of this iterative approach indicates that an
iterative-based research approach will provide optimal results within this context (refer section 3.5.3).
This section has explored the emerging concept of deterrents, which are reasons that cause or support
a decision not to implement maintenance. The following section (2.4.6) explores the concept of triggers,
which are a separate event that causes maintenance implementation. Section 2.4.7 will then explore the
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consequences of deferral.

2.4.6 Concept 3: A trigger event requiring maintenance implementation
An identifiable trigger event is emergent from case study literature immediately preceding the
installation of vendor-supplied information systems software maintenance. In discussing information
systems and software maintenance in general, Donefer observes that events classified as triggers are
generally:
“driven by events outside the control of [IT/IS] managers; usually cannot be foreseen;
are highly time dependent; and are very visible to senior management” (Donefer 1984,
p.35).
In line with the description:
“Motivating forces are considered to be any event, or requirement that triggers the
interest to adopt a newer version of packaged software.” (Khoo & Robey 2007, p.562).
These trigger events or tipping points can be considered motivating forces. Mukherji, Rajagopalan and
Tanniru (2006, p.1684) concluded that their study supported the idea that:
“investments in upgrades are best made when the gap between new technology and
currently technology reaches a critical threshold”.
This supports the definition of a trigger event – a single identifiable event that causes this threshold to
be reached. Whatever the eventual reason, Greer, Bustard and Sunazuka (1999, p.180) paraphrase:
“change is inevitable for all commercial software systems. This inevitability arises from
the fact that a system’s environment is also constantly changing”.
Khoo and Robey (2007) identify two separate independent events triggering two separate independent
maintenance activities in their exploration of the motives for making the maintenance decision:
1. the imminent approach of a sunset (end-of-life or EOL) date where vendor support for a version
ends; and
2. the need to standardize information systems infrastructure following a large business
acquisition/merger.
Another rationale for standardisation is the need to remain compatible with external parties (Ellison &
Fudenberg 2000). The adoption of vendor-supplied information systems and software create a lock-in
situation where:
“they [the purchasing organisations] become dependent on the software vendor to
provide them with software functionality and technical support” (Khoo & Robey 2007,
p.563)
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and the vendor declaring an end to that support represents a significant risk to the purchasing
organisation.
The need for increased business benefit is a reoccurring theme within literature triggering the
installation of maintenance (Ng, Chan & Gable 2001). This could be through new functionality available
within a newer release, improved performance, or from the Mukherji, Rajagopalan and Tanniru (2006)
paper, the desire for a first-mover advantage may spur some organisations to install a maintenance
offering. Other examples of these increased business benefits are:
“Create report and error-message; change interface and printing format; add program;
simplify reconciliation report; additional functionality; update process flow; …” (Ng,
Gable & Chan 2002, p.97)
or more generically:
“(1) Improves or enhances the way an organization does business – to streamline best
practice or business process and enhance system integration; (2) Improves or
enhances the existing [system] functionality; and/or (3) Could keep an existing version
away from vendor-support termination” (Ng, Gable & Chan 2002, p.101)
Vendors declaring an end-of-life (EOL), or sunset date for support of a particular version are an oftreferenced trigger for maintenance implementation:
“Vendors withdraw support for older versions in order to contain and minimise their
own maintenance costs, and to guarantee availability of human resources, skills and
services support for clients. Hence, they must focus their maintenance support
resources on one or few version(s)” (Ng, Chan & Gable 2001, p.530).
Although some papers alluded to the simplistic vendor publication of maintenance as sufficient trigger
for a client organisation to install it, Ng, Chan and Gable (2001) captured from their case study a concept
that organisational management strategy that grouping-together any maintenance would have a
beneficial impact on the overall cost/benefit of implementing maintenance. Ng, Chan and Gable (2001)
further captured through their case study that a vendor had a specific class of maintenance - a legalchange-patch (LCP) that organisations are obliged to implement. These LCP patches are released over
time and are sequential pre-requisites for each other, meaning that the previous one must be installed
before the current one, and are also a pre-requisite for version upgrades. Although mandatory to apply,
Ng, Chan and Gable (2001) observed a scenario where the mandatory maintenance is issued for a
modular part of the vendor system not used by this client.
Within a lessons learned case study, Anderson and McAuley (2006) identified a non-software trigger
event, the requirement to upgrade the hardware platform to mitigate hardware availability and support
issues. This graphically illustrated the deterrent of cascading upgrades as an operating system upgrade
is required to support the new hardware, that in turn triggered thirteen separate vendor-supplied
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software upgrades to re-establish and stabilise the IS systems on the new hardware.
Illustrating the causes for maintenance in complex COTS systems, Carney, Hissam and Plakosh (2000)
reference that new exploits or threats that increase the risk in a safety-critical, life-critical or secure
system are possible triggers for maintenance.
Three triggers are articulated in the argument of Hybertson, Ta and Thomas (1997) to why COTS
maintenance requires different planning than a custom system: it fixes an error that is relevant to the
purchaser, it adds a feature relevant to the user, or to avoid maintenance ceasing when the vendor
declares end-of-life on a version.
Policy within an organisation may assist with determining the occurrence of a tipping point, however
contradictory policies with the same aim are identified in separate studies. Khoo and Robey (2007,
p.560) capture a policy within their case study requiring the company to remain within vendorsupported version requirements to ensure “continuous system operation and timely receipt of vendor
support if a problem occurred” therefore reducing operational risk. However, a separate paper
identified:
“The IT policy … was to upgrade every one and a half years. However, due to business
changes … the support group had not conducted any upgrades for more than three
years” (Khoo, Chua & Robey 2011, p.331).
This goal of stability is addressed quite differently in Anderson and McAuley’s (2006, p.208) case study
where the organisation “[does] not subscribe to a ‘stay current’ approach” preferring to monitor and
evaluate vendor maintenance for a compelling reason to upgrade. Reifer et al. (2003) echo this marketwatch approach as being a best practice, although they note that additional time is spent and costs
incurred in this continual evaluation process. In each case, stability of the information systems
environment is the goal.
Finally, a major social change (critical to transacting business) is identified by Ben-Menachem (2008) as
triggering maintenance implementation – the introduction of the Euro currency within the European
Union. From this example, other social changes such as the introduction of a new tax regime like a goods
and services tax (GST) introduced in Australia in 2000; or a change in physical currency such as New
Zealand’s removal of 5c coins and a move to ‘miniature’ coins in 2006 could also trigger information
systems maintenance activities to support the change. Similarly, an innovative or discontinuous change
such as the Internet, the move from mainframes to PC, or the introduction of mobile-enabled commerce
could be a trigger requiring maintenance to participate in the new paradigm (Cusumano 2008).
Even when one or many trigger events occur, Khoo and Robey (2007) conclude that the availability of
information systems personnel within the purchasing organisation is required in order for maintenance
to be implemented. If the maintenance isn’t ranked highly against competing priorities, then continued
deferral may be the chosen action.
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Table 8 presents the triggers expressed across literature critically assessed for this review, grouped by
the relationship types suggested by the modified relational foundation model of Figure 8. In the same
method of grouping the deterrents within Table 7, the deterrent had to be explainable in terminology
using only the relationship types of the model appearing in the group title.

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Swanson and Dans (2000)

X

Reifer et al. (2003)

X

Ng, Gable and Chan (2002)

X

Ng, Chan and Gable (2001)

Lientz and Swanson (1981)

X

Mukherji, Rajagopalan and Tanniru (2006)

Lientz (1983)

X

Maheshwari and Hajnal (2002)

Khoo and Robey (2007)

(1) Among-Systems Triggers
Support new hardware/ move from
obsolescent hardware (or enabled/
7 X
X
X
required by new software/hardware)
Eliminate or contain a security threat
2
X
X
(2) Among-IT-Staff Triggers
Required by policy
6
X
(3) Among-User Triggers (no trigger relationships of this type identified in literature)
(4) Systems-IS-Staff Triggers
Standardise IS infrastructure, internally
4
X
or with external parties
(5) Systems-User Triggers (no trigger relationships of this type identified in literature)
(6) IS-Staff-User Triggers (no trigger relationships of this type identified in literature)
(7) Vendor-IS-Staff Triggers
Remaining current with the marketplace 5
X
X
Reacting to release of vendor
4
X
maintenance
(8) Vendor-System Triggers
Response to external environment
(legislation, competitive pressures,
5
X
social, cultural)
Response to a massive social change or
5
X
X X
innovation
(9) Among-Vendor Triggers
Avoid an end-of-life (EOL) or sunset date
where the vendor ends support for the
7
X
X
version
(10) Vendor-User Triggers
Changing requirements of the system
users, adds a feature, or increased
11
X
X X
business benefit
Resolve an error relevant to purchaser
7
X
X
X

Khoo, Chua and Robey (2011)

Iannone et al. (2014)

Hybertson, Ta and Thomas (1997)

Gable, Chan and Tan (2001)

Ellison and Fudenberg (2000)

Donefer (1984)

Cusumano (2008)

Carney, Hissam and Plakosh (2000)

Ben-Menachem (2008)

Arora et al. (2010a)

Anderson and McAuley (2006)

Trigger, in which
maintenance is
required to …

Count of references

Author(s):

Brownsword, Oberndorf and Sledge (2000)

Table 8 Triggers leading to the implementation of vendor-supplied IS maintenance

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Whereas deterrents (refer section 2.4.5) were enabled and enacted through staff within the
organisation, triggers strongly illuminate the impact of the external environment on the organisation
and the vendor-supplied IS software. The research design must therefore consider theories and
methodologies that support the inclusion of both an organisation and its operating environment (refer
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section 3.3.2) to successfully capture this aspect of the relationship(s).
This concludes a presentation of deterrents and triggers, two concepts emerging from the literature.
Following is a summary of the nature and consequences of deferral.

2.4.7 Concept 4: Deferral and consequences
Carney, Hissam and Plakosh point to deferral as being a logical, considered course of action when the
risk of implementing the maintenance is calculated to be unacceptable (Carney, Hissam & Plakosh
2000). Bachwani et al. (2014) illustrated an example of unacceptable risk through a vendor-disclosed
incompatibility or difficulty between the maintenance item and a specific type of environment. Likewise,
if an upgrade exposes an incompatibility issue internally, or with external parties – then a considered
deferral decision may be made (Ellison & Fudenberg 2000).
Donefer (1984, p.34) counters the view of conscious deferral with an observation supporting
unconscious deferral:
“Perhaps the reason is that in many executives’ minds, systems and applications are
fundamentally unchanging … complete once operational”.
This ‘completeness’ belief leading to a de-prioritisation of the maintenance activity.
The consequences of maintenance deferral can be to avoid expense in the short term (Paoletti & Jamil
2004), however the legitimacy and suitability of this approach assume that a trigger event will not occur.
Should a trigger event occur and be ignored, possible consequences include economic damage to the
company (Arora et al. 2010a), higher expenditure and forced outages at a later time (Paoletti & Jamil
2004; Bloch 2011), or even demise of the company itself (Donefer 1984; Carney, Hissam & Plakosh
2000). Alternatively, Khoo and Robey (2007) reported that a deferral of the “a” and “b” releases is policy
within their case study company to avoid stability issues associated with major releases; rather waiting
until the stable “c” release, and further allowing time for other large clients of the vendor to upgrade
first.
Paoletti and Jamil (2004) graphically present the concept of interaction between various forces driving
the risk of a catastrophic failure through the repeated deferral of maintenance within the electrical
engineering discipline. This conceptual representation is shown in Figure 9 from their paper. The
diversion of effort or budget causes maintenance to be deferred. However, the expectations of company
management are that there is no impact from this decision, which is shown by the horizontal
“expectations” line. However, the uptime or stability of the system steadily declines through the
repeated deferral of maintenance, while the risk of a catastrophic event increases greatly over time
(Paoletti & Jamil 2004). The representation of Figure 9 conceptually applies across all maintenance
deferral.
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Figure 9 The “Effect of Lost Resources” showing the increase of catastrophic risk over time
(Paoletti & Jamil 2004, p.224)
Mukherji, Rajagopalan and Tanniru (2006) present a decision-making model incorporating the
opportunity cost incurred through maintenance deferral. This model assumes that the opportunity cost
could come from lost revenue to a more technologically advanced competitor, or from lost productivity
enhancements contained within the deferred maintenance.
Gartner (2010, p.1) publish that although IT maintenance can be deferred for one to two years, extended
periods of deferral can lead to “the application portfolio risks getting dangerously out of date” becoming
both a risk to the organisation, and a “systemic risk” threatening stability for large organisations. Khoo
and Robey (2007, p.556) agree that some level of deferral is suitable by arguing:
“organizations do not have to upgrade to every new version of software because
vendors typically support multiple versions at the same time”.
The pervasive use of vendor-supplied information systems software and the risk of systemic failure
create a situation of escalating instability where:
“the more different infrastructures that fail concurrently, the more difficult it becomes
to restore service in any of them” (Horning & Neumann 2008, p.112).
To combat the hidden nature of information systems and software maintenance deferral, Gartner
(2010) recommend that information technology (IT) management teams produce annual state-of-thesystem reports to educate themselves on the scale of the problem, and raise organisational awareness
of the issue to create a:
“steady drip of information into the management team [that] will start to bring about
changes in attitude and develop a willingness to engage in dealing with IT debt”
(Gartner 2010, p.1).
In this context, information technology debt is the deferred work on hand required to bring the
information technology systems to an up-to-date state. For organisations that have an understanding of
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their system roadmaps, the act of maintenance deferral can be a considered action to save expense, and
improve stability leading into a system retirement or replacement “as the end of any system’s life is
eventually foreseen, the maintenance effort itself may be moderated” (Swanson & Dans 2000, p.279).
Khoo, Chua & Robey’s paper on motivating users to support an upgrade highlighted one consequence of
repeated deferral. Despite the organisational policy being to implement version-upgrade maintenance
every one and a half years, they quote from an interview:
“we have been live on that version for several years so we didn’t need a great deal of
help from SAP at that point … The longer you’ve been on a release, your reliance on the
vendor becomes less so your incentive for an upgrade actually becomes less … We have
the choice too.” (Khoo, Chua & Robey 2011, p.332).
This shows that one possible alternative available following repeated deferral is to completely separate
from the vendor’s support model and “go it alone” through either maintaining the system in-house, or
paying for bespoke support, possibly receiving a lower priority than up-to-date clients of the vendor
(Khoo, Chua & Robey 2011).
However, the approach of deferring maintenance comes unstuck when vendor-supplied maintenance
“that we require urgently” arrives, but has a dependency on a “backlog” of un-installed changes, which
occurs because the vendor “seems to assume that you are up to date” (Ng, Gable & Chan 2002, p.100).
This concept of deferral as a ‘conscious decision’ establishes an important counter-balance to the
‘negligence’ view of maintenance deferral. Within an organisation the deferral decision may be a
deliberate choice. Analysis within this research should therefore investigate choice as a measure within
the analysis of the findings (refer 3.3.3.4).
The penultimate concept arising from the literature review explores the nature and importance of
maintenance (section 2.4.8) before formalising a maintenance lifecycle from literature (section 2.4.9).

2.4.8 Concept 5: Questioning the value of maintenance
Vendor-supplied software provides a purchaser with “a fast infusion of new technologies” (Hanna &
Martin 2006, p.478), however absent from literature are academic framework(s) or in-depth research
addressing the organisational behaviour during the period between the vendor publishing maintenance
to the purchaser and the tipping point that triggers the maintenance to be implemented within the
purchaser’s system(s). Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) comment on a dearth of research in this area and
Reifer et al. (2003) identify that only a few applicable software lifecycle models address the maintenance
processes.
Literature relating to the initial investment decision and deriving the full expected benefits from a past
investment decision are prevalent throughout the filtering phase of this literature, an observation
supported by Khoo, Chua & Robey (2011):
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“Academic research on packaged software issues has predominantly focused on the
initial implementation” (Khoo, Chua & Robey 2011, p.329).
Research investigating prioritisation of requirements or IT projects is likewise well represented within
literature.
To most, software maintenance is either ignored (Ketler & Turban 1992) or suffers a long history of
being seen as not sexy when compared to the opportunities presented by new systems (Donefer 1984).
Software maintenance suffers a negative image within the developers and managers involved in the
process (Tan & Gable 1998; Junio et al. 2011) leading to prevalent morale concerns within dedicated
maintenance teams being noted by Swanson and Beath (1990) in their investigation of maintenance
team configurations. This negative view of maintenance is far from universal with at least one of the
case studies reviewed showing a change in perceptions (Layzell & Macaulay 1994), possibly as
organisations begin to realise that maintenance:
“consists heavily of meeting new and evolving user needs, not correcting past mistakes”
(Swanson & Chapin 1995, p.310).
The final concept emerging from the critical review of the literature is the emergence of a lifecycle when
considering maintenance.

2.4.9 Concept 6: The formalisation of a maintenance lifecycle
IEEE (1990) puts forward a software life cycle consisting of 8 phases, one of them being the operation
and maintenance phase. It is defined as:
“the period of time in the software life cycle during which a software product is
employed in its operational environment, monitored for satisfactory performance, and
modified as necessary to correct problems or to respond to changing requirements”
(IEEE 1990, p.52).
Through the synthesis of maintenance concepts spanning multiple critically reviewed papers, a
maintenance lifecycle is deduced from ideas not previously unified. This cycle begins with acquisition
of the asset which creates a need to maintain the investment (Horning & Neumann 2008); a trigger event
causes maintenance to be required (Carney, Hissam & Plakosh 2000; Khoo & Robey 2007); the
maintenance activity is planned (Anderson & McAuley 2006); the purchasing organisation’s IS and
software users are prepared for the maintenance (Khoo, Chua & Robey 2011); the maintenance is
performed; and the implications to the organisation arising from the maintenance are stabilized (Khoo,
Robey & Rao 2011). Figure 10 uses the linear IEEE Software Lifecycle to demonstrate the placement of
the deduced maintenance lifecycle.
Within Figure 10, the concept of deferral occurs before the next Trigger Event.
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Deferral, until
next trigger event

Figure 10 A Maintenance Lifecycle Model derived from literature
The proposed maintenance lifecycle of Figure 10 (Savage, Kautz & Clarke 2015) is supported by the
description of a repeating system lifecycle in which “on-going enhancements [follow] the initial system
commissioning and stabilization ” (Lientz 1983, p.273). In this maintenance cycle is an explicit “wait”
state before a trigger event, where nothing happens until the need for the next planning phase manifests
or arises. In other words; there is not necessarily an automatic progression prior to the next trigger
event.
Together, the six concepts arising from the literature review are: (1) the acknowledgement of a problem
relating to information systems maintenance; (2) deterrents that act to defer the implementation of
maintenance; (3) a trigger event necessitating maintenance application; (4) the nature and
consequences of deferral; (5) questions around the importance of maintenance; and (6) the
formalisation of a maintenance lifecycle.

Literature review discussion
The discussion is presented in two sections, firstly a discussion on the systematic literature review
method; followed by a discussion of the results obtained from this literature review.

2.5.1 Discussion about the systematic literature review method
Through a stricter application of systematic review filtering criteria, many of the items referenced
within the results section of this systematic literature review may justifiably be removed as they focus
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on areas complementary to this review, but without specifically targeting the “vendor-supplied
maintenance deferral” context of this review. However, to illuminate more completely the concepts
involved in this scarcely addressed area, the papers have remained within scope. This inclusive
approach requires acknowledgement that although derived from published materials, the deterrents
and triggers enumerated within this paper are conceptualised from papers where they sometimes form
an incidental mention during the description of a complementary topic. Though important enough to
warrant mentions, often across multiple separate studies and papers, the list cannot be considered
definitive.
Application of the systematic method against this area of study, without the search criteria requiring a
specific research question has been shown to generate a significant amount of false-hits within the
search phase, but with the benefit of consolidating the critically reviewed papers into a strong argument
for further study.
Acknowledging that this literature review has not completed the systematic method through
performing a critical assessment of all literature filtered through the steps, a pragmatic stance of the
emergence of enough concepts is taken to progress the research project to an empirical assessment of
the concepts arising herein. This decision is supported by Webster and Watson (2002), in that
compelling concepts had emerged and further papers are not synthesising additional concepts.

2.5.2 Discussion about the results of the literature review
This review has assembled the current state of literature and practitioner concerns relating to the
deferral of Information Systems maintenance, grounded within the context of a well-established
domain. Beyond the six concepts arising from the critical review, this section of the systematic literature
review discusses some of the challenges and findings faced in assembling the argument.

2.5.2.1 The difficulty with defining maintenance deferral
The first hurdle identified within this systematic literature review is defining the key term of
“maintenance” (refer Definition 2). Prevalent within the papers reviewed are conflicting definitions of
maintenance artefacts, patches and upgrades that acted to further confuse attempts to synthesise a clear
picture of the topic. This symptom is supported through the diverse search terms required to capture
the documents assessed.
Although vendor-supplied software maintenance inevitably adds new or upgraded functionality, it
fulfils this definition in that the customer judges that the maintenance is required in order for the
software to remain useful within its environment. This is consistent with Swanson’s “inclusive” view of
maintenance (Swanson & Chapin 1995, p.311).
The maintenance phase begins following the purchase of a vendor-supplied information system or
software. It does not begin following the commissioning and activation of the solution. This is because
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the first maintenance releases for the version the purchaser has selected from the vendor “will occur
before the system’s initial delivery” (Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.53).
The definition of deferral (refer Definition 3) has negative connotations – captured in discussing
university building maintenance deferral by Kaiser:
“Defining deferred maintenance is an exercise that often detracts from the more
fundamental task of attacking the problem itself. Because of the implication that
deferral has been caused by neglect and not by conscious planning, administrators shy
away from approaching the main job” (Kaiser 1980, p.43).
Within contemporary times, the most stark example of deferral with negative connotations is
the 14th August 2018 collapse of the Morandi Bridge in in Genoa, Italy where profiteering rather
than investment in suitable maintenance is identified as a possible contributing factor
(Pianigiani, Povoledo & Pérez-Peña 2018).
This review has demonstrated that deferral has both legitimate and neglect-based causes.

2.5.2.2 Immaturity within information systems
In discussing the role of maintenance within an engineering business enterprise and positioning the
relatively new (1980s) academic discipline of maintenance management, Visser provides an insight to
the origins of maintenance management (Visser 2002). From the first origins of maintenance with the
creation of tools and structures, items are created robustly and operated to failure. Before World War
II, specifically through the industrial revolution, systems became more complex but maintenance, apart
from routine lubrication, remained largely something performed at failure. During World War II, Visser
presented that the need for operational fighter aircraft challenged attitudes and created a need for
preventative maintenance, or maintenance before failure, therefore setting in motion a mainstream
function supporting availability. Visser points to Sherwin (2000) as a source of more detail relating to
the history of maintenance for readers interested in pursuing this aspect.
From the information presented within the results of this systematic literature review, the need for a
trigger event in performing information systems maintenance strongly indicates that some Information
System owners are behaving in a pre-World War II mode of operating-to-failure or operating-toobsolesce, information systems investments. Although a software or information systems failure doesn’t
exhibit the same visible failure of a physical plant, there is a clear differentiation between the software
system being fit-for-purpose and available for use; and the software system being degraded, inoperable
or no longer suitable for new requirements. This is analogous to a failure of the software system to
perform its function.

2.5.2.3 Failing to adapt to vendor-supplied maintenance
Moving from an in-house development team to vendor-supplied commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
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systems requires a need for different maintenance approaches. The Carnegie Mellon University
Software Engineering Institute (SEI) contribute a framework of engineering, business and project
activity areas to assist in making the change to operating in a different information systems environment
(Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000). This is shown pictorially in Figure 11.

Figure 11 COTS-based software activity areas that organisations should be aware of
(Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.50)
Review of the maintenance section of this proposed framework, shown in Table 9, provides an
alternative lens to understand the vendor-supplied maintenance deferral question.
Table 9 The deployment and maintenance activities within the engineering activity area
(Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.51).
Deployment and maintenance activities
•
Plan the support to accommodate COTS realities.
•
Incorporate new product releases, using construction
activities.
•
Re-tailor COTS products.
•
Create and update documentation and training for
product upgrades.
•
Define and provide end-user support for COTS
products.
•
Engineer (including reintegrate) and coordinate new
product releases from multiple vendors into system
release.
•
Manage licenses.

The Brownsword, Oberndorf and Sledge (2000) maintenance activities of Table 9 are compared to the
deterrents and triggers arising from this literature review. The comparison indicates that some
purchasing organisations, coming from an in-house maintenance background, are not aware of the
“pervasive ramifications” (Brownsword, Oberndorf & Sledge 2000, p.48) both to people and process
that are triggered by implementing a vendor-supplied product.
A further area where businesses may not fully appreciate the complexity of vendor-supplied
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maintenance is that traditional methods of cost-benefit analysis (CBA), return on investment (ROI) and
risk-analysis don’t translate well from a traditional in-house development environment to a vendorsupplied environment unless specific allowance is made to the nature of vendor-supplied maintenance
activities.
For example, although a maintenance package released from a vendor may have no compelling reason
to be implemented, for example a low ROI, negative CBA, no improvement to risk profile – a later, yet
more critical, maintenance item may have a dependency on this one. If the risk of deferral isn’t factored
into the original implementation decision, the cost and time required to utilise the later critical
maintenance release is under-appreciated.
When the purchasing organisation surrenders control of the components of maintenance within the
vendor-supplied package, an organisation surrenders the ability to group, manage or dictate the content
of an individual maintenance package.
Beyond the triggers for initiating maintenance implementation presented in Table 8, another possibility
driving deferral is alluded to by the research framework of Gable, Chan and Tan (2001) in their question
28:
“To what extent can maintenance be avoided through packaged software and hybrid
solutions” (Gable, Chan & Tan 2001, p.358).
This question, if taken to the extreme, suggests that organisation executives could assume that once
purchased – no allocation of time or effort is required for ongoing maintenance, and that the problem is
solved through the original purchase. This view is somewhat supported by academic frameworks and
tools for assessing purchase decisions that fail to build the full costs of the operational/maintenance
phase into the decision process. Additional support comes from Donefer with the statement:
“Perhaps the reason is that in many executives’ minds, systems and applications are
fundamentally unchanging … complete once operational” (Donefer 1984, p.34).
An alternative outcome from the trigger event may be to re-assess the vendor-supplied system and
determine that a system replacement is necessary. Tan and Mookerjee (2005) present a case for
optimally timed system replacement in response to this outcome. Swanson and Dans also present an
examination of the issues leading to a system being retired – again referencing the maintenance
cost/effort of the system to support the decision (Swanson & Dans 2000). In this case, a valid approach
is to operate the current system without further maintenance – an example of conscious deferral.

2.5.2.4 Security is different
Arora et al. (2010a) discuss the economic damages to the purchaser if a security threat is not treated by
the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance. The literature consistently supports that vendorreleased maintenance to mitigate a security issue is implemented through a specific process– separate
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to that of a ‘general’ maintenance release. Therefore, the behaviours relating to maintenance deferral
within the purchasing-organisation are not universal – there is an exception to this behaviour when
considering security issues. This assessment is supported by the dearth of papers in this literature that
considers both security and deferral; they are two concepts that simply do not correlate.

2.5.2.5 Budgeting uncertainty
Traditional budgeting sets the information technology or information systems department operating
budget on an annual basis. Translation of this budget into a staffing allocation extends the assumption
of fixed budget into an assumption of fixed staffing effort available to perform work. Contained within
this work is the effort required to analyse, test, and implement vendor-supplied maintenance into the
production environment. However, this literature review has shown that vendor behaviour when
releasing maintenance does not always conform to support such a predictable cycle. An interviewee
within Ng, Chan and Gable’s (2001) case study emphasised that if mandatory maintenance are
implemented when it arrived from the vendor, 80% of the annual maintenance effort would be
consumed through fortnightly implementations. Batching vendor-supplied updates into larger, less
frequent implementation activities significantly benefits the reduction of total effort required (Ng, Chan
& Gable 2001). This is an example of planned and managed maintenance deferral, to minimise the cost
of maintenance and increase efficiency.
Each random arrival of vendor-supplied maintenance introduces a requirement for the purchasing
organisation to perform work in the assessment, preparation, testing, implementation and stabilisation
of that maintenance. However, as presented, the organisation is resourced for a static level of effort.
Incorrectly accounting for this variability in maintenance delivery from vendors could introduce a
constraint on the ability of the purchasing organisation to implement vendor-supplied maintenance due
to a short-fall in effort availability.
In his 1984 article, Donefer laments that “maintenance tasks are given trainees, small budgets and
severe cost constraints” (Donefer 1984) because organisational senior management see maintenance
as an expense rather than the protection of a software asset. Contemporary management and operation
theory (Evans & Lindsay 2017) would classify this as the IT department failing to translate their
operational continuity approach into a risk management approach for communication to organisational
executives.

2.5.2.6 Evolving the modified relational foundation model
When Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) extended the relational foundation model of Swanson and Beath
(1989), the existence of relationships (9) “Among Vendors” and (10) “Vendor–Users” are predicted,
however the empirical data in the Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) study did not support the naming of
these relationships.
Through the application of a systematic review framework in the setting of the deferral of vendor67
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supplied maintenance, these predicted relationships can be confirmed within the model. By grouping
the deterrents of Table 7 and the triggers of Table 8 according to the ten relationships of the modified
relational foundation model (Figure 8), examples of the two missing relationships are derived from
literature.
Relationship (9) “Among Vendors” did not present any deterrents, but the trigger of an End-of-Life
event, where maintenance is no longer supported on a particular release of the software by a vendor is
derived from seven of the critically reviewed papers (as shown in Table 8). This is justified as an “Among
Vendors” relationship as the decision is a policy decision by the vendor – conceptually made
independently from the actual system.
“Vendors withdraw support for older versions in order to contain and minimise their
own maintenance costs… Hence, they must focus their support resources on one or few
version(s).” (Ng, Chan & Gable 2001, p.530)
Relationship (10) “Vendor-Users” is again supported by trigger events relating to “Changing
requirements of the system users, adding a feature required by users, or need for increased business
benefits” arising from eleven critically reviewed papers (as listed in Table 8), and “resolving an error
relevant to the purchaser” by seven critically reviewed papers (as listed in Table 8). These categories
are classed within the “Vendor-Users” relationship as the vendor prioritises and delivers the new
content, with the system serving as the delivery mechanism. In this way, the nature of the relationship
is the vendor influencing the users to trigger the implementation of maintenance.

2.5.3 Limitations
Any literature review has limitations. The rationale for including information on the review method is
to allow the reader to assess the completeness of the review, or re-create the results with adjustments
that overcome a limitation or focus on different filtering conditions.
Within this systematic literature review, a single reviewer, without an inbuilt peer-review and dispute
resolution process, performed the evaluation of each paper against the sequential filtering criteria.
There is a risk that this may lead to incorrect exclusion or inclusion of a small number of papers.
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The Web of ScienceTM database is selected as the best fit for this research – providing both breadth and
quality of papers indexed. This choice exposed the review to the Web of ScienceTM indexing dates and
therefore excluded items published before these dates as shown in Figure 12. This is not a material
impact to the thesis because of the contemporary nature of the topic.

Web of ScienceTM Core Collection Indexes
- Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-Expanded): 1900-present
- Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI): 1900-present
- Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI): 1975-present
Conference Proceedings
- Conference Proceedings Citation Index - Science (CPCI-S): 1990-present
- Conference Proceedings Citation Index – Social Sciences & Humanities (CPCI-SSH): 1990present
Book Citation Index
- Book Citation Index– Science (BKCI-S) -- 2005-present
- Book Citation Index– Social Sciences & Humanities (BKCI-SSH): 2005-present
Note: Textbooks, Encyclopaedias, Reference Books are not included in the Book Citation
Index within Web of Science.

Figure 12 Web of ScienceTM reference dates (Web of Science 2014)
Both Webster and Watson (2002) and Mathiassen et al. (2007) recommend a forward and backward
citation search to complete a literature review. These searches are not conducted, as the exhaustive
nature of the systematic review process, and wide range of dates covered through the Web of ScienceTM
database are judged sufficient to identify the complete body of knowledge on this topic.
Due to the researcher being fluent in only the English language, the initial filtering is limited to papers
published in English. A multi-lingual researcher could repeat this review method to incorporate
additional articles into the analysis.
The keyword combinations “Risk* Management” and “Prioritize” each returned more than 10,000
results and are excluded from the initial search.
In constructing the search terms, there is a limitation using the NEAR/2 operator within Web of
ScienceTM. The operator is less inclusive than AND, however the NEAR/2 operator does allow more
flexible matching than a quoted search term. For example, TS=(Investment NEAR/2 IT) is more inclusive
than TS=(“IT Investment”) but poorer than TS=(Investment AND IT). This limitation is a trade-off
against the time required to analyse the result sets.
Finally, the abbreviations “IT” for Information Technology and “IS” for Information Systems are not used
in the searches unless paired with another keyword. This limitation may inadvertently eliminate some
valid articles, but is a trade-off against the time required to eliminate false hits against “it” and “is” within
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the initial result sets.
The results of this review have focused on the organisational behaviours when deferring upgrades of a
single vendor-supplied system. Environments can be operating with multiple, integrated vendorsupplied software packages that increase the complexity of any maintenance decision.

Literature review conclusions
This systematic literature review provides the first comprehensive review of maintenance deferral
within the vendor-supplied information systems and software space. The deferral of vendor-supplied
information systems and software maintenance is observed by practitioners but sparsely considered by
scholars. A systematic search and filtering process have shown that academic research in this
acknowledged area of interest is scarce with 43 of almost 15,000 papers identified through a broad
selection meeting the critical assessment criteria for inclusion within this literature review.
The Kitchenham and colleagues’ method (Kitchenham 2004; Kitchenham et al. 2009; Kitchenham &
Brereton 2013) is demonstrated in this review to provide a sound foundation for the investigation of a
general area or phenomenon of interest where the detailed research concepts are allowed to emerge
from the literature.
The six concepts arising from this review are:
1. There is an issue with IT/IS maintenance, commented on by many academic and practitioner
papers;
2. The conceptualisation of deterrents, as separately identifiable arguments that the purchasing
organisation may use in order to justify not implementing maintenance supplied by the vendor;
3. The conceptualisation of triggers, as event(s) that upset the equilibrium of the purchasing
organisation’s information systems and require the implementation of vendor-supplied
maintenance to restore equilibrium;
4. Deferral of vendor-supplied maintenance is a real-world problem, prevalent for over three
decades. This is demonstrated through the analysis of existing case studies and practitioner calls
to action;
5. Some papers identified that the underlying value of maintenance could be questioned; and
6. The formalisation of a maintenance lifecycle within the IEEE software development lifecycle.
Careful and planned management of information is demonstrated through the capture and storage of
literature utilising the features of the EndNoteTM software package. Through this process, information
has informed knowledge, with this review demonstrating deduction of these six concepts from an
expansive selection of literature.
The following chapter develops the research approach that will frame the research project. Following
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the Quinlan (2011) model, the conceptual, theoretical, methodological and analytical frameworks are
developed for a research project that builds upon this systematic literature review.

Literature review reflection
This literature review has fulfilled the goal of providing a solid foundation for further research in this
long-neglected area. Deterrents and triggers are a strong framework to progress an empirical research
project – as outlined in Chapter 2.
Later reflection upon the systematic literature review (section 8.2.1 The first Abductive iteration - literature) will demonstrate that application of concept-based analysis
(Webster & Watson 2002) within a systematic literature review has applied the first iteration of
Peircean Abduction (introduced in section 3.5.2) of this research to:
1. identify the concepts of “deterrents” and “triggers” through the association of disparate
mentions of observations across multiple papers; then
2. develop a framework to capture and analyse these concepts through the use of a concept matrix;
and
3. complete the definitions of concepts and triggers through the grouping of mentions into Table 7
and Table 8, providing evidence to support their existence.
Section 8.2 further demonstrates that with the knowledge of Peircean Abduction (section 3.5.2) applied
within an interpretative paradigm (section 3.5.3), the above three steps can be categorised as the
abductive, deductive and inductive steps of the Peircean Abduction method.

2.7.1.1 Methodological and theoretical indicators
Following the systematic literature review method and distilling concepts from a broad scope of
literature has enabled several methodological and theoretical indicators to emerge from the analysis of
the literature review results. These indicators will shape the design of the research project. Within the
sections describing some concepts arising from the literature review, pragmatic observations about the
concept and the types of theory or methodology that would support further investigation have arisen.
The acknowledgement of maintenance as an issue (section 2.4.4) established the social context of
maintenance decisions (or lack of decisions). Deferral (section 2.4.5) was identified as an abductive leap
associating disparate mentions within many papers and established the utility of an iterative approach.
Triggers (section 2.4.6) was another abductive leap and added the importance of considering the
vendor-supplied IS software within the environment of the organisation, and the organisation within
the wider environment it operates within. Reviewing the consequences of deferral (section 2.4.7)
illuminated the important consideration of conscious choice within the decision process.
Through these observations within the systematic literature review findings, several strong indications
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have been observed to suggest a successful theoretical and methodological design for the research
project (refer Chapter 3). This further extends the utility of the systematic literature review
methodology within this research project.

Literature review epilogue
2.8.1 Introduction
This epilogue compliments the Systematic Literature Review of Chapter 2 with a contemporary revisit
of literature in the period between the completion of the Systematic Literature Review (1/1/2015) and
the preparation of the thesis for publication (1/1/2022).
The purpose of this epilogue is not to extend the Systematic Literature Review. Instead, this section
identifies and acknowledges recent papers, attitudes and theories within the context of the original
Systematic Literature Review.

2.8.2 Literature review epilogue method
The original Systematic Literature Review explored research within a broad conceptual area, but
without a detailed research question (see section 2.1 for an introduction to the systematic literature
review). Therefore, the net was case wide and a comprehensive filtering and analysis of the results
distilled into the six (6) concepts arising from the Systematic Literature Review (sections 2.4.4 - 2.4.9).
Conversely, this epilogue seeks to investigate literature within the structure created by the Systematic
Literature Review, which necessitated a change in the process to select papers.
1. The selection method for papers was to search the WebOfScienceTM for any papers published
after 1/1/2015 (the end date of the Systematic Literature Review) where the paper cited at least
one of the 46 papers selected for the original Systematic Literature Review.
This method of searching for citations back to chosen papers is referred to as “backward snowballing”
(Badampudi, Wohlin & Petersen 2016, p.108).
2. 309 papers matching the search criteria were stored in a new EndNoteTM library for collation,
organisation and tracking. The star rating method of section 2.3 was utilised to track the review
progress.
3. From the 309 papers identified through the citation search of step one, 77 duplicates were
removed. Duplicates occurred when a paper cited multiple papers from the Systematic
Literature Review set of 46.
4. A title filtering of the 202 remaining papers seeking relevance to the topic of this thesis reduced
this number to 59. Again (refer section 2.2.2), titles with “clever” names such as “Measuring
Dependency Freshness in Software Systems” (Cox et al. 2015) were preserved for further
investigation.
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5. Abstracts were reviewed with a purpose (Yin 2014) of relevance to the six (6) themes arising
from the Systematic Literature Review, within the context of vendor-supplied maintenance
implementation/deferral by a purchasing organisation. Some comments on excluded papers are
contained in section 2.8.4.
6. At the conclusion of the abstract review step, 14 papers remained for this epilogue review.
The results of this process are now discussed within the structure of the Systematic Literature Review
findings.

2.8.3 Analysis of the epilogue papers
The 46 papers in the original Systematic Literature Review remained a very diverse set of papers across
a range of disciplines. It was not unexpected that 45 of the 59 papers progressing to abstract filtering
within this epilogue referenced only one from the original set of papers. This is shown in Figure 13
below.

Figure 13 Distribution of papers
The clear outlier in Figure 13 was a paper co-published by the researcher (Savage, Kautz & Clarke 2016)
that referenced 26 of the papers from the original Systematic Literature Review. Savage, Kautz and
Clarke (2016) was excluded from further consideration. However, identification of the paper did prove
that the search methodology chosen for this epilogue literature review was sound.

2.8.4 Discussion of excluded papers
To capture the full range of maintenance deferral research, even when outside the scope of this review;
the following observations are presented on some1 of the papers excluded.

1

Paywalled papers were removed from consideration within this epilogue literature review.
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Many papers excluded during abstract review (Cawley, Wang & Richardson 2012; Cox et al. 2015;
Comuzzi & Parhizkar 2017; Wang et al. 2022) to name a few, related specifically to software
development, releases, and technical debt. Wu, Nan and Li (2018) related to upgrade strategies in the
face of piracy. Successful and efficient management of software development, releases and technical
debt remains an active research area, but resides outside the scope of this review.
Other papers excluded at abstract review (such as Dey, Lahiri and Zhang (2015); Totty et al. (2020))
related specifically to security patch management which has previously been identified within the
Systematic Literature Review as being a very special case. Likewise, research in this area remains active.
A strategy for prioritising building maintenance was developed by Yoon, Weidner and Hastak (2021)
which may have application if appropriated into the IS/IT space, but the paper is not relevant to the
concepts arising from the Systematic Literature Review in its current form. Therefore, this paper was
excluded, along with a paper by Yasin et al. (2018) discussing deferred building maintenance, Kim’s
(Forthcoming) paper on highway maintenance deferral and Wallis-Lage (2017) on deferring
maintenance of water infrastructure.
Not present within the original Systematic Literature Review, this search identified a newer area of
study for IS/IT maintenance – that of mobile device software platforms (Hann, Koh and Niculescu
(2016); Zhou, Song and Wang (2018); Koch and Guceri-Ucar (2017)) and consumer operating systems
(Vitale et al. 2017). As these dealt with consumer electronics and not organisational/enterprise systems,
these were excluded from further review, but are none the less interesting in the context of SaaS (i.e.
vendor-implemented) maintenance and its impact on consumer choice.
The 14 papers selected for this epilogue literature review are now discussed within the setting of the
six concepts (sections 2.4.4 - 2.4.9) arising from the Systematic Literature Review.

2.8.5 Literature review epilogue findings
2.8.5.1 Introduction
Within this section, the 14 papers forming this epilogue literature review are discussed in relation to
the six (6) concepts arising from the Systematic Literature Review. For a background on these six
concepts, please refer section 2.4.
The most prolific authors of papers selected for this epilogue were Feldman et al. who extended Khoo
et al.’s ERP maintenance work through three papers published in 2016 and 2017 (Feldman et al. 2016a;
Feldman et al. 2016b; Feldman et al. 2017).

2.8.5.2 Concept 1: There is an issue with IT/IS maintenance
The first concept arising within the original systematic literature review (Chapter 2) was the
acknowledgement that there is an issue with Information Technology/Information Systems
maintenance. The concept is described in section 2.4.4. Within this epilogue literature review, the
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following updates are recognised.
Feldman et al. (2016a, p.822) introduce their paper with the idea that “few organisations choose to
upgrade their systems despite the benefits of new features and additional functionality”. This reinforces
the underlying premise and value of the research within this thesis and motivates the authors to create
an upgrade process model to assist understanding.
Claybaugh, Ramamurthy and Haseman (2017) treat vendor-supplied ERP maintenance as an “inevitable
part of dealing with any man-made invention utilised for productive gain” (p.250). Their quantitative
research identifies factors that influence the propensity of an organisation to implement upgrades. A
strong strategic and operational IS/IT function, relative advantage(s) of the upgrade, and long-term
commitment to the vendor were all factors apparent in organisations that upgraded regularly.
Conversely, the cost of upgrades, the software lifecycle stage, and the software’s similarity with the
previous version we not strong factors in the upgrade decision. Claybaugh, Ramamurthy and Haseman
(2017) extended an element of this research by quantifying the relative importance of some deterrents
and enabling abilities identified through this research.
In the most forward-looking paper, vendor-implemented maintenance within the context of Software
as a Service (SaaS) was explored by Barqawi, Syed and Mathiassen (2016). The original Systematic
Literature Review identified SaaS as a growing phenomenon, and this paper provides five elements of
guidance to SaaS firms in performing upgrades that respect and engage their clients – therefore
eliminating some of the client deterrents with upgrades (and therefore using SaaS where maintenance
implementation is out of their control). This approach was correlated independently by the Schneider
et al. (2018) paper investigating the evolution of requirements over time – which specifically call out
vendor-implemented SaaS maintenance as a key consideration.
Badampudi, Wohlin and Petersen (2016) perform a systematic literature review to determine the
relative benefits of COTS (vendor-supplied Commercial of the Shelf) software when compared to other
software sourcing strategies (in-house, open source, or subcontracting). Within this context, the
constant trade-offs between remaining current and system stability are key discussion points – a trigger,
and deterrent respectively.
A new area of research is that of open source software (OSS) which appeared in several papers
discussing the purchasing decision (for example, Roumani, Nwankpa and Roumani (2017)). The
importance of maintenance and ongoing support to enterprise customers was identified as a factor that
“positively influence[s] system trust” (p.261).

2.8.5.3 Concept 2: Deterrents exist to implementing maintenance
The second concept arising within the original systematic literature review (Chapter 2) was the
acknowledgement that there are attitudes and mechanisms that deter the IT/IS department from
implementing maintenance. The concept is described in section 2.4.5. Within this epilogue literature
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review, the following updates are recognised.
Numerous deterrents synthesised from the Systematic Literature Review are referenced within
Feldman et al. (2016a) as “reasons for not upgrading” (p.823). These include lack of (or expensive)
continued support, performance degradation, risk of the upgrade failing, disrupting the business,
compatibility issues, reliability, stability, effort, testing, and high cost.
Additional papers (for example Claybaugh, Ramamurthy and Haseman (2017); Badampudi, Wohlin and
Petersen (2016)) had incidental mentions of deterrents as part of their justification for a maintenance
implementation (upgrade) decision being required. However, the focus of the paper is on the
purchase/acquisition decision and is therefore of limited relevance to this research.
A literature analysis by (Oseni et al. 2017) refers to deterrents as “risks” (p.5) but provides no other
value as the paper attempts to argue that “maintenance” should not include upgrades or enhancements
(p.8).
Although a paper on the investment decision, Gonzalez-Rojas and Ochoa-Venegas (2017) does include
future maintenance considerations as input to the purchasing decision. This is the first paper identified
that specifically and clearly links considerations of the ongoing vendor-supplied maintenance model
into a purchasing decision (p.167). Classically, it is deterrents that are focused upon: costs, dependency
on the vendor, and business continuity. The paper develops an additional eleven (11) decisions to
implement a decision support model for purchasing enterprise solutions.
The illustrative case study of Morgan and Ngwenyama (2015) is one paper that identified new
deterrents in addition to enumerating many of the deterrents identified within the Systematic Literature
Review. The first new deterrent identified is that “estimates of the benefits to be had are not reliable”
(p.212). Comparing to the other deterrents identified, this is a logical addition as it encapsulates the
uncertainty of the end state when deciding to implement maintenance. The second was the underlying
“irreversibility” (p.213) of the upgrade decision. This is interpreted to be a financial constraint (in the
context of the paper) and not a physical constraint as backups provide a (short-term) ability to reverse
failed maintenance.

2.8.5.4 Concept 3: Triggers require that maintenance be implemented
The third concept arising within the original systematic literature review (Chapter 2) was the
acknowledgement that there are a category of events that require (trigger) previously deferred
maintenance to be implemented. The concept is described in section 2.4.6. Within this epilogue
literature review, the following updates are recognised.
Numerous triggers synthesised from the Systematic Literature Review are referenced within Feldman
et al. (2016a) as “continue[d] investment in value-added projects” (p.823) through enterprise system
upgrades. These benefits include taking advantage of new processes, and benefiting from functionality
& features that support their business and streamline operations.
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Oseni et al. (2017) allude to several triggers, but fail to associate these into a coherent view.
The most common trigger alluded to within the research considered for this epilogue related to the
“vendor releases a new version” which then needed to be considered (Badampudi, Wohlin & Petersen
2016; Feldman et al. 2016a; Claybaugh, Ramamurthy & Haseman 2017).
Explicit reference to triggers occurred within Barth and Koch (2019) where they introduce their
analysis with “different aspects triggered the decision to execute an ERP upgrade” (p.663). New
functionality, regulatory compliance, end-of-life (support) for the current version, and emerging
technology support were all examples listed that map with the triggers identified through the Systematic
Literature Review. The paper develops a well-structured argument for 14 practitioner-relevant factors
that determine the success of ERP upgrade projects.
In the second of Feldman et al.’s three papers within this review, Feldman et al. (2016b) focuses
specifically on “drivers for upgrade” (p.1636) which the Systematic Literature Review identified as
synonymous with triggers. Twenty triggers (shown in Figure 14) are identified from seven papers that
the authors review. All twenty map to categories within the Systematic Literature Review and therefore
provide a strong confirmation towards the conceptualisation of triggers within this research.

Figure 14 A conceptual association between upgrade drivers and upgrade strategy
from Feldman et al. (2016b, p.1651)
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The trigger of evolving business requirements (over time) is investigated in detail by Schneider et al.
(2018) where the process by which requirements change is investigated. The impact of these changing
requirements on both (traditional) on-premise implementations versus SaaS are explored through a
very detailed study.
A 24-year longitudinal study focused on three triggers listed within the Systematic Literature Review –
economic pressure to improve quality, coercive pressure to upgrade and receive new regulatory
adherence benefits, and mimetic pressures to conform to the choices of peers (Labro & Stice-Lawrence
2020).

2.8.5.5 Concept 4: Deferral of vendor-supplied maintenance is a real-world
problem
The fourth concept arising within the original systematic literature review (Chapter 2) was the
acknowledgement that deferral of vendor-supplied maintenance implementation is a real-world
problem. The concept is described in section 2.4.7. Within this epilogue literature review, the following
updates are recognised.
The unnecessary and ultimately futile attributes of (needless) deferral underpinned Feldman et al.
(2016a) where the authors presented a balanced and thorough literature review, followed by a wellstructured qualitative research approach to develop an enterprise upgrade process model. Refer to
section 2.8.5.7 below for additional information.
Parhizkar and Comuzzi (2017) also developed a decision support framework “to support stakeholders
such as business analysts in assessing the impact of post-implementation changes to an ERP system”
(p.37). The framework itself was simulation-driven and theoretical – not providing the more practical
guidance of Feldman et al. (2016a).
Investigating thoughtful maintenance deferral that decides the “timing of irreversible software upgrades
with uncertain benefits” (Morgan & Ngwenyama 2015, p.213) allowed Morgan and Ngwenyama to
develop a practitioner-focused model to assist in the calculation of an optimal timing. However, the
authors concede that organisations “may need to contract the services of specialists or data vendors in
this area” (Morgan & Ngwenyama 2015, p.221)to drive some model parameters successfully.
The ongoing contribution of research towards actionable decision support tools represents key
progress in understanding and managing vendor-supplied information system maintenance.

2.8.5.6 Concept 5: Questioning the value of maintenance
The penultimate concept arising within the original systematic literature review (Chapter 2) was
evidence that the underlying value of Information Technology/Information Systems maintenance was
questioned. The concept is described in section 2.4.8. Within this epilogue literature review, the
following updates are recognised.
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Although Sedera and Lokuge (2020) did not question the value of maintenance, their 6-year longitudinal
study of Enterprise System (ES) usage by employees within organisations completely omitted any
mention of system upgrades over this time. Instead, the paper was focused on providing proof for the
anecdotal prediction of Figure 15.

Figure 15 Anecdotal commentary of ES user performance across the two ES Lifecycle
phases (Sedera and Lokuge 2020, p.1102)
Although not surprising, in light of the findings of the Systematic Literature Review, it is still a valid
warning to practitioners that not all research (nor organisations) fully appreciate the value and impacts
of maintenance.

2.8.5.7 Concept 6: The formalisation of a maintenance lifecycle
The final concept synthesised from the original systematic literature review (Chapter 2) was the formal
proposal of an Information Technology/Information Systems maintenance cycle. The cycle is described
in Figure 10. Within this epilogue literature review, the following updates are recognised.
Independently from this research, but following the same method as the Systematic Literature Review
within this thesis, Feldman et al. (2016a) distil emerging themes from multiple studies to generate what
they refer to as an “[Enterprise System] upgrade process model” which they present as shown in Figure

16.
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Figure 16 ES upgrade process model from Feldman et al. (2016a, p.833)
The Feldman et al. (2016a) Enterprise System (ES) upgrade process model of Figure 16, agrees with
the maintenance lifecycle published the same year from this research. A mapping of the concepts within

Table 10 demonstrates this.
Table 10 Comparison of models
Maintenance Lifecycle Model derived from
literature (Figure 10)
Trigger Event
Plan Maintenance
Prepare Users
Perform Maintenance
Stabilize

ES upgrade process model (Feldman et al.
2016a)
Scoping (of the ‘new version’)
Planning and Design
(Occurs during) Realisation
Go-live and
support

This evaluation provides an independent confirmation of the Maintenance Lifecycle Model.

2.8.6 Discussion and Reflection
This epilogue literature review has applied a structured review technique to capture the current state
of literature in the period between the Systematic Literature review completing, and the publication of
this thesis. The purpose of this epilogue review has been fulfilled through the integration of
contemporary findings and observations into the categories distilled and defined by the original
Systematic Literature Review in this thesis.
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The 14 papers selected for the epilogue review all progress research into vendor-supplied IT
maintenance, showing a small yet steady stream of research in this area. Deterrents remain prevalent
within literature, as do triggers. One review (Labro & Stice-Lawrence 2020) took an advanced step of
quantifying the relative impact of various triggers, something the Systematic Literature Review did not
identify previously.
Many of the papers considered the balance and trade-off between deterrents and triggers, and the
benefits of thoughtful deferral (Morgan & Ngwenyama 2015) when considering IT maintenance
application.
Sedera and Lokuge (2020) provided confirmation that not all longitudinal IT applications research
considers maintenance implementation. A poignant reminder that IT maintenance remains a niche area
of research.
The pleasing development of an upgrade process model from literature (Feldman et al. 2016a) provided
independent validation of both the method used, and model developed within the Systematic Literature
Review.
New areas of research included maintenance in the face of piracy (Wu, Nan & Li 2018), maintenance of
consumer operating systems (Vitale et al. 2017) and electronic device operating systems (numerous).
This expanded scope of research encompasses area that are beyond the enterprise/organisation, but
integral to successful business operations.
This epilogue literature review concludes with a finding from Labro and Stice-Lawrence (2020) that
captures a representative state of the literature:
“despite various academic calls for studying [IS maintenance implementation], its
practical importance, and the vague advice on the topic available to practitioners, our
understanding of what impacts firms’ decisions to update their [enterprise accounting
software] has remained minimal” (Labro & Stice-Lawrence 2020, p.35).
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Theoretical and methodological frameworks
Introduction
Following the completion of the literature review, this chapter presents and justifies the theories and
methods underpinning the execution of this study as a formal research project. The chapter builds from
the observations within the systematic literature review (refer Chapter 2), adding elements of
description and support for each element within the frameworks.
The aim of this research project is to perform a revelatory investigation into vendor-supplied IS
software maintenance deferral. The theoretical and methodological frameworks selected will enable
and support research within a scarcely researched topic while ensuring a level of rigour and formality
that support the findings and conclusions.
Several business research frameworks were considered to aid the statement of the research approach.
They are the Research Onion (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2012), Methodological Pyramid (Quinlan
2011) and the Four Frameworks Approach (Quinlan 2011). The Four Frameworks Approach, shown
below in Figure 17 is chosen for this research project.

The conceptual
framework

The theoretical
framework

The
methodological
framework

The analytical
framework

Figure 17 The four frameworks approach (Quinlan 2011, p.7)
Quinlan’s Four Frameworks Approach (2011) allows for the structured expression of the critical
paradigms, theories and methodologies that will be utilised within the research project, without losing
any of the rigour or definition available within the alternative frameworks considered.
The common elements within all frameworks are:
•

an intent to enable the design of a valid and effective research approach;

•

that developing a research approach progresses from ‘larger/fundamental’ to ‘smaller’
decisions;
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•

the elements of each framework are co-dependant and ordered; and

•

within their detailed descriptions, the ‘smaller’ elements have restrictions based on decisions
already made.

For this research project, within the Quinlan (2011) four frameworks approach:
1. The conceptual framework is set and detailed through the definition of the research
question(s) which are summarised in section 1.2 and presented in section 3.2;
2. The theoretical framework elements of the fundamental research philosophy are presented in
section 3.3;
3. The best suited methodologies and strategies for this research are selected and form the
methodological framework, presented in section 3.5; and
4. The analytical framework consisting an appropriate time horizon, data collection method(s),
and analytical method(s) are justified in Chapter 4.
The four frameworks approach (Quinlan 2011) is shown, upon reflection (section 8.1.1), to satisfy the
classifications within both the Research Onion (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2012) and the
Methodological Pyramid (Quinlan 2011).
Following a review of the conceptual framework (section 3.2), the theoretical (section 3.3) and
methodological frameworks (section 3.5) for this research project are presented.

Conceptual framework
Quinlan (2011) defines the conceptual framework as the “(very well-conceptualised) research question
or statement” and “directs the development of the research” (p.5). This section summarises the
conceptual framework for this research project. With a paucity of existing research, no guidance or
restrictions are placed on the conceptual framework from existing literature.
For this research project, the research questions and sub-questions are based upon an abductive
statement. The abductive statement is presented here, but developed and described fully in section
3.5.3:
The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS software
solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before the
implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a matter of
course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of both deterrents, and of triggers” is true.
From this abductive statement, two research questions are deduced:
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RQ1: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of deterrents to
implementing vendor-supplied maintenance?
RQ2: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of a trigger event that
disturbs the IS equilibrium and requires the implementation of vendor-supplied
maintenance?
The answers to RQ1 and RQ2 are then reflected within the abductive statement to determine the
existence of maintenance deferral.
Following this, the research data is revisited with the final research question:
RQ3: To what extent can the understanding of vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral
be enhanced through models?
The context of ‘models’ are explained within section 3.3.2
This conceptual framework successfully articulates the setting and limits the scope of the research
project – fulfilling two goals of this framework (Quinlan 2011, p.139). The theoretical framework now
sets the formal theoretical choices made to support this revelatory research project.

Theoretical frameworks
Quinlan describes the theoretical framework as one that “rests on, and emerges from, the conceptual
framework” where the researcher “uses the conceptual framework to provide direction and focus for
their literature search” (2011, p.157). The theoretical underpinning for this research has been presented
within the systematic literature review (Chapter 2), that enabled the iterative development and
refinement of the research questions through the conceptualisation of the literature review findings
(sections 2.4.4 - 2.4.9). However, a paucity of formal research theory application was identified within
the systematic literature review, suggesting that there is no starting point to build this research
framework. This in itself suggests an approach!
With few papers exploring the area of IS maintenance deferral related to vendor-supplied software, and
even fewer employing a theorised (as opposed to a practice-based) approach (Savage, Kautz & Clarke
2015), the proposed research within this thesis is considered revelatory in nature, and the theoretical
framework must support this.
The literature review situated this research, now the fundamental choices of a suitable epistemology
and research method are required. These are now presented.

3.3.1 Research Paradigm: Interpretivism
The research philosophy underpins all other research design choices and is the first decision that must
be cemented. The interpretivist paradigm underpins the theoretical framework for this research. This
paradigm holds that previous experiences, knowledge and circumstances shape the way in which a
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person or group interprets the world and that “all knowledge is a matter of interpretation” (Quinlan
2011, p.99).
In research applying the interpretivist paradigm, the epistemology (the relation between research and
reality) holds that situations or events cannot be observed in an “objective” or “factual” manner by the
researcher. All observations are coloured by both the researcher and the participants through their
unique experiences. Spoken and written language, along with societal norms form and inform the
practices being studied by the researcher; as well as the researcher and research itself.
From the paucity of papers selected for the literature review, the use of an interpretivist approach is
supported by demonstrating that purchasers’ approach and describing this maintenance deferral
problem differently. This suggests that the chosen paradigm is suitable for this research owing to the
different decisions being made by organisations in response to the same issue.
Additional support for the interpretivist approach is derived from the researcher’s experience as a
practitioner where differences in maintenance deferral approach between organisations, and interdepartmental differences within an organisation are observed. This prior experience could create a bias
within the research, something that the research design strives to identify and explain.
Situated within the paradigm of interpretivism, the interpretive framework of pragmatism offers some
unique attributes that assist in this revelatory research. Firstly, pragmatism embraces that all
knowledge is not only coloured by the participant’s interpretation of their reality, but also by the shared
experiences and interpretation of the researcher (Creswell & Poth 2018). As an information systems
practitioner researching in the information systems area, this is a critical bias to acknowledge and
embrace.
Pragmatism additionally supports the use of multiple methodological approaches, which may be useful
when considering the diverse nature of the research questions.
A deeper understanding of a phenomenon is the key purpose of this research, not generalisation.
Through a deep understanding within this application, the benefits of this research applied within other
settings may be informed.
With the research paradigm set, two further social-based theories are introduced which provide
methods to assist the deeper understanding of the data analysis. These are elements of Systemic
Functional Linguistics (introduced in 3.3.2), and the theory of Systems Thinking (introduced in 3.3.3)
from Ackoff (1993).

3.3.2 Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)
3.3.2.1 Introduction to Linguistics
Within a pragmatic revelatory study (refer 3.3.1) consideration must be given to the identification of a
compatible and cohesive theoretical toolkit that supports a research project within the contemporary
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IS domain.
The paucity of information identified by the systematic literature review (refer Chapter 2) rules out a
literature-based meta-study as a source of primary data. Therefore, as a practice-based research project,
it is reasonable to anticipate that the Methodological Framework (refer 3.5) will elect to gather data
directly from industry participants through some (yet to be identified) mechanism. This will result in a
collection of information in written format, arising from survey, questionnaire or interview transcript
data collection.
Data in a text format represents a “completed act of communication” (Kress 1988, p.185). A suitable
Theoretical Framework for this research project will therefore have to consider communication as an
underpinning element. From this, the study of linguistics is selected as a starting point.
Linguistical study is common throughout the 20th century and affords theories supporting two
alternative views of language (Halliday 1985). The first family of theories address formal language
theories and are classified as the Chomskian family of Stratificational Grammars (Mathiesson 1995).
However, these theories have foundations in rationalism and see language as rule-driven. This is not
compatible with an interpretivist study. The second branch of linguistics are considered functional
theories of language (Mathiesson 1995), which recognise language as a resource used to achieve an
outcome.
Functional Linguistics is chosen as a fundamental theory for this revelatory research project. It is not
the act of formal communication that is of interest, it is the classification and description of the
“interpretative meaning making process” (Clarke 2005, p.47) enabled by the communication.
Within the functional theories of language, Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) (Haliday 1985)
provide “the most well-known and fully developed functional model of language” (Clarke 2000).
Elements of SFL are selected and implemented to introduce a formal structure to the representation
of the collected data. Within SFL, there are several theories that focus on what is being communicated
within an accurately recorded act of communication.
Three theories are now introduced that support a functional communication-based analysis of primary
data, they are: Genre theory (refer 3.3.2.2), Register analysis (refer 3.3.2.3), and System (refer 3.3.2.4)
and Field (refer 3.3.2.5) Network theories.

3.3.2.2 Genre theory
Within the field of Systemic Functional Linguistics, an aspect of communicative theory, known as genre
theory is utilised within this research (the reader is directed to Haliday (1985) for an introduction to
genre theory). “Genres are patterns associated with completed acts of communication that reveal
conventionalized stages” (Clarke 2019, p.1). A genre allows the creation of a structured description – in
the implementation of this research project, the description of an interview specific to vendor-supplied
IS software maintenance deferral. The application of Genre theory satisfies the approach of “developing
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a case description” (Yin 2014, p.139) for a project that has an explicitly descriptive purpose.
A more general maintenance genre is first created by reviewing the case summaries for IS maintenance
in Swanson (1976). This genre is then adapted and extended to create a template appropriate for the
application to an IS maintenance deferral interview.

3.3.2.3 Register Analysis
A second element of SFL, the application of linguistic analysis is attempted. Context-based linguistic
analysis utilises the concepts of field, tenor and mode.
•

Field – Social actions and activities that constitute the topic or focus of the activity.
Looking for ‘episodes’ of self-contained interactions within the transcript and analysing
for a field is described in the language of an expression of process or things.

•

Tenor – The social arrangement of participants. Looking within an episode for who is
doing what to whom; when, where, why and how. Extracting the social roles and
relationships played by the interactants. The power (affective involvement contact) and
mood (clause type, certainty, attitude, and politeness) are all captured within the tenor of
the interaction.

•

Mode – How the participants communicate. Separating the theme and patterns of
language within the episode.

3.3.2.4 System Network theory
The third theory within SFL chosen for this research project is System Network theory. It is the work of
Saussure with its dyadic sign and symbol relationship (omitting the interpretant of Peircean semiotics)
that forms the basis for the formalised system of the system network theory.
The primary source of this system network theory introduction is Eggins (2004) – specifically Chapter
7 dealing with Systems: meaning as choice. Citing Haliday’s concise summary of system networks,
Eggins concludes the chapter with:
“A system network is a theory of language as choice. It represents a language, or any
part of a language, as a resource for making meaning by choosing. Each choice point
in the network specifies:
1) an environment or context: an entry condition or the choices already made
2) a set of possibilities of which one is (to be) chosen
The output of networks are structures. A structure is the realisation of the set(s) of
features chosen in passing through the network” Haliday (1985) as cited by Eggins
(2004)
Eggins builds this definition through the introduction that signs necessarily require a description
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relating to what they are but also what they are not in relation to other signs – derived from Saussure.
Exploring the relationships of are and are not leads to the descriptions of the paradigmatic and
syntagmatic axis of thought.
The syntagmatic axis illustrates the chain of relationships between the signs; whereas the paradigmatic
axis demonstrates the opposition (or mutually-exclusive choices) between signs. Through these two
relationship types, a system network is generated that satisfies the opening definition from Halliday.
Taking the theory of a choice-driven graphical representation from the study of semiotics within the
systemic functional linguistics field and applying it within the study of deferral of vendor-supplied IS
maintenance required the preservation of the essential elements of system Network Theory in this
application:
1) the concept of mutually exclusive choices is retained (the paradigmatic);
2) the concept of sequential steps through choices is retained (the syntagmatic); and
3) an abductive leap is required to select the first node, or entry condition to the system.
Within system network theory, the left-most (or entry condition) node is referred to as the “least
delicate” and the right-most nodes the “most delicate” (Eggins 2004) in that you must make the coarser
choices of earlier nodes to get to the fine-grained choices in the later nodes. In the same way, the system
network for this research evolved over time, starting with a few very course nodes (choices) and
progressing to a more granular set of outcomes as empirical evidence is mapped into the existing
structure and limitations or new choices discovered. This process is both iterative and reformative – in
that previously constructed trees had to occasionally move to make room for a coarser choice earlier in
the chain of syntagmatic choices.
Utilising a similar graphical notation to a System Network, the Field Network describes a conceptual
domain and is presented in 3.3.2.5.

3.3.2.5 Field Network theory
Finally, completing the selection of SFL theories is Field Network theory. Whereas a System Network
(refer 3.3.2.4) describes a choice model and provides a pathway to the current situation, Field Networks
describe a taxonomy by placing the elements of a domain (referred to as the field within SFL) into a
structured representation. The collection of elements within the Field Network define the field (see
3.3.2.3) of the domain.
Options within the field taxonomy can often be considered indexical lexical items. There are a minimal
set of unique items specific to the context, but exhibiting an unambiguous meaning to a reader familiar
with the context.
Within a Field Network, the concept of increasing sensitivity (or increasing delicacy) is observed. The
left most element is the domain, with the right-most element the smallest observed element relating to
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an element within the domain.
Relationships are either superordinal (a kind of) or compositional (a part of). Within a Field Network
diagram, superordinal relationships are shown with an arrow and compositional relationships are
demonstrated with a parenthesis. For example, Figure 18 shows (using a Field Network representation)
that a Systematic Literature Review is a type of literature review. Similarly, Figure 19 shows that the
methodology, results and discussion are all parts of a literature review.
Literature Review

Systematic Literature Review

Figure 18 A Superordinal Relationship
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Figure 19 A Compositional Relationship
A taxonomy that is generated to capture a specific context or domain is termed a “field taxonomy”
(Clarke 2020).
Concluding the theoretical framework for this research project is System Thinking (introduced in
section 3.3.3). System Thinking extends the analysis of the problem area with a level of understanding
not achieved through analytical tools.

3.3.3 System Thinking
Enabled with a collection of SFL theoretical tools (refer 3.3.2), chosen to fully describe, categorise and
organise the data collected, a theoretical approach is sought to position the categorised data within a
wider context. This positioning satisfies a need to “build an explanation” (Yin 2014, p.147) to enhance
the understanding of this revelatory research project.
Russell Ackoff (1919-2009) was a pioneer in Operations Research and Systems
Thinking. Ackoff’s contributions to System Thinking are applied within this thesis
to resolve an issue whereby analytical methods failed to sufficiently theorise the
emergent concepts of deterrents and triggers.
Figure 20 Ackoff (1919-2009)
(Wikipedia contributors 2019)
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3.3.3.1 System thinking history
Hawke (1999) traces the prevalent analytical views of the 21st century (and many of our systemic social
problems) to decisions made in the 5th century Greece and China where a changeless approach to
understanding the world was adopted. This changeless perspective posited that “whatever changed
didn’t exist or could be assumed to be unimportant to human affairs” (Hawke 1999, p.63). From this point
onwards, deep into the 20th century, an analytical approach to understanding the world persevered.
Within a more contemporary retrospective review, Drack and Apfalter (2007) trace the pathway of
System Thinking over a 100 year pathway from Paul A. Weiss and the Viennese School of System Theory
(p.538), through Ludwig von Bertalanffy (p.540) and the work of Arthur Koestler (p.542) that led to the
creation of general system theory (GST). The article provides an excellent background to the evolution
of thought behind the current definition of System Thinking.
ProjectsISS (1996) lists 32 luminaries of systems thinking from Russell L Ackoff to Norbert Wiener, all
of whom have shaped and directed the progress of this thought revolution. In his book “System Thinking
for Curious Managers” (Ackoff 2010), Russell L Ackoff credits the Austrian Ludwig von Bertalanffy
(1901–1972) as the founding father of System Thinking. Notwithstanding Ackoff’s attribution to
Bertalanffy, many consider Ackoff’s contributions in the period from 1949 to have most strongly
influenced the implementation of System Thinking (Jackson 1982; ProjectsISS 1996; Hawke 1999;
Horiuchi 1999; Ing 1999; Tani, Papaluca & Saso 2018).
In a striking similarity to the evolution of Peirce’s thinking on abduction, Ackoff’s approach to System
Thinking has been mapped to three key phases (Ackoff 2010). Firstly, in the nineteen fifties and sixties
where he founded Operations Research (OR). During the seventies, Ackoff fought against and eventually
abandoned OR to what he considered “a wrong turn” (Ackoff 2010, p.ix). Finally, during the last thirty
years of his life, Ackoff dedicated himself to “Interactive Design” as a systems methodology (Ackoff 2010,
p.ix).
It is this methodology and lexicon of System Thinking that will be applied within this thesis.

3.3.3.2 System Thinking is not Analysis
Beginning a lecture to the Systems Thinking in Action conference in 1993, Ackoff first describes analysis.
The following description paraphrases from this lecture (Ackoff 1993).
A child, left alone with an object unknown to them will follow a repeatable process2 to find out what it

2 Any parent will understand that although the process is, in general, repeatable, the process is generally

not repeatable with the remaining pieces of the original object.
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is:
1. Take it apart;
2. Try to understand what the parts do; and
3. Try to assemble an understanding of the parts, to understand the object.
“This is analysis. Analysis is a process by which you take something that you want to
understand apart. Try to understand the behaviour of each part taken separately, and
then assemble the understanding of the parts – aggregate it into an understanding of the
whole.” (Ackoff 1993, [00:08:16])
An analytical approach has been demonstrated within this thesis and used to successfully isolate,
conceptualise and describe the concepts of deterrents (section 2.4.5), triggers (section 2.4.6) and explain
deferral (section 2.4.7). However, analysis alone provides insufficient context to successfully theorise
these concepts.

3.3.3.3 System Thinking introduction
System Thinking “is a transdisciplinary and multi-perspective scientific inquiry that studies structure and
properties in terms of their interrelationships” (ProjectsISS 1996).
Within System Thinking, the system as a whole is the element of analysis (Ackoff & Emery 1972; Ackoff
1993; Wikipedia contributors 2019). To illustrate this, Ackoff uses the analogy of an automobile. To
understand an automobile, an analyst will disassemble it into its component parts, attempt to gain
knowledge of each part, and through that – assemble a knowledge of the automobile. Where a part can
be further disassembled, it is disassembled to understand its components, in an attempt to better know
that part. This method repeats without end. Only when each component and its place in the car is known,
will the analyst consider the car understood.
However, System Thinking holds that the act of disassembling a system loses essential properties of the
system that arise through interactions within the system, both between the parts and between the
system and its environment. Likewise, as soon as a part is separated from the system for analysis, it
loses its essential properties. To illustrate this, Ackoff discusses the steering wheel of a car. Within the
car, the steering wheel has a defined purpose. However, separated from the car and placed on a bench –
it has no purpose as it can no longer steer anything anywhere.
Therefore, to gain understanding of a system, the first step is not to disassemble, but to expand the
horizon to consider the environment that the system being analysed resides within. And so on, through
larger environments – each encompassing the last as a separate system. Ackoff (1993) termed this
expansive approach “synthesis” as a contrast to “analysis”.
From these definitions and descriptions, Ackoff (1993) summarised that:
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analysis = how a system works = maximising knowledge (of the parts); and
synthesis = the role or purpose of the system within the larger system of
which it’s a part = maximising understanding (of the whole).
“Systems Thinking, developed in the 1960s is the synthesis of analysis and synthesis
which provides both knowledge and understanding” (Ackoff 1993, [00:41:21]).

3.3.3.4 System Thinking lexicon
Within the System Thinking terminology, several concepts from Ackoff and Emery (1972) are defined
in Table 11 for use during analysis. Page references in Table 11 are to Ackoff and Emery (1972).
Entries in Table 11 are ordered by complexity, with earlier definitions required to interpret the later
definitions3. Introduction of these definitions builds a lexicon applicable to the analysis of deterrents,
triggers and deferral within the analysis chapter.
Systems Thinking is applied at the completion of the analysis to complement the analytical
understanding of the IS maintenance deferral phenomenon. This application occurs within Chapter 7.
Table 11 System Thinking Definitions (Ackoff & Emery 1972)
Term

Definition

event

“A change in one or more structural properties of either an object, a system,
an environment, or a relationship between them over a time period of
specified duration. Thus, for example, an event occurs when sugar dissolves in
a liquid, because its structural properties change. Similarly, when a body falls
an event occurs because at least its geometric properties change during the
event.” (p.25)

structural class
of events

“A set of events that consists [of] similar changes of the same structural
properties. Note that the cause-effect and producer-product relations apply to
events and to the concepts derived from them. This can be seen by substituting
event for object in the relevant preceding definitions.” (p.25)

action

“An event occurring to x that is a potential producer of another event. Thus,
an action is an active event, one capable of making something else happen to
either x or its environment.” (p.25)

(of an individual
or system ‘x’)
Reaction
(of an individual
or system ‘x’)
Response

“An event occurring to x that is caused by another event. The causing event
may be a change in either x or its environment.” (p.25)
“An event occurring to x that is coproduced by x and another event.” (p.25)

(of an individual
or system ‘x’)

3

Other words in the “definitions” column of Table 11 retain their common meaning
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Term

Definition

outcome

“An outcome of an individual’s or system’s action is a change to that individual
or system, or its environment, which is produced by that action.” (p.26)

choice situation

“An individual’s model of his choice situation consists of what he believes to
be:
1. The courses of action available to him.
2. The possible outcomes of the available courses of action.
3. The possible states of the choice environment (possible values of the
uncontrolled variables that can affect the outcome of available
courses of action).
4. The probability that each of the possible states of the choice
environment is the true one.
5. The efficiency of each available course of action for each possible
outcome in each possible state of the choice environment.
6. The relative value of each possible outcome.” (p.82)

believed
outcomes

“An individual believes an outcome (Oj) is possible in a choice environment
(S) if he believes that one or more of the courses of action he believes to be
available can produce Oj in S.” (p.88)

hypothesis

“A belief (which has some doubt associated with it) in the past, present, or
future existence of something that has never been perceived.” (p.88)

illusion

“An individual has an illusion of something (X) in a choice environment (S) if
he does not perceive X in S but believes he does.” (p.90)

fear

“Dissatisfaction with something that the individual believes will produce a
reduction in his ability to pursue his objectives in the future.” (p.104)

solving a
problem

“Solving a problem involves answering two questions: (1) What alternatives
are available? And (2) Which one is best or good enough?” (p.109)

Ackoff and Emery (1972) extend and build upon the definitions above to provide an analytical definition
and framework for measuring the “indefinable” (p.262) concepts of behaviour (for a person and an
organisation). Only the initial concepts within Table 11 are required to define deterrents and triggers,
therefore the user is referred to Ackoff and Emery (1972) for additional Systems Thinking lexicon
beyond ‘solving a problem’.

3.3.4 The Technology-Organisation-Environment (TOE) Model
The TOE model (Tornatzky & Fleischer 1990) sets forth a Technology-Organisation-Environment (TOE)
segregation for studying organisations that has been used to research the organisational adoption of
enterprise applications (a stated synonym for vendor-supplied IS systems in section 1.1) by Ramdani,
Chevers and Williams (2013).
This model is compatible with System Thinking within an IS-based research project, therefore along
with the Modified Relational Foundation Model (section 2.4.2.1) provides a useful categorisation tool
for this research project.
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3.3.5 Reflection on the theoretical framework
The selection of a theoretical framework for this research project must support the stated aim of
revelatory research within a poorly investigated area. Six concepts emerged from the systematic
literature review (sections 2.4.4 - 2.4.9) where justification of their conceptualisation arose from
(predominantly) case study research across a variety of domains. Therefore, the choice of an
interpretivist paradigm supports the further use of the case study methodology which has successfully
illuminated the concepts discovered in the systematic literature review.
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) supplies four theories that enable tools useful in formally
structuring what is being communicated within the primary data. These four theories support the
chosen paradigm and enable the confirmation of underlying concepts derived from the systematic
literature review through the application of SFL techniques.
The application of Systems Thinking adds synthesis methods that consider the problem domain within
ever more encompassing environments. This requirement for synthesis was illuminated through the
reflection on deterrents (refer 2.4.5) and their occurrence within the environment that the vendorsupplied IS software operates within (the organisation) and triggers (refer 2.4.6) arising from the wider
environment outside the organisation.
Together, these theories provide the structure, formality and a variety of methodologies and tools for
researching a topic that is considered revelatory. Introduction of SFL elements provide a theoretical
base for tools used in the analytical process that distil and develop a richer knowledge from the multiplecase study. Application of Systems Thinking extends the knowledge into an understanding.
A key requirement of interpretivist research is for the researcher to acknowledge their bias where
“researchers need to make their agenda and value system explicit from the outset” (Scotland 2012,
p.12). The introduction to this research (refer Chapter 1) clearly identifies that:
•

the researcher is a practitioner in the Information Systems domain;

•

the researcher believes that maintenance deferral is a systemic problem; and

•

the researcher identifies with the “IT/IS department” as the owner of vendor-supplied software
systems and the “business” as the users of these systems.

The “agenda” for this research is to clearly identify and conceptualise this problem, and in doing so
attempt to stimulate academic discussion while identifying tools that may assist practitioners.

Application of the theoretical framework to the literature
review
The selection of the theoretical framework for this research project (section 3.3) enables a reflection on
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the results and concepts arising from the literature review (section 2.4). Systemic Functional Linguistics
(SFL) views each paper selected during the critical review phase to be a completed act of communication
that occurs within the same cultural context. Therefore, it stands to reason that the analysis of these
communication acts can be grouped together and related to provide an insight into the cultural context.
A Field Taxonomy is created to identify the shared context between the systematic literature review
findings (section 2.4). The creation of the Field Taxonomy is conducted through the application of tools
(based on SFL theory - refer 3.3.2) to re-conceptualise the systematic literature review findings.
Through the application of Field Network Theory (section 3.3.2.5), a field taxonomy of the vendorsupplied IS maintenance deferral domain is constructed from the literature review. The purpose of the
taxonomical representation is to illuminate new interactions between the literature review results and
the six separate concepts within the literature review findings.
Figure 21 presents the output of an iterative design approach to generating a field taxonomy for the
Vendor Supplied IS Maintenance domain.
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Policy and Process
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Efficiency drivers

System users
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Motivating forces
Other motivating forces

Figure 21 Field Taxonomy for Vendor Supplied IS Maintenance
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Taxonomical relationships within Figure 21 provide additional knowledge, not apparent within the six
separate literature review concepts:
1. System Thinking (section 3.3.3) is immediately represented through the composition of
elements that form parts of the Environment.
2. Deterrents (section 2.4.5) and triggers (section 2.4.6) are reconceptualised as types of forces
according to the model of Khoo and Robey (2007) shown in Figure 6. The superordinal collection
of forces in Figure 21 form an orthogonal concept to that of all other literature review concepts
and findings. This decision arises from their separate generation from, and influence on, all
elements within the Environment.
3. Additionally, deterrents and triggers are themselves orthogonal. Triggers can be classified as a
kind of motivating force (Khoo & Robey 2007) introduced in Figure 6, but deterrents are a new
kind of de-motivating force (situated within the Khoo & Robey 2007 model).
4. Technology (shown in bold in Figure 21) is both a part of the organisation and a key kind of
accountability for the IS/IT department. This provides an overlap where forces (see 2&3 above)
from both the IS/IT department and “the organisation” directly interact on this element. Forces
from other elements within the environment indirectly act upon the technology too.
5. The vendor-supplied system (shown in bold in Figure 21) is a key element as an output of the
vendor organisation, and an asset within the purchasing organisation.
6. All actors of the Modified Relational Foundation Model (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011) are present
within the taxonomy (refer Figure 8). These are the Vendor, System, IS Staff (IT/IS Department
– Employees) and Users (Vendor-supplied system – System users).
7. The maintenance lifecycle (refer 2.4.9 and Figure 10) is reflected as an element describing the
vendor-supplied system
The field taxonomy of Figure 21 presents a subjective view of the domain, constructed by the researcher
to represent the domain of study (the field) through the application of SFL. Through the generation of
the field taxonomy, the results of the systematic literature review have been placed within a structured
taxonomy.
This concludes the introduction and presentation of the second step in Quinlan’s approach, the
theoretical framework. The third step in the Quinlan (2011) four frameworks approach is to select an
appropriately compatible methodological framework, which provides the tools required to perform the
research project, within the confines of the chosen theoretical framework. The methodological
framework is presented in the following section.
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Methodological framework
Quinlan explains the methodological framework as one that “is indicated to the researcher by the nature
of the research, the kind of data required for the study, the population of the study, and the geographic
spread of the population” (2011, p,142). Quinlan further describes the methodological framework as
one that develops “as the idea for the research project develops” (2011, p.177) so that all the
frameworks fit and work together. The choice of methodological framework sets how the research
progresses. The choice of methodological framework is constrained by the frameworks choices already
determined in that it must be compatible with an interpretivist multiple-case study.
An increasingly relevant fact when considering the methodological framework presented in this chapter
is that the research was conducted in a pre-COVID-19 setting. Physical access to participants for
interviews was restricted by the ability to secure an appointment within the interviewee’s calendar, not
by pandemic considerations of social distancing, challenging ethics requirements, and health concerns.
The methodologies presented within this section respect the choices made within the theoretical
framework, and support the aims of this revelatory research project described within the conceptual
framework (Quinlan 2011).
The major methodologies utilised to collect (section 3.5.1) and structure the analysis of the data (section
3.5.2) within this research project are now presented.

3.5.1 Gathering data: A qualitative multiple-case study
Setting this research within the interpretivist paradigm requires a suitable methodology to collect data.
A commonly utilised interpretivist data-collection method within information systems research is the
qualitative case study research approach. Ponelis (2015) provides a contemporary “justification for
using qualitative case studies” (p.537) within information systems research. Ponelis reflects upon the
defining feature of qualitative case studies being an emphasis on behaviours within a setting or within
a sequence of events, ideally suited to revelatory studies. This is a revelatory research project within a
poorly researched area (Savage, Kautz & Clarke 2015), making the qualitative multiple-case study an
appropriate method.
Quinlan (2011) describes the case study (in part) as “research located in a bounded entity, in a specific
space or place, in a particular incident” (p.182). This description is suitable to the maintenance deferral
issue within an organisation, consistent with the introductory Figure 1. Another regularly quoted
supporter of case study research is Robert Yin who characterises a similar definition to Quinlan (2011)
and adds the ubiquitous:
“Doing a case study would be the preferred method … when (1) the main research
questions are “how” or “why” questions” (Yin 2014, p.2).
Both RQ1 and RQ2 (section 3.2) seek insight to how deterrents and trigger events are characterised and
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supported through empirical observation – making this style of explorative research project suitable for
case study.
Companies are protective of their Information Systems (IS) design and implementations. Unlike
financial performance metrics, there are few regulatory reporting requirements for IS. Therefore, little
data is published outside of targeted academic case studies or practitioner-based use cases. The
multiple-case study method allows the researcher to meet with practitioners in their places of work.
Through this meeting, the application of a suitable research tool enables the researcher to gain a deeper
understanding of the specific IS implementation, and specific challenges faced with maintenance.
Equipped with a data collection methodology, suitable data analysis methodologies are required which
are compatible with this methodology, the theoretical framework and conceptual framework choices
made. The first of these is Peircean Abduction, described in 3.5.2 and applied to the interpretivist setting
in section 3.5.3.

3.5.2 Structuring the data analysis: Peircean Abduction
Following an evaluation of interpretivist Information Systems research methods at theorizeit.org
(Larsen et al. 2015), none are considered as a viable choice within this revelatory research project.
Although several methods such as Critical Social Theory, General Systems Theory and Organisational
Culture Theory could all provide a valid lens, they are not chosen as they may have coloured and limited
the scope of the analysis before the revelation started.
Therefore, the primary general qualitative research methods suitable for a revelatory research project
are reviewed. They are the application of Grounded Theory method and the Peircean Abduction method.
The argument against Grounded Theory is the requirement to approach the problem without
preconceived ideas. Approaching this specific topic of IS maintenance deferral with an “open mind, as
opposed to an empty head” (Dey (1993) as cited in Urquhart 2013, p.11) would be a pre-requisite for
the grounded theory method. However, the need for an open mind is not compromised by the presence
of a literature review. Urquhart (2013, p.29) noted that Glaser (1992, p.31) states, “there is no need to
review the literature in the substantive area under study” and Urquhart positions that the purpose and
use of the literature review determines its suitability within the grounded theory method.
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The

application

of

the

Peircean

Abduction

methodology is chosen for this research as the
methodology does not require an exclusion of
preconceived ideas – a situation more applicable
when the researcher is a practitioner within the
domain.
Within this section, the history of Peircean Abduction
is first presented within its original context of the
positivist paradigm. Adaptation of this methodology
within an interpretivist setting follows in section
3.5.3.
Charles Sanders Peirce was an American mathematician, philosopher and semiologist who lived 18391914 (Serra 2016). The concepts of Peircean Abduction are now presented, followed by an explanation
of how these concepts are applied within this empirical multiple-case study.
Peirce’s work arises from the philosophical branch of semiotics – the theory of signs, however “[Peirce],
the founder of modern semiotics never wrote a coherent outline of his complete theory of signs” (Nöth
1990, p.40). In non-semiotic terms, the researcher’s interpretation of a sign is anything that represents,
or creates an image of something. Therefore, “water” is a sign that represents a specific liquid, and
communicates information about that object to another, who in turn will create a mental sign that may
or may not relate well to the original intent. Pictures, letters, words, sentences, are all comprised from
signs. A further understanding of semiotics is not required in order to utilise the Peircean Abduction
method although the reader is directed to Nöth (1990) for a comprehensive treatment of Peirce’s sign
model and his larger body of work.
Peircean Abduction is generally accepted to have evolved through two distinct phases, with the two
phases acknowledged by Peirce as he reviewed and enhanced the concept over nearly 50 years.
Initially, Peirce understood abduction as an ampliative inference, or the act of consciously evaluating a
choice based on incomplete information (Khachab 2013). “Early Peirce (1860s – 1890s) … emphasized
abduction as an evidencing process with a syllogistic interpretation” (Paavola as cited in Khachab 2013,
p.164). Syllogistic interpretation has been evidenced within this thesis by the construction of the
Abductive Statement. It is the creation of a formally structured logical argument by asserting that two
(or more) propositions are true, then applying deductive reasoning to draw a conclusion (Khachab
2013).
Later, between 1890 and 1900, Peirce modified his definition of abduction so that an inference is not
strictly required, restating his definition as “abductions are often merely guesses” (Peirce as cited in
Fann 1970, p.54). This led to the late Peircean definition (1890s – 1910s) to emphasise “a
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methodological process where abduction is especially related to the first stages of inquiry” (Paavola as
cited in Khachab 2013, p.164). It is this last definition of Peircean Abduction as a methodological
process that is especially suitable to the application by this research, owing to the revelatory nature of
this research.
Peirce identified three types of inquiry – two commonly used in research today (deduction and
induction), the third (abduction) less known.
1. Abduction refers to the process of creating and selecting a hypothesis that is “likely, and
renders the facts likely” (Peirce as cited in Fann 1970, p.31) or “studying facts and
devising a theory to explain them” (Peirce as cited in Khachab 2013, p.165). This
abductive “act of insight, although extremely fallible insight” (Peirce as cited in Anderson
1986, p.160) produces a large number of low-certainty (Fann 1970) hypotheses.
2. This requires a progression to deduction, where the “necessary and probable
experimental consequences” (Peirce as cited in Fann 1970, p.32) are developed as “the
creation of testable statements” (Peirce as cited in Khachab 2013, p.165) against the
chosen hypothesis.
3. Finally, through induction, experiments are conducted for “testing predictions based on
a hypothesis” (Peirce as cited in Fann 1970, p.32).
These three types of inquiry are then connected as a method – referred to as Peircean Abduction.
Phrased differently, through Peircean Abduction:
“the first thing to be done with the [abducted] hypothesis is to trace out its
consequences by deduction, then compare them with the results of experiment by
induction. As soon as the first [hypothesis] has been refuted, we modify or discard the
hypothesis and try another …” (Fann 1970, pp.42-43)
making
“Abductive inferences … a part of an ongoing cycle of research where the abductive
search for new ideas and theories, the deductive explanation, and the inductive testing
of theories are closely intertwined” (Paavola 2004, p.262).
Underpinning the abductive step in the Peircean Abduction method is the observation that it would take
longer than the span of human history to generate correct theories, if there is nothing influencing the
initial choice of theory to pursue other than random chance. Therefore humans must have an instinct or
ability to select good hypotheses to pursue (Paavola 2004). It is the advantage of a human “guessing
instinct” (Paavola 2004, p.247) formed by the perceptual judgment caused by the “background
knowledge, beliefs, and assumptions” (Tschaepe 2014, p.119) of the observer (of the surprising fact)
which provides an advantage in developing and choosing a “good” hypothesis to pursue.
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The method of Peircean Abduction is chosen for this research project. Therefore, this abductive conflict
of idea generation (Peirce as cited in Tschaepe 2014, p.116) is acknowledged but not addressed within
the scope of this research. This research is content that a hypothesis is developed, without requiring an
answer as to how the hypothesis arises in the first place as:
“No matter how abduction actually generates “new” ideas … its purpose is, ultimately,
to provide true explanatory hypothesis for inquiry” (Khachab 2013, p.172).
A technical phrase to explain Peircean Abduction is that “abduction as an inference of the case (the
minor premise in a deductive syllogism) from a rule and the result (the major premise and the
conclusion of a deductive syllogism) as data” (Flórez 2014, p.266). Alternatively, this is illustrated within
the following example:
The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.
(Peirce as cited in Khachab 2013, p.167)

3.5.3 Peircean Abduction as a form of interpretivist IS research
Literature considering Peircean Abduction relates to the generation of knowledge across all of the
sciences (Fann 1970; Anderson 1986; McKaughan 2008; Khachab 2013; Flórez 2014; Tschaepe 2014)
and therefore reflects Peirce’s original terminology of “hypothesis”, “experiment” and “test” – all terms
grounded in the positivist paradigm.
Although grounded in semiotics, which has signs as the unit of analysis (as described in section 3.5.2),
the method of Peircean Abduction makes no explicit or implicit reference to signs. Therefore, the
transposition of the methodology into an interpretivist IS research project is achieved with minimum
effort.
To apply Peircean Abduction within an interpretative setting, the adaptations of Table 12 are proposed
and adopted.
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Table 12 Translation of Peircean Abduction from realist to interpretivist
Realist

Interpretivist

concept of hypothesis

reference to an abductive statement

testing a hypothesis

finding empirical support for the abductive
statement

observation of a surprising fact

an observation made – without requiring that
the phenomenon being observed is or is not a fact

minor premise

minor premise

major premise

major premise

conclusion

conclusion

These adaptations are required as the interpretivist paradigm rejects the existence of a “foundational
base to knowledge” (facts) in any setting (Scotland 2012, p.12), holding that all is subject to
interpretation. Through this translation, the key underlying process and method of Peircean Abduction
is maintained, but with language appropriate to an interpretivist setting. The interpretivist abductive
statement format (cf. section 3.5.2) is therefore:
The surprising observation, C, is made;
However, if A were true, then C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is a reason to suspect that A is true.
Application of the Peircean Abduction methodology for this research is selected because of its relatively
simple acquisition and transposition from a positivist semiotics frame and the ability to phrase an
abductive statement that resonated with the findings from the literature review. This statement is
demonstrated in the following section.

3.5.3.1 Step 1: An abductive insight
The process of Peircean Abduction starts with the “consideration of many facts” (Paavola 2004, p.262),
a state achieved within this research through the consideration of many observations derived through
the systematic literature review (Chapter 2). Within the systematic literature review for this research,
a concept matrix (section 2.4) is developed through an identification and abductive connection of the
re-occurring themes within the critically reviewed literature. An early example of this abductive
recognition of connections is shown in Figure 22 where third-party control of content and timing is
linked (in the margin note) to unpredictability in an earlier paper.
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Figure 22 Cross-references shown on Vigder & Kark (2006, p.12)
Following the systematic literature review process to completion allowed one significant concept to
arise, that “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS software solution, defer the
implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance” which constitutes the surprising observation
(abductive leap) that initiates the first iteration of the abductive process.
Combining this phenomenon of interest with supporting abducted observations around deterrents
(section 2.4.5) and triggers (section 2.4.6) allows the creation an interpretivist-based Peircean
abductive statement:
The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS
software solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before the
implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a matter
of course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of both deterrents, and of triggers” is
true.
Reviewing this statement against Peirce’s three rules for determining a “good” abductive statement
(Peirce as cited in Fann 1970, p.43) results in:
1. Empirical confirmation of the abductive statement would, in fact, explain the surprising
observation
2. The abductive statement is capable of being tested (in this research project, through case
study research)
3. Considering economy (of time, resources, energy and thought), an outcome from the
research is achievable within the resources available to complete (a PhD) research
project
Therefore, the abductive statement is adopted “on probation” (Fann 1970, p.4) as being “pursuitworthy” (McKaughan 2008) as a pragmatic abductive statement to investigate further.

3.5.3.2 Step 2: Deduction of verifiable statements
The second step of the Peircean Abduction methodology is to develop, deductively, a set of empirically
verifiable statements that support the abducted statements of deterrents and triggers. For this research
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project, they are the research questions arising from the abductive statement (section 1.2):
RQ1: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of deterrents to implementing
vendor-supplied maintenance?
RQ2: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of a trigger event that disturbs
the IS equilibrium and requires the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance?

3.5.3.3 Step 3: Inductive inquiry
Having created the abductive statement with the surprising observation (section 3.5.3.1) and deduced
the research questions (section 3.5.3.2), the final step in the first iteration of the Peircean Abduction
methodology is to develop a research method that inductively studies these questions.
The inductive inquiry process is detailed in Chapter 4 through the description of the final framework in
the Quinlan (2011) model – the analytical framework. Within these sections the research design (section
4.1), participant selection (section 4.2), data collection (section 4.3), data analysis and processing
(section 4.4), and the selection of a computer-based-tool (section 4.5) are presented.

3.5.4 Reflection on the methodological framework
Construction of the Four Frameworks (Quinlan 2011) states that each framework must respect the
choices made within the earlier frameworks. A quantitative multiple-case study is an accepted
interpretivist methodology and fulfils this principle. However, the semiotic underpinnings of Ackoff’s
System Thinking and Peircean Abduction introduce a fundamental conflict that must be addressed.
System Thinking arises from the post-Saussurean bilateral semiotic approach of ‘the signifier’ (e.g.
word) and ‘the signified’ (e.g. the item signified by the word) whereas Peircean semiotics considers a
triadic system of the ‘sign’ (e.g. the word), the ‘object’ (e.g. the item signified by the word) and adds the
sign’s meaning to the ‘interpretant’ as a third consideration. The fundamental misalignment between
the bilateral (post-Saussurean) and triadic (Peircean) semiotic definitions is mitigated within this
research project because the method (not semiotic theory) of Peircean Abduction is utilised. The
method of Peircean Abduction is ‘unitless’ and does not rely on any underlying triadic principles of sign.
Peircean Abduction provides a strong scaffold for the research project to organise and reason about the
evidence collected. Insights from a practitioner background are embraced through the adoption of the
abductive leaps required at each abductive cycle.
The selected methodological approaches to data collection and analysis fulfil the requirement of
consistency within the Four Frameworks method. The underlying theoretical constructs, data collection
methodology and analytical methodology are consistent and can be applied within the scope of this
research to support the aim of this revelatory research project.
From this methodological framework, a detailed analytical framework is developed and presented in
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Chapter 4. This last framework describes the tools and application of methodologies utilised to fulfil the
research project.
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Analytical framework
This chapter presents the multi-method qualitative analytical framework for this research project. The
analytical framework sets the detailed parameters for data collection and analysis. This is the last of the
four frameworks in the Quinlan (2011) model (refer Chapter 3). The choices available here are
compatible with the choices already made in the first three frameworks:
•

The Conceptual framework (section 3.2). Research questions investigating the nature and
support for deterrents and triggers.

•

The Theoretical framework (section 3.3). An Interpretivist paradigm is selected as suiting the
type of enquiry for this research project. Theories from SFL and System Thinking will provide
analytical tools.

•

The Methodological framework (section 3.5) utilises a qualitative multiple-case study to collect
data, with the application of the Peircean Abduction methodology within an interpretative
setting to structure the analysis.

Several diverse analysis methods are introduced within the Analytical Framework which combine
to achieve various analytical outcomes. The purpose of choosing these analysis methods is to distil
knowledge from the data contained within the semi-structured interview transcripts. Different
analysis methods illuminate specific knowledge within the data.
The structured application of this set of analytical tools combine to form an analytical framework,
where each method builds upon the knowledge created from earlier stages. Summary descriptions
of the chosen analytical methods are presented in Table 13.
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Table 13 Analytical framework
Analysis Method

Description

Purpose

Tools

Section(s)

Transcription

Converting recordings of spoken

To document and confirm the baseline data, in

ExpressScribe &

4.3

interviews to text.

preparation for analysis.

MS Word

Vignettes (a Genre

Succinct factual descriptions of each

Describing the multiple-case through quick, factual

MS Word

4.4.1 and 5.2

view)

interview within the multiple-case.

summaries of the ten semi-structured maintenance

MS Excel

4.4.2 and 5.3

A whiteboard

4.4.3

Dedoose

4.5 and 5.6 - 5.7

Dedoose

6.1 - 6.2

deferral interviews.
Spider Diagrams

Register Analysis

A Graphical representation of the

Enabling the targeted selection of interview

demographic data relating to an interview.

participants (subsequent to the pilot interviews).

Context-based description of the register

Investigating the social actions, activities,

of the interview case.

relationships and communication methods
exhibited within the transcripts.

Thematic Analysis

Utilising excerpt tagging in Dedoose to

Assembling the multiple-case through the

generate a detailed and rigorous analysis

distillation of knowledge from within the transcript

of the transcripts for the re-occurrence of

data.

themes.
System Networks

System Thinking
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A diagraph of maintenance choices arising

Demonstrating the choice paths and possibilities

from the multiple-case.

within the multiple-case

Inspection, reflection and re-evaluation of

System thinking extends analysis with synthesis – a

Thought and MS

the system (the multiple-case) as a whole.

focus on interactions and belonging.

Word

MS PowerPoint
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The remainder of this section details the design of the research instrument (section 4.1) participant
selection methodology (section 4.2), data collection (section 4.3), data analysis & processing (section
4.4) and the selection of a suitable computer tool to assist analysis (section 4.5). Together, these sections
describe the analytical framework for this research.

Designing the research instrument
Equipped with research questions (section 3.2) abducted from scattered mentions within a wide range
of literature (Chapter 2), the second step of the Peircean Abduction method is to expose the question to
deductive reasoning that defines the “necessary and probable experimental consequences” (Peirce as
cited in Fann 1970, p.32) that are further developed into “testable statements” (Peirce as cited in
Khachab 2013, p.165).
A semi-structured interview technique is chosen as the primary research tool, with questions developed
out of the theoretical framework and concept matrix derived from the literature review. The purpose of
each interview is to elicit a recount of a recent or current example of maintenance of a vendor-supplied
IT solution. The semi-structured nature of the research instrument allows a level of flexibility to pursue
emerging topics. Section 4.2 will exemplify the sourcing and construction of the participant lists for the
semi-structured interviews.
One issue complicated the creation of the semi-structured interview protocol. The literature review
uncovered events and themes within case studies that are conceptualised as deterrents and triggers.
Confirmation of this conceptualisation should not corrupt the interview responses to other questions
through the introduction of bias. This implied the need for a purposeful ordering of questions. To forge
links with prior research in the area of maintenance deferral, selected questions from previous studies
are incorporated to allow the opportunity to explore influences such as organizational size, structure,
entropy and industry setting.
These considerations resulted in a semi-structured interview protocol that addressed (in the following
purposeful order):
1. Demographic and IT leadership aspects of the organization;
2. Experiences and history of the interviewee;
3. Technological information about the IT Solution being discussed and the supplying vendor;
4. Decisions and methods relating to maintenance deferral;
5. Organizational experience in implementing maintenance;
6. Personal views on maintenance and deferral;
7. Validation of literature-derived deterrents leading to maintenance deferral; and
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8. Validation of literature-derived triggers causing implementation of maintenance.
By enforcing this particular sequencing of questions:
•

the views of the individual could be compared and contrasted with the views of the
organization;

•

the influence of personal history on behaviours might be inferred;

•

the behaviour of the organization compared and contrasted with their intent; and

•

finally, the deterrents and triggers conceptualised from literature could validated within this
setting.

The resulting semi-structured interview script is provided in Appendix 5. A summary of interview
performance, recording, transcription and challenges is presented in section 4.3.
Comparing the question topics against the first two questions of the research project (RQ1 and RQ2 in
section 3.2) showed that the goals of the two research questions could be reasonably answered. This
evaluation is then validated through the implementation of a pilot study.
The research design implements this iteration’s deductive step of the Peircean Abduction method to
create testable statements. Through the creation of the semi-structured interview script, the research
project is prepared for the final step of this iteration of the Peircean Abduction method - inductive
investigation - the results of which are presented in the analysis chapter (Chapter 5).

Participant selection
To select research participants, the following criteria are developed to maximise the chance of the
interview resulting in usable data:
1. the organisation had operated at least one vendor-supplied software package for a period of
at least one year;
2. the organisation is responsible4 for the maintenance of the vendor-supplied package; and
3. the interviewee evaluated that business executives would be reasonably expected to rate the
chosen vendor-supplied package as being integral to successful business operations
Reflecting upon the abductive statement underpinning this research:

4

From point 2 above: Within the study scenario, pre-packaged maintenance is delivered from the vendor to the

purchasing organisation. However, significant effort and cost is still required by the purchasing organisation to
implement the maintenance into their version of the vendor solution.
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The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS software
solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before the
implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a matter of
course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of both deterrents, and of triggers” is true.
The statement has no reference to a particular type, sector, size or industry experiencing the maintenance
deferral issue. Likewise, no type or classification of vendor-supplied IT system is identified as being more
or less susceptible to maintenance deferral. Therefore, no additional restriction is placed on the research
project participants; rather a cross-section of willing organisations satisfying the above criteria would
be selected.
A pilot study was proposed to validate and de-risk the research and instrument designs. Ethics approval
was granted under HE15/229 in June 2015 following the appropriate assessment and documentation
of the pilot study along with ethical, intellectual property and safety issues. The pilot study is created to
validate:
1. the pursuitworthiness of the research question, and
2. to test the validity of the semi-structured interview script within a real setting.
At the completion of the pilot phase, the research incorporated learnings and re-submitted an updated
ethics approval for the full multiple-case study.

4.2.1 Participant confidentiality
All organisation and participant names within this thesis are replaced by pseudonyms in line with
maintaining the confidentiality of participants (per ethics approval HE15/229).
A method of assigning pseudonyms is implemented at the outset of data collection and strictly followed
from the moment transcription started:
•

Organisational pseudonyms are compounded from a prefix referencing the general description
of the organisation type with “Corp” for private sector organisations, and “Service” for publicly
owned organisations;

•

Interviewee pseudonyms are allocated (utilising a pre-defined methodology) from the extended
cast list of The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, although absolutely no similarity with that
character is implied; and

•
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4.2.2 Selection of participants – pilot
In the seminal maintenance research project for Information Systems, Swanson (1976) reached out to
organisations through their membership of the Data Processing Management Association (DPMA)
(Swanson & Beath 1989). Benefit is seen in an approach through a professional organisation, therefore
a local IT industry cluster ~ Information and Communications Technology, Illawarra (ICTI)5 ~ was
approached for an introduction to their members.
At the completion of a successful ICTI board presentation by the researcher, invitations to participate
are emailed to the current ICTI mailing list by the ICTI facilitator. This resulted in five interviewees
across three diverse Australian organizations responding to the call for participation:
•

CityService (2 interviewees)

•

DigiCorp (1 interviewee)

•

EduService (2 interviewees)

Interviews were consensually recorded and transcriptions created. The combined transcriptions are
combined into a multiple-case study and an initial analysis performed for themes. Full details relating
to the research method and semi-structured interview questions are available from the approved ethics
application HE15/229. Key information is provided in Appendix 2 - Ethics approval, Appendix 3 Participant information sheet, Appendix 4 - Participant consent form, and Appendix 5 - Interview
questions.
The pilot interviews were all (as anticipated) approximately one hour in length, and occurred during
August and September 2015.
Following a preliminary analysis of the pilot study, the ethics approval was refreshed with the changes
required to undertake a second round on interviews.

4.2.3 Selection of participants – round two
Peer reviewer feedback to draft conference papers submitted to the Australasian Conference on
Information Systems (ACIS) and International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS) included an
observation that the three pilot cases are geographically similar and that the research would benefit
from a wider geographic range of participants. Although qualitative research does not attempt to
generalise, it is agreed that the feedback had merit and that a wider geographic range of participants
would provide a more diverse set of views to compare and contrast within the multiple-case study.

5

The true name of the organization, ICTI is used with permission of the ICTI board.
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Additional inputs into the selection of round-two participants are the spider diagrams of section 4.4.2
within this chapter. These are utilised to purposefully target organisations demonstrating a diversity
across the seven key demographics.
Two methods of participant selection for round two are investigated:
1. Following the pilot study model, but engaging a larger industry organisation to circulate the
call for participants; and
2. Exploiting the practitioner background of the researcher, to leverage an existing
professional network of contacts.
The chosen participant selection method is influenced by the key risk of too-many responses if a large
industry organisation was engaged, coupled with the practical challenges encountered when navigating
the approvals process of such an industry organisation6. The participants for round two are therefore
purposefully selected7 from contacts (or contacts of contacts) within the researcher’s professional
network. To avoid a direct professional conflict, no interviewees are approached that are directly
involved as clients or suppliers to the practitioner’s employer.
The round-two participants are one interviewee from each of the following organisations:
•

AromaCorp

•

BrickCorp (USA + Canada based)

•

DevCorp (Australian-based multi-national)

•

HealthCorp

•

SupplyCorp (Australian presence of a multi-national vendor)

•

VendorCorp (Australian presence of a multi-national vendor)

•

WaterCorp (NZ-based multi-national)

Round two participant diversities are an improvement to the pilot phase, with representative cases from
New Zealand, the United States of America and multi-nationals. Peer feedback to a later ICIS paper
subsequent to the selection of participants for round two indicated that the research project would have

6

When last checked, approval is still pending.

7 Directly contacting potential interviewees necessitated a small update to the research ethics approval, which was

completed before contacting potential individuals.
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benefitted from a European participant8 to provide a view on deferral that may have differed from the
selection.
This qualitative research project interviews participants purposefully selected in line with the selection
criteria. Although being a decision maker within the organisation is not a pre-requisite, most of the
respondents are in senior, decision-making roles. This bias likely arises from the researcher being in a
similar role, and those at this level being best placed to respond to this nature of research on behalf of
an organisation.
Of note within the group comprising round two – SupplyCorp and VendorCorp are interviewed as
software vendors – to gain a triangulation on the research questions from the vendor view-point.
DevCorp, also a software vendor, is interviewed as a client – with focus on some of their internal vendorsupplied systems.

Data collection - semi structured interviews
Semi-structured interviews scheduled for 60 minutes are arranged with a key decision maker from each
organisation. Each participant received a participant information sheet and consent form at the start of
the interview.
•

An amendment to the process for the full multiple-case study is to provide this information by
email at time of booking to enable review and approvals as required by the organisation.

Demographic questions are asked at the start of the interview, followed by semi-structured questions
about the participant’s experience and understanding of maintenance deferral within the organisation.
The semi-structured interview sessions are recorded (with ethics approval and participant
consent) using the iPhone application Recordium. This application is chosen following
discussions with other qualitative research students and a review of its functionality. Key
aspects are a good reduction of background noise; the ability to manage microphone gain;
sensitivity; and the ability to export the recording files in a standard format. For data protection,
recordings are immediately exported to a secure repository at the completion of each interview.
Unfortunately, the Recordium application is no longer supported. However, the feature list above
remains to guide later researchers toward selecting an appropriate recording solution.
Some written notes (for example diagrams of complex inter-system descriptions) are collected directly
on the interviewer’s question sheet and formed a secondary data source for analysis.

8

Which shows that you really can’t win.
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4.3.1 Interview transcription
Following interviewee consent, interviews are recorded and transcription is performed with
grammatical punctuation as the transcripts are to be analysed for information - not phonological
delivery (Halliday 1985).
All transcripts utilised a pseudonym for the organisation and interviewee names to preserve
confidentiality of participants in line with ethical clearance (section 4.2.1). This practice ensured that
only the pseudonym is used in any future analysis or verbal discussions with the supervisory team.
Four methods of transcription are attempted, each an improvement on the last, followed by reflection,
before an optimal method is achieved. These methods are shown graphically in Figure 23 and described
below.

1

2

3

4

Figure 23 Transcription method evolution
Recording playback, at varying speed from the Recordium application on the iPhone, while typing into
Microsoft Word. Progress is severely limited by the need to constantly re-position hands between the
keyboard and iPhone to pause and/or re-play passages.
1. Listening to playback from the Recordium application on the iPhone, while utilising Dragon Dictate
to read-back the interview into Microsoft Word. Following training of the Dragon Dictate program,
dictation accuracy is good, but progress hampered by the temperamental nature of microphone
positioning and long setup time each day. Setup time is especially problematic as the research is
completed part-time in many small time-slices.
2. Transferring the recording to laptop and utilising OS VLC play-back software while typing into
Microsoft Word. Progress is improved, but still limited by the need to use the mouse to control playback while typing from the keyboard.
3. Transferring the recording to laptop and utilising the OS ExpressScribe software to play-back the
recording while typing into Microsoft Word. The ability to use system-level keyboard shortcuts
(without leaving the Microsoft Word context) to control playback/pause/repeat greatly accelerated
progress and is the method used for the majority of transcriptions.

4.3.2 Reflection on data collection challenges
The pilot study validated the semi-structured interview script and supported the decision to engage in
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cross-industry/cross-market-segment research to construct a multiple-case study. Similarities between
the separate case studies is consistent with the expectations developed through the theoretical
framework. However, the pilot study identified the following shortcomings, which are rectified for the
full multiple-case study:
•

Changes to the introduction and engagement process were required and subsequently
amended within the ethics approval for the full research project. These accounted for
real-world and commercial considerations.

•

Small changes to semi-structured interview question wording were required to respect
the differences between Public and Private organisations.

•

Valuable interview techniques were gained through these early interviews when it came
to creating an interview recording capable of being transcribed. This included:

•

o

Verbalising observations of interviewee body language and gestures to allow
these to be recorded in the transcript

o

Minimising multiple people speaking at once, and repeating back key phrases for
confirmation when this occurs

o

Orienting and placing the microphone proportionally closer to the interviewees
than the interviewer

It is access to companies and the individual interviewees that formed the greatest
challenge for the data-gathering phase of the research project. The pilot study de-risked
future access by providing valid data, but also highlighted that a very limited response
rate should be expected from a full-scale call for participants.

•

Practically, the largest challenge to completion is the balancing of candidate time
between part-time study, working and family life. The supervisory team, candidate,
employer and family have established a routine and review cycle to ensure time is
appropriately balanced and each commitment retains appropriate focus.

•

Unfortunately, the makers of Recordium stopped supporting the
product and from iOS-11 onwards it no longer operates.
Fortunately, this occurred after all of the data collection is
completed. All recordings were previously retrieved from the
application and backed-up regularly to multiple secure
repositories, protecting against the loss of source data.

Data analysis and processing
Following the transcription of the interviews and creation of case vignettes, four separate analysis
methods are implemented, descriptions of which are captured in the following sub-sections. The
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purpose of the data analysis is to formally structure the interview transcript data into formats that allow
the contrast and comparison of information within the multiple-case study.

4.4.1 Vignettes – a genre view
Introduced in 3.3.2, Genre theory provides a tool for the creation of a common description of an
interview. It is anticipated that case discussions with my supervisory team, mentors, or peers would be
eased by the creation of a genre to succinctly record the ten semi-structured maintenance deferral
interviews.
Critically, the vignette is defined to be a strict factual summary (2-3 page) of the interview, with no
analysis applied. This maintains the utility of the vignette across the future application of different
theoretical analysis.
The vignette (case study genre) is constructed from a set of nested genres describing different aspects
of the case:
1. The overall vignette follows the narrative recount genre pattern, describing a situation and the
people within it. This is consistent with the source of the text – transcription of a semi-structured
verbal interview. Within each event of the recount, there is an identifiable nested canonical
genre as described below.
2. The organisation is described by a factual recount genre, capturing demographic facts and data
relating to the participant organisation. Information within this genre is separately verifiable
and not open to interpretation. However, the geographic location and operating area(s) of an
organisation are presented in a deliberately opaque manner, to protect organisation
confidentiality.
3. The information services (IS) group within the participant organisation follows the pattern of a
description genre. Information within this genre is described by the participants, leading to
deductions relating to the existence and structure of the IS group.
4. The application maintenance situation follows a description genre. The information is provided
to describe the application under maintenance.
a. Within the application maintenance situation, there is a nested narrative recount genre
detailing the current maintenance event(s).
5. Finally, the unique deterrents and triggers identified throughout the interview transcript are
captured as sets of exemplum genre.

4.4.1.1 Reflection on vignette creation
Although presented as a logical progression in 4.4.1, the creation of the maintenance deferral case study
vignette was an iterative process requiring many passes through the transcript data. Equipped with the
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basic vignette structure distilled from literature, whenever a new element within a genre was identified
through a transcript, this was created as a Dedoose9 code and retrospectively applied to transcripts that
had “completed” coding. The ability to add descriptions to codes allowed an ability to track when codes
had evolved into the vignette model. This is shown in Figure 24.
Through a regular export (to MS Excel) of the code list, additions or modifications could be tracked over
time for further analysis. Some examples were the iterative addition of who the “Decision Maker” was
in maintenance decisions and what the “Budget” was.
Dedoose provides search and filtering mechanisms that allow the easy retrieval of tagged excerpts. This
functionality greatly sped the final vignette creation.

Figure 24 Dedoose code showing iterative nature of code creation
Details of the vignette construction are contained in section 5.2 and the vignettes themselves are
contained within Appendix 1 - Interview vignettes.

4.4.2 Spider diagrams – a visualisation tool
To compare and contrast the demographic similarities and differences between the separate cases that
comprise the multiple-case study, key demographic data is summarised into a visual representation
known as a spider chart. The seven axes of the graph represent the seven key demographic measures:
number of employees; turnover (annual revenue); number of clients; seniority of interviewee; presence
within the technology sector; presence within the public sector; and existence of an identifiable IT/IS
department. The Spider Diagram is an application of SFL whereby these seven axes are represented as
components of the organisation in the taxonomic representation of Figure 25.
The seven axes of the graph represent seven key demographic measures captured within the semi-

9

Unlike the literature review, the analysis of the interview transcripts implemented and leveraged a

computer-based analysis tool (Dedoose – introduced in 4.5).
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structured interview (see Appendix 5 - Interview questions).
Technology Sector
Operating environment

Y = Technology organisation
N = Non-technology organisation

Number of clients
Public Sector

Y = Public Sector
N = Private sector

Organisation
Number of Employees
Internal

Y = Identifiable IS/IT department

Existence of an identifiable IS/IT department
Turnover (annual revenue)
Interviewee

Interviewee Seniority

N = No separate IS/IT function
Team member
Manager
VP / Senior Manager
CEO / Managing Director
Board

Figure 25 Spider diagram axis definitions
A sample spider diagram from this research is represented in Figure 26. The spider diagrams resulting
from the pilot study and early cases within the multiple-case study group are utilised to target potential
participant organisations that would be reasonably expected to produce a significantly different spider
diagram. In this way, a stronger diversity of organisation is achieved.

Figure 26 A sample spider diagram from the analysis chapter
The complete set of spider diagrams for the interviewees are contained with the analysis chapter
(section 5.3).

4.4.2.1Reflection on spider diagrams
Enabled with transcript data tagged in Dedoose, the creation of spider diagrams was a relatively simple
task of extracting and tabulating the seven attributes into an MS Excel spreadsheet for each case study.
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Initial attempts demonstrated the need to implement logarithmic scaling on some axis to prevent some
data series becoming obscured. This is demonstrated in Figure 27.
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Figure 27 WaterCorp spider diagram before and after log(10)
Utilisation of logarithmic scales prevents these axes becoming overpowering or meaningless.
However, it does introduce a difficulty for interpretation as the factor-of-10 differences
introduced by applying the logarithm can be glossed over at first glance.
Spider diagram visualisations are presented in section 5.3

4.4.3 Register analysis
Introduced in section 3.3.2.3, a register analysis identifies the field, tenor and mode within a textual
episode. Utilisation of this linguistic method did allow the identification of episodes (fields of discussion)
within each interview transcript. The primary register analysis is the episode of the interviews
themselves.

4.4.3.1 Reflection on register analysis
Performing register analysis at the interview level was a straight-forward task and is presented in
section 5.4. The utility of this method could be extended by future research re-working the semistructured interview transcript to explore the register of the maintenance situation within the
organisation. This represents an area that without specific interview script questions, this research is
unable to explore.

4.4.4 Thematic analysis
The literature review and completion of the modified relational foundation model during the first
iteration of Peircean analysis produced a framework of deterrents, triggers and relationships that could
be applied to the interview transcripts to extract themes. This thematic analysis progresses through the
identification and association of re-occurring themes within, and between, transcripts.
Thematic coding of the interview transcripts, consistent with the Case Study analytical technique of
Pattern Matching (Yin 2014) utilised a computer-based-tool, which is discussed in section 4.5. A list of
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thematic codes is loaded into the tool for first-pass analytical coding, and refined incrementally as the
analytical coding progressed. The initial set of codes covered:
•

the organisational summary, including separate codes for the interviewee and IS department;

•

details relating to the specific application being investigated through the interview;

•

deterrents and triggers; and

•

the Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM).

The process for coding a transcript is:
1. Create and associate a Memo to track progress;
2. Review the current list of codes and sub-codes;
3. Read through the transcript within the computer-based tool:
a. Applying codes where appropriate;
b. Adding Memos for insights or interesting areas where there is no code; or
c. Where patterns emerge: update coding schema and regressively apply new code(s) to
transcripts;
4. At the completion of the transcript, re-review the coding schema for themes that may, upon
reflection, be missing in the first pass of the coding; and
5. Mark the transcript tracking Memo as complete
The significant addition of the System Network (SN1) codes to the coding schema necessitated a further
pass of coding through each transcript to apply these new codes. A complete list of codes is shown in
Figure 28.
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Title
Application
Application Name
Application Purpose
Application User Base
Informed of maintenance by
Installation Details
Last Maintenance
Licensing details
Unique Observation
Vendor Name
Context
Cultural Context
Situational Context
Current Maintenance
Event
Deterrents
Prompted Deterrent
Deterrent - No
Deterrent - Yes
Spontaneous Deterrent
Impact (of deferral or upgrade)
Informaiton Services Group
Budget allocation
Decision maker
IS Structure
Leader/Follower Assessment
Maintenance Approach
Maintenance Maturity
Unique Observation

#
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Title
ModifiedRelationalFoundationModel
01 Among Systems
02 Among IS Staff
03 Among Users
04 Systems-IS Staff (Implementaiton)
05 Systems-Users (Use)
06 IS Staff-Users (Support)
07 Vendors-IS Staff (Consultation)
08 Vendors-Systems (Changes)
09 Within Vendor
10 Vendor-Users (Influence)
Organisation
Hierarchical Summary
Personal View on deferral
SN1_VendorReleasesMaintenance
SN1.1 Client is aware of release
SN1.1.1ep Ignore release
SN1.1.2 Evaluate release
SN1.1.2.1 Trigger criteria met
SN1.1.2.1.1ep Plan to proactively perform maintenance
SN1.1.2.1.2ep Defer maintenance
SN1.1.2.2ep Ride out current version
SN1.1.3ep Implement maintenance
SN1.2 Client is unaware of release
SN1.2.1ep Ignorance
SN1.2.2 Trigger event occurs
SN1.2.2.1ep Avoid
SN1.2.2.2ep Plan recovery to perform maintenance
SN1.2.3ep Cloud managed / automatic
Triggers
Prompted Trigger
Trigger - No
Trigger - Yes
Spontaneous Trigger

Figure 28 The final coding schema at the completion of analysis
The completed coding schema of Figure 28 can be represented using SFL tools to provide a richer
contextual understanding. Rather than utilising a Field Taxonomy, this schema is visualised as a Genre
Diagraph in Figure 31 in section 5.2 for the reasons enumerated in section 5.2.

4.4.4.1 Reflection on thematic analysis
Measured by time spent, the thematic analysis of the interview transcripts was the longest of the
analysis methods. However, the meticulous tagging of the transcripts (through many iterations)
generated meta-data that formed the foundation for many of the other analysis methods.
The thematic analysis within the systematic literature review (see Chapter 2) was an excellent
preparation for preforming thematic analysis of the collected data. The meticulous need for tracking,
cross-referencing and thoroughness had already been learnt before starting this phase.
Unlike the literature review, the thematic analysis of the interview transcripts implemented and
leveraged a computer-based analysis tool. Although there was a time-expensive learning curve in the
selection of, and learning to use the tool – this was paid back through the ease of later analysis cycles.
Section 4.5 now introduces Dedoose and the methods learnt to use it in this context.
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Selecting a computer-based tool
Within qualitative research, support is offered through a limited number of computer-based tools. The
researcher embarked to identify a tool well suited to supporting analysis of the empirical results.
The three criteria for selecting a tool are:
1. the tool operated on the MacBook Air utilised for this research;
2. accessible, local support from academic or support individuals; and
3. the ability to completely export the results at any time.
The second criterion supported both a prudent off-line data backup scheme, in addition to futureproofing the tool decision should a change be required. The third criterion is purely practical and
required owing to my limited use with these tools.
Two options are identified – NVivo and Dedoose.
NVivo
NVivo10 is the convenient, supported computer-aided qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) at
the University of Wollongong (UOW). Several courses are offered to researchers, and the university
holds a site-license for use of the software.
Dedoose
Dedoose11 is less known because it is a much newer web-services oriented application offering crossplatform solutions.
A choice was required. Following the decision to utilise a MacBook Air for this research (the researcher’s
first experience with a Mac), the lesser-known, but promising route of utilising Dedoose is selected as
the computer-aided tool for analysing the interview transcripts.

4.5.1 Utilising Dedoose
Following the successful load of interview transcripts into Dedoose as resources, the coding descriptions
are pre-loaded with:
•

codes relating to the interview script – allowing me to tag relevant sections of the transcript
directly against questions and outcomes; and

10

Please refer to www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/home for more information on NVivo

11

Please refer to www.dedoose.com for more information on dedoose
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•

codes relating to the concepts and conclusions arising from the systematic literature review.

This initial load of codes into Dedoose did trigger some changes to rationalise codes and resolve logic
errors in some of the groupings. Additionally, demographic information is transitioned between the
interviewee and organisation (compared to the layout in the interview transcript) to better logically
align the data. Therefore, this translation step added value and rigour to the process by forcing a discrete
step in the analysis process to better align the codes.
The emergence of new concepts and themes are incorporated into the coding schema through the
iterative addition of codes over time. Dedoose allows for hierarchical codes, so more detailed codes
could be added within an existing code. At the completion of the analysis, there are 63 codes within the
schema, with 972 applications of these codes to 851 excerpts12 across the 10 interview transcripts.
Figure 28 demonstrated the completed coding schema for this research, with Figure 29 showing the
distribution of the 927 codes across the transcripts of the multiple-case study.

Figure 29 Count of code application by transcript
Within Dedoose, the application of a code is performed graphically on the screen through a highlightand-select method. An example of applied codes is shown in Figure 30. The transcript being worked on
is in the main window, the code for the currently selected excerpt in the top right of the screen, and the
available list of codes in the bottom right of the screen. New codes are applied by highlighting a passage
of the transcript, thereby creating “an excerpt” and selecting the relevant code(s) from the list.

12

Dedoose supports the application of multiple codes to a single excerpt, thus accounting for the discrepancy

between the number of code applications and the number of excerpts
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Figure 30 Dedoose screen showing applied codes
Following code application, Dedoose provided powerful extracting and grouping, supporting an easier
creation of the interview vignettes (section 5.2), the metrics required for the spider diagrams (section
5.3), the details on deterrents and triggers (sections 5.6 and 5.7, respectively) and finally the modified
relational foundation model (section 8.3.4) and detailed quotes to support the eventual creation of the
system network (section 6.1).

4.5.2 Descriptors in Dedoose
Dedoose enables the creation of “Descriptors” that capture elements of static or demographic
information relating to an entity. For this research, an “Organisation” and an “Interviewee” descriptor
are created. Interview transcripts are loaded into Dedoose as “Resources”. Instances of the Organisation
and Interviewee descriptors are populated and linked (associated) to each resource (interview
transcript). The advantage of descriptors is that selected interview excerpts within the resource can be
queried and reported based on any element within any linked descriptor.
A limitation of Dedoose is that only one descriptor of each type can be applied to each transcript. The
error message “There is already a descriptor linked to this resource from this descriptor set. Please
unlink that descriptor before linking a new descriptor”. This became an issue when some interviews had
two people in attendance (necessitating the linking of two instances of the interviewee descriptor with
a transcript). Following a discussion with Dedoose support, two alternative workarounds are
developed:
1. Where there are two attendees, load the transcript twice, creating a duplicate of the resource.
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Associating one instance of the interviewee descriptor with each resource, and the organisation
with both; or
2. Rename the Interviewee descriptor set to “Primary Interviewee” and create a “Secondary
Interviewee” descriptor set. The descriptor sets had identical elements. Because (to Dedoose)
they are separate descriptor sets, one instance of each could be linked to the transcript, along
with an Organisation descriptor.
The considered approach is (2), which avoided the side-effect of double-counting organisation
demographics when an organisation is added to duplicate transcript resources in option (1). This is not
ideal, as querying information became more complex, with both primary interviewee and secondary
interviewee elements having to be considered.
For this research, where interviews are targeted as one-on-one, and a second attendee is a possible, but
not planned occurrence, this work-around is judged suitable. For larger scale studies, this limitation may
impact the ability to utilise this function within Dedoose13.

4.5.3 Memos in Dedoose
Dedoose supports the creation and linking of “Memos” to resources, or excerpts within resources.
Memos are in the form of stand-alone textual notes that can be grouped, reported and managed
separately within Dedoose.
I utilised this functionality in a manner commensurate with Grounded Theory Method memos, taking
the opportunity to record interesting thoughts, insights and abductive leaps during the process of coding
the transcripts. Over the course of transcription, 34 memos are created. The memos are assessed when
compiling the Analysis chapter, and the recorded ideas incorporated when appropriate.
The Memo feature within Dedoose is surprisingly useful. It enabled the accurate recording of notes with
minimal disruption to the flow of analytical coding. Linking the memo to the excerpt that it arose from
preserved additional contextual information about the source of the insights.

Analysis into models
Following analysis of the multiple-case and empirical evidence for RQ1 and RQ2, the research expands
to further consider models and their place in vendor-supplied maintenance deferral. For this purpose,
research question RQ3 is considered.

13

The existence of this limitation discovered in September 2017 and was re-verified as still being present in

version 8.1.9 in November 2018.
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RQ3: To what extent can the understanding of vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral be
enhanced through models?
Firstly, the analysis of data for RQ3 utilising Pattern Matching (Yin 2014) to iteratively construct a
System Network.

4.6.1 System Network methodology
Introduced in section 3.3.2.4, System Network theory holds that a method can be implemented to distil
a choice situation into a sequence of nodes that describe the situation. Within the implementation of
system networks in this research, outline numbering (similar to that applied to the headings of this
thesis) is added to the nodes as they are created. Within the system network, each node is hierarchically
numbered to allow an easy translation from the resulting system network to the coding schema used
within Dedoose.
Node numbering had the advantage of providing a breadcrumb trail of sorts through the syntagmatic
choices in that path to date; and also, a sequence of numbering at each level to differentiate the
paradigmatic choices. The numbering additionally provided an easily identifiable marker to the level of
delicateness, with longer numbers (loosely analogous to fourth and fifth level headings) showing a high
degree of delicacy. To more easily identify the end points, the suffix “ep” is added.
The final benefit of the numbering is in providing an ordering within Dedoose for the codes, and when
transferring from the diagrammatic representation to the description and examples of each end point.
In this case, an equivocal mapping is provided back to the completed system network.
Chapter 6 presents the analysis into generating a System Networks for this research.

4.6.2 Application of System Thinking
System Thinking (introduced in section 3.3.3) holds that the analysis supported by the tools enumerated
in Chapter 4 to this point will provide knowledge about the vendor-supplied IS software maintenance
deferral problem. However, Ackoff also asserts that knowledge bereft of a system context is incomplete.
The final “analysis” performed by this research is the synthesis of System Thinking to the original
transcripts to generate understanding through the environments that encompass the topics within this
research area. The outcomes of the System Thinking approach are presented in Chapter 6.
Having described the analytical (and synthesis) methods employed for this research, these descriptive
chapters are completed with a consideration of the ethical considerations, outcomes and concluding
remarks.
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Analysis I - Conceptualisation
Introduction to analysis
This chapter contains both findings and discussion. The chapter opens with a summary of the interviews
that created the multiple-case study. In each section, the findings are followed by discussion on those
items. Following an introduction to the cases that make up the multiple-case, the remaining analysis is
arranged with regard to the research questions and the concepts arising from the literature review.
This chapter sets out to address RQ1 and RQ2, generated from the abductive statement. (Note that RQ3
is addressed in a later chapter.)
This chapter is titled “Analysis I - Conceptualisation” as it affirms the concepts arising from the literature
review before the concepts are applied within a system network in Chapter 6 “Analysis II – Application”
and further explored within the final analysis section: Chapter 7 “Analysis III - Understanding”.

Visualising this research setting - A genre view of vignettes
It is anticipated that case discussions with my supervisory team, mentors, or peers would be eased by
the creation of a genre (refer 4.4.1) to succinctly record the ten semi-structured maintenance deferral
interviews (these are presented within Appendix 1 - Interview vignettes).
The vignette genre definition is included as Figure 31, drawn in the form of an SFL genre diagraph. This
diagraph is then applied to the ten interview transcripts to produce the case vignettes of Appendix 1.
The case vignette could have been developed and depicted as a field taxonomy using the techniques of
section 3.3.2.5. However, expressing the vignette as a genre allows the capture of additional information
about each element of the vignette, its type and its cardinality.
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Case Vignette

[Narrative recount]

Organisation

Abstract

[Factualrecount]

Orientation

Orientation
re1 Type
re2 Geographic location
re3 Client base (type & size)
re4 Number of employees
re5 Annual revenue

e1

Information services group

re6 Establishment date
re7 Hierarchical summary

[Description]

Identification
f1
f2
f3
f4

e2

f5
f6

Application maintenance
[Description]
situation

fn

IS Structure
Tenure of interviewee (1)
Tenure of interviewee (2)
Leader/follower assessment
Maintenance approach
Unique observation (1)
… Unique observation (n)

Identification

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

Application name
Vendor name
Installation details
Application purpose
Application user base
Last maintenance

Current Maintenance

[Narrative recount]

Orientation
e3
f7

Current maintenance

f8

Unique observation (1)
… Unique observation (n)

fn

e1 Event 1
en … Event n

1-n unique deterrents & 1..m unique triggers
[Exemplum]

e4&5
e4&5
e4&5

Orientation
Orientation
Orientation
Incident1
Incident1
Incident1

Reorientation

Intrepretation1
Intrepretation2
Intrepretationn

Figure 31 Case vignette genre diagraph
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5.2.1 Discussion on vignettes
Although lengthy (in aggregate) and positioned within Appendix 1, the
vignettes succinctly contextualise this research, allowing the reader to
analyse and determine the validity of the following analysis. It is recommended that
the reader briefly review the vignettes of Appendix 1 before continuing.
The elements of the maintenance deferral case vignette genre (represented in Figure 31) informed the
creation of the Dedoose coding schema (Figure 28) that provided the codes applied during analysis
(Figure 30).
Constructing these vignettes based on a common, structured genre ensured that each vignette
considered the same elements. This is important as it:
•

allowed the multiple-case to be constructed for analysis in a structured, minimising the risk of
omitting insights from, or attributes of, an organisation;

•

enhanced the aggregation of data, when constructing each vignette - sometimes scattered
throughout an interview transcript, into a logical and considered narrative presentation; and

•

ensured a common analytical starting point to capture data scattered throughout transcripts –
for example, the aggregation of new deterrents or triggers.

Utilising Dedoose (introduced in section 4.5), seeded with the elements of the case study genre (Figure
28), allowed the refinement of the multiple-case through the collection of like-terms within each
separate interview.
These vignettes provided an often-referenced quick source of information prior to delving into the
interview transcripts for additional detailed information.

Visualising this research settings - Spider diagrams
Whereas the vignette was an independent summary of each interview within the multiple-case study,
key demographic data is summarised into a visual representation known as a spider diagram
(introduced in section 4.4.2). These spider diagrams arose from the vignettes to ease the comparison
and contrasting of demographic similarities and differences between the separate cases that comprise
the multiple-case study.
Within Figure 32, the two vendor organisations (VendorCorp and SupplyCorp) are shaded and the pilot
study organisations (CityService, DigiCorp and EduService) are shown with a dashed boarder for
identification. The spider diagrams are otherwise presented in alphabetical order of organisation
pseudonym.
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Figure 32 Interview spider diagrams

5.3.1 Discussion on spider diagrams
Subsequent to the pilot interviews (refer section 4.2.2), comparing the different spider diagrams of
Figure 32 after each interview allowed for targeted selection of future interview participants (refer
4.2.3) that complemented or contrasted the spider diagram shape of exiting participant organisations.
The graphical presentation of the key metrics made comparison easier than tabulated data, and
introduced the opportunity to ‘design’ a target spider diagram shape. Converting the target shape into
tabulated metrics allowed the research to target an organisation with specific attributes. This aligns
with the replicant selection of cases for the multiple-case study (Yin 2014, p. 57).
Where occasional demographic data is missing from the interview transcript, email signature blocks,
company websites and LinkedIn are used as secondary data sources to reference missing items. For
example, position tenure or position titles.

Register analysis
Introduced in section 3.3.2.3, a register analysis identifies the field, tenor and mode within a textual
episode. Utilisation of this linguistic method did allow the identification of episodes (fields of discussion)
within each interview transcript. However, the primary register analysis of the interview episodes
themselves.
The field of each interview was a descriptive recount of an IS maintenance deferral event within the
organisation. Accompanied by the collection of other information relevant to the multiple-case study for
this research project.
The tenor of each interview was that of a research-practitioner interviewing (in a semi-structured way)
other practitioner(s) in a spoken language interview. Interviews were face-to-face in an office
environment, with the two international interviews conducted by phone. The tenor is reflected upon
throughout this research project as the companionable shared practitioner background will bias the
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data collected. The tenor within the different interviews ranged14 from previous co-worker, relative,
mutual acquaintance or professional contact (a close social distance15). In all cases, the shared
practitioner background is apparent in the level of formal respect offered between the participants.
The mode of the interviews is through spoken word. There was no written questionnaire nor (prior)
recorded contact before the interview occurring.

5.4.1Reflection on register analysis
A careful re-formulation of the questions within the semi-structured interview approach may have
provided data to perform a register analysis for the multiple episodes identified within each interview
– but this was not the intent of this research project. Reflection on the first analysed transcript identified
that the course of the interview focused on decisions and outcomes, with specific questions relating to
participants and positions, but without the formal questioning of tenor and mode for each episode
required to further support this analytical method.
This decision to omit specific register questions within each interview simplified data collection and
improved the flow and breadth of the semi-structured interviews.

Constructing the multiple-case
The ten separate interviews (each a replicant case study), are used as a multiple-case to compare and
contrast the maintenance situations encountered through each of the participant organisations. Each of
the following research questions are now discussed in terms of this aggregated data, not specifically as
relating to any one interview. The purpose of the multiple-case is to gather and analyse data to
determine if the abductive statement guiding the research is good:
The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS software
solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before the
implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a matter of
course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of deterrents and triggers” is true.

14

Tenor is discussed in aggregate to protect the confidentiality of each interviewee. For this reason, a table of

tenors for each interview transcript is omitted.
15

Noting that “social distance” is an SFL term defining the distance of the formal relationship between two

participants. It is not the post-COVID “social distance” of 1.5m.
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From this abductive statement, two research questions are deduced to research:
RQ1: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of deterrents to implementing
vendor-supplied maintenance?
RQ2: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of a trigger event that disturbs
the IS equilibrium and requires the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance?
Following is analysis into the two questions RQ1 (in section 5.6) and RQ2 (in section 5.7) that
support the abductive statement.

Deterrents
The first research question to be analysed is RQ1:
RQ1: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of deterrents to
implementing vendor-supplied maintenance?
RQ1, the first question arising from the abductive statement, deals with the existence of deterrents.
Arising as a concept within the literature review (refer section 2.4.5), deterrents are described as
reasons that cause or support a decision not to implement maintenance (refer Definition 4).
If the abductive statement guiding this research is “good” (Paavola 2004)16 then:
1. the research empirically confirms the presence of deterrents; which
2. empirically tests this part of the abductive statement; and
3. a satisfactory result is achievable with the time and resources available.

5.6.1 Three sources of deterrent information
The literature review process (refer Chapter 2) and careful construction of the semi-structured
interview transcript (described within Section 4.3) created three sources of deterrent information:
1. the literature review results, which in addition to illuminating the nature of deterrents, provided
a count of the number of times that deterrent occurred in the critically reviewed literature;
2. during interviews, the spontaneous mention of a deterrent is captured through the transcription
and analysis of interview recordings; and
3. prompted questions at the conclusion of the semi-structured interview protocol allowed the
specific validation of deterrents collected from literature.

16

Refer Peircean Abduction as a form of interpretivist IS research in section 3.5.3
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At the completion of interview transcription and analytical coding (section 4.3.1), the results of the
deterrent analysis are summarised into a series of tables (Table 14 - Table 22) utilising the same
Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM) introduced (see 2.4.2.1) to group deterrents in the
literature review (section 2.4.5) . A separate MRFM relationship is considered within each table (Table
14 - Table 22), which extend the tables introduced for deterrents (refer Table 7) within the systematic
literature review (Chapter 2). For each table:
•

rows represent each identifiable deterrent, grouped by an MRFM category (refer section 2.4.2.1
for an introduction to the MRFM);

•

summary columns present counts of literature, interview, spontaneous and prompted
references for this deterrent; and

•

within the cells for each interview within the multiple-case:
o

“Y” indicates that the interviewee(s) provided a positive confirmation of their
awareness of this deterrent during the prompted validation section of the interview;

o

“.“ shows where the interviewee(s) indicated that they are unaware of this deterrent
during the prompted validation section of the interview; or

o

“ “ (blank) where a new deterrent arose during analysis (indicated by “*NEW:” in its
name), there is no prompted question (as the new deterrent was not included within
the semi-structured interview protocol).

•

overlayed on these cells may be:
o

annotations (i.e. (a), (b), (c), etc…) which are discussed following the table; and

o

shaded (blue) cells indicate where the deterrent is spontaneously mentioned during the
semi-structured interview, prior to the prompted questions.

An example of this formatting is shown in Figure 33, and summarised into Figure 34, which accompanies
each results table within this section.

Figure 33 Presentation of findings for analysis
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TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
Figure 34 Description of analysis table entries
Following the detailed presentation of each table, this section (5.6) then concludes with a discussion of
deterrents.

5.6.2 Analysis of deterrents
Each table in this section addresses a set of deterrents relating to one relationship type in the MRFM,
which is introduced in section 2.4.2.1. Within the analysis chapter, MRFM relationships are analysed
separately, allowing a focus on each relationship to a higher level than is achieved in the collated
literature review tables (refer Table 7 and Table 8).
Each table (Table 14 - Table 22) is offered, followed by an analysis of the data presented. Data within
each separate table is ordered by most literature mentions. The tables are presented in the numbered
order from Figure 8. New deterrents arising from analysis of the empirical data are identified and
included at the end of each table.
Each section following (5.7.2 - 5.7.11) include a small graphic linking the section to the MRFM model of
Figure 8.
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5.6.3(1) Among-System deterrents

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

12

14

6

8

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

.

Introduce new IS resource contention, bug or be poor quality

7

13

6

7

Y

.

Y

.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Disturb the IS equilibrium

6

8

4

4

.

Y

.

.

Y

.

.

Y

Y

Require a re-certification for a certified system

1

2

0

2

.

Y

.

.

.

.

.

Y (a)

.

*NEW: Requires another system to be upgraded first

0

2

2

Deterrent that maintenance will …

WaterCorp (NZ)

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Expose, or cause a chain reaction of integration updates; backward-compatibility issues

Organisation:

VendorCorp

Count of papers from literature review

Table 14 (1) Among-System deterrents arising from empirical observations

(1) Among-System Deterrents

(b)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(1) Among-System deterrents
Among-System deterrents are identified through literature (see section 2.4.5 and Table 7) with the
common characteristic that deterrents in this group are only between IS systems. No reference to users,
IS staff, or the vendor is required. A further characterising feature for this group of deterrents is their
technical nature – dealing with relationships within or between IS systems.
There is a direct correlation between the occurrence of specific among-system deterrents in the
literature and identification of the same deterrents during interview transcript coding. When Table 14
is ordered by literature mentions, the empirical data follows the same pattern of counts. That is, items
more prevalent in literature are more prevalent in the interviews – both through spontaneous mentions
and prompted recollections.
The following annotations relate to the matching reference within Table 14. The empirical evidence
from participant interviews supports the inclusion of these phenomena.
(a) The literature-derived description of “Requires a re-certification for a certified system” arose in a
medical context where an upgraded imaging machine needed to be re-certified before it could be
used. Veet at SupplyCorp identified that this deterrent may also apply to a service-provider that has
to re-certify staff to enable them to offer the service of implementing the maintenance. For example,
an engineer certified by a vendor to implement maintenance on the current version of their product
may require re-certification to implement maintenance on the newer version.
“You might be a [SupplyCorp] partner. [SupplyCorp] customers are going to go and
upgrade, and they [the partner] are going to help customers upgrade – but the
partners have to go and get certified for that to be a certified upgrade, … [or] if they
go do the upgrade, they don’t get the premier support offering because it wasn’t done
by someone that was certified … So, there’s a chain reaction of ‘well, who did the
upgrade and were they certified’.
That’s completely done on purpose so that the upgrades are done properly.” Veet.
(b) The new deterrent “requires another system to be upgraded first” arose in two interviews. Jude and
Prosser at CityService recalled that implementation of maintenance on one system is deferred due
to a dependency on their core document management solution be upgraded to a new version first;
which in turn required three additional systems to be upgraded to interface with the new version of
the document management system. A similar mention of dependencies occurred during Veet’s
SupplyCorp interview.
Within Table 14, the row “Introduce new IS resource contention, bug, or be poor quality”, responses
from BrickCorp (USA) and DevCorp exhibit an unexpected mis-correlation. Although the topic had
arisen spontaneously within the interview, the interviewee responded “no” to the later confirmation
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question. These first examples of “the blue shaded dot” (refer to table key description in 5.6.1) provide
compelling support for the pragmatic philosophy adopted for this research. The researcher-practitioner
drew on personal experiences and knowledge to successfully identify spontaneous mentions of this (and
other) deterrents during analysis of the interview transcripts. A traditional Y/N survey would have
missed these vital confirmations, capturing only the “no” response to recognising the deterrent when it
was explicitly discussed. This re-occurrent anomaly is discussed in general terms within the reflection
of section 5.6.13.
The analysis of the “Among-System” category of deterrents (Table 14) demonstrates that they are:
•

clearly identified within literature;

•

prevalent within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Among-System category of deterrents. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Among-IS-Staff is now presented in Table 15 and the subsequent notes.
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5.6.4(2) Among-IS-Staff deterrents

Count of papers from literature review

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Table 15 (2) Among-IS-Staff deterrents arising from empirical observations

Be costly

12

12

4

8

.

Y

Y

.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Consume a tremendous amount of effort to analyse, test, or perform

6

16

7

9

.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Be difficult or complex

5

12

4

8

.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

*NEW: Create a spectular, publically-visible failure

0

1

1

*NEW :Adhering to a non-bleeding-edge policy or philosophy

0

2

2

*NEW: In response to experience of others

0

1

1

Organisation:

Deterrent that maintenance will …
(2) Among-IS-Staff Deterrents

(c)

(ç)
(d)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(2) Among-IS-Staff deterrents
Among-IS-Staff deterrents are identified through literature (see section 2.4.5 and Table 7) with the
common characteristic that deterrents in this group are only between IS staff, or more broadly, within
the IS department. No reference to a specific IS system, users, or the vendor is required to understand
the deterrent. These deterrents are further characterised by their ‘personal’ nature. These relate to
policies within the IS department or the opinions of individual (or groups of) IS staff.
Table 15 shows strong and consistent support within the interviews for the three Among-IS-Staff
deterrents derived from the literature review. That is, items from the literature are prevalent in the
interviews – both through spontaneous mentions and prompted recollections. Three new Among-ISStaff deterrents are identified during the interview transcript analysis, with the following annotations
providing evidence for the matching reference within Table 15.
(c) The new deterrent, the possibility that implementing maintenance might “create a spectacular,
publicly-visible failure” arose from the interview of Jude and Prosser at CityService. Care is needed
not to impact business operations within the local government body
“I haven’t run into anything like Queensland Health and not paying people for months
on end, or anything like that.” Prosser.
(ç) Adherence to a “non-bleeding-edge” policy within the department is a new deterrent
that arose spontaneously through two interviews. Under this policy, IS Staff make a
deliberate choice not to implement the software’s latest available version (colloquially
referred to as ‘the bleeding edge’ release). This is an independent deterrent, general in
nature and not (necessarily) linked to any system, vendor or user.
“We also found that SAP, sometimes, it’s nice to give them an extra year up their sleeve
to iron out any bugs.” Max.
An additional example within EduServce assisted in containing risk:
“We tend to see what other universities are doing in certain spaces” and “Because we
obviously won’t go live with one that’s just been released. So, we’re in this sort of
perpetual one-yearly upgrade cycle.” Jonathan.
A sentiment echoed within AromaCorp, with relation to cost:
“Because from a cost point of view, we got out of the whole thing of upgrading every
year, for the sake of upgrading if it was of no great benefit to us.” Max.
(d) Veet at SupplyCorp identified that maintenance may be deferred “in response to the experience of
others”. Veet’s recount of decision-making in light of social media and the press identified this
deterrent.
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“There’s somebody else’s bad experience. So, someone’s had a bad experience, therefore
it’s tarred the product with a bad name. Even though it might have been because they
had the wrong people doing it or it’s a freak thing. But, someone else’s done a thing, so
therefore I’m not doing it, because it’s bad.” Veet.
These quotes from the interview transcripts provide empirical examples to support the addition of three
new Among-IS-Staff deterrents to this category.
The analysis of the “Among-IS Staff” category of deterrents (Table 15) demonstrates that they are:
•

clearly identified within literature;

•

prevalent within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Among-IS-Staff category of deterrents. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Among-User is now presented in Table 16 and the subsequent notes.
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5.6.5 (3) Among-User deterrents

Count of papers from literature review

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Table 16 (3) Among-User deterrents arising from empirical observations

Require a user or IS learning curve

9

9

2

7

.

Y

.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

(e)

Y

Additional work for expert users (training others)

2

8

1

7

.

.

Y

Y

.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Organisation:

Deterrent that maintenance will …
(3) Among-User Deterrents

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(3) Among-User deterrents
The Among-User category of the MRFM, identified through literature (see section 2.4.5 and Table 7),
share the common characteristic of only relating to the end users of the vendor-supplied information
system. No reference to the vendor, system itself, or IS staff are required within this category. The
among-user deterrents are concerned with the business (day-to-day) efficiency of using the vendorsupplied system.
Interview transcripts demonstrated minimal spontaneous mentions, although a strong prompted
response. Additionally, no new deterrents in this area were identified.
One clarification arose from a vendor interview:
(e) Russel at VendorCorp introduced a clarification to the deterrent of “require a user or IS learning
curve” which until that point is described in terms of learning the new features within the
implementation of the maintenance. However, Russel quite rightly points out that learning the skills
required to perform the implementation of maintenance may be the deterrent (refer 5.6.3 note (a)
for details).
The analysis of the “Among-User” category of deterrents (Table 16) demonstrates that they are:
•

clearly identified within literature;

•

confirmed within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

Reviewing the interview vignettes (Appendix 1 - Interview vignettes) confirmed that all interviewees
were either IT/IS-focused, or very IT/IS literate. There were no interviewees that could be classified as
pure “users” of the vendor-supplied IS software. This bias towards technical interviewees, although
illuminating for other MRFM categories, may provide a limitation within this Among-Users category of
deterrents.
Reflecting upon this category as a practitioner identified that there may be additional among-user
deterrents relating to process re-engineering; strategic business direction; external/client implications
and wider social constructs. Future research may identify the validity of these reflections.
This concludes the analysis of the Among-User category of deterrents. The analysis for the MRFM
category of System-IS-Staff is now presented in Table 17 and the subsequent notes.
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5.6.6 (4) System-IS-Staff deterrents

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

5

12

6

6

.

Y (f)

.

Y

Y

Y

.

Y

Y

Infrastructure for testing is expensive/difficult

4

4

0

4

.

Y

.

.

Y

Y

.

Y

.

*NEW: Maintenance offers no benefit to organisation

0

4

4

*NEW: IS have explicitly decided to retire, replace and/or not maintain system

0

6

6

*NEW: IS staff lack skill set to maintain current, or post-upgrade system

0

2

2

(g)

*NEW: House-of-cards … esp wrt customisations

0

3

3

(h)

*NEW: Cause data loss

0

1

1

(i)

*NEW: Negates existing investment in ppl, training, system

0

1

1

Deterrent that maintenance will …

WaterCorp (NZ)

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Have un-assessable impacts/side-effects or cannot be fully tested

Organisation:

VendorCorp

Count of papers from literature review

Table 17 (4) System-IS-Staff deterrents arising from empirical observations

(4) System-IS-Staff Deterrents

(j)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(4) System-IS-Staff deterrents
Within this first inter-group MRFM category, the System to IS-Staff relationship groups the deterrents
that relate to interactions between the IS Staff and the vendor-supplied System being maintained.
Initiated with two deterrents from the literature review (see section 2.4.5 and Table 7), an additional
six deterrents were added through the interview transcript analysis process. The literature review
identified a paucity of targeted research in the area of IS maintenance deferral. Therefore it is not
unexpected that this targeted research should identify proportionally more deterrents than were
apparent in literature.
Notable items tagged in Table 17 are described in detail below.
(f) When it comes to “un-assessable impacts/side-effects” as a deterrent, Rob at BrickCorp best
captured it with his expression “the jello effect” which he described as:
“one of the phenomenon in large ERP systems is something called the jello-effect,
where you push on one side and it causes some other part of the system to function in
an undesired way.” Rob.
Rob’s terminology of a “push” refers to the implementation of maintenance to one software function
(for example, order management), and a subsequent “jello-effect” error occurring in another
seemingly unrelated software function (for example, human resources).
(g) Within DevCorp, Arthur highlighted that the company had lost (through staff attrition) the
knowledge required to implement maintenance on a particular system. Veet from SupplyCorp
articulated the all-together larger impact of a call-centre not being trained to support the postimplementation system.
“They’d have to train their helpdesk and that’s a big one. Yeah, it’ll change for the users
– but the overhead that they’re really worried about is it’ll be different and we [the
helpdesk] can’t support two different versions at the same time or something like that,
because the helpdesk needs to be able to just support one version. Say, people call up
and say ‘we got a problem, what do we do?’, and then someone goes ‘oh well, go to the
menu here, click here, and go here and click here’ – that’s a [helpdesk] script and when
you disrupt that flow, all of a sudden – that’s the training thing, but it’s not for the
users of the system. It’s the helpdesk; and the helpdesk is also getting trained on a heap
of other stuff and they go, yeah – we can’t train our helpdesk in time.
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But they may need to update the IVR17, you know, when you call up, you go through an
IVR. That comes up all the time. Larger organizations, when they are updating
products, customer needs, revenue, all those things – tick, tick, tick, tick; but we’ve got
to update the helpdesk, ahhh … let’s put this one off then.” Veet.
(h) The “House of cards” deterrent first arises from Arthur at DevCorp where he recalled:
“other challenges I think are in terms of some of the decisions that were made earlyon when it [the endor-supplied product] was installed. So, we’ve had cases where, for
example, software has been installed, instances of Confluence or Jira have been
installed and maybe use the internal database, which is not recommended.” Arthur.
The existence of these known non-recommended configurations acted as a deterrent to
implementing maintenance as it is known the system isn’t in a recommended state to begin with.
This sentiment also occurred during the EduService and SupplyCorp interviews.
“customisation is probably one of the biggest pain points. If you've customised the hell
out of it, away from core product, then that’s classic … It’s a trap.” Frankie.
(i) “Causing data loss” is a deterrent identified by Arthur at DevCorp, where the concern is:
“the infrastructure guys have said that if you look at the log files, there’s constant
errors being reported. So there’ll be kind-of a ‘what else needs to be fixed up’ as part of
the process and then bringing it up to the latest version.” and “it can’t be migrated
with the standard tools.” Arthur.
(j) Veet at SupplyCorp surfaced the deterrent that implementing maintenance would “negate the
existing investment in people, training or systems”:
“At times, it’s the ‘well, we’ve invested in this’, or ‘I’m invested in this’, or ‘I have invested
in this’, and it’s time, it’s money, it’s training” and “and sometimes … ‘I don’t want to
change my job’, therefore, I could put myself out of a job. There’s some of that … they’re
very knee-jerk emotional reactions.” Veet.
The analysis of the “System-IS-Staff” category of deterrents (Table 17) demonstrates that they are:

17

•

minimally identified within literature;

•

strongly confirmed within the context of the multiple-case study; and

An Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system is a call-centre technology that allows an automated attendant

(computer) to interact with the caller to classify and direct their call through the use of voice or tone inputs via the
key-pad. For example “Press 1 for your account balance, or 9 to talk to an operator” etc…
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•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the System-IS-Staff category of deterrents. The analysis for the MRFM
category of System-Users is now presented in Table 18 and the subsequent notes.
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5.6.7 (5) System-User deterrents

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

5

15

6

9

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

*NEW: Loss of a feature in the new version

0

1

1

Deterrent that maintenance will …

WaterCorp (NZ)

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Disrupt to the organisation & productivity

Organisation:

VendorCorp

Count of papers from literature review

Table 18 (5) Systems-User deterrents arising from empirical observations

(5) Systems-User Deterrents
(k)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(5) System-Users deterrents
Only one system-user deterrent was categorised during the literature review (see section 2.4.5 and
Table 7). That deterrent was of a system change causing “disruption to the organisation or productivity”.
This deterrent was strongly evidenced in empirical findings, with spontaneous and prompted responses
featuring strongly.
A new deterrent within the system-user category was identified by Veet at SupplyCorp, and is detailed
here:
(k) Knowing that implementing maintenance results in the “loss of a feature in the new version” is a
deterrent identified by Veet at SupplyCorp.
“It might be like, a menu has changed; … the menu’s no longer there, or the option to
do this is no longer there and it’s needed for our business” Veet.
The inclusion of two vendors (SupplyCorp and VendorCorp) within the interview cohort was a targeted
decision that was performed to:
1. elicit direct responses from a vendor that might inform the (9) Within-Vendor category of
deterrents; and
2. provide access to a wide/aggregated level of client feedback at a vendor-level, far eclipsing the
richness of data available to this research project if only clients were interviewed.
Refer to the discussion in section 5.6.5 for additional comments on possible causes for a paucity of
deterrents relating to the “Users” group.
In this MRFM category, the inclusion of a vendor has benefits as a new deterrent, not apparent from any
other interviewee has been identified. This benefit is substantiated throughout the analysis (see next in
5.6.9, note (n)).
The analysis of the “System-Users” category of deterrents (Table 18) demonstrates that they are:
•

validly identified within literature;

•

confirmed within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the System-Users category of deterrents. The analysis for the MRFM
category of IS-Staff-Users is now presented in Table 19 and the subsequent notes.
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5.6.8 (6) IS-Staff-Users deterrents

Count of papers from literature review

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Table 19 (6) IS-Staff-Users deterrents arising from empirical observations

Cause a user revolt

2

6

1

5

.

.

.

.

Y

Y

(l) Y

Y

Y

.

*NEW: Blocked by decision maker, no business imperitive

0

2

2

Organisation:

Deterrent that maintenance will …
(6) IS-Staff-User Deterrents

(m)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(6) IS-Staff-Users deterrents
The one IS-Staff-User deterrent of “creating a user revolt” was identified through a literature
mention (see section 2.4.5 and Table 7). The deterrent is grouped here, and not with
“Among-Users” it is interpreted that the revolt would be against the IS Staff that
implemented the maintenance.
(l) Although the deterrent that implementing maintenance might “cause a user revolt” did not gather
support from most interviewees, Reg at HelthCorp captured this succinctly as “people yell” and
agreed that it is generally directed at the IT people. Conversely, the two vendors interviewed
(SupplyCorp and VendorCorp) had no hesitation identifying with this deterrent.
(m) Where the “decision maker blocks maintenance, or there is no business imperative”, then
maintenance will be deferred. At CityCorp the interviewees narrowed the cause of deferral:
“The system was put in, it's been stable. Too stable really, because it meant the finance
people really didn't want to move away from it. They were happy with how it was.
Obviously, you would not normally run a software product for that many years without
any significant upgrades. But the organisation, at the time, was happy with what they
had. Therefore, despite our recommendations that they upgraded, they didn’t.” Jude.
The sentiment is echoed at EduService, where there is simply no desire or drive to implement a
particular maintenance:
“Because the [organisation] had been going through a lot of change … obviously that
has a big impact on the HR system. So, really, resources were focused on that rather
than preparing and being able to do the upgrade.” Jude.
The pragmatic approach embraces that the researcher may explicitly overlay their
interpretations and bias upon the analysis. Through this lens, a strong divide in opinion
relating to this class of deterrent was apparent from two broad groupings of interviewees –
those that had experienced the deterrent, and those that had not. This divide is further
apparent in 5.6.9, comment (n) where Veet reflects that “You’ve either seen it, or you are the
vendor”.
The analysis of the “IS Staff-Users” category of deterrents (Table 19) demonstrates that they are:
•

identifiable within literature;

•

confirmed within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the IS Staff-Users category of deterrents. The analysis for the
MRFM category of Vendor-IS-Staff is now presented in Table 20 and the subsequent notes.
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5.6.9 (7) Vendor-IS-Staff deterrents

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

Arrive at an inconvenient time/rate

6

11

3

8

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

.

Y

Y

Require dependence on vendor claims (of suitability)

4

4

1

3

.

.

.

.

.

Y

Y

Y

.

Require dependence on vendor documentation

4

3

0

3

.

Y

.

.

.

Y

.

Y

.

Cause conflict with the vendor

4

3

1

2

.

.

.

.

.

.

Y

Y (n)

*NEW: Require complex interactions with the vendor (eg. To retrieve original license keys)

0

1

1

*NEW: Known issues. eg.limitations with vendor upgrade tools

0

1

1

Organisation:

Deterrent that maintenance will …

WaterCorp (NZ)

Count of papers from literature review

Table 20 (7) Vendor-IS-Staff deterrents arising from empirical observations

(7) Vendor-IS-Staff Deterrents

.

(o)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(7) Vendor-IS-Staff deterrents
The inter-group relationship between the vendor and IS-Staff identified four deterrents through
literature (see section 2.4.5 and Table 7). The common characteristic is that deterrents in this group are
only between Vendors and IS-Staff. These deterrents relate largely to trust between the two groups, with
neither the IS system, nor users being involved in these deterrents.
There was universal support for the deterrent “arrive at an inconvenient time/rate”, with spontaneous
or prompted conformation occurring across all interviews. However, the remaining deterrents were
significantly less supported. Providing support to the subjective nature of qualitative research, Veet
captured one reason for this sparodic support in note (n).
(n) “Causing conflict with the vendor” as a prompted deterrent had almost no support, but as Veet at
SupplyCorp captured “You’ve either seen it, or you are the vendor”.
Within one of the additional deterrents identified, Arthur commented:
(o) Mentioned earlier in (i), Arthur at DevCorp identified that “a known issue, for example a limitation in
the vendor upgrade tools” can be a powerful deterrent to implementing maintenance.
“The vendor’s … tools are inadequate to migrate the data. They do have migration
tools, but they’re inadequate once your data-set grows beyond a certain tiny amount.”
Arthur.
The rarity of empirical evidence in this area is explained through the lens that the vendor is very highly
motivated to move users to current versions. This arose in the introduction to triggers (section 2.4.6)
where Ng, Chan and Gable (2001, p.530) noted that vendors can “contain and minimise their own
maintenance costs” by “focus[ing] their maintenance support resources on one or few version(s)”.
Therefore, where an aspect of a deterrent is within the control of the vendor, they will likely take actions
to minimise or eliminate it.
If vendors are motivated to limit deterrents, then the results in Table 20 are completely consistent with
expectations. The only deterrent outside of the vendor’s control is knowledge of the client business, and
therefore the ability to control the arrival rate or timing of the maintenance. All other deterrents could
be managed, mitigated or eliminated by the vendor.
The analysis of the “Vendor-IS Staff” category of deterrents (Table 20) demonstrates that they:
•

exist within literature;

•

are identifiable within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Vendor-IS-Staff category of deterrents. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Vendor-Systems is now presented in Table 21 and the subsequent notes.
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5.6.10 (8) Vendor-System deterrents

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Deterrent that maintenance will …

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Organisation:

Count of papers from literature review

Table 21 (8) Vendor-System deterrents arising from empirical observations

13

16

6

10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

(8) Vendor-System Deterrents
Adversely affect existing customisations, configurations, (*NEW reports) or interfaces

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(8) Vendor-System deterrents
Discussed in 5.6.9, vendors are strongly motivated to remove deterrents, enabling and encouraging
clients to perform maintenance. Therefore, it is no surprise that there is only one item in the VendorSystem MRFM category of deterrents. With all aspects (the vendor behaviour, their relationship with
the system, and the system) under vendor control, every effort should be expended to minimise
deterrents.
One of the earliest mentions of a vendor deterrent derived from a mention against Lotus 1-2-3 version
3 (which was released in March 1989) that “potential purchasers of upgrades were no longer deterred
by fears that they would be unable to use their old files” (Ellison & Fudenberg 2000, p.254). In the
intervening 30 years this deterrent remains highly visible and, within this research, universally
supported item that vendors are unable to remove.
With the popularity of SAP and other enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions, it is noted that an
additional compatibility item – system reports – was identified as a concern within this deterrent by
Max at AromaCorp. Each time SAP maintenance was considered, it had to be weighed against the effort
required to test their existing reporting suite.
The analysis of the “Vendor-System” deterrent (Table 21) demonstrates that it is:
•

apparent within literature;

•

identifiable within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for deferring an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Vendor-System category of deterrents. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Among-Vendor and Vendor-User deterrents are now presented in Table 22 and the
subsequent notes.
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5.6.11 (9) Among-Vendor and (10) Vendor-User deterrents

Deterrent that maintenance will …

(9) Among-Vendor Deterrents (no deterrent relationships of this type identified in literature or interviews)
(10) Vendor-User Deterrents (no deterrent relationships of this type identified in literature or interviews)
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WaterCorp (NZ)

VendorCorp

SupplyCorp

HealthCorp

EduService

DigiCorp

DevCorp

CityService

BrickCorp (USA)

AromaCorp

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Organisation:

Count of papers from literature review

Table 22 (9) and (10) Among-Vendor & Vendor-User deterrents arising from empirical observations
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(9) Among-Vendor and (10) Vendor-User deterrents
There were no deterrents identified within these categories from literature; nor any added through the
thematic analysis of the ten interview transcripts of the multiple-case.
Discussed and witnessed in 5.6.9 and 5.6.10, vendors are highly motivated to minimise deterrents.
Within these categories, the effort has been successful, within the limits of participant selection as
discussed in 5.6.5. Both literature and the multiple-case study findings are in agreement with this
conclusion.

5.6.12 Discussion of deterrents
This section (5.6) has equivocally demonstrated the existence of deterrents to the performance of
maintenance both within literature, and through empirical observations aggregated within this
multiple-case study.
There is strong correlation between the results of the literature review and the empirical observations
of the multiple-case study. The number of spontaneous mentions attributed to a deterrent identified
from literature is proportionally consistent with literature. Those discussed more widely in literature
arose more often within the interviews.
A significant number of new deterrents are identified within the interview context, almost doubling the
length of the list of Table 7 that is constructed from critically reviewed literature. This result is not
surprising, as the literature review concluded that much of the findings resulted from sometimes
incidental mentions within larger, more general case studies. Performing targeted empirical research
into this topic has extended formalised knowledge of deterrents within IS vendor-supplied maintenance
deferral.
All but two of the new deterrents identified within the empirical data involve relationships concerning
“IS-Staff”. Initially surprising, this can be explained by considering that IS Staff are charged with
maintaining the stability of information systems within an organisation – it may be considered one of
their prime purposes. Therefore, if any change introduces risk, it is not as surprising that these IS staff
find themselves involved in the identification of deterrents.
Interviewees are able to confirm many more deterrents through the prompted questions than arose
spontaneously. Unsurprisingly, deterrents are not always top of mind during interviews, although many
new examples did arise spontaneously during the interviews. However, following collection of narrative
data through the semi-structured interview, the concluding questions requesting prompted responses
to previously identified deterrents did provide a triangulation of the evidence within the interview.
All deterrents, bar one (Adversely affect existing customisations, configurations, reports or interfaces) had
interviewees that disagreed with having heard of, or used, the item as a deterrent. This may be more a
reflection on the ability of the interviewer to clearly articulate the purpose of this section of questions,
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or to successfully describe each concept.
Analysis of the interview transcripts provides some support to a suspicion that some interviewees didn’t
make the transition from 30-40 minutes of discussion on a specific maintenance deferral instance to the
more general “have you ever heard or used, in any context” yes/no questions relating to the general
issue of deferral. Another complexity existed in the prompted yes/no responses, whereby Arthur from
DevCorp repeatedly referred to interfaces as being a key cause of concern and deferral, but did not
associate this with the prompted “disturbing the equilibrium” deterrent question.
In all interview question responses, it is the interviewees from CityService that exhibited the most
consistently mature approach to vendor-supplied software management. All deterrents are seen as
impacting the timing of maintenance implementation, never leading to the abandonment or
reconsideration of maintenance. It is therefore surprising, that they also had the one example of the
worst-maintained systems in the entire research project, with the finance system 21 years past due for
maintenance.
Finally, there are no deterrents identified in the vendor-user or among-vendor categories. This result,
following an exhaustive literature review and diverse multiple-case study is notable, but nonetheless
explainable. A vendor is reliant on purchasers (users) upgrading to new versions of the product, and
additionally the ability to continually attract new clients through the addition of new features.
Therefore, it would be completely counter-intuitive for a vendor to dissuade themselves or their users
from adopting new versions.
This analysis has shown a strong support for the existence of deterrents, triangulated from the literature
review, spontaneous mentions within the interview transcripts, and through the specific questioning of
interviewees with yes/no questions.

5.6.13 Reflection on deterrent analysis
Adhering to the Peircean Abduction methodology, the researcher must now reflect upon whether the
abductive question remains on probation as a pursuit-worthy question, or whether the empirical results
of RQ1 has disproven the abductive statement. The strong and consistent support for the existence of
deferral allows the question to remain on probation for the next phase of the analysis.
Adopting the philosophy of pragmatism within this research (refer 3.3.1) allowed the interviewer’s
practitioner experience to be overlayed on the analysis to successfully make sense of the empirical data.
These are most clearly illustrated in tables Table 14 - Table 22 through the ‘blue-shaded dot’ (refer
explanation of table keys in section 5.6.1 and Figure 33). Although the prompted section of the interview
script indicated that the interviewee did not recognise the deterrent (the dot), the practitionerinterviewer is able to identify and correctly classify an earlier spontaneous example of that deterrent
within the transcript (the blue shading). A research philosophy that didn’t embrace the researcher’s
own experience and interpretation would have failed to identify these contradictory items.
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Further, the choice of qualitative case study research is supported by the ability to identify the ‘blue
shaded dot’ examples and compiling a richer data set capturing the contradiction. A static questionnaire
listing the deterrents would have failed to correctly identify this significant sub-set of responses, leading
to incorrect deductions from the collected data.
Because the ‘blue shaded dot’ examples arose spontaneously within the interview, it can be concluded
that it is likely that the interviewer’s inability to clearly articulate the deterrent that led to the ‘negative’
response in the prompted section of the scripted interview.

Triggers
RQ2, the second question arising from the abductive statement deals with the existence of triggers. An
identifiable trigger event emerged as the third concept of the literature review (refer section 2.4.6).
RQ2: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of a trigger event that
disturbs the IS equilibrium and requires the implementation of vendor-supplied
maintenance?
Trigger events immediately precede the implementation of vendor-supplied IS maintenance; are highly
visible to executives; and generally fall outside the visibility or control of the IS department.
If the abductive statement guiding this research is “good” (Paavola 2004)18 then:
1. the research empirically confirms the presence of triggers; which
2. empirically tests this part of the abductive statement; and
3. a satisfactory result is achievable with the time and resources available.

5.7.1 Three sources of trigger information
As with deterrents (see Section 5.6.1), there are three sources of information relating to triggers. These
are created from:
1. the literature review process (see Chapter 2). The first source are the literature review results,
which in addition to illuminating the nature of triggers, provided a count of the number of times
that trigger occurred in literature;
2. careful construction of the semi-structured interview transcript (see Section 4.3). During
interviews, the spontaneous mention of a trigger is captured during the analysis of interview
transcripts and formed a second source of information about triggers; and

18

Refer Peircean Abduction as a form of interpretivist IS research in section 3.5.3
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3. prompted questions at the end of the semi-structured interview transcript allowed the
validation of triggers collected from literature.
The results of the trigger analysis are summarised into the annotated tables Table 23 - Table 32. Refer
to the introduction to deterrents analysis (section 5.6.1) for information relating to the construction of
the tables from the analysis.
Analysis begins with consideration of the “Among-System” category of triggers in Table 23.
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5.7.2 (1) Among-System triggers

Count of papers from literature review

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Table 23 (1) Among-System triggers arising from empirical observations

Support new hardware/ move from obsolescent hardware (or enabled/ required by new
software/hardware) *NEW incl other vendor-supplied

7

12

4

8

.

Y

Y (a)

Y

Y

Y (a)

.

Y

Y

Y

Eliminate or contain a security threat

2

13

3

10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Organisation:

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …
(1) Among-System Triggers

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(1) Among-System triggers
Among-System triggers are identified through literature (see section 2.4.6 and Table 8) with the
common characteristic that triggers in this group are only between IS systems.
There is a direct correlation between the two triggers of Table 23 that arose from literature and the
empirical evidence. Both triggers are strongly supported through the interview transcript analysis.
No new triggers of this category were identified through empirical research.
The following annotation relates to the matching reference within Table 23 and provide empirical
support to the areas of interest identified within the table.
(a) The EduService and CityService interviews both identified that the trigger necessitating the
implementation of maintenance may “arise from other vendor-supplied software”. This is a
subtle extension to the existing description.
The analysis of the “Among-System” category of deterrents (Table 23) demonstrates that they are:
•

clearly identified within literature;

•

prevalent within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for triggering an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Among-System category of triggers. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Among-IS-Staff is now presented in Table 24 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.3 (2) Among-IS-Staff triggers

Count of papers from literature review

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Table 24 (2) Among-IS-Staff triggers arising from empirical observations

Required by policy (*NEW or culture/brand )

6

14

5

9

Y

Y

Y

.

Y (b)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

*NEW: As a result of market-scan knowledge - following bleeding edge

0

3

3

*NEW: Cynically creating work to justify value

0

1

1

*NEW: In response to social commentary, rather than the patch notes

0

1

1

Organisation:

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …
(2) Among-IS-Staff Triggers

(c)
(d)
(e)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(2) Among-IS-Staff triggers
The category of Among-IS-Staff triggers are identified through literature (see section 2.4.6 and Table 8).
All triggers in this grouping share the common characteristic that the trigger occurs within, and relating
to, the full control of the staff within the IS department.
Only one trigger in this category arose from literature, and it was strongly supported by the empirical
findings. In addition, three new triggers were identified from the multiple-case study. The following four
notes (b) – (e) relate to specific empirical observations and match to the note reference in Table 24.
(b) Dion at DigiCorp identified that sometimes the trigger isn’t “required by policy” but may be a
deeper, cultural trigger. This is supported by CityService, where the “n-2” was once policy but
removed as it is supported as a cultural choice.
A personal reflection: This policy trigger is recognised through the maintenance of the
laptop used for this research. Figure 35 demonstrates the ability to set an “Automatic”
option to “keep my Mac up-to-date”, therefore enacting a policy trigger for the laptop
operating system to self-manage the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance.

Figure 35 Laptop maintenance policy trigger

A potential extension to the research of this specific policy trigger, not evidenced in this
multiple-case study, is the attitude of the IS Staff once an (Among-IS-Staff) policy trigger
occurs, but is not acted upon. Future research could investigate whether a missed policy
trigger causes a redoubling of efforts, or alternatively a laisses-faire attitude to the trigger, as
the policy deadline has already been missed.
(c) “Following the bleeding-edge” arose as a trigger with DigiCorp and is repeated spontaneously
at the AromaCorp and SupplyCorp interviews.
“let's hold back a little bit to let industry make sure it's rock solid. Then, okay, it seems
like it's safe, let's go provision some equipment, let's put it on there.” Dion at DigiCorp.
“those milestone updates are tested exhaustively by other companies, by the
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community and by our test teams – all well before our [cloud] customers are
migrated across to those versions.” Veet at SupplyCorp.
(d) Within the EduService interview, Jonathan is able to draw on a diverse background across many
employers to identify a trigger where:
“you could be cynical and say sometimes people just want to make work for
themselves.” Jonathan.
(e) “Social commentary” is identified as an Among-IS-Staff deterrent in Table 15, but Veet also
highlighted the power of social commentary as a trigger to implementing maintenance:
“Websites get hacked, a large corporation gets hacked, and it’s like ‘we need to
upgrade everything’. That becomes a trigger.” Veet.
The above examples from the multiple-case study provide empirical evidence to support the addition of
three new trigger types to the Among-IS-Staff category.
The analysis of the “Among-IS Staff” category of triggers (Table 24) demonstrates that they are:
•

identified, as a category, from literature;

•

prevalent within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for triggering an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Among-IS-Staff category of triggers. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Among-User is now presented in Table 25 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.4 (3) Among-User triggers

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …

(3) Among-User Triggers (no trigger relationships of this type identified in literature or interviews)
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WaterCorp (NZ)

VendorCorp

SupplyCorp

HealthCorp

EduService

DigiCorp

DevCorp

CityService

BrickCorp (USA)

AromaCorp

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Organisation:

Count of papers from literature review

Table 25 (3) Among-User triggers arising from empirical observations
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(3) Among-User triggers
This is the first category of trigger events that should theoretically exist, but contains no support from
mentions within literature or the multiple-case study.
The reflections of section 5.6.5 (Among-User deterrents) remain pertinent here. A lack of “user”
interviewees may be impacting this empirical result. Conceptually, there should exist strategic business
user-policy triggers separate to those discussed within the Among-IS-Staff group (section 5.7.3).
Reflecting on the categorisation of deterrents and triggers into the relationships of the MRFM, there is a
clear (and, at the time of analysis) unconscious bias applied. The bias arises from the researcher’s
practitioner background and is an implicit assumption that the IS-Staff are the “owners” of the system,
whereas the users are simply that, the “users” in the MRFM model. This bias is inherited from the MRFM
and propagated by this research, although in practice there are vendor-supplied systems owned by the
“users” and not the “IS department”.
With the bias of IS-Staff as system owners acknowledged, it can be observed that a user-owned policy
arising within an interview may have been misidentified as an IS-owned policy.
However, within the context of this research, the conclusion is that there are no trigger events falling
within this theoretically possible category.
This concludes the analysis of the Among-User category of triggers. The analysis for the MRFM category
of System-IS-Staff triggers are now presented in Table 26 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.5 (4) System-IS-Staff triggers

DevCorp

DigiCorp

.

Y

Y

.

Y

(f)

(f)

*NEW: delay in a project that exposes requirement for deferred maintenance

0

1

1

(g)

WaterCorp (NZ)

BrickCorp (USA)

8

3

VendorCorp

AromaCorp

2

3

SupplyCorp

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

10

0

HealthCorp

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

4

*NEW: IS risk decision

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …

EduService

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Standardize IS infrastructure, internally or w’ external parties

Organisation:

CityService

Count of papers from literature review

Table 26 (4) System-IS-Staff triggers arising from empirical observations

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

(4) System-IS-Staff Triggers
(f)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(4) System-IS-Staff triggers
Having completed the three “Within” categories of triggers from the original RFM (Swanson and Beath
1989) introduced in section 2.4.2, the analysis of triggers moves to the “Between” categories of triggers.
Table 26 summarises the literature and multiple-case analysis of triggers occurring between the system
and IS staff (or IS departments). One trigger was identified from literature (see section 2.4.6 and Table
8) and it was strongly supported within the multiple-case through prompted recollections. An additional
two triggers within this category were identified from the multiple-case, and these are described in
more detail below in notes (f) and (g).
(f) Several organisations identified the trigger as an “IS risk decision” to implement maintenance.
This occurred when the risk of not implementing is judged to be higher than the combined risks
of implementing. For Rob at BrickCorp:
“There are no contractual requirements [around keeping patches up-to-date] – it’s
really a business risks decision.” Rob.
At CityService, an EOL operating system created a risk for Jude that is “too great”. Within
EduService, Jonathan recounted that:
“There’s risk with any change, so yes, we’ve had issues from security patching before,
it's caused widespread issues. But, generally, when you balance it up the risk of not
doing the maintenance usually outweighs that.” Jonathan.
(g) For Jude at CityService, the new ERP system is to replace the out-of-date finance system.
However, the “[end of life] of the operating system, and the delay with the ERP” together formed
the trigger for the implementation of a significant backlog of maintenance on the current finance
system. From this, the new trigger of “delay in a project” is identified.
The analysis of the “System-IS Staff” category of triggers (Table 26) demonstrates that they are:
•

minimally identified within literature;

•

strongly confirmed, and extended within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for triggering an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the System-IS-Staff category of triggers. The analysis for the MRFM
category of System-Users is now presented in Table 27 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.6 (5) System-Users triggers

(5) Systems-User Triggers
*NEW: Business risks decision

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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WaterCorp (NZ)

VendorCorp

SupplyCorp

HealthCorp

EduService

DigiCorp

DevCorp

CityService

1

BrickCorp (USA)

1

AromaCorp

0

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Organisation:

Count of papers from literature review

Table 27 (5) System-User triggers arising from empirical observations
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(5) System-Users triggers
The literature (section 2.4.6 and Table 8) did not identify any triggers in this System-Users category.
However, one arose spontaneously during the interview with Rob at BrickCorp.
Discussing the need to apply vendor-supplied maintenance in order to enable a new business process
that the company desired. When asked if the business considered the trade-off of staying on the current
version, Rob reflected:
“We did. That was definitely part of the decision-making process … It became a matter
of – would we be able to drive the business process in a new direction, or not. And the
new process was viewed as pretty important to the business … It’s something that we
wanted to do, and the only way to accomplish it was to do the SAP enhancement
upgrade.” Rob.
In this scenario, the improvements to the system enabled the implementation of a new business process
– therefore categorising the trigger in the System-Users category. This level of strategic business/user
involvement in triggers was forecast in the discussion of 5.7.4 (the Among-Users triggers) and has been
successfully identified within this group.
Although absent from specific mentions in literature, the creation of the empirical multiple-case study
has identified this trigger as a valid reason to trigger an upgrade decision.
This concludes the analysis of the System-Users category of triggers. The analysis of the MRFM category
of IS-Staff-Users is now presented in Table 28 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.7 (6) IS-Staff-User triggers

(6) IS-Staff-User Triggers
*NEW: supplying SAAS from own vendor-supplied IS installation

(h)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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WaterCorp (NZ)

VendorCorp

SupplyCorp

HealthCorp

EduService

DigiCorp

DevCorp

CityService

1

BrickCorp (USA)

1

AromaCorp

0

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Organisation:

Count of papers from literature review

Table 28 (6) IS-Staff-User triggers arising from empirical observations
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(6) IS-Staff-User triggers
The literature (section 2.4.6 and Table 8) did not identify any triggers in this IS-Staff-Users category.
However, one arose spontaneously during the interview with Reg at HealthCorp.
(h) Reg at HealthCorp took a vendor-supplied solution, installed it and “supplied it as SAAS” from
the IS department to the users. The system users expected updates to deliver improved
efficiencies:
“we hold a contract to deliver a service.” Reg.
In creating the expectation that the solution was offered (internally) as a service –
the IS department remains free to trigger the implementation of vendor-supplied
maintenance for whatever reason they chose.
Although absent from specific mentions in literature, the creation of the empirical multiple-case study
has identified this trigger as a valid reason to trigger an upgrade decision.
This concludes the analysis of the IS-Staff-Users category of triggers. The analysis of the MRFM category
of Vendor-IS-Staff is now presented in Table 29 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.8 (7) Vendor-IS-Staff triggers

Count of papers from literature review

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Table 29 (7) Vendor-IS-Staff triggers arising from empirical observations

Remaining current with the marketplace

5

10

2

8

.

Y

Y

(i) .

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Reacting to release of vendor maintenance

4

10

3

7

.

Y

Y

.

Y

Y

.

Y

Y

Y

*NEW: Required by contract, incl impact to support or licensing or penalties

0

7

7

(j)

*NEW: Leveraging user group benefits of scale on particular release testing

0

1

1

(k)

*NEW: Enhanced architecture, manageability or availability

0

4

4

Organisation:

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …
(7) Vendor-IS-Staff Triggers

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(7) Vendor-IS-Staff triggers
Vendors are motivated to eliminate the deterrents to the application of maintenance. This is discussed
in section 5.6.9 Vendor-IS-Staff deterrents. Following the same logic, it is reasonable to expect that
vendors will also (where possible, and within their control) work to trigger the implementation of
vendor-supplied maintenance. Therefore, where deterrents in MRFM categories involving the vendor
were minimised, a pattern of maximisation would be a logical observation when researching triggers.
Three additional triggers within this category are added to the two identified from literature. Notable
comments are included below, as the relate to markers (i) – (k) on Table 29.
(i) Not specifically aiming to “remain current with the marketplace”, Arthur from DevCorp recalled
that their motivation for implementing maintenance is:
“I guess we just felt it was overdue to be on the updated one.” Arthur.
This is recognised within the “remaining current” category as that is the outcome, if
not the exact motivation.
(j) A new trigger arose spontaneously (and independently) in seven of the ten interviews
comprising the multiple-case. All were variants on the maintenance being “required by the
contract”. As a vendor, Russell at VendorCorp best captured the rationale here as part of “the
carrot and the stick” approach.
“The carrot being, there's an easy way to remain compliant [with legislation] and to
share the costs with all other clients if you upgrade. If you don't, there's a stick that
it all gets considerably more expensive and riskier over time.” Russell.
The expense is witnessed by Jonathan at EduService where the organisation elected to pay
extended support for 12 months rather than implement maintenance, but
“because the cost goes up exponentially, we could justify 12-months extended
support, but we couldn’t justify now paying $150,000 not to upgrade.” Jonathan.
The risk element is experienced at CityService where they had to involve the vendor to create a
custom data conversion process and method (owing to the size of the almost 20-year version
jump) to go:
“through a data conversion process, or extraction process and re-loading it into the
new system.” Prosser.
(k) Russell at VendorCorp also identified a trigger where peer-pressure through “involvement in a
user group and leveraging their scale” as a trigger. When the user group settled on a version to
implement widely, the relative cost per client is lower.
“if you’ve got many clients using [the software] and they each take a different point
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release to production, in effect, that work of driving out the bugs and improving the
quality etc. gets fragmented and means that people end up with a bigger burden than
they had to have.” Russell.
In the discussions to date, much of the maintenance of IS systems is focused on the visible feature set
offered by the solution, and the (positive, or negative) impact of maintenance on those functions.
However, Sawnson (1976) introduced three categories of maintenance – Adaptive, Corrective and
Perfective (refer section 1.1). Within these three categories, Perfective maintenance included
improvements to inefficiencies, performance or maintainability. The final trigger added to this category
is where the vendor provides perfective maintenance, that although offering no functional benefit (to
the business), is attractive to the IS department for other virtues.
The new trigger of “enhanced architecture, manageability or availability” is added to this category.
Support comes from nearly half of the interviews comprising the multiple-case.
VendorCorp actively develop their software to meet needs greater than those identified within their
user group:
“The fundamentals of it are, its evolving in superior technology; evolving in superior
functionality; evolving in superior architecture, because beyond just the technologies
there's an evolution toward software as a service and multi-tenancy and all sorts of
things. That brings a whole myriad of related benefits, which go to regulatory
compliance; security; software security; enhanced user experience; enhanced
performance; enhanced manageability; enhanced availability; etc…” Russell.
DevCorp selected a new release of VMWare to better enable their disaster recovery planning (DRP):
“I’m just trying to think whether our disaster recovery may have, not specifically for
Jira, but VMWare we made some updates to VMWare to support disaster recovery …”
Arthur.
WaterCorp take regular updates to ensure that the speed of the modelling algorithm remains as fast as
possible:
“… we have seen significant functional benefit from the updates. To go into a little bit
of detail, it’s a finite element analysis type of iterative process. So, being an iterative
modelling process, it can take an extraordinarily long time to run a model, and the
continuous improvements and patches keep it up-to-speed … keeping it up-to-date and
up-to-speed is important.” Marvin.
HealthCorp had a supportability need to merge multiple databases, which required functionality within
a new vendor-supplied maintenance release:
“So, we didn’t want to have three separate databases at that point, so then there was
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a whole project to merge this one into here, and get it ready for this one to go into here.
And that build supported all that functionality to be able to do it.” Reg.
The analysis of the “Vendor-IS Staff” category of triggers (Table 29) demonstrates that they:
•

exist within literature;

•

are identifiable within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for triggering an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Vendor-IS-Staff category of triggers. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Vendor-System is now presented in Table 30 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.9 (8) Vendor-System triggers

Count of papers from literature review

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

SupplyCorp

VendorCorp

WaterCorp (NZ)

Table 30 (8) Vendor-System triggers arising from empirical observations

Response to external environment (legislation, competitive pressures, social) *NEW tax

5

14

5

9

Y

Y

Y

.

Y

Y (l)

Y

Y

Y (l)

Y

Response to a massive social change or innovation

5

13

3

10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

*NEW: SAAS - get it automatically

0

2

2

Organisation:

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …
(8) Vendor-System Triggers

(m)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(8) Vendor-System triggers
The inter-group relationship between the vendor and the system identified two triggers through
literature (see section 2.4.6 and Table 8). The common characteristic is that triggers in this category are
only between vendors and their system.
There was wide empirical support for the two identified triggers, leading to an improvement to one
definition:
(l) In the trigger “responding to the external environment (legislation, competitive pressures,
social)”, two interviewees identified that tax changes and implementing vendor-supplied
maintenance to handle them is a relevant trigger event. This trigger is therefore updated with
tax as an external environment consideration.
In addition, one new trigger was captured:
(m) Occurring in two interviews, the new trigger of “SaaS – get it automatically” is notable. Jonathan
at EduCorp captured this as:
“the SaaS model where you just don't have a choice.” Jonathan.
Although software-as-a-service (SaaS) is not strictly within the scope of this research – the trigger event
is a valid one to note here, as it is one of the major reasons that companies choose SaaS.
The analysis of the “Vendor-System” triggers (Table 30) demonstrates that they are:
•

apparent within literature;

•

identifiable within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for triggering an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Vendor-System category of triggers. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Among-Vendor triggers is now presented in Table 31 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.10 (9) Among-Vendor triggers

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

2

9

. (n)

Y

Y (o)

Y

Y

Y

1

1

WaterCorp (NZ)

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

11

0

VendorCorp

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

7

*NEW: Vendor exiting market/region

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …

SupplyCorp

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Avoid an end-of-life (EOL) or sunset date where the vendor ends support for the version

Organisation:

HealthCorp

Count of papers from literature review

Table 31 (9) Among-Vendor triggers arising from empirical observations

Y

Y

Y

Y

(9) Among-Vendor Triggers
(p)

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(9) Among-Vendor triggers
Literature (refer section 2.4.6 and Table 8) identified only one trigger event in the category of “Among
Vendor”, that being the declaration of end-of-life (EOL) for support of a system. This strongly correlated
with the empirical evidence within the multiple-case study. The only person not recognising this trigger
self-rationalised his reason as:
(n) “Maybe that’s a bad way to think – but it’s SAP. You know, it’s not just a fly-by-nighter,
so haven’t really thought about it too much.” Max at AromaCorp.
(o) Conversely to Max in (n), the CityService interview extended this scenario (o) where
it isn’t the EOL of the vendor-supplied product. It is the EOL of the platform that it
ran on which caused the issues when Microsoft XP went EOL (mentioned at the
conclusion of section 1.1).
The EOL trigger is positioned within the “Among-Vendors” category and not the “Vendor-System”
category as the trigger EOL date is an implementation of an (internal vendor) support policy that will
support a version system for a period of time – independent of the system itself.
In addition to the one trigger identified within literature, one new example of Among-Vendor triggers
arose within the multiple-case study:
(p) At HealthCorp, Reg is left with an uncomfortable trigger when the “vendor exited the region”
“It was a UK company and they set up [an] Australian subsidiary and put it as a SAAS,
with an ironclad 10-year contract, then they pulled all of their assets out of that
company, back to the UK and said ‘we’re stopping’.” Reg.
The analysis of the “Among-Vendor” category of triggers (Table 31) demonstrates that they:
•

exist within literature;

•

are identifiable within the context of the multiple-case study; and

•

an argument for triggering an upgrade.

This concludes the analysis of the Among-Vendor category of triggers. The analysis for the MRFM
category of Vendor-Users is now presented in Table 32 and the subsequent notes.
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5.7.11 (10) Vendor-User triggers

Count of responses in interviews
(prompted)

AromaCorp

BrickCorp (USA)

CityService

DevCorp

DigiCorp

EduService

HealthCorp

19

9

10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

7

14

4

10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

WaterCorp (NZ)

Count of responses in interviews
(spontaneous)

11

Resolve an error relevant to the purchaser

Trigger causing maintenance to be reconsidered/implemented …

VendorCorp

Mentions in interviews
(spontaneous + prompted)

Changing requirements of the system users, adds a feature, or increased business benefit

Organisation:

SupplyCorp

Count of papers from literature review

Table 32 (10) Vendor-User triggers arising from empirical observations

(10) Vendor-User Triggers
Y (q) Y (r)
Y

Y

TABLE KEY
Y
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded yes
.
Interviewee, when prompted, reponded no
New items were not prompted for a yes/no
Shaded Overlay - Arose spontaneously during interview
(n )
Overaly - See annotation with this reference
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(10) Vendor-User triggers
Two Vendor-User triggers were identified within literature (see section 2.4.6 and Table 8). Both were
universally supported by the interviews that comprised the multiple-case study, as shown in Table 32.
Two additional refinements were offered through the multiple-case:
(q) Additional examples of “changing requirements of the system users, adds a feature, or increases
business benefit” are identified. Veet at SupplyCorp identified that the maintenance may be
triggered:
“it’s more about creating new opportunity, opening up some new opportunity rather
than having this thing that’s probably going to have less and less opportunity moving
forward.” Veet.
Veet’s opinion was that vendor-supplied maintenance could be applied now so that
new features were available later when the business might want them.
(r) Russell at VendorCorp provided a significant list of triggers including: newer technology,
functional improvements, evolving architecture, performance gains, lower costs, speed to
market, stronger proposition to clients, and a better user experience (UX).

5.7.12 Discussion of triggers
This section (5.7) has equivocally demonstrated the presence of trigger events that disturb the IS
equilibrium and require the implementation of vendor-supplied IS maintenance. Arising through the
literature review, the concept is tested empirically and found to exist throughout the interviews forming
the multiple-case study.
Table 23 - Table 32 correlate, in a tabular format, the alignment between the 11 triggers identified
within the literature review, through spontaneous mentions within the interviews, and through
prompted questions near the close of the interview. These three sources of information triangulate and
allow a strong positive result to support the existence of triggers prompting the implementation of
vendor-supplied maintenance within this multiple-case study. The 11 triggers identified in literature
are validated, and 12 new triggers added to the table.
Unlike deterrents, the responses to prompted recognition of triggers is strongly affirmative. This
supports the definition of triggers (once occurring) being highly visible, both within and outside of the
IS department. In addition, all interviewees are able to clearly articulate new trigger events not
previously recorded within the literature reviewed for this research project. This is not a surprise, given
the dearth of targeted studies into IS vendor-supplied maintenance, and is consistent with the analysis
for deterrents.
Policy, or less formal cultural norms (such as the ubiquitous N-2 philosophy of remaining within 2
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releases of the current version) provide a kind of self-imposed fail-safe trigger for IS departments.
Pointing to a breached policy can provide additional impetus to support a decision to implement vendorsupplied maintenance; however, in many cases, it is also a trigger conveniently ignored when more
pressing business or IS needs are in play. This seemingly contradictory policy behaviour is discussed in
section 5.9.
Following an exhaustive literature review, and diverse multiple-case study, there are no among-user
triggers identified. Conceptually, there should exist strategic business user-policy triggers separate to
those discussed within the Among-IS-Staff group of triggers (section 5.7.3). However, this research
project was not able to identify any through its broad-brush approach. A research project targeting this
specific group may have greater success.
The existence of triggers, as a phenomenon initiating the implementation of vendor-supplied IS
maintenance are therefore confirmed by this research. Triangulation through the results of the
systematic literature review, spontaneous mentions during interview transcripts, and prompted yes/no
confirmation of specific trigger types, all consistently supported the existence of triggers.

5.7.13 Reflection on trigger analysis
Adhering to the Peircean Abduction methodology, the researcher now reflects upon whether the
abductive question remains on probation as a pursuit-worthy question, or whether the empirical results
of RQ2 has disproven the abductive statement. The strong and consistent support for the existence of
triggers preceding the implementation of vendor-supplied IS maintenance allows the question to
remain on probation for the next phase of the analysis.
Focused on the revelatory nature of this research, the MRFM-based approach to identifying and
categorising triggers is (by necessity) selective in the analysis applied. Evans and Lindsay (2017, p.527)
illuminated that according to organisational models, business executives need to “pull” information
relating to issues (which would include deferred IS upgrades); or alternatively, operational (IT/IS)
executives need to “push” it using corporate (risk-based reporting) mechanisms. With neither
happening, it is the highly-visible trigger event that causes the eventual “pull”. Further research could
apply an organisational model / communications model to this phenomenon to correlate organisational
models with the deterrent/trigger model developed through this research.

The abductive statement and maintenance deferral as a
matter of course
Sections 5.6 and 5.7 prove the existence of deterrents and triggers. This can be reflected back upon the
abductive statement:
The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS software
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solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before the
implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a matter of
course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of deterrents and triggers” is true.
Having deduced and applied a research instrument to inductively study the existence of deterrents and
triggers, it must be accepted, through the application of the Peircean Abduction methodology that the
abductive statement above is true. Maintenance deferral is a matter of course, being the natural state of
vendor-supplied IS systems during the time from the first deterrent occurring, through to the inevitable
occurrence of a trigger event.
One outstanding finding must be addressed before moving onto the third research question. That of the
confusion between stated intentions versus observed actions when it comes to the handling of vendorsupplied IS maintenance within the organisations interviewed for this multiple-case study.

Espoused v. actual behaviours for the nominated system
Arising within the discussion of triggers (refer 5.7.12), the fail-safe trigger of an internal policy or
cultural norm is illuminated. However, it is observed that this policy trigger has an inconsistent or
counterintuitive implementation within the multiple-case study.
The careful ordering of interview questions within the semi-structured interview script allowed the
interviewee’s stated intention towards maintenance to be compared and contrasted with the observed
description for the specific maintenance implementation discussed in depth. Table 33 summarises the
various observations to this philosophy from the interviews within the multiple-case study in an
attempt to find a consistent approach to the policy trigger event.
Table 33 illustrates this finding, for the nominated system under investigation during each interview.
Table 33 Espoused v. actual behaviours for the nominated system
Organisation
AromaCorp

BrickCorp
(USA)
CityService

DevCorp
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Espoused behaviour
Informally, and in absence of a
trigger event, implement
maintenance on SAP every 1-2 years
SAP Support Packs implemented at
least annually, in Q4 to pick up tax
changes; Enhancement Packs
infrequently owing to effort
Previously in policy, now an
informal guideline - stay at the
current, or one release behind for all
systems
No policy or guidance. Informal ruleof-thumb is to react to the worst

Actual behaviour
Current maintenance
discussed is cyclical.
SAP Support pack up-todate; Enhancement pack last
installed almost 2 years ago
Sun Systems last updated 20
years ago
Matches – neither Jira nor
Confluence are on, or near

Consistent?
Yes

Yes

No
Yes
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Organisation
DigiCorp

EduService
HealthCorp

SupplyCorp
VendorCorp
WaterCorp
(NZ)

Espoused behaviour
problem first
Internal organisation culture is to be
cutting-edge and up-to-date with the
best, as assessed through a marketwatching philosophy.
Informally, a perpetual annual
upgrade cycle to the n-1 release for
Alesco
ProFile is updated every 6-months
according to the maintenance
schedule, the formal policy for
maintenance.
n/a – vendor interview
n/a – vendor interview
BioWin is updated annually at
license renewal time

Actual behaviour
current versions
Generally enacted within the
office, with the exception of
one core team that have
specific technical needs
Previous implementation
delayed owing to
organisational change.
Previous two maintenance
implementations at apx. 10month intervals for
operational reasons
n/a – vendor interview
n/a – vendor interview
Last update at
“uncharacteristicly” 6months interval, owing to
new user requiring it

Consistent?

Mostly

No

No
n/a
n/a
No

5.9.1 Discussion on espoused v. actual behaviours
The interviews comprising the multiple-case study identified that only one organisation had a formal,
written policy for information systems maintenance; four had strong informal, but widely accepted
approaches to information systems maintenance; while three had only a loose heuristic approach.
However, in the majority of interviews, the observed information systems maintenance activity differed
to the stated intention.
The researcher had hypothesised that, as the organisation documents the policy themselves, the
organisation has the freedom to create something that will be adhered to. Ideally, the policy should
capture and codify the cultural norm, thereby providing a written organisational response to trigger
events. Such a policy would assist decision makers by providing a clear guideline that adheres to the
cultural norm. This expectation is not borne out by empirical evidence.
There is no clear pattern in Table 33, even though the stated intention of the interviewee is captured
near the beginning of the interview, quite separately to the specific maintenance case being investigated.
The transcripts (refer Appendix 1 for vignettes of the transcripts) show that responses to the stated
intention are very definitive and powerful, unencumbered with disclaimers or limitations.
A deeper review of the transcripts leads to the hypothesis that when maintenance decision making is
centralised, and that same central group controls funding, then the stated and observed actions are more
likely to align. However, it is also required that the business and IT goals toward the vendor-supplied
system are aligned to prevent a CityService-like situation occurring.
Interviewees are not surprised, nor concerned when the specific maintenance instance being queried
later in the interview broke the stated rule. It is unconsciously accepted that the policy, rule, or guideline
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is limited by circumstance. Therefore, the trigger of an internal policy is seen as an opportunistic quasitrigger, to be called upon only when convenient or circumstances allow.
DevCorp exhibited a response, whereby in the absence of a formal policy, it falls to the subjective
opinions, internal prioritisation, and persuasiveness of the system custodian(s) and decision maker(s)
involved.
AromaCorp is acknowledged as the “most improved” in their approach to maintenance implementation.
During the six-year period following the installation of SAP, they deliberately installed no vendorsupplied maintenance at all. Following a deep introspection and following the recommendation of
trusted advisers, this policy is reversed to implement every patch. Following a period of adaptation, this
policy is moderated to an evaluation-based assessment of the potential benefits of each vendor-supplied
maintenance release.

5.9.2 Reflection on stated v. observed actions
The lack of a written vendor-supplied IS maintenance policy in organisations is unexpected. Broadly,
larger organisations had informal policies, with an even mix of strong informal and loose approaches.
Such a variety of approaches, and the ease with which they are circumvented demonstrates an
immaturity within the IS discipline towards vendor-supplied IS maintenance – supporting the maturity
observations within the literature review (refer section 2.5.2.2).
In the most extreme example, CityService’s strong preference (previously a written policy) of remaining
one release behind current is dramatically ignored (even when it is a written policy) for 20 years! When
an unavoidable trigger event occurred, the cost and scale of the upgrade required eclipsed what might
be considered normal. Even specialised vendor assistance is unable to migrate all data to the new
system, and automated upgrade support is unavailable. Bespoke (and therefore expensive) upgrade
scripts had to be employed.
When the decision-maker had strong positive personal views on maintenance and maintenance
deferral, the deterrents are more likely to be taken simply as considerations for the scheduling of
maintenance implementation. This is most apparent in the CityService and AromaCorp interviews.
Within CityService, all applications apart from the accounting system are up-to-date with maintenance.
The accounting system state of deferral reflected the strong personal views of the system owner – in
this case, the CFO’s view that maintenance is not required.
At the root of the vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral issue may be this variety of approaches, and
ease of self-delusion when considering what policies and norms are available. Without a firm
appreciation of the possible outcomes arising from an out-dated vendor-supplied IS system, and the
rapid onset of unforeseen trigger events, those charged with maintaining vendor-supplied IS systems
seem doomed to a samsãra existence.
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With this somewhat pessimistic thought, attention turns to the investigation of RQ3 – looking to identify
a model or theory to inform practitioners’ behaviour and approaches to vendor-supplied IS
maintenance.

Reflection on analysis
Semi-scripted interviews are an effective tool for gathering data within this multiple-case study. This is
witnessed by the identification of 26 new triggers or deterrents through the analytical process. In
addition, 48% of the spontaneously arising deterrents and triggers were those already captured from
literature, thereby confirming their validity. All deterrents and triggers arising from the literature were
confirmed when interviewees were prompted for explicit responses.
James Scotland identifies that interpretivist research is good, if it:
“provides rich evidence and offers credible and justifiable accounts (internal
validity/credibility), can be made use of by someone in another situation (external
validity/transferability), and the research process and findings can be replicated
(reliability/dependability) (Ritchie & Lewis 2003, pp.263-286; Cohen, Manion &
Morrison 2007, pp.133-149).” (Scotland 2012, p.12).
This section will now reflect upon each of Scotland’s conditions in turn.
Each conceptualisation and categorisation within the multiple-case study are supported with discrete
extracts from interview transcripts, providing detailed and specific examples of each phenomenon from
the real-life settings selected for this research. The selection of senior organisational executives
provides a view from those charged to make decisions within their organisation, demonstrating firsthand and specific observations from their experiences. This approach provides a credible source of rich
information to this research.
The concepts of deterrents, triggers and deferral are fully transferrable to other domains. The literature
review demonstrated that in constructing these definitions, inputs from domains as wide as vegetation
maintenance and capital works were considered. Their definitions (Definition 3 – Deferral; Definition 4
– Deterrents; and Definition 5 – Triggers) are completely without specific reference to the IS domain,
making these concepts available to research across any domain.
Careful descriptions of the research setting, interviewees, organisations and inclusion of the research
artefacts (Appendix 3 - Participant information sheet, Appendix 4 - Participant consent form, and
Appendix 5 - Interview questions) allow another research project to replicate the data collection.
Descriptions of the methodical analysis methods and use of computer-based-tools allows the replication
of the analytical techniques used for this research project. Therefore, all required assistance is provided
to enable replication of the research project.
Therefore, it is concluded that the research detailed in Chapter 5, which is supported by the approach
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detailed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 and in and the literature review of Chapter 2 is good by Scotland’s
definition.
Assessing the Peircean Abduction concept of pursuitworthiness, the research project is seen to remain
a viable and attractive research project for the further investment of effort.

5.10.1 Reflecting on the field taxonomy
The field taxonomy (refer Figure 21 in section 3.4) was created following the literature review. This field
taxonomy is now reconsidered in light of the data and discussion presented during this first phase of
analysis.
No revisions to the Environment element of the field taxonomy of Figure 21 arise from the interview
transcript analysis of Chapter 5. (Note that the examples of specific deterrents (section 5.6) and specific
triggers (section 5.7) are types of under their respective elements within the field taxonomy). However,
the relationship between the ‘Forces’ element within the taxonomy (shown in Figure 36) can be
investigated more closely through reflection on the empirical findings of Chapter 5.

Deterrents (De-motivating forces)
Forces

Contingency forces

Triggers

Motivating forces
Other motivating forces
Figure 36 Extract showing 'Forces' from the Field Taxonomy of Figure 21
Khoo and Robey (2007) developed a model of the upgrade decision process that categorised the two
inputs to the upgrade decision process as motivating (reasons to upgrade) and contingency (enabling)
forces. By the adopted definition (refer Definition 5), triggers are “Event(s) that upset the equilibrium
and require the implementation of maintenance to restore equilibrium”. Within Figure 36, motivating
forces are split into triggers, and ‘other’ motivating forces. However, this poses the question, can there
be a motivating force that isn’t a trigger?
Khoo and Robey (2007) classified motivating forces into either internal (to the organisation) or external
(from the environment, specifically the vendor). This is consistent with the classification of triggers in
line with the MRFM (section 5.7) and provides no source of conflict. Indeed, the five empirical examples
of motivating forces within Khoo and Robey’s 2007 model (business needs, IT needs, policy, system
functionality and support) match to triggers identified within this research project.
The Khoo and Robey (2007) working definition of a motivating force is consulted to determine if conflict
exists. “Motivating forces are considered to be any event, or requirement that triggers the interest to
adopt a newer version of packaged software.” (Khoo & Robey 2007, p. 562). Within the definition, the
use of the word trigger enables a direct rename of motivating forces to triggers without loss of
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generality. Therefore, there are no motivating forces that are not also triggers.
The second question is whether deterrents are a separate force, or they fit within motivating forces (aka
triggers) or contingency forces. As the definition of a deterrent is something that provides “a reason to
defer the implantation of maintenance” (refer Definition 4). This definition is the anthesis of “triggering
interest to adopt” (Khoo & Robey 2007) or “require the implementation” (refer Definition 5). Therefore,
by definition a deterrent cannot be a trigger as they have opposing influence on the decision maker.
Which leaves the question of a deterrent being separate and distinct to a contingency force.
Within the Khoo and Robey (2007) model, the only example of a contingent force is “internal resource
availability”. Additional review of the paper confirms that references to decision making within a
resource-constrained environment is the only example of a contingent force put forward.
Within the Khoo and Robey paper, is the availability of spare capacity that is considered the contingent
force. If “lack of IT resource availability” is considered analogous to “Consume a tremendous amount of
IT effort” then the anthesis of this contingent force is a deterrent defined in Table 15.
Considering this surprising outcome, a relationship between deterrents and contingent forces can be
derived as “the opposite to a specific deterrent is a contingent force”. Although the presence of a
contingent force “is unlikely to trigger the decision to upgrade” (Khoo & Robey 2007, p.564) it eliminates
a deterrent and allows more weight to the trigger event(s) in the decision-making process.
Collating the reflection within this section allows the correction of the forces part of the field taxonomy
as shown in Figure 37. Further interpretation and refinement of this subjective grouping may allow
alternative representations.

Deterrents (De-motivating forces)
Forces

Contingency forces (Enablers)
Triggers (Motivating forces)

Figure 37 Updated forces within the field taxonomy
Logically, the opposite (absence) of a trigger is not a contingency force, as it would play no part in the
decision-making process. This is confirmed by reviewing the opposites of the triggers in section 5.7.
The thesis now moves onto the exploration of models and their impact on understanding the domain.
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Analysis II – Application
This chapter is the second analysis chapter and performs the third and final cycle of the Peircean
Abduction method for this research. The first abductive cycle, the literature review (see Chapter 2)
created and confirmed the concepts of deterrents and triggers. The second abductive cycle (Chapter 3
& Chapter 4) created the abductive statement, conducted empirical data collection, constructed the
multiple case and confirmed the abductive statement. This cycle applies System Networks theory (refer
section 4.6.1) to the data in order to discover new knowledge from the data.
RQ3: To what extent can the understanding of vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral
be enhanced through models?
Informed by the unavoidable conclusion of the abductive statement, that the deferral of IS maintenance
occurs (section 5.8 in Analysis I - Conceptualisation), how might the application of academic rigour
within this research project develop or enhance an aid to understanding the phenomenon?
The final analysis chapter (Chapter 7) will extend this knowledge into understanding through the
application of System Thinking.

Application of System Networks Theory
This research turned to the data once more to seek a new framing of the vendor-supplied IS vendorsupplied maintenance deferral issue. Discussing the problem with my primary supervisor, system
network theory (see section 4.6.1 for an introduction to the theory of system networks) is an analysis
tool that is appropriate for framing the data and appealed to my strongly analytical nature. It provided
the advantage of capturing a graphical presentation of the IS vendor-supplied maintenance deferral
issue.
The System Network theory is now applied to the data in search of insights.

6.1.1 Step 1: Abductive selection of an entry condition
An abductive leap is required to select the first node, or entry condition to the system network.
In the first attempt, the (seemingly) logical observation of the trigger event occurring, necessitating
the implementation of maintenance, is used as the entry condition. This is chosen as it is the pivotal
moment when, the thesis to date, would hold that deferral becomes action. However, it quickly became
apparent that this omitted all consideration or discussion of the deterrents that lead to deferral.
Thereafter, through an abstract abductive leap, the entry condition of vendor releases maintenance
is selected as the first node in this system network. In this way, the abductive process has created
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genuine new knowledge through the selection of this entry condition and the resulting system network.

6.1.2 Step 2: Deductive creation of the System Network
Utilising System Network theory, a system network is created to capture different paths within an
information systems maintenance situation. Knowledge gained during the literature review seeded the
creation of the initial system network. Addition of nodes occurred iteratively through the inductive
analysis and coding phase as new situations were identified within interview transcripts. Figure 38
shows the final system network developed from the analysis, representing the choices available to an
organisation following a vendor releasing maintenance.
Following Figure 38 are detailed descriptions relating to each node within the system network “Vendor
releases maintenance”.
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1.1.1ep: Ignore
1.1.2.1.1ep: Plan to
proactively implement
maintenance

1.1: Client is
aware of release

1.1.2.1 Trigger
criteria met
1.1.2: Evaluate

1: Vendor releases
maintenance

1.1.2.2ep: Ride out
current version
1.1.3ep: Implement
1.2.1ep: Ignorance
1.2: Client is
unaware of release
1.2.2.1ep: avoid
1.2.2: Trigger
event occurs
1.2.2.2ep: Plan recovery
and perform maintenance
1.2.3ep: Cloud managed / automatic
Figure 38 System network 1: Vendor releases maintenance
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6.1.3 Step 3: Inductive investigation to complete the system network
Outline numbering of the nodes in Figure 38 assisted with the creation of an enhanced coding schema
(Figure 39) within Dedoose that cross-referenced back precisely and simply to the system network of
Figure 38.

Figure 39 System network 1 represented as codes within Dedoose
Each of the end points within the system network of Figure 38 are now analysed, supported by examples
derived from the multiple-case study. Although the path through intermediate point(s) can be
extrapolated, it is a stable end point where the current (or previous) state of each organisation can be
mapped onto.
Endpoints within the system network are elicited through interviewee narrative recount, summarised
within the remainder of this section. The (SN1.x.x) notation is utilised throughout these recounts to
provide mapping back to the system network of Figure 38.
Each of the system network nodes from Figure 38 are now inductively justified through the research
data.

6.1.3.1 Ignore the release
When the vendor has released maintenance (SN1) and the client is aware of the maintenance (SN1.1),
the client may choose to simply ignore it (SN1.1.1ep). Five organisations provided examples of a
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deliberate choice to ignore the vendor release of maintenance.
For the first six years following the installation of SAP, AromaCorp never upgraded, which created a
critical trigger for Max:
“Just sheer pain. Plumbing the depths mate. And it got to a point where we were all
going ‘let’s just get rid of it’ and it’s one of those things where, just as you said – we
didn’t understand it … [getting SAP] working for us, and not against us. So, look I’d
spoken to some other people that had it, and they were saying ‘[Max], you invest a lot
of money’ which I didn’t have at the time. So, the [next] step was to invest a lot of
money.” Max.
Following this strategic decision, AromaCorp did invest in maintenance and Max now counts his SAP
implementation as providing a key strategic advantage. Now, with a maintained system, Max evaluates
each new release and:
“I’m blown away by the new stuff that can come up to make, just the 1% gains. Which, as you
know, in a competitive world, 1% gains are massive.” Max.
In describing their regimented approach to software maintenance, Rob at BrickCorp alluded to ignoring
releases where:
“the only time where something is going into a more static state is if we’re planning
on retiring it and bringing it to end of life.” Rob.
CityService, although generally very mature in their approach to maintenance, encountered a situation
with the users of their SUN financial system, which led to the organisation ignoring maintenance
released by the vendor, as Jude reflected:
“The system was put in, it's been stable. Too stable really, because it meant the
finance people really didn't want to move away from it. They were happy with how it
was. Obviously, you would not normally run a software product for that many years
without any significant upgrades. But the organisation, at the time, was happy with
what they had. Therefore, despite our recommendations that they upgraded, they
didn’t.” Jude.
Confirming a deterrent from the literature review, Reg, the IT Manager at HealthCorp observed that
“they bring out one [release] a month ... There’s just no way you can man that.” Reg.
This led to the team ignoring releases without further analysis until a subsequent trigger condition
occurred.
Tailoring their information systems maintenance to separate products, WaterCorp Business
Development Manager Marvin highlighted that
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“most of our Microsoft products, which are one-off licensed and we just hold onto the
current version as long as possible.” Marvin.
Separately, in the earlier days of Watercorp when expenditure was tightly controlled, if a release came
out on the core BioWin product when there is no requirement to use the system, then they would let the
subscription lapse until such time as demand arose which triggered renewing the subscription and
updating the software.
Empirical evidence through this multiple-case study therefore shows the existence and positioning
(within the system network) of ignoring a release of vendor-supplied maintenance is a plausible
outcome. A limitation of this System Network (SN1) is that the occurrence of a trigger event at this point,
before new maintenance is released, could cause re-consideration of the current release. A subsequent
system network (SN2) with ‘Trigger event occurs” would be a valuable future extension of this work.

6.1.3.2 Plan to proactively implement maintenance
When the vendor has released maintenance (SN1) and the client is aware of the maintenance (SN1.1),
the client may evaluate the maintenance (SN1.1.1). Determining that a trigger condition is met
(SN1.1.2.1), the client may decide to proactively plan to implement the maintenance (SN1.1.2.1.1ep). Six
organisations provided examples of proactive planning in response to a known vendor maintenance
release.
After a rocky start with SAP, Max and the team at AromaCorp now:
“constantly [look] at the updates as to what’s available. We don’t always implement
the updates, it’s more a case of what’s relevant to what we’re doing. As I said, there’s
a lot of stuff that isn’t relevant to what we’re doing as a small manufacturer. But,
where applicable, we’ll update.” Max.
Within the billion-dollar BrickCorp organisation, SAP is a strategic investment with a dedicated team
maintaining it. A key driver to SAP maintenance is retaining compliance as Rob, the CIO recounts:
“We do our support packs at minimum of once a year, and that happens in Q4 in
conjunction with all the tax changes associated with the HR side of our system”
because the “largely mandated, support packs that need to be done in order for our
payroll system to stay in compliance.” Rob.
However, at other times:
“we sometimes will apply support packs at other times throughout the year if we’ve
identified bugs or problems in our system that need to be fixed” or, when a new
process was desired by the business “it’s something that we wanted to do, and the
only way to accomplish it was to do the SAP enhancement upgrade.” Rob.
Planning to stay “at the current, or one release behind is as far as we like to be” is a cultural context mantra
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for CityService managers Jude and Prosser to plan maintenance proactively. For that reason, Jude
explained that when selecting a new product:
“[generally] maintenance is always included as part of the product we’ll buy and we’ll
implement it.” Jude.
By way of example Jude recounted that:
“Records Management, [they’ve] only released 8.2 this month. Our plans were to go
to 8.1 in October, and we are on the previous version. They did release an 8, which
was buggy and we’re on the highest version of 7 currently and we upgraded to it [12]
months ago which was the current software at the time.” Jude.
DigiCorp, informally reviewing the market reaction to the release of Microsoft Windows 10 determined
that the operating system is appropriate to the organisation, as Dion remembered the staff meeting
discussion:
“10 is good, 10’s been hyped, it’s good, it’s better than 8 so we’ve all been going from
7 to 10.” Dion.
Separately, Dion explained that SilverStripe CMS utilised by DigiCorp as a core tool, required
maintenance when:
“2.4 was sunsetted March this year, or they said they're not providing any more and
it will be fully sunsetted March next year. We had to go 3.1.” Dion.
Within EduService, the Alesco HR/Payroll application followed an n-119 approach to maintenance where
Jonathan explained:
“we obviously won’t go live with one that’s just been released. So, we’re in this sort of
perpetual one-yearly upgrade cycle.” Jonathan.
The need to remain within software support parameters is supported by this approach, where the client
is required to remain within two releases (n-2) of the current supported version. Within each Alesco
application version, Jonathan explained that EduService trigger maintenance annually with the arrival
of updated configuration information in the form of:
“the tax patch[,] normally around mid-year – that’s driven by legislation. We have to
apply that patch at that time, which is why we can’t run an upgrade, really, over that
time – we tend to wait for that to finish. We wait, then start again.” Jonathan.
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“n-1” pronounced “en minus one” is a common IS/IT term relating to the version prior to the latest version.
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Lastly, HealthCorp’s ICT Manager, Reg noted that when a new version is released from the vendor, the
organisation:
“might do a build change if there’s a feature that the business absolutely has to have.”
Reg.
A plan to proactively implement maintenance is demonstrated by many of the interviewees. This
confirms both the existence and positioning of this outcome within the system network (SN1). Although
the form of the evaluation is different for each situation within the multiple case, the interviewees
demonstrated that an evaluation occurs, and a decision is made.

6.1.3.3 Defer maintenance
When the vendor has released maintenance (SN1) and the client is aware of the maintenance (SN1.1),
the client may evaluate the maintenance (SN1.1.1). Determining that a trigger condition is met
(SN1.1.2.1), the client may still decide to defer the maintenance (SN1.1.2.1.2ep). Two organisations
provided examples of maintenance deferral in response to a known vendor maintenance release.
As recorded in section 6.1.3.2, EduService’s n-1 approach to maintenance necessitates the annual
deferral of each new release for (generally) 12-months as the organisation implements the previous
release. In explaining a unique exception to this practice, Jonathan recounted a situation that led to the
organisation deferring the n-1 implementation of an Alesco-supplied system when:
“the [organisation] had been going through a lot of [organisational] change,
obviously that has a big impact on the HR system. So, really, resources were focused
on that rather than preparing and being able to do the upgrade.” Jonathan.
EduService’s support agreement required them to remain within one release of current (n-1), so by
deferring this release, a consequence is the requirement to pay extended (additional) support payments
on an escalating scale.
Unless there is “a strong business case to do it differently”, Reg’s approach to internal customers with
concerns of “something not working, or a feature [they want]” is to defer them until the next planned
release, ignoring the release with the new feature or fix until the planned date.
These examples from EduService and HealthCorp validate and support the considered deferral of
maintenance, and position it within the System Network (SN1) as a valid end point.

6.1.3.4 Ride out the current version
Presented with a vendor release of maintenance (SN1) that is evaluated (SN1.1.1), no trigger condition
may be present and the decision is made to ride out the current version (SN1.1.2.2ep). Seven
organisations provided examples of this approach.
AromaCorp’s Max found that with SAP updates:
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“there’s a lot of stuff that isn’t relevant to what we’re doing as a small manufacturer” so
they “don’t always implement the updates, it’s more a case of what’s relevant to what we’re
doing.” Max.
Within the large multinational BrickCorp, Anjie had not implemented a SAP enhancement package for
over two years:
“And we haven’t done that (1) because, as a business, we haven’t deemed the new
functionality needed for the operation of our business, as compared to the high cost of
testing and supporting and implementing that change.” Anjie.
Dion from DigiCorp identified three scenarios where they rode out current versions of software:
1. “Our Software Engineers haven’t gone to [Windows] 10, and also keep their updates
back because they’re running GitHUB, they’re running versioning software; drivers for
stuff like that are years behind.” Dion;
2. Reflecting on Windows 8 “so for some reason 8 didn’t, we just didn’t go there. We
heard the industry, we heard the news, so no one [internally] pushed for it, because it
was apparently rubbish” and “Microsoft 8 we opted out of.” Dion;
3. And earlier still “[we] were all hanging out on Vista.” Dion.
Frankie at EduService recalled:
“I've let it go … I've been in organisations where, because of the cost – benefit trade-off some
legacy system … strategic plans are to remove the system anyway. I had an old Midas system
... it kept ticking over … it’d be close to 5 years.” Frankie.
When organisational users become aware of a new feature, Reg at HelthCorp will “often just re-align
their expectations” which allows the company to ride out the current version until the next planned
maintenance date. Reg disagreed that it always paid to remain current, reasoning:
“you can be on the bleeding-edge often; so, you’ll often get higher impact to users; more
down time; more complaints; more unhappy campers. Often, it’s … sometimes it’s better to
just stay with the devil you know and work around it, other than security patches, rather
than changing versions.” Reg.
Within the smaller WaterCorp organisation, Marvin observed that when considering an upgrade:
“[the software] appeared to work fine as it was, without it – to the level we use the software
to.” Marvin.
Russell at VendorCorp espoused their method of system configuration in favour of a traditional system
build because he considered:
“that the cost of upgrading [a traditional build] becomes almost prohibitive, it's very
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expensive and very risky. Because, in adopting a later version of the system, whatever
changes were made in the initial implementation, in effect, have to be reapplied. That is a
very difficult exercise to quantify in terms of time, cost and risk. So, people are deeply
disinclined to upgrade and to stay current, which I guess is close to the heart of your thesis.”
Russell.
The concept of riding out the current version, even with the knowledge of a newer release is the most
common end point exhibited within the multiple-case study. The phenomenon links strongly to
literature findings and the underlying premise of this thesis. The examples from the multiple-case
support the existence and positioning of this end point within the System Network (SN1).

6.1.3.5 Implement maintenance
Four organisations exhibited the scenario where the organisation implements vendor maintenance
without formal evaluation – simply because they are aware of the maintenance (SN1.1.3ep).
Discussing the scenario of implementing maintenance, simply because it is released by the vendor, Max
at AromaCorp recalled that “[we] used to do it like that, but not anymore”. Max’s response in section
6.1.3.4 demonstrates their move to an evaluative method.
Jude at CityService confirmed a commonly held position, identified within the literature review.
“From a security perspective, there are some things that we put in policy that are
mandatory.” Jude.
This position resulted in expedited implementation of any patch the vendor released that is designated
to fix security issues.
Within DigiCorp, Dion highlighted that:
“our designers and our business analysts, our sales guys, are like ‘give me whatever’s the
latest’, suck it down and run it.” Dion.
Section 6.1.3.4 contrasts the development team in the same organisation, whom demonstrate a more
risk-averse approach.
WaterCorp’s Marvin recounted a story about their designer breaking the AutoCAD machine because he
didn’t read the pre-requisites in a new release of maintenance from the vendor:
“he’s a bit fanatical about it, so about 5-seconds after an update becomes available it’s
taken up [implemented].” Marvin.
However, because a particular maintenance release required a newer patch version of Windows, the
implementation of maintenance by WaterCorp corrupted the AutoCAD computer – requiring vendor
intervention to assist in recovering it. Only through the existing use of third-party tools is the user data
able to be recovered.
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These four examples from the multiple-case study support the existence of this end point, and the
validity of its placement within the System Network (SN1) as a separate and distinct approach to the
vendor release of maintenance.

6.1.3.6 Ignorance
When the client is unaware (SN1.2) of the release of vendor maintenance (SN1), they may remain
ignorant (SN1.2.1ep) until a trigger condition is met. Two organisations contributed examples to this
scenario.
In DevCorp, Arthur reflected that staff attrition in the IT team had, over time “kind-of promoted a ‘don’t
touch’ attitude” towards the local installation of the Jira software package from Atlassian. Therefore,
DevCorp no longer monitored for new maintenance, although they knew it was released regularly.
Jonathan at EduService noted that updates to the finance system are only sought:
“every four or five years. We won't do it every year, because hopefully there's not too much
happening” which is possible, as Frankie noted, because “it’s a mature product”.
Although a rarer case, these two examples of (wilful) ignorance demonstrate the validity and positioning
of this end point within the System Network (SN1). It is possible that an unconscious variant of the
‘ignorance’ end point is achievable, but by definition, the interviewee would be unaware of the position
– therefore making it difficult to elicit from empirical observations without specific targeted questions.
Such questions are not present within the scripted research tool for this research project and represent
an opportunity for improvement within a future research project.

6.1.3.7 Avoid maintenance
Previously unaware of the existence of maintenance (SN1.2), a trigger condition can occur (SN1.2.2) that
forces the organisation to evaluate their position. A theoretically possible outcome would be to avoid
(SN1.2.2.1ep) the maintenance, however no examples of this are identified within the multiple-case
study.
The systematic literature review identified that should a trigger event occur and be ignored, possible
consequences included the demise of the company itself (Donefer 1984; Carney, Hissam & Plakosh
2000). The conclusion is not disproven by this research – a company in this state would necessarily be
unavailable for interview selection.

6.1.3.8 Plan recovery to perform maintenance
Planning a recovery that implements previously ignored maintenance (SN1.2.2.2ep) is an outcome
when an unexpected trigger event occurs (SN1.2.2). Two organisations provided examples of this
system network end point.
Through an internal audit, Arthur at DevCorp discovered that their Confluence implementation:
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“is using [a third-party] database, but it’s not properly licensed.” Arthur.
This anomaly required DevCorp to focus “on how we’re going to upgrade” a long-neglected installation
to resolve this unexpected trigger issue. Unlike most triggers, being externally caused, this example is
an internally caused trigger. However, it does still meet Donefer’s definition of being “driven by events
outside the control of [IT/IS] managers; usually cannot be foreseen; are highly time dependent; and are
very visible to senior management” (Donefer 1984, p.35).
At WaterCorp, Marvin explains that the annual BioWin subscription is used to trigger previously
deferred maintenance, as maintenance during the subscription period would be “very uncharacteristic”.
The BioWin application has:
“an annual subscription. So, whenever the subscription expires we re-license it and at that
time we will apply the latest version.” Marvin.
However, a new employee started with WaterCorp who Marvin described as “a professionally trained
expert in the software”, triggered the (out-of-cycle) implementation of a new maintenance version.
These examples within the multiple-case study provide support for the existence and positioning of this
end point within the System Network (SN1). Reflection upon the abductive statement, which through
the research questions (RQ1 & RQ2) identified deferral as the inevitable state for a vendor-supplied
system before a trigger event occurs is supported here with identifiable, unforeseen triggers occurring
to cause the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance to be planned.

6.1.3.9 Cloud managed / automatic maintenance
Although outside the scope of this research, the implications of cloud-based services and maintenance
did arise in two interviews, where maintenance occurs even when the client is unaware of it. This
exclusion is first recorded as an aside within a Dedoose Memo, but upon the second occurrence the end
point is formally added into the system network (SN1) and re-coded into the original transcripts as
(SN1.2.3ep). Therefore, it is appropriate to record it here, at its assigned position within the System
Network.
At SupplyCorp, a multinational supplier of cloud infrastructure, Veet summarised one rationale for
moving to the cloud:
“The biggest benefit is when you start talking to customers about ‘you get automatic
patching’. You can opt to go on the latest version, and you might not go on the latest
[released] version of SupplyCorp web platform, but you might say from an operating
system perspective, you want to be on the latest security patches. So, businesses start
to get those automatically, and if they want to roll back a version, they can if there
are any issues in the process. Because, from a cloud infrastructure perspective we’re
running ‘this’ on top of ‘this’. Whereas before, you physically had something on top of
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something, and if the update went wrong, rolling back was a very complex thing.
Whereas in the cloud, it’s so quick that if a mistake happens, and that it’s not working
on the current operating system, people can roll back quickly. What we’re finding is
that nobody needs to roll back. So, by saying that the risks with having to roll back
are lower and faster, and down-time is going to be less, people are more likely to
move. But then they’re moving, and not having to roll back, and they’re happy.” Veet.
This philosophy is independently confirmed by Marvin at WaterCorp when justifying a high selfrating for maintenance maturity within the organisation being:
“due to the push towards cloud-based software and cloud-based servers that are
permanently

up-to-date;

inherently

up-to-date

continuously”

where

the

implementation of maintenance is “out of our control – maintained by third parties.
It just happens in the background. Things like throwing away the server and going
to cloud hosting. So, we never have old servers, and server-software clashes, and
issues like that.” Marvin.
The cloud paradigm changes the approach to maintenance, returning control largely to the vendor with
a new and separate set of consequences and approaches that the client’s IS department must adjust to.

Reflection on the creation of the system network
The implementation of a system network view of the maintenance deferral situation (section 6.1)
allowed the utilisation of a tool that presented some of the complexity of the maintenance
management situation in a way accessible to non-technical stakeholders. This research project has
only scraped the surface of the utility of system networks, and the creation of additional system
networks would be of further benefit to the study of vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral.
From a Peircean Abduction view – the selection of the base node for this resulting system network
represents an abductive leap in understanding where new knowledge is genuinely created. This
represents the second such abductive leap within this research – the first being the identification of
deterrents and triggers leading to deferral.
The avoidance of maintenance following a period of deferral, and the subsequent occurrence of a trigger
event (SN1.2.2.1ep) is the only end point identified in the literature not confirmed through this multiplecase study. However, as noted in 6.1.3.7, the prior demise of a company making this choice, first raised
within the literature review, could not be ruled out.

Further utility of System Networks
Systemic-functional linguistics holds that because the “meaning of a sign must come from the relations
that it enters into with other signs” (Eggins 2004, p.190), then any representation can be re-formatted
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as a system network. Applying this to the model of the upgrade decision process (Khoo & Robey 2007,
p.563) which was identified within the literature review allows the re-formatting of the original Khoo &
Roby representation (reproduced in Figure 40) into a system network.

Figure 40 Model of the upgrade decision process (Khoo & Robey 2007, p.563)
The upgrade decision process requires multiple simultaneous, independent choices to complete the
upgrade decision. Figure 40 shows two sets of grouped considerations leading to an outcome. These can
be represented as separate choices of increasing sensitivity (or granularity). Within system networks,
such choices considered together are represented by the curled bracket representing an AND
relationship. As the decisions are nested towards more sensitivity, there are multiple curly brackets.
The resulting model is shown in Figure 41.
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Business Needs
Internal Requirements

IT Needs
Risk Mitigation Policy

Motivating Forces
External Dependency
on vendor

Software Functionality
Technical Support

Upgrade Decision

Contingency Forces

Internal Resource
Availability

Figure 41 Upgrade decision modelled as a system network
Figure 41 demonstrates that system networks can be applied as a meta-modelling tool, whereby any
other model can be represented as an equivalent system network. This provides a powerful aggregation
and comparison tool for considering the utility of diverse models.
Through the creation of the upgrade decision system network of Figure 41, new information is explicitly
visible which is not explicit within the model’s original representation of Figure 40. Namely, the implied
“AND” relationship between the boxes and bullet-pointed items within Figure 40 is now explicit.
The “Vendor releases maintenance” system network of Figure 38 clearly demonstrates a sequential
series of choices and events, resulting in an end-point state for an IS system. In contrast, Figure 41
demonstrates that the “Upgrade Decision” model of Khoo & Robey (2007, p.563) comprises a set of
multiple, independent considerations which in aggregate lead to a decision. Future research could
investigate the application of this metamodeling technique within a domain such as IS maintenance.
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Analysis III - Understanding
This thesis has applied traditional analytical methods within the systematic literature review (Chapter
2), analytical conceptualisation of the problem (Chapter 5) and the application of System Network
theory (Chapter 6). Through this analytical approach, the elements leading to IS maintenance deferral
have been itemised, categorised and explained. Analysis leads to the conclusion that the presence of
deterrents ensures that IS maintenance deferral is accepted as a natural state of a stable IS system, until
such time as a trigger event occurs.
This deterrent-deferral-trigger sequence is illuminating, but it does not explain the nature of the
deterrents and triggers. Ackoff would posit that knowledge has been gained of the parts – but
understanding of the system has not yet been achieved. This final (brief) analysis chapter overlays a
complementary view that aids in understanding a broader scope and complementing the prior analysis.

Definition of the system(s)
Systems Thinking (refer 3.3.2 for an introduction) requires that the system under investigation is first
identified. Table 34 describes the system under investigation.
Table 34 Description of the system under investigation
System

Definition

Vendor-supplied
IS software

The system under investigation. Supplied by a vendor, this system consists all
software, and the associated infrastructure (real or virtual) supplied from the
vendor. The key identifying aspect is that the purchaser is responsible for the
maintenance (therefore differentiating the system from a service).

Synthesis (refer 3.3.3.3) requires that rather than analyse this system, a broader view is taken to
position the system within an environment. This environment is then considered a system and
positioned within its environment, and so on. Several environments (as defined through a System
Thinking approach) could be considered as the encompassing environment for the vendor-supplied IS
software:
1. The collection of all IS software and hardware within the organisation – in aggregate, the IS/IT
infrastructure;
2. The IS/IT department within the organisation – consisting the IT infrastructure and the people,
processes and policies operating it; or
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3. The purchasing organisation, that acquired and operate the vendor-supplied software.
The Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM) analysis of triggers and deterrents (sections 5.6 and
5.7) illustrated the occurrence of triggers and deterrents across all relationship types – therefore the
selection of the IT infrastructure as the environment for the vendor-supplied IS software could be overly
constraining as it excludes IS staff and the users. The empirical multiple-case study illustrated that an
organisation may experience vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral without requiring an identifiable
IS/IT department (section 5.3). This observation limits the applicability of selecting the IT department
as the environment for the system. Therefore, selection of the purchasing organisation that operates the
vendor-supplied software is a logical and easily identifiable choice of environment that the vendorsupplied IS system resides within.
Table 35 Description of the purchasing organisation
System

Definition

The purchasing
organisation

An organisation that has entered into an agreement with a vendor to acquire,
install and operate a system provided by the vendor (refer section 1.1).

Continuing the application of the System Thinking method, the purchasing organisation is then placed
within its environment. Selection of the organisation’s environment considers options including
geographic, economic and societal. For the purpose of this research project, all three are combined to
define the environment of the purchasing organisation.
As we have already selected two systems which fit the TOE model (refer section 3.3.4):
•

The system representing the vendor supplied software (the technology in the TOE model); and

•

The purchasing organisation (the organisation in the TOE model),

It is logical to select the entirety of the external environment (the ‘environment’ in the TOE model) as
the encompassing system for the purchasing organisation.
Table 36 Description of the environment
System

Definition

The operating
environment

Per the TOE model (Tornatzky & Fleischer 1990), the purchasing organisation
operates within an external environment.

The three systems described above are related through a synthesis of systems-within-systems, as shown
in Figure 42.
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Operating environment
Purchasing organisation
Vendor-supplied IS software

Figure 42 Synthesis view of systems for vendor-supplied IS software
Further layers of encompassing systems could be defined, but are judged to be suitably abstract as to
add no additional value in this research project. Further studies that seek to investigate the influences
on the purchasing organisation may consider different selections of operating environments. However,
as this multiple-case study is broad, no further segmentation is desired.
Within the synthesis framework of Figure 42 the following observations are applied in relation to the
entities within the Modified Relational Foundation Model:
•

The vendor of the software is another organisation (system) with the operating environment;

•

The users of the software constitute a system of employees within the purchasing organisation,
or members of the public within the operating environment;

•

The IT/IS department is a system within the purchasing organisation; and

•

The software is already defined as a system.

Within this model of the vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral system, system thinking is applied to
deterrents (section 7.2) and triggers (section 7.3) in an effort to better understand the knowledge gained
on these phenomena.

Application of system thinking to deterrents
Deterrents first arose as an abductive leap conceptualising a reoccurring pattern within the literature
review (refer section 2.4.5) and have been defined by this thesis as reason(s) for deferring the
implementation of maintenance (refer Definition 4).
Following an analytical approach, the design of a research instrument (detailed within section 4.1)
ensured a triangulation of data to support the existence of deterrents through an analytical process
(presented within section 5.6).
Reviewing the preceding analysis of deterrents through the lens of the systems thinking lexicon
(described within Table 11 of section 3.3.3.4) allows the description of deterrents and the situation
leading to them to be further described. Key words from the lexicon are italicised in the following
paragraphs.
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The availability of vendor supplied maintenance creates a choice situation20 (arising from the external
operating environment) for the purchaser of the vendor-supplied IS software. Review of the analytical
modelling performed (Chapter 6) shows that several possible outcomes from this choice situation were
presented and discussed within the System Network of Figure 38.
The reaction to defer the maintenance (end point 1.1.2.1.2 of Figure 38) is caused by the fear of the
powerful illusions of the numerous (bad) believed outcomes that could occur. Therefore, we can
characterise deterrents as illusions because a decision maker has not (yet) observed as an outcome, but
believes she/he may (should the implementation of the vendor-supplied maintenance go poorly). In
solving the problem, the decision maker can avoid the illusion occurring through the selection of the
alternative of ‘doing nothing’ which produces an outcome that is judged to be good enough … until a
trigger event occurs.
Therefore, through the application of System Thinking, deterrents are accepted to be illusions within the
purchasing organisation, external to the system consisting the vendor-supplied IS software under
consideration, but occurring within the environment of that system (the purchasing organisation).

Application of system thinking to triggers
Triggers first arose as a concept within the literature review (refer section 2.4.6) and have been defined
by this thesis as event(s) that upset the equilibrium and require the implementation of
maintenance to restore equilibrium (refer Definition 5).
Following an analytical approach, the design of a research instrument (detailed within section 4.1)
ensured a triangulation of data to support the existence of triggers through an analytical process
(presented within section 5.6).
Reviewing the preceding analysis of triggers through the lens of the Systems Thinking lexicon (described
within Table 11 of section 3.3.3.4) allows the definition of triggers to be further described. Key words
from the lexicon are italicised in the following paragraphs.
Triggers are a structural class of events that arise externally to (or, rarely, within the) purchasing
organisation. The trigger event that causes the implementation of previously deferred maintenance
changed “one or more structural properties … or relationships” (Ackoff & Emery 1972, p.25) either:
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•

within the system representing the purchasing organisation;

•

within the system representing the vendor-supplied IS software;

•

within the relationship between the purchasing organisation and the operating environment; or

Within sections 7.2 and 7.3, italicised text relates to system thinking lexicon as defined in Table 11.
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•

within the relationship between the purchasing organisation and the software system.

Because triggers are generally of external origin, the systems thinking approach better illuminates the
nature of triggers as an event arising from the external environment that the purchasing organisation
operates within. When the event is a trigger, it causes a reaction within the purchasing organisation
leading to the implementation of maintenance.
An illusion (deterrent) previously led to the deferral of maintenance. The event (trigger) provides a
sufficient change to the structural properties of the organisation (or vendor-supplied software), that
one or more outcomes of the choice situation are modified such that solving the problem results in the
decision to implement the maintenance.

Reflection on System Thinking
System Thinking required a significant mental adjustment from analysis to synthesis. The effort to
explain each aspect of the problem in terms of a larger environment, rather than dividing it into pieces,
was at first counter-intuitive. However, the insights gained and described within this chapter
demonstrate the utility of this approach.
As with all theory, the re-definition of commonly used terms can lead to confusion. This is the case with
the classification of deterrents as an illusion within the purchasing organisation. An analyst would argue
that the literature review and empirical findings within the multiple-case study demonstrate clearly the
very solid analytical grounding of deterrents that were described through many shared experiences of
maintenance going badly. The key Systems Thinking differentiation is that it hasn’t gone badly for the
maintenance episode causing the deferral (yet) – thus the categorisation as an illusion of what might
happen.
Through the application of System Thinking synthesis, deterrents were identified as a phenomenon
occurring completely independently of the vendor-supplied software system under study.
Conceptualising deterrents as an illusion that occurs completely within the environment of the vendorsupplied software enables a “thoughtful application” (Plumb 2017) of deterrents to a more generalised
situation. This act of justifiable generalisation arising from a qualitative research project may have
wide-ranging implications, and is left for future work to develop.
Triggers were unsurprisingly characterised as events. This definition is consistent with earlier
deductions within the thesis (first occurring in section 1.2 with the definition of the abductive statement,
and definition of triggers). The emergent characterisation of triggers, is that they occur between systems
within the System Thinking model.
The application of synthesis through System Thinking has complemented the preceding analysis (see
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6) without challenging or undermining any of the generated knowledge. This was
anticipated by Ackoff when he described synthesis as a method complementary to analysis.
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Conclusions, contributions & future research
The three quotes below explicitly demonstrate the importance of managing vendor-supplied IS
maintenance, and therefore support the relevance of this research project.

Using vendor-supplied software strategically within an IS environment can seem so advanced its akin
to magic.
“The company that bought us is still using a system that’s 15 years old and it’s just
infantile. There’s nothing we can say or do. They actually think what we do [with SAP]
is hocus-pocus.” Max from AromaCorp.
However, with this investment comes the responsibility to maintain it.
“Just sheer pain. Plumbing the depths mate. And it got to a point where we were all going
‘let’s just get rid of it’ …. So, look I’d spoken to some other people that had it, and they
were saying ‘Max, you invest a lot of money’ which I didn’t have at the time. So the step
was to invest a lot of money.” Max from AromaCorp.
But, the rewards are worth it.
“I’m blown away by the new stuff that can come up to make, just the 1% gains. Which,
as you know, in a competitive world, 1% gains are massive.” Max at AromaCorp.

By extending the 1970’s foundational work of Swanson in the area of software development and
maintenance, this research develops a model of maintenance deferral that brings focus to a challenge
facing many modern businesses (including academic institutions): the ongoing maintenance and
support of their vendor-supplied information systems and software. By adopting the purchasing
organisation’s viewpoint, this research is revelatory in nature and increases academic and practitioner
awareness of this systemic issue facing modern institutions of all types.
This research progresses understanding of a real-world issue by applying academic techniques in an
area where practitioners widely acknowledge a problem but are currently unable to progress a solution
owing to the poorly understood nature of the issues faced. This poor understanding is illustrated by the
paucity of literature identified within the systematic literature review.
Participation in local and international conferences progresses UOW’s standing in this sparse area of
research and build institutional links with other universities researching associated areas.
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Research approach reflection
This research approach is constructed to demonstrate a strong and thorough investigation of the
vendor-supplied maintenance phenomenon. There is a firm and consistent linkage between the
research philosophy, frameworks, methodology, and analysis. Following the pragmatist approach,
through the implementation of the Peircean Abduction method, a resilient research instrument was
created that is applicable to the diverse set of participants selected.
Pragmatically, this research is conducted ethically, in accordance with University of Wollongong
guidelines. The names of participating organisations and interviewees are replaced throughout by
pseudonyms, a requirement of the ethics approval (2015/229).
Academically, the accuracy of transcribed interviews are validated as far as possible, and detailed
methodological descriptions provided to allow the verification of an ethical research approach. Details
of the ethics approval are provided in Appendix 2 - Ethics approval.
Upon reflection during editing, an unconscious bias exists in the presentation of the case settings and
the subsequent analysis. This bias is highlighted here, to better enable the reader to interpret the results.
The bias is that the IS Staff are assumed to be the “owner” of the vendor-supplied information system,
and that they collaborate with the vendor and users to determine the best path of maintenance
management. This ‘natural’ assumption that the IS department own the IT software is by no means
universal, the researcher has personal experience with strong business owners of vendor-supplied
software. However, the bias is propagated within this research through the use of the MRFM and the
relationships within that model.

8.1.1 Reflection on the four-frameworks approach
The four-frameworks approach from Quinlan (2011) has been implemented within this chapter and has
comprehensively described the construction of the research project. In summary, Table 37 presents the
major choices made within the four-frameworks approach.
Table 37 The four-frameworks approach
Framework

Selection

Conceptual

Three Research Questions (RQ1-3):

(section 3.2)

RQ1: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of deterrents
as an input to the vendor-supplied maintenance deferral decision?
RQ2: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of a trigger
event that disturbs the IS equilibrium and requires the implementation of
vendor-supplied maintenance?
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RQ3: To what extent can the understanding of vendor-supplied IS
maintenance deferral be enhanced through models?
Theoretical
(section 3.3)

The pragmatist philosophy within the interpretivist paradigm underpins
this revelatory research project. Elements of Systemic Functional
Linguistics (SFL) and System Thinking provide the underpinnings for the
methods and analysis chosen.

Methodological A qualitative multiple-case study to gather data with the cyclical Peircean
(section 3.5)
Analytical

Abduction methodology guiding the data analysis.
Multi-method qualitative analysis techniques

(Chapter 4)

Utilising a structured framework has ensured that the approach to this research project is wellconsidered, internally consistent and clearly described. In comparing the outcome to the ‘research
onion’ (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2012) mentioned at the start of Chapter 3, the four frameworks
map well to the layers of the onion. The ordering and choices within the four-frameworks approach are
likewise compatible with the methodological pyramid (Quinlan 2011).

8.1.2 Peircean Abduction
This research followed the methodology of Peircean Abduction which was introduced in section 3.5.3.
This iterative method completed three complete revolutions within this research thesis, as summarised
within Table 38 and within this chapter.
Table 38 Three Peircean Abduction iterations
Peircean Abduction Step

Abduction

Deduction

Induction
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1st cycle
Literature Review

2nd cycle
Conceptualisation
(RQ1 & RQ2)

3rd cycle
Application
(RQ3)

(i) Multiple, independent
quotes within literature are
characterised as “triggers” or
“deterrents”

(iv) Linking deterrents,
triggers and deferral through
the creation of the abductive
statement

(vii) Utilisation of “Vendor
releases maintenance” as the
entry condition to a system
network

(ii) Development of a
concept matrix to capture
and group quotes into
concepts

(v) Creation of RQ1, RQ2 and
the semi-structured
interview script

(viii) Creation of a system
network, and coding schema
in Dedoose to map empirical
observations

(iii) Thematic analysis within (vi) Analysis of the multiplea systematic literature review case study from ten
to confirm these concepts
independent interview
transcripts

(ix) Mapping of interview
transcript data to support
the creation of the system
network
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Each abductive iteration in Table 38:
•

Begins with an abductive leap that cognitively links diverse information into a concept or
pattern;

•

Deduction is applied to the outcome of the abductive leap to create a testable statement or
method that will allow the verification of the abductive leap; and

•

Finally, inductive methodologies are employed to execute the deduced method and confirm or
refute the abductive leap.

At the completion of each iteration, the pursuit-worthiness of the research is re-evaluated before
beginning the next iteration.
Sub-headings within 8.2.1.1, 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 are prefixed with the Roman-numeral reference to the
corresponding cell in Table 38 for ease of cross-reference.

Reflection on the abductive approach
This section frames the thesis in terms of the abductive approach – summarising and presenting the
approach, findings and analysis.

8.2.1 The first Abductive iteration - literature
The first abductive iteration for this research was performed within the systematic literature review.
Having invested in vendor-supplied information technology software, some organisations do not
implement the vendor-supplied maintenance required to keep the software up-to-date. This research
set out to validate this topic, and if valid observations exist, attempt to describe the topic and explore
this situation.
Following an introduction to the concepts and research context (refer Chapter 1), a traditional
systematic literature review was performed (refer Chapter 2), with the adaptation of being against a
topic, but without a specific research question in mind. The creation of ten broad search terms (refer
Table 3) against the Web of Science™ database gathered relevant literature on the topic for processing
and assessment. Adhering to the systematic review methodology, these 14,905 titles were filtered to
1,197 papers where the abstract was reviewed, before critically reviewing and passing 43 papers for
inclusion in the literature review. The critical review process utilised a process of cross-referencing and
linking key phrases between papers (shown in Figure 22).
The literature is now discussed by considering the first abductive leap (section 8.2.1.1), the deduction
of testable statements (section 8.2.1.2) and the inductive study (section 8.2.1.3) steps of the first
Peircean Abduction cycle. The conclusion then moves onto the second abductive cycle (section 8.2.2)
following a successful reflection upon the first cycle (section 8.2.1.4).
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8.2.1.1 (i) The abductive leap
The process of Peircean Abduction starts with the “consideration of many facts” (Paavola 2004, p.262),
a situation created with the 14,905 titles identified by the ten systematic literature review search terms.
The process of abduction is described as creating and selecting a hypothesis that is “likely, and renders
the facts likely” (Peirce as cited in Fann 1970, p.31) or “studying facts and devising a theory to explain
them” (Peirce as cited in Khachab 2013, p.165). Through the abductive connection of repeated mentions
across a diverse variety of papers, the concepts of “deterrent” (see Definition 4) and “trigger” (see
Definition 5) and “deferral (see Definition 3) arose.

8.2.1.2 (ii) The deductive step
Enabled by the conceptualisation of “deterrent” and “trigger” early in the systematic literature review
process, the first deductive step identifies “necessary and probable experimental consequences” (Peirce
as cited in Fann 1970, p.32) that are developed as “the creation of testable statements” (Peirce as cited
in Khachab 2013, p.165).
Within the literature review, a concept matrix (Webster & Watson 2002) was created as a scaffold to
collate and present the data for discussion and conclusions. This concept matrix (refer 2.4) captured six
key concepts from the literature:
1. There is an issue with IT/IS maintenance, commented on by many academic and practitioner
papers;
2. The conceptualisation of deterrents, as reasons that the purchasing organisation may defer the
implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance;
3. The conceptualisation of triggers, as event(s) that upset the equilibrium of the purchasing
organisation’s information systems and require the implementation of vendor-supplied
maintenance to restore equilibrium;
4. Deferral of vendor-supplied maintenance is a real-world problem, prevalent for over three
decades. This is demonstrated through the analysis of existing case studies and practitioner calls
to action;
5. The underlying value of maintenance could be questioned; and
6. The formalisation of a maintenance lifecycle within the IEEE software development lifecycle.
To detail and group the concepts of deterrents (concept 2) and triggers (concept 3), the Modified
Relational Foundation Model (MRFM) from Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) allowed the further
classification of deterrents (see Table 7 Deterrents leading to vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral)
and triggers (see Table 8 Triggers leading to the implementation of vendor-supplied IS maintenance)
into ten relationship types as defined by the MRFM (see Figure 8).
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The preparation of the empty concept matrix, and creation of the blank templates for Table 7 and Table
8 completed this deductive step for the literature review. Mapping data from critically reviewed papers
onto these tables, and the wider concept matrix, provided inductive evidence supporting the abductive
emergence of the concepts: deterrents and triggers.

8.2.1.3 (iii) The inductive evidence
Through the execution of the systematic review process, the critical review of selected papers enabled
the concept matrix (sections 2.4.4 - 2.4.9), Table 7 and Table 8 to be completed with evidence from the
body of literature. This provided a strong and compelling evidence that the conceptualisation of
concepts and triggers was supported and lead to a situation of deferral of vendor-supplied IS
maintenance (section 2.6).

8.2.1.4 Reflection on the first abductive iteration
Within, and at the completion of each iteration of the Peircean Abductive method, the researcher must
pause to reflect upon the research and determine if the fundamental research goal should remain “on
probation” (Fann 1970, p.4) as being “pursuit-worthy” (McKaughan 2008) and worthy of further
investigation.
At the conclusion of the literature review, there was strong support for the conceptualisation of
deterrents and triggers, leading to the deferral of maintenance across many realms. Therefore, a
subsequent iteration of the Peircean Abduction method progressed. This second cycle is captured within
section 8.2.2.

8.2.2 The second abductive iteration – conceptualisation
The second abductive iteration is now described (without the methodological introductions to each step
that were provided within 8.2.1). This iteration proposes a conceptual relationship between deterrents,
triggers, and deferral (section 8.2.2.1) before designing a quantitative multiple-case study (section
8.2.2.2) and analysing the results (section 8.2.2.3). The third abductive iteration (section 8.2.3) follows
the successful reflection upon the second abductive iteration (section 8.2.2.4).

8.2.2.1 (iv) The abductive leap
In addition to the method of Peircean Abduction, this research adapted and implemented an abductive
statement within an interpretivist paradigm to guide the second abductive iteration of the research
(refer 3.5.3).
The abductive leap that initiated this iteration was the creation of an abductive statement that links the
concepts of deterrents, triggers, and deferral (themselves, the result of the first abductive iteration).
The abductive statement for this iteration of the research is:
The surprising observation, “some organisations, having invested in a vendor-supplied IS
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software solution, defer the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance”, is made;
However, if “the existence of deterrents to maintenance, requiring a trigger event before the
implementation of maintenance” were true, then “maintenance deferral” would be a matter
of course.
Hence there is a reason to suspect that “the existence of both deterrents, and of triggers” is
true.
The abductive statement was adopted on probation as being pursuit-worthy as a reasonable abductive
statement to investigate further.

8.2.2.2 (v) The deductive step
Through the abductive methodology, the abductive statement could be resolved if the existence of
deterrents and triggers could be empirically tested within the economy of time, effort and capacity of a
Ph.D research project (refer 3.5.3.1).
The Quinlan (2011) Four Frameworks Approach (introduced in 3.1) is used to describe the research
approach designed through this deductive step.
The first framework is the Conceptual Framework (section 3.2), captured by the two questions
deduced to direct the inductive research:
RQ1: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of deterrents to implementing
vendor-supplied maintenance?
RQ2: What empirical evidence is there to support the presence of a trigger event that disturbs
the IS equilibrium and requires the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance?
The second framework is the Theoretical framework (section 3.3). The pragmatic philosophy within
the interpretivist paradigm was chosen (section 3.3.1) to direct a qualitative multiple-case study
(section 3.5.1) that will provide empirical evidence to support RQ1 and RQ2 (Chapter 5). Pragmatism
embraces that the researcher is a key participant within the interview and subsequent analysis – with
the researcher’s own experiences and views colouring the research. As a practitioner, this is especially
suitable for this researcher as it allows the application of existing knowledge to the problem without
introducing an unwanted bias.
The third framework is the Methodological Framework (section 3.5) which is the application of the
Peircean Abduction methodology.
The last framework is the Analytical Framework (section Chapter 4) which sets out the following
analytical techniques for creating the multiple-case study:
•

Design of the research instrument (section 4.1), a semi-structured interview guide (Appendix 5
- Interview questions);
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•

Selection of participants (section 4.2) for a pilot (section 4.2.2) and the multiple-case (section
4.2.3) study;

•

Collection and transcription of interview data (section 4.3);

•

The four methods utilised for multi-method qualitative data analysis (section 4.4). These are
Linguistic analysis; A genre-based Vignette; Spider diagrams; and Thematic analysis; and

•

The selection of a computer-based tool to assist with analysis (section 4.5).

8.2.2.3 (vi) The inductive evidence
Chapter 5 presents the arguments that answer the two research questions of section 8.2.2.2, therefore
supporting the adoption of the abductive statement of section 8.2.2.1.
Summaries of the interview transcripts that combine to form the multiple case are presented through
the creation of a genre-based vignette describing each interview (refer Appendix 1 - Interview
vignettes). The vignettes are augmented by the presentation of spider diagrams (Figure 32) which
graphically present the key metrics for each participant interviewed.
A multiple-case was constructed (section 5.5) to support the presentation of empirical evidence
analysed to support RQ1 (section 5.6) and RQ2 (section 5.7).

8.2.2.3.1 Deterrents (RQ1)
Arising through an abductive leap, that associated themes exhibited across a diverse range of papers
selected by the systematic literature review, the new concept of deterrents is generated through this
research project. Deterrents, categorising the reasons that a purchasing organisation may choose to
defer the implementation of vendor-supplied software maintenance formed the first research question
to support the abductive statement.
Inductively testing this deterrent research question through the creation of a semi-structured interview
template allowed data to be collected across a diverse range of organisations across the globe. Analysis
and triangulation of the data showed the unequivocal existence and acceptance of deterrents as a reason
for purchasing organisations to avoid the implementation of vendor-supplied maintenance.
As the first research to conceptualise deterrents and specifically target empirical data collection on the
phenomenon allowed significant extension of the enumerated list of deterrents identified through the
systematic literature review.

8.2.2.3.2 Triggers (RQ2)
Triggers are another emergent concept from the systematic literature review. Triggers are events that
upset the equilibrium of the purchasing organisation’s information systems and require the reassessment of previously deferred maintenance. Triggers are categorised as very visible unforeseen
events, outside the control of the IS group, and time sensitive in their requirement to be resolved.
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This research has demonstrated that a trigger is not the “opposite” of a deterrent – they are not Yin and
Yang of the same behaviour or event. Whereas collections of deterrents may be used in arguing the
deferral of maintenance, it is the occurrence of a single trigger event that requires a re-assessment and
implementation of vendor-supplied IS software maintenance. The trigger event does not negate the
deterrents, they still exist. The trigger event negates or outweighs the deferral argument.
Collecting triangulating data on trigger events through the empirical research led to a rich and detailed
description of at least one event within each participant interview where a trigger occurred,
necessitating re-assessment of previously deferred maintenance. Many other trigger events are
identified through analysis of the interview transcripts where they arose through the course of the
conversation.
The concept of a trigger event arose within the system network model, where it formed important nodes
in the chain of events leading to the nine end states within the network. In these cases, a trigger event
either occurred spontaneously or the conscious evaluation of a new vendor-released maintenance
version led to the conclusion that a trigger criterion is met.
The conceptualisation of triggers through this research led to the extension of the list of identified
triggers arising from the systematic literature review.

8.2.2.4 Reflection on the second abductive iteration
Following a multiple-case study design, the qualitative analysis of interview transcripts from ten
interviews provided an equivocal body of proof to support the existence of both deterrents and triggers.
Further, this research has increased the depth and breadth of information supporting these phenomena
through the first detailed research project in this area.
Section 5.8 reflects upon the evidence collected and concludes that having deduced and applied a
research instrument to inductively study the existence of deterrents and triggers, it must be accepted,
through the application of the Peircean Abduction methodology that the abductive statement above is
true. Maintenance deferral is a matter of course, being the natural state of vendor-supplied IS systems
during the time from the first deterrent occurring, through to the inevitable occurrence of a trigger
event.
This research has successfully conceptualised, investigated and supported the existence of deterrents
and triggers, along with their implications to vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral.
The research topic is therefore upheld as being ‘pursuit-worthy’ and supporting a third, and final cycle
of the abductive method for this research project. This final cycle is presented within section 8.2.3.

8.2.3 The third abductive iteration – System Networks
Equipped with a well-grounded understanding of the maintenance deferral issue relating to vendorsupplied information system software, research turned once again to the data to seek a model that
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would assist in furthering understanding of the problem. For this purpose, research question RQ3 was
created.
RQ3: To what extent can the understanding of vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral be
enhanced through models?
Linking from Table 38, this 3rd iteration proposes a novel application of System Network theory
(described in section 4.6.1) to the release of vendor-supplied IS maintenance (section 8.2.3.1). A system
network is created (section 8.2.3.2) and detailed thematic analysis within the multiple case performed
to support the definition of the system network (section 8.2.3.3). The empirical research concludes with
the successful reflection upon the third, and final, abductive iteration (section 8.2.3.4).

8.2.3.1 (vii) The abductive leap
Application of System Network theory (introduced in section 4.6.1) required the choice of an ‘entry
condition’ to form the root (or left-most) node of the system network. Following one false-start, the
selection of “Vendor releases maintenance” (section 6.1.1) is the abductive leap that initiates this
abductive cycle.

8.2.3.2 (viii) The deductive step
Utilising Pattern Matching (Yin 2014), a System Network is iteratively constructed (section 6.1.2) and
presented as Figure 38. The System Network nodes are outline-numbered to allow the creation of a
Dedoose coding table (Figure 39) for application to interview transcript excerpts (refer section 4.5 for
information on the use of the Dedoose computer-based tool within this research).

8.2.3.3 (ix) The inductive evidence
Chapter 6 presented arguments that support each node of the System Network, therefore responding to
RQ3 and validating the system network of Figure 38. This analysis is further extended with the proposal
and exemplar of the utility of system networks as a meta-modelling technique (section 6.3).

8.2.3.4 Reflection on the third and final abductive iteration
Applying System Network theory, the multiple-case study is once again analysed to provide a unique
model that draws upon theories of linguistic analysis to create a choice-based representation of
maintenance deferral. The model is presented in Figure 38 and represents a novel application of this
theory within the interpretivist research of vendor-supplied information systems maintenance deferral.
Section 6.2 reflects upon the application of System Network theory to this research and concludes that
the implementation of a system network view of the maintenance deferral situation (section 6.1)
allowed the utilisation of a tool that presented some of the complexity of the maintenance management
situation in a way accessible to non-technical stakeholders.
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8.2.3.4.1 Deferral as an issue
Arising as a concept from the systematic literature review (section 2.4.7), deferral within vendorsupplied information systems software remained a strong theme through the empirical findings of the
multiple-case study. The abductive statement for the research project showed that with the presence of
deterrents and triggers confirmed, deferral is a matter of course within information systems
deployments.
Through the creation of the system network (Figure 38), the specific outcome of deferral is shown to be
one of nine possible ‘end states’ that an organisation may find themselves in with their vendor-supplied
information system (section 6.1.2). A specific set of circumstances led to the ‘deferral’ end point,
requiring that the client is aware of released maintenance, had evaluated it, and deliberately chosen to
postpone maintenance in the face of a trigger event.
Three other end points within the system network of Figure 38 display similar characteristics to deferral
(section 6.1.3.3) – ignoring a release (section 6.1.3.1), riding out the current version (section 6.1.3.4), or
ignorance of a release (section 6.1.3.6). The uniqueness of each is through the set of circumstances and
steps that the system network passes in order to generate them. In this way, system network theory is
shown to be a powerful tool in the collation, analysis and display of this information.
Having described the three abductive method iterations, the application of this research to the literature
is presented in section 8.3.

Application of research conclusions to literature
During the systematic literature review, four formal academic case studies or papers identified
frameworks, theories, themes and conclusions that the authors expected to impact IS maintenance
decisions (refer section 2.4.2). Having drawn conclusions to the three research questions of this
research project, these findings are now applied to existing models and conclusions. Exploration of the
models or conclusions from these earlier papers is presented, in chronological order from oldest to
newest.

8.3.1 Confirmation of Lientz, Swanson & Tompkins (1978)
Characteristics of Application Software Maintenance
This pilot study is one of the first papers identified specific to this topic, and it preceded Swanson’s
seminal Data Processing Management Association (DPMA) study. Within the paper, the authors
concluded that software maintenance is a worthwhile (pursuit-worthy) topic, a finding in common with
this research. Although set in an era before vendor-supplied software, the conclusions remain relevant
for comparison with this research because even in the 70’s, the need to maintain the software existed.
Their conclusions, discussed as they relate to the findings from this study are now presented.
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Firstly, maintenance is identified as an area that consumed a majority of resources from the teams
charged with supporting it, across a wide range of industries. Consumption of resources (cost and time)
are strongly represented within the results of both this literature review and empirical results, and are
independent of organisation metrics. Therefore, this conclusion remains relevant for this research
project.
Their second conclusion: that maintenance is somewhat more important than new development is
unable to be validated by this research project. Within literature, research into new system acquisition
or development eclipsed that relating to maintenance, demonstrated by the paucity of maintenance
literature selected through the systematic review process. Although this demonstrates a clear
popularity for new system acquisition, this does not necessarily correlate to importance. Within the
empirical results, the importance and priority of maintenance (over new system acquisition) is not a
strongly apparent trend, with the noticeable exclusion of security – which is always prioritised.
Thirdly, the authors identified that the maintenance management problem is more a managerial issue
than a technical one. The systematic literature review for this research concluded that this third
conclusion is supported today, with the decision (or lack of decision) that led to maintenance deferral
being influenced by deterrents that are strongly people-related, and not resolvable through technical
(software) means. This theme is replayed again in the empirical results, strongly supporting this
conclusion.
Finally, managing user demands for system enhancements are identified as the most important area for
management. From empirical results it is observed that vendors play to this concern by targeting endusers with triggers to encourage upgrades. These vendor-induced triggers are observed by interviewees
as a significant cause of requests for upgrades, requiring internal management.
Lientz, Swanson & Tompkins (1978) represented maintenance issues still relevant in the contemporary
vendor-supplied software environment.

8.3.2 Modification to Khoo and Robey (2007)
Deciding to upgrade packaged software: a comparative case study of motives, contingencies and
dependencies.
Using an inductive research strategy and a comparative analysis of case studies, Khoo and Robey
modelled the upgrade process through the interaction of motivating forces and contingency forces.
There is a strong alignment between triggers and motivating forces, with each motivating force from
their paper appearing in the table of trigger events for this research. This would support the terms
‘trigger’ and ‘motivating force’ being used analogously.
However, the contingency forces described in the Khoo and Robey model are not deterrents.
Contingency forces are described as physical constraints within the decision-making process
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(availability of resources being the example provided in the model) whereas this research identifies
deterrents as a psychological construct analogous to fears or uncertainty.
This research has shown the clear role that deterrents play within maintenance decision making. Their
nature is independent of both contingency forces and motivating forces, therefore allowing the addition
of deterrents as a separate category within the Khoo and Robey model. To remain consistent with the
Khoo and Robey view of forces, deterrents are added as ‘De-Motivating Forces’. This addition would
appear as shown in Figure 43.
Motivating Forces
• Triggers – reasons to implement maintenance
Internal
Requirements
• Business Needs

External
Dependence on
Vendor
• Software
Functionality

• IT Needs
• Risk Mitigation
Policy

• Technical Support

De-Motivating Forces
• Deterrents – reasons not to
implement maintenance

Interaction

Upgrade Decision

Addition
Contingency Forces
• Internal Resource
Availability

Figure 43 Deterrents and triggers added to the upgrade decision process
extending Khoo and Robey’s (2007) model
Although Contingency Forces might be better described as Enabling Forces, these remain named with
the Khoo and Robey (2007) nomenclature for consistency with their theoretical domain.

8.3.3 Confirmation of Khoo, Chua and Robey (2011)
How organisations motivate users to participate in support upgrades of customized packaged
software.
Within a more contemporary study, Khoo, Chua and Robey (2011) used a communicative framing theory
to demonstrate that organisational stakeholders could be motivated and spurred to action through the
crafting of the message that they receive. Within the paper, the upgrade is of benefit to the IS team, but
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of limited benefit to users. By framing the vendor as a common foe, and ensuring that their team’s actions
are consistent with this message, the IS team are able to gain unified business support for the upgrade.
The paper raised an interesting conclusion, conditionally supported by this research. However, the
requirement for a negatively framed message, casting the vendor as a common foe is largely superseded.
This research has shown that vendors target users with triggers for upgrades, and interviews
consistently showed that users are pushing their IS groups for upgrades. Therefore, the need to cast the
vendor as a common foe is no longer required.
However, there is strong support for the users witnessing consistency between the IS department’s
messaging and actions when it comes to maintenance. IS groups that are able to point to a strongly
entrenched maintenance cycle or decision-making criteria are able to successfully defer requests for
maintenance to the next acceptable period. In this way, the effort and budget required for maintenance
is contained.

8.3.4 Completing and updating the MRFM
Khoo, Robey and Rao (2011) extended the relational foundation model of (Swanson & Beath 1989) to
include the vendor into the relationships along with the existing systems, users, and IS staff. This made
the Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM) the only one identified in literature that is
immediately applicable to this research.
Through the systematic literature review (section 2.5.2.6), this research is able to complete the model
through the identification of the missing relationships (9) “Among Vendors” and (10) “Vendor-Users”
that Khoo, Robey and Rao’s research predicted, but could not demonstrate.
Analysis of the multiple-case study allows this research to contemporise the model through the reconceptualisation of the (7) “Vendors-IS Staff” relationship from coordination to consultation, reflecting
the mass-market nature of vendor-supplied relationship where it is less likely that a vendor has a close
relationship with IS Staff within a purchasing company.
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Identified

Renamed
Identified

Figure 44 Updated Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM)
building on Khoo, Robey and Rao’s model (2011)
Within the literature review, the MRFM is utilised to group similar deterrents and triggers for a more
in-depth analysis that considered the group of deterrents/triggers within the analysis. The results of
this update are recorded within section 2.5.2.6 by Figure 8 and reproduced above in Figure 44.
Through the coding and analysis of the data gathered in this multiple-case study, specific codes are
implemented to capture MRFM linkages. Even though the MRFM is not created with the new concepts
of deterrents and triggers, it is able to overlay these new concepts and provide this grouping. The
updated model is then implemented to group empirically observed deterrents and triggers for analysis,
shown in Table 14 - Table 32.
The relationships put forward by the MRFM provided a useful analytical scaffold for analysing triggers
and deterrents that arose spontaneously during the interviews. Although 53% of spontaneously arising
items mapped to the triggers and deterrents identified during the literature review, 26 new items arose
from the thematically coded interview transcripts. By considering which relationships of the MRFM are
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involved in each new item, they could be distilled and inserted into the correct category within the
MRFM for presentation and analysis. For example, Jude at CityService reflected upon their finance
system, and the finance department’s attitude towards upgrades:
“The system was put in, it's been stable. Too stable really, because it meant the
finance people really didn't want to move away from it. They were happy with how it
was. Obviously, you would not normally run a software product for that many years
without any significant upgrades. But the organisation, at the time, was happy with
what they had. Therefore, despite our recommendations that they upgraded, they
didn’t.” Jude.
Within the example above, it is an interaction between the IS Staff and the Users that cause the issue,
therefore the correct relationship within the MRFM is identified. The new category of “Blocked by
decision maker, no business imperative” is added to the list of deterrents.
Although the MRFM provides a powerful simplification of the relationships in play during the
maintenance decision, it is apparent that the labelling of the relationships between entities is
significantly limited by the omni-directional nature of the model. For example, relationship (7) between
Vendor and IS Staff is labelled “consultation”, which is true in the IS Staff to Vendor direction, but is not
true in the reciprocal. This limitation applies to all of the relationships.
Attempts made to reconcile the limitation of single-name one-directional relationships rapidly faltered
when attempting to categorise the complexities of the relationships. Therefore, the updated MRFM in
Figure 44 is retained as the most appropriate extension to the model.
A final limitation of the MRFM model is the observation that the entities and relationships all exist within
the context of a larger “external environment”. Several observations, deterrents and triggers stated
references to relationships between the four entities of the MRFM and the wider, external environment,
that they exist within. It is uncertain how adding the four additional relationships between each entity
and the external environment would assist in strengthening the model.
Adding to the conceptual difficulty in using the MRFM more widely than in this (set of) singleorganisation, single-system multiple-case research study, is the observation that each organisation has
several MRFM, one for each vendor-supplied system. All of these MRFMs would then interact.
Even with these limitations, the model is able to derive additional insights into the maintenance deferral
issue than the data alone provided.
Table 22 demonstrated an absence of vendor-user deterrents. Upon reflection, this makes logical sense,
as there is no benefit in a vendor dissuading a user from an upgrade. The absence of among-vendor
deterrents may be best explained through the design and application of the research tool. Because
MRFM analysis is applied after the interviews, there are no specific questions to gather data in this area.
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To summarise, this research has confirmed the existence of two relationships predicted by the MRFM,
and more accurately labelled one relationship for contemporary times.

Completed field taxonomy
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) provided key theories and tools for the analysis and presentation
of data throughout this thesis. Figure 21 introduced a field taxonomy, presented as a field network of
the findings of the literature review. This allowed section 3.4 to record seven correlations between
separate literature review elements that were apparent within the field network.
Figure 25 utilised a field taxonomy to relate and position the metrics that constructed the spider
diagram representation of the interview contexts. The taxonomy demonstrated an internal/external
split of the attributes with the interview context.
Key to visualising the context of the interviews, the development of a case vignette utilised SFL genre
theory to position and correlate data from the interview transcripts into the structured diagraph of
Figure 31. Application of this genre to interview summaries ensured that equivalent information was
captured across each interview summary – ultimately enabling the construction of the multiple case.
Completing the first analysis in Chapter 5, reflection of empirical data on the field taxonomy allowed a
refinement of the Forces section from Figure 36 to justify the changes in Figure 37. This was later
reflected into a modification to the originating model within section 8.3.2.
Figure 38 resulted from an abductive insight into a common event across all case contexts within the
multiple case – the event that (either known, or unknown to the interviewee) the vendor had released
maintenance. The resulting system network captures ‘on a page’ all the end states apparent within the
multiple-case, as well as forecasting and justifying the absence of other end states. This system network
provided a fundamental addition to the transcript coding schema, and evolved through the analysis
process.
Within section 6.3, Figure 41 demonstrated that existing models from literature could be represented
as a system or field network. Beyond making models comparable, this utility of SFL tools enables models
to be combined through the aggregation of separate network representations.
Through the combination of the models from literature and the SFL networks and genre within this
research project, the field taxonomy of Figure 45 is completed. Within Figure 45, which evolves Figure
25:
1. The refined Forces from Figure 37 are incorporated. These originated from an update to the
Khoo & Robey 2007 Upgrade Decision model (refer 8.3.2).
2. The Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM) used throughout the thesis for the
categorisation of deterrents and triggers. The MRFM is abstracted to a set of “within” or
“between” relationships than can be applied to any matching elements within the environment
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of the taxonomy.
3. Pertinent information (such as the organisation name, number of clients, and the purpose of the
vendor-supplied system) from the Case Vignette Genre diagraph (Figure 31) is inserted into the
at the logical location within the taxonomy.
4. The Environment, Forces and Relationships are all orthogonal as parts of the taxonomy. The
Forces can apply to any part of the environment or relationships. Likewise, the relationships can
be between any elements within the environment.
5. Detail from the deterrents and triggers tables are incorporated by reference (to conserve space).
Likewise, SN1 from Figure 38 is incorporated by reference (to conserve width).
6. One additional refinement is performed to the original taxonomy of Figure 25. This is to reflect
the “technology” only as a key accountability of the IS/IT department. This is justified as a
defined IT/IS department without accountability for technology is counterintuitive.
The resulting taxonomy is logical and supported by the discussions and conclusions demonstrated
within this thesis, but it is necessarily subjective. Different academics and practitioners would be able
to construct variations upon Figure 45.
In addition to presenting a completed taxonomy for the Vendor supplied IS Maintenance field, Figure 45
also demonstrates the utility of SFL in aggregating models and data from disparate sources within a
field.
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Figure 45 Completed field taxonomy for Vendor-supplied IS maintenance
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Contributions
The academic contributions of this thesis are now described. The prefix within each heading
corresponds to the reference column in Table 2, starting at S5 and working up the table. The
contributions are presented in the order substantive/applied (sections 8.5.1 - 8.5.5), methodological
(sections 8.5.6 - 8.5.12), then theoretical (sections 8.5.13 - 8.5.17).

8.5.1 (S5) Development of a case study corpora of IS maintenance deferral
Completing a systematic literature review demonstrated that this research project is one of the few
published academic case studies in the area of IS maintenance deferral. Based in Australia, and limited
to English-language interviews, this multiple-case study takes input from Australia, New Zealand and
the United States of America.
The summary vignettes (introduced in section 4.4.1) are published within Appendix 1 - Interview
vignettes.

8.5.2 (S4) Confirmation of conclusions from previous academic studies
The systematic literature review identified four previous studies that referenced specific theoretical
approaches within the area of IS maintenance deferral over the past 40 years. From these, two make
conclusions that were revisited by this research project.
The first paper, “Characteristics of Application Software Maintenance” (Lientz, Swanson & Tompkins
1978) is discussed in section 8.3.1. This study piloted Swanson’s seminal DPMA research into IS
maintenance. Their conclusions that maintenance consume significant resources (cost and time), and
remained a managerial issue and not a technical one is supported by this research project. Their
conclusion that maintenance was somewhat more important than development was challenged by the
paucity of recent research in the maintenance area, when compared to research into acquisition and
purchase.
The second paper, “How Organisations motivate users to participate in support upgrades of customized
packaged software” (Khoo, Chua & Robey 2011) is discussed in section 2.4.2. Their study conclusion that
a negatively-framed message, casting the vendor as a common foe was only conditionally supported.
Strong and consistent messaging from the IS/IT department relating to IS vendor-supplied maintenance
is important, the negative-framing less so.

8.5.3 (S3) Updating the Upgrade Decision model
Khoo & Robey’s (2007) model of the upgrade decision process (Figure 6) was one of only two models
identified through the systematic literature review. Interactions between motivating forces (reasons to
perform the upgrade) and contingency forces (e.g. resource availability constraints) informed the
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outcome of an upgrade decision.
The model was re-presented as a System Network in section 6.3, resulting in Figure 41. This
demonstrated the utility of System Networks in their ability to describe models.
This research has shown that motivating forces are a subset of triggers (refer Definition 5). However,
contingency forces are not equivalent to deterrents. Contingency forces could form a measurable and
specific barrier to the upgrade decision – with the example of internal resource availability being
provided.
Therefore, deterrents are assessed and determined to be examples of a new category ‘de-motivating
forces’ and added to the upgrade decision process model. This new upgrade decision now acknowledges
both deterrents and triggers, along with constraints that all influence the upgrade decision.
The model was updated in section 8.3.2 to reflect the negative impact of deterrents, and presented as
Figure 43.

8.5.4 (S2) Completion and update of the MRFM
Extended from the original Swanson and Beath (1989) Relational Foundation Model (RFM), the
Modified Relational Foundation Model (MRFM) (Khoo, Robey & Rao 2011) is used extensively
throughout this research as a categorisation scaffold for grouping deterrents and triggers for analysis.
Within the systematic literature review, the model is introduced (section 2.4.2.1) and implemented to
group deterrents (Table 7) and triggers (Table 8) identified from literature. Within the analysis section,
the empirical observations are similarly grouped into their MRFM categories for presentation and
discussion (Table 14 - Table 32).
Khoo, Robey and Rao acknowledged the model was incomplete when it was published, as two
theoretically possible relationships were not supported with empirical evidence from their case study.
These two relationships were identified and confirmed through this research. Additionally, one
relationship was renamed to cast the mass-market contemporary relationship between IS Staff and the
Vendor as a consultative relationship rather than a collaborative one. These, and the remaining seven
relationships are confirmed through the categorisation of extensive independent examples arising
during the course of the systematic literature review (sections 2.4.6 and 2.4.7) and empirical analysis
(sections 5.6 and 5.7).
The updated model is presented in Figure 44.

8.5.5 (S1) The first systematic literature review in this area
This research has published the first systematic literature review on the topic of vendor-supplied
information systems software maintenance deferral (Savage, Kautz & Clarke 2015). This systematic
literature review provides the first comprehensive review of maintenance deferral within the vendorsupplied information systems and software space. Published as a conference paper during the course
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of study, the review contributes to the body of information systems literature through the application
of a rigorous and detailed methodology, leading to new conceptualisations of deterrents and triggers.
Utilisation of the systematic literature review method against a broad context, with few constraints is
demonstrated to be a successful use of this method. Previous arguments that the systematic literature
review method could not be executed in this manner is disproven.

8.5.6 (M7) Management of systematic literature review data
Data management was identified as a key focus area for the systematic literature review (see 2.3). By
implementing an information architecture within EndNote™ to map libraries to search terms, additional
information was preserved that may have been lost in the process. This allowed a later assessment of
search term efficacy (presented in Table 5) that demonstrated the two search terms added during the
review were the most effective at identifying papers.
Utilisation of the EndNote™ ‘star-rating’ feature allowed the development of a method for tracking the
progress of a review through title identification, title assessment, abstract review and critical review.
Statistics at each step were summarised at completion by counting the number of stars (0-5) against
each of the 14,905 papers in line with Figure 4.
The systematic literature review demonstrated the importance of setting up an information architecture
to manage data before the review commences. Additionally, the strict adherence to the information
architecture simplified discussion and conclusions later in the review.

8.5.7 (M6) Spider Charts
This research project was purposefully constructed to encompass a wide and diverse selection of
participants to construct the multiple-case. This choice allowed the research to investigate how widely
vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral occurs within a multitude of organisations. The graphical tool
of spider charts (or spider plots) were selected (section 4.4.2) and implemented (section 5.3) as a
visualisation tool to present and review the key demographic information for research participants.
Following the pilot study (section 4.2.2), the spider charts of the interviewees were used to create a
‘target’ organisation that provided a different demographic setting (spider chart shape). In this way,
selection of replicant cases for the multiple-case study was achieved (Yin 2014, p. 57) to cover a variety
of demographic attributes.

8.5.8 (M5) Derivation of a case vignette
Created against the seminal IS-maintenance research findings of Swanson (1976), the case vignette
genre is a tool developed through this research and specialised into a detailed framework to describe a
maintenance deferral interview (see 4.4.1 for introduction). The tool, based in functional linguistics
allowed a common scaffold to describe an IS maintenance deferral interview. The tool ensured that all
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interview vignettes contained the same information, allowing the creation of the multiple-case for
analysis. These vignettes are included in Appendix 1 - Interview vignettes.
Critically, the vignette is a strict factual summary (2-3 page) of the interview, with no analysis applied.
This maintains the utility of the vignette across the future application of different theoretical analysis.
From the common information within each vignette came the additional representation of the spider
charts. Spider charts allow the comparison and contrast of key demographic information (captured
within the vignette) across the participants that formed the multiple-case.

8.5.9 (M4) The System Network meta-model
Following the appropriation of the graphical System Network tool from Functional Linguistics (see
section 4.6.1 for introduction) enabled the creation of a System Network to describe an aspect of the IS
maintenance deferral problem (see Chapter 6). This novel appropriation and implementation
demonstrated that the ‘unitless’ System Network theory could satisfactorily describe a model outside
the Functional Linguistics base that it evolved within.
Following the successful creation of the first IS maintenance deferral System Network in section 6.1, the
utility of System Network modelling was further developed. Another maintenance model from literature
was chosen (see section 6.3) and a System Network representation created as Figure 41.
System Networks offer a compelling tool for use in generating (or representing) models that can then
be directly compared for more detailed analysis and insights.

8.5.10 (M3) The Vendor Releases Maintenance System Network
Having established that vendor-supplied information systems spend most of their time ‘at rest’ between
maintenance implementations (Chapter 5), the empirical data is re-visited to determine if a better
representation of this phenomenon is possible. Implementing the Systemic Functional Linguistics
theory of the System Network (introduced in 4.6.1), within an information systems context has
demonstrated the utility and adaptability of this theoretical approach. In this first use of the system
network modelling technique within IS maintenance research (there is no prior use identified through
the systematic literature review), a valuable contribution is made to research and practice.
Academics can see the association and increasing sensitivity of maintenance deferral ideas through the
presentation of the system network. The numbering of nodes and identification of end points extends
the original presentation of system network graphs, and is shown to be useful when loading the model
into Dedoose (see Figure 39) and cross-referencing through the analysis chapter.
Practitioners can view the model as a ‘human readable’ outcome of this research, applicable within
every-day life to assist understanding. Through an enhanced understanding and appreciation of where
their vendor-supplied IS software sits in the system network, practitioners can understand the
upcoming choices or limitations in their options.
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8.5.11 (M2) Derivation of deterrents/triggers and empirical analysis
Representing the first formal conceptualisation of deterrents and triggers relating to vendor-supplied
IS software maintenance, this research advances understanding of maintenance deferral in this context.
Through understanding the existence of deterrents and triggers, which apply in a particular situation,
researchers and practitioners can better explore and explain the maintenance deferral problem.
Arising from the abductive association of ideas within the systematic literature review, the
conceptualisation of deterrents and triggers are empirically supported through the creation and
execution of the multiple-case study.
The multiple-case study implemented within this interpretative research provides a rich and detailed
account of the vendor-supplied IS software maintenance examples studied. Although generalisation is
not the goal of interpretative research, the thoughtful application (Plumb 2017) of deterrents and
triggers may have a wide-ranging implication across many maintenance deferral domains.

8.5.12 (M1) A context-based Systematic Literature Review
Conducted in absence of a specific research question, the systematic literature review for this research
project explored a broad concept. Following the Kitchenham and colleagues’ method (Kitchenham 2004;
Kitchenham et al. 2009; Kitchenham & Brereton 2013) a systematic literature review is demonstrated
to provide a sound foundation for the investigation of a general area or phenomenon.
Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2010) support the view of Kitchenham and colleagues that the literature
review forms a “vital part of any research project” (p.129). Although Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic
(2015) propose that “[systematic literature reviews] require research questions to be established
before the literature review commences” (p.167). The systematic method has been successfully
implemented within this literature review in the absence of a review question – but with a specific
context and criteria in mind. This extends the utility of the systematic literature review beyond the strict
interpretation of Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2010).

8.5.13 (T5) Appropriation of Systemic Functional Linguistic theory to IS
This research project has presented a novel appropriation of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)
(section 4.6.1) to create the first representation of IS maintenance choices in IS vendor-supplied
maintenance deferral. This choice mechanism has not previously been described within literature.
Initiating a System Network with the entry condition ‘vendor release maintenance’ a discrete set of
choices are mapped that arrive to one of nine defined steady-state end points. This representation of a
choice network allows both practitioners and academic researchers a simplified, yet comprehensive
view of the IS vendor-supplied maintenance deferral issue and is contained within Figure 38.
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8.5.14 (T4) Verification of the Peircean SFL approach
Following the methodology of Peircean Abduction, this research project has developed significant and
methodologically validated conclusions and contributions. Reflection on these conclusions has enabled
the literary models and conclusions of past theory-based papers to be reviewed, assessed and updated
(sections 8.5.2, 8.5.3, and 8.5.4). Following the methodology of Peircean Abduction, and the thoughtful
appropriation and application of Systemic Functional Linguistics theory, this research project has
constructed new models (section 6.1, Figure 38 and section 2.4.9, Figure 10) while demonstrating the
utility of System Networks as a meta-modelling tool (section 6.3).

8.5.15 (T3) Maintenance Lifecycle model
Observation and analogical connection of independent case studies from literature allowed the
development of a Maintenance Lifecycle model, and place it within the IEEE (1990) Software Life Cycle
model (Figure 10).
This new Maintenance Lifecycle Model provides a lens to the upgrade process not previously available.
The operation and maintenance phase is demonstrated to be the longest phase of the IEEE Software Life
Cycle, however, this is tempered with the observation that it is also the least researched – being of less
academic interest than the evaluation, decision to purchase or implementation of a new solution.
This new lifecycle and its interplay with the concepts of deferral and trigger events illuminates some of
the complexity occurring in this phase of the IEEE model. Primarily of interest to IS practitioners, the
maintenance lifecycle model nevertheless provides important reminders of the items other than
maintenance implementation that are required in this phase of the IEEE model.

8.5.16 (T2) Adaption of Peircean Abduction to an Interpretivist paradigm
This research has demonstrated the realist-based Peircean Abduction methodology can be translated
and utilised within an interpretivist ontology. The methodology is translated into an equivalent
interpretivist setting, and is successfully applied in three iterations by this research project.
Reflecting upon the abductive concepts of ‘good’ abductive statements and ‘pursuit-worthiness’ of the
research throughout the research project ensured that a continuous, formal assessment is applied to
progress before progressing to the next step. These formal steps prevent the exhaustion of time or effort
when there is a clear barrier to progressing that may be missed without taking the time to reflect
throughout the research project.
The formal transition of Peircean Abduction into the interpretivist ontology provides an alternative tool
for academics to utilise in future case studies.

8.5.17 (T1) Appropriation of the Peircean Abduction method
Following the adaptation of the Peircean Abduction methodology (T2, section 8.5.16), the methodology
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is successfully applied in three iterations within the context of the deferral of vendor-supplied IS
Maintenance. The three abductive iterations created and validated new knowledge through inductive
leaps that:
•

conceptualised and confirmed the existence of deterrents and triggers;

•

generated and confirmed the abductive statement connecting deterrents, triggers and deferral;
and

•

selected the ‘vendor releases maintenance’ entry condition to a new System Network.

In a revelatory research project where the Grounded Theory method is assessed as inappropriate, the
Peircean Abduction method has demonstrated a desirable approach.

Implications of research
Concluding a contemporary update to historical software maintenance models, this research has
provided several avenues for future investigation and operationalisation. Research conducted by a
practitioner carries a bias that is openly acknowledged and highlighted at several places in this thesis.
The same research project, conducted by a non-IS person, business person, or career academic, may
result in different responses from interviewees and different conclusions being drawn from the analysis.
Within my role as a practitioner with a software vendor, the MRFM vendor-IS Staff trigger of “required
by contract” has been operationalised through the creation of a standardised contractual obligation for
organisations to remain within two releases of the current version of our software. A formalisation of
the somewhat ubiquitous “N-2” approach identified within literature and through the multiple-case.
Previously, the organisation had struggled with the ability to encourage clients to move off old versions
of the software. The conscious implementation of this trigger enhances the vendor bargaining position
in future negotiations.
An additional operational implication has been through the generation of a marketing strategy that is
aware of the role of deterrents and triggers in the client upgrade decision process. Through highlighting
triggers, and providing mitigations to deterrents, the upgrade decision is guided towards a choice to
implement maintenance.
Although numerous examples within this multiple-case study demonstrated the organisation’s IS
department as both system owner and decision maker, the Sun Systems case at CityService
demonstrated a stubborn user group comprehensively frustrating it with the decision-making process
for over two decades. Why? Is the distribution of power assessed by the IS department misplaced? But
everything else within their IS infrastructure is following an almost model maintenance policy. Further
research into the power distribution within organisations utilising vendor-supplied software may better
illuminate this outlier.
This research develops a multiple-case study of single vendor-supplied software systems within an
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organisation. Life is very much more complex than this. Each organisation visited had many other
vendor-supplied software systems, all co-existing within a carefully choregraphed environment.
Interactions between vendors, and between their systems is largely set aside by this research, but would
benefit from future studies.
The multiple-case study captures demographic information relating to the tenure within a role (across
the interviewee’s career) and interviewee tenure within an organisation (possibly, across many roles).
Additional insights may be gained through the application of different theoretical and analytical
techniques that contrast those entering the organisation to take their current role, with those that
progressed through the organisation to their role. Their differing approaches to preserving or resetting
the culture as it relates to vendor-supplied information systems software maintenance may provide
additional insights. This assessment may require the development of additional interview protocol.
Further academic work is required in order to re-package the empirical and theoretical contributions of
this thesis into journal papers. This will provide an additional level of peer review, inclusion of new ideas
and enable the results to become more accessible to future challenge and development.
To assist organisations utilising vendor-supplied IS software, the design of additional interview protocol
that builds upon this research project may provide guidance on how to operationalise the inclusion of
better IS maintenance decisions into a wider management (or risk management) system.

Future research
Gable, Chan and Tan (2001) published “Large packaged application software maintenance: a research
framework” listing questions for future research. This research project has comprehensively and
methodically responded to three of the questions:
•

“Q23: To what extent are package maintenance concepts generic and extensible beyond a
particular vendor’s product?”
This research has developed and demonstrated the concepts of deferral and triggers –
completely independent on any particular vendor product.

•

“Q28: To what extent can maintenance be avoided through packaged software and hybrid
solutions?”
This was eliminated as a false-economy question in section 2.5.2.2

•

“Q31: What are the drivers behind the upgrade decision?”
The general concept of trigger events was developed and shown to be a key driver to upgrade
decisions. In addition, the Upgrade Decision Process (Khoo & Robey’s 2007) has been extended
to include deterrents as de-motivators (as shown in Figure 43)

Future research could investigate the remaining questions within Gable, Chan and Tan (2001).
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Several avenues for future research were illuminated through this thesis. They are:
•

section 2.2.3 – the use of vendor-supplied software as a component within another vendor’s
product. In this scenario, the second vendor is responsible for the maintenance of both their own
product, but also the embedded product from the first vendor;

•

section 5.6.5 – a focused study on the four “User” relationships within the MRFM. Participants
for this study were all IT-literate and therefore data for these relationships may have been
omitted;

•

section 5.7.3 – a focused study on the impact of internal policies as a trigger, and the
departmental behaviour subsequent to a missed internal-policy trigger;

•

section 6.1.3.1 – creation of subsequent System Networks to explore the vendor-supplied IS
maintenance deferral issue, complementing and contrasting the System Network of Figure 38.
For example, a System Network with the entry condition of “trigger event occurs”;

•

section 6.1.3.6 – targeting questions to investigate the “Ignorance” (SN1.2.1ep) end point and
whether an ‘unconscious ignorance’ end point is possible;

•

section 7.4 – the legitimacy and implications of justifiable generalisation arising from a
qualitative study.

This thesis presents new theoretical contributions (T1-T5 in sections 8.5.13 - 8.5.17) that would benefit
further investigation both within the vendor-supplied IS maintenance deferral setting, but also a diverse
range of research settings.
The application of an interpretivist-based Peircean Abduction methodology is a significant new tool for
researchers, and application through new studies would further validate the translation.

Publication plan
Several publications are planned from this thesis and are in varying stages of completion.
1. The systemic literature review has been published as a conference paper (Savage, Kautz and
Clarke 2015).
2. The incorporation of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) as a formal literature review step
with the outcome of producing a field taxonomy is being drafted.
3. A practitioner-based presentation of deterrents, triggers and maintenance deferral is in
development for a possible MISQE (Management Information Systems Quarterly Executive)
Journal submission.
4. Permission has been secured from a majority of multiple-case study participants to publish
the interview transcripts as a corpus.
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5. Updates to existing models (refer section 8.3) are being reviewed for possible publication.
Through these publications, the impact and relevance of this research project is available to a wider
academic audience.

Concluding remarks
Swanson’s call to action to extend his seminal maintenance research by incorporating vendor-supplied
software (Swanson & Chapin 1995) is heeded through this research. Contemporary views into the
maintenance and deferral problems are presented and discussed.
Many decades ago, as all university students do, I learnt the expression “to stand on the shoulders of
giants”. I have been privileged to undertake a research degree, a journey through which I now
understand the expression. My sincere thanks to all those that have gone before me, seminal authors
in the field, academics, practitioners, and unsung students.
Our life, wellbeing, livelihoods and success as a species depend upon software, now more than ever
before. Therefore, I conclude my thesis with the same words that initiated it, written more than a decade
ago, but no less relevant today.

“Although computer software does not rust, it is subject to incompatibilities and
failures caused by evolving requirements, changing environments, changes in
underlying hardware and software, changing user practices, and malicious
exploitation of discovered vulnerabilities.
Therefore, it requires maintenance.” (Horning & Neumann 2008, p.112)
Through your journey in reading this thesis, I hope that you now have a better understanding of the
seriousness and pervasiveness of the issue of vendor-supplied software maintenance deferral. You now
enter the ranks of those empowered with this knowledge, and are therefore charged with researching,
raising awareness and driving action on this continuing issue.
Thank you.
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Appendix 1 - Interview vignettes
AromaCorp
The Organisation
AromaCorp is a privately held health and wellbeing organisation supplying goods to the sector. The
Australian-based organisation is headquartered in Sydney with an office belonging to their parent
company in Melbourne. The twenty-year-old company employs thirty and services a client base of over
sixteen thousand.
Max, a founding director of AromaCorp is part of the board and has a General Manager reporting into
him. The GM has operational decision-making authority – including the final decision relating to
information systems maintenance.
The interview with Max is performed onsite at the AromaCorp headquarters in Sydney during August
2016 and recorded utilising Recordium, an iOS-based dictation tool. The interview is transcribed with
the assistance of DragonDictate, a Mac-based voice-to-text transcription tool. The tool is utilised by the
interviewer listening to phrases from the interview recording and re-speaking them into the
transcription tool.
Information Systems
A self-assed health and wellbeing leader in technology adoption, but considering themselves a follower
of proven technology, AromaCorp first installed SAP in 2004. Although initially managed in-house,
following AromaCorp’s acquisition a decision is made to out-source all IT support. The outsourcing
arrangement is closely managed through regular weekly communication with the IT provider. Max rated
AromaCorp’s IT maturity as 8/10 as they are up-to-date and utilised a professional service provider. To
rank higher Max would like to re-invest into in-house IT, where AromaCorp would benefit from the
additional “passion and vision” of having employees managing the system to “maximise efficiency”.
The SAP solution is used by all employees within AromaCorp as part of their daily duties and there are
currently two employees that are trained SAP super-users, but the super-users are not involved in
maintenance decisions or implementation.
An information systems challenge faced by AromaCorp is that their new owners (a transaction 2-years
previously) are “still using a system that’s 15 years old and it’s just infantile” and see the AromaCorp use
of SAP as “hocus-pocus” which is a belief Max is quite happy to let them entertain.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
Following the self-implementation of SAP 5.0 BusinessOne in 2004, there is no investment or
programmed maintenance to the system for the first six years as the organisation “fumbled with it” and
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reached a point of having to either abandon the system out of “sheer pain”, or invest in external
assistance. Following a “really painful” upgrade in 2010 from 5.0 to 6.0 enhancement package (4 or 5),
the organisation has remained current with SAP and is now utilising 6.0 enhancement package 7. The
original 2010 upgrade also stripped out “a thousand” reports to keep approximately 20 because Max
reflected that the “beauty of maturity is that you now know the reports that you need”.
Although business users can identify improvements to reports and ask that these be requested from the
IT outsource provider, employees have no input into the maintenance decision for SAP. Abandoning a
2010-2012 philosophy of installing every patch, Max and the GM now perform a market-watch approach
to assess suitable maintenance releases for implementation which had an additional benefit of allowing
SAP “an extra year up their sleeve to iron out any bugs”. This has resulted in an upgrade implementation,
approximately every other year with upgrades performed on a fixed budget and getting smoother over
time. Feeding into the upgrade decision is that it takes the workforce “a month or two” to become fully
fluent in the upgraded functions. An additional consideration is that after 12 months, the organization
is starting to lose its competitive edge because “in a competitive world, 1% gains are massive”.
Without a separate test environment, the weekend maintenance implementations can result in
problems on Monday, but adopting a “never look back” philosophy to business in general, Max has never
required a roll-back following maintenance.
Unique Deterrents
The following items arose during the AromaCorp interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

Max would be hesitant to have maintenance implemented when he is travelling overseas –
because if anything went wrong, they “weren’t there”.

•

Conversely, deferring maintenance around a busy time isn’t a concern as they are always busy.

Unique Triggers
The following triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance were discussed during
the AromaCorp interview:
•

In reviewing maintenance, Max assesses the holistic “fit” for the organisation and makes an
implementation decision based on this.
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BrickCorp (USA)
The Organisation
A US$1B materials company operating in Canada and the Western USA, BrickCorp was established in
the late 1800s and currently employs approximately 2,700. Rob, the BrickCorp CIO of seven-years
supports the two divisions (materials and manufacturing) with information technology services.
Assessing the SAP customer master table, Rob estimates approximately 10,000 clients across the two
divisions.
The manufacturing division is divided into manufacturing and sales, whereas the materials division is
split geographically where each region has both a mining and sales function. The centralised IT function,
likewise has regional IT staff across the geography.
This interview is conducted by telephone at 7am in August 2016 to allow for a time-zone overlap with
the Western USA. For the call, an iPhone is utilised on speakerphone with a second iPhone running
Recordium oriented base-to-base 10cm away on the same felt pad to record the conversation for later
transcription.
Information Systems
Within the corporate functions is a software division established over a decade ago that crafts software
for both BrickCorp and resale to other materials companies. This software division is considered
leading-edge, whereas the overall IT behaviour is assessed by Rob as closer to a classical follower.
Within the IT group reporting to Rob, there are four Directors, with one having a team of 10 that are
dedicated to the maintenance of SAP, the product chosen for this interview. One major challenge facing
the dedicated team is the prioritisation and throughput of requests arising from the business. Another
is the in-demand nature of their skills and the attrition this causes.
The four identifiable maintenance approaches at BrickCorp are:
•

A majority of vendor-supplied systems are kept up-to-date with bug-fix/config patches but
large functionality maintenance is closely assessed before it’s applied; owing to the cost and
risk of that activity

•

Proprietary systems from the in-house division have their maintenance driven and adopted
by BrickCorp IT

•

A small number of end-of-life (EOL) systems are left static

•

End-user Microsoft applications are purchased outright and left static for several years, as the
business case for maintenance is not attractive to BrickCorp

Rob rated BrickCorp’s maintenance maturity as pretty high, as they generally “follow industry best
practices and we put a lot of internal discipline around the care and feeding processes for our systems.” An
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IT governance team is responsible for documenting the maintenance policies for external audit. An
executive steering committee prioritises the application of internally-resourced maintenance where
opportunity cost is being balanced. For larger projects requiring an incremental (consultant, contractor
or license) spend, the investment is formulated as a capital investment project.
Large functional maintenance improvements have a strong business-user/management input to assist
in driving the project approval; whereas general operational maintenance is budgeted and
recommended from within the IT department, and prioritised by the executive steering committee
based on business benefit.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
For this case, the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system SAP (Systems, Application and Products)
is chosen by Rob as it had the most “material impact” within BrickCorp. All of the SAP core functions,
including payroll for 1,200 employees are utilised within the organisation. Additionally, the organisation
use the SAP business intelligence product (formally known as Business Objects).
SAP 6.0 was first used in production in January 2007, following a “rocky go-live” where the BrickCorp
team is supported by 3rd party consultants for the implementation. At the time of the interview, the
planned release of a SAP enhancement (functionality) pack maintenance package is forecast within the
next quarter, at which time the organisation is 2-releases behind the most recent enhancement pack.
Support packs (bug fixes and data) are scrutinised more closely and relevant pieces are applied at least
annually to pick up new tax tables, other configurations or relevant bug fixes.
The previous enhancement pack implementation was triggered by a business need for new functions
that enabled an important new direction for business processes. The implementation touched a team of
30-40 at least part of their time for three months evaluating and testing the update before applying it in
production. Rob’s key concern is the jello-effect, where “you push on one side and it causes some other
part of the system to function in an undesired way”. This risk apparent in complex maintenance is
countered by a pre-agreed contingency of enabling fewer of the new features than desired to mitigate
risk.
The approach to maintenance of SAP is “we view it as a living, breathing system that continually offers
and supports our business benefit, by adapting it and making modifications to it.”
Unique Deterrents ~ none
Unique Triggers
The following new triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance arose during the
BrickCorp interview:
•
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CityService
The Organisation
CityService is a local government authority in regional NSW servicing a population of approximately
90,000, through an annual budget of $250M and 1,200 employees (850 FTE). The current scope of the
council was created in the 1980s from two councils amalgamated in the 1950s.
Reporting to the Mayor, the General Manager has four Directors with the CIO Jude reporting to one of
these Directors.
Information Services
Within Information Services, there are managers for Business Systems, Records and Graphical
Information Systems (GIS), all reporting to Jude. Interestingly, Jude has spent his career (the last 38
years) at CityService, the last decade at the IT Manager / CIO level.
Jude assessed that the organisation is a close-follower with regards to technology, not too far behind the
bleeding edge. Generally, an n-1 approach is maintained, for example with the records management
system moving from the highest 7.x release to 8.1 at the time 8.2 is released, even though this required
a cascading chain of related systems maintenance.
Historically, the organisation Information Services department is an early adopter of vendor software
(in 1993) as they moved away from in-house development. The IS group maintains a documented policy
and drives that maintenance should be kept up-to-date to de-risk the vendor-supplied systems and
reduce inter-system integration concerns. Unfortunately, as this case highlights, there is an isolated
pocket where the business over-rode this guidance.
The second interviewee, joining the discussion in the CIO area of the open-plan office is Prosser, (a direct
report with responsibility over the applications portfolio). The pair have worked together for many
years, to the point where they finished each other’s sentences – an additional challenge to transcription.
To support transcription, post-it notes with “J” and “P” are adhered to the left and right of the laptop
monitor respectively, re-creating the seating positions of the pair during the interview. This provided a
visual cue to assist the transcribers “mind’s-eye” recollection of the interview when separating and
attributing the responses.
The Application & Maintenance Situation (1)
Sun Systems, from the vendor Infor is the system chosen for this case. The solution provides the general
ledger and accounts payable backbone of the organisation following the installation of v4.1 in 1996. Due
to shortcomings with the system usability, most enquiries are through a web-based wrapper FIS
(financial information system) developed in-house by CityService to enable approximately 150-200 staff
to interact with the system, mostly to resolve budget enquiries.
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Following nearly 20 years of pressure from the finance business function not to upgrade, an upgrade is
underway at the time of the interview. The system is maintained very early on (to version 4.26) then
maintenance halted against the recommendations of IT until the underlying operating systems
(Windows XP, Windows Server 2003 and SQL Server 2000) are declared EOL by Microsoft, forcing a
huge migration to the new version 6.2. Jude assessed the cause of this as being when “the system was put
in, it's been stable. Too stable really, because it meant the finance people really didn't want to move away
from it.”.
Although the cost of the software for v6.2 is covered by the support and maintenance agreement,
because of the age of the v4.26 implementation the vendor had to be engaged at additional cost to assist
with the customised data migration required. An additional complication is that the ownership of the
Sun Systems software had passed from vendor to vendor over the period of the CityService operation,
meaning that the current vendor may well have had no previous experience with v4.26.
It was hoped to avoid the upgrade to v6.2 altogether through the replacement of the finance system with
a module from the new ERP solution being installed; however, that project (discussed below) had faced
delays and the EOL event precipitated the Sun Systems maintenance.
The application & Maintenance Situation (2)
An example of a cascading chain of maintenance upgrades at CityService:
1. CityService selects a new ERP system that (among other functions) replaces the aged finance
system and avoid a costly finance system upgrade. However, the ERP requires a newer version
(8.x) of the records management system (Trim) that CityService has on v 7.x
2. CityService plan to upgrade the records management system from 7.x to 8.x to enable the ERP
installation, but analysis shows that three other systems are dependent on records
management and do not support 8.x in their current version.
3. CityService must first update their CRM (Merit) from v9 to v10; their asset management
system (Conquest) to v3; and update their internally-supported development application
(DA) management system, all to support the required records management upgrade to enable
the ERP installation.
These five separate maintenance implementations from five separate vendors must be carefully
sequenced and managed. Due to delays in this sequence, the Sun Systems software had to be upgraded
as a result of the EOL event. This has created an unresolved conundrum for CityService to now
determine whether the upgraded Sun Systems would be used (therefore realising the benefits of the
costly upgrade), or the original plan to use the ERP module (requiring a second data migration and more
than four months of user acceptance testing) would be used.
Unique Deterrents
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The following new items arose during the CityService interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

Jude and Prosser from CityService did not recognise any ‘deterrent’ as preventing the
application of maintenance. Deterrents and the documented maintenance policy is taken into
account and impacted the timing of maintenance, but never a question of whether to perform
the maintenance.

•

Temporarily pausing maintenance while considering an alternative product that has come
onto the market; until a formal decision is made to stop maintenance and move to the new
product, or remain with the current product and re-commence maintenance.

Unique Triggers
The following new triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during
the CityService interview:
•

Keeping core vendor-supplied systems up-to-date creates options to all other core vendorsupplied systems to be purchased or upgraded.

•

Decommissioning of old hardware (in this case VAX) required an upgrade to the solution to
run on an alternate hardware.
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DevCorp
The Organisation
Based in regional NSW, DevCorp creates, sells and supports technology development. Employing
approximately 80, the organisation recently celebrated it’s twentieth anniversary. The organisation
supports a small number (<10) of large clients.
Arthur, currently fulfilling the roles of the Infrastructure Manager and Product Development Manager
reports to the Managing Director and has two teams: a small team of three to manage the organisation’s
internal infrastructure; and a larger team responsible for development of a product created by the
organisation. Of Arthur’s eleven years at DevCorp, three were spent at the senior management level.
Information Systems
Arthur assessed that when it comes to internal IT systems, DevCorp is an established follower. Following
a long period of reactive maintenance focused on “just … keep everything running”, Arthur had stabilised
“the worst things we need to fix” and is moving to a proactive approach “trying to maximize the benefit
from the tools”. There is no formal policy in place to guide either the original state of maintenance, or
the change in focus instigated by Arthur, which he saw as a sign of the low maturity of the organisation
in not really thinking about maintenance.
Without an allocated maintenance budget, or preferred list of suppliers to assist with maintenance,
Arthur identified, prioritised, built a proposal, and sought funding for maintenance activities. The
formalisation of a maintenance target (n-2) and use of external subject-matter-experts in systems
maintenance had begun at the time of the interview.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
The products chosen for this case are the Atlassian Jira and Confluence products used internally within
DevCorp for bug & service desk management and as a corporate knowledge base (respectively). From
the dedicated infrastructure team, only “a very thin slither of their time” is allocated to maintaining the
Jira and Confluence software.
Jira was installed first, approximately 2005-10, and Confluence in 2010-11. Both were installed by
DevCorp without external assistance. At the time of the interview in July 2016, the organization is
operating Jira version 6.3.11 (Nov 2014) and Confluence 5.6.3 (Sep 2014). Both are multiple ‘dot’
releases and 2-2.5 years behind the current versions.
The previous upgrade of the Jira product is triggered by an organizational need to start using the newlyintroduced management boards to support Agile programming. The proliferation of user-created
scripts, searches, reports and modifications to the base Jira product, and even issues in identifying them
are large deterrents to upgrading this software.
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An attrition of team knowledge relating to the administration of the Confluence product, and decisions
made during commissioning that complicate any maintenance led to a “don’t touch attitude”. Eventually,
this required DevCorp to engage a third-party (at the recommendation of the vendor) to assist with the
planning and execution of the maintenance. The current maintenance is triggered by the need to resolve
a licensing issue within the underlying technology discovered during a wider organizational licensing
review. The third party is appointed upon unexpectedly realizing that “we’re out of our depth; realizing
the vendor [and vendor supplied tools] can’t help; and that the data set is very large”. The maintenance is
planned in three independent phases: to migrate to a new database; resolve issues causing many errors
in the log files; and then performing a ‘clean’ upgrade to the latest version.
Unique Deterrents
The following new items arose during the DevCorp interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

Following the original in-house performed commissioning of the vendor-supplied software,
the loss of the skillset in this software through attrition is a deterrent to keeping maintenance
up-to-date due to the lack of team familiarity with the administration of the software.

•

An issue caused by a decision made when originally commissioning the vendor-supplied
software, that creates a large uncertainty when applying the maintenance. In this case, the
original decision to use the internal database for Confluence when this is not recommended
for large installations.

•

The longer you remain on the current version, the step up to the latest version is that much
harder and riskier, causing further deferral and exacerbating the deferral.

•

Concern that performing the maintenance leads to a loss or corruption of data.

•

Understaffing of the maintenance function which prevents the allocation of time for the
maintenance team to up-skill on the vendor-supplied technology administration.

Unique Triggers
The following new triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during
the DevCorp interview:
•

An issue with the licensing of the underlying technology that the vendor-supplied software is
installed on can trigger the need for an upgrade to move to an organisationally supported
underlying technology.

•

To access new features specifically for the support of disaster recovery implementations or
options.
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DigiCorp
The Organisation
Headquartered in regional NSW, 15-year-old DigiCorp delivers services in the areas of website projects,
online analytics/performance and consultancy from a team of 20 employees. A satellite presence,
treated as a fourth division runs as a sales team from dual locations in China to service that market.
Dion, an employee of thirteen years and the Managing Director for the last 2.5 years is interviewed for
this case, and has the four division heads reporting to him. With a turnover in the millions of dollars,
approximately 150-200 clients are serviced by the organisation.
Information Systems
All locations operate under a single Microsoft Windows desktop / Microsoft Office licensing
arrangement, with the exception of one employee on a Mac “a designer, and he was like ‘nup’”.
Management of the Information Systems is through a loose alliance between Dion and two direct reports
where they “crack some beers on a Friday night and have a play with the network, or see what we’ve got
to do”.
In line with the corporate image of technology leadership, the group are conscious leaders in
maintenance and adoption “we don’t hang around and wait to test with any, we pretty much take it”. There
is a conscious budget annually towards refreshing the IS infrastructure (hardware and software), but
no pre-determined detailed allocations.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
The software chosen for this case is the Microsoft Windows desktop environment considered integral
to business operations. Licensing is managed through the Microsoft Action Pack program and available
to all users within the organisation. The move to Windows 10 was underway for a week at the time of
the interview.
Microsoft Windows is delivered on any new laptop/PC hardware and each user is separately responsible
for maintaining their Windows environment. Users are notified of updates through “the little Windows
pop-ups” but make their own choices when/if to install each update. In Dion’s view, the team members’
approach to Windows maintenance fall into three categories:
•

The software engineers are very cautious and keep their versions back to support specialised
software that may not be proven under the latest versions or updates. “Our Software Engineers
haven’t gone to [Windows]10, and also keep their updates back because they’re running GitHUB,
they’re running versioning software; drivers for stuff like that are years behind. So, their
environment is a little more precious”;

•
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our sales guys, are like ‘give me whatever’s the latest’, suck it down and run it”; and
•

Then there’s the Apple guy. “he’s just hanging out in OS”

Ultimately, the senior management team, comprising three directors and a team leader make decisions
on maintenance if there is a need for unified action, such as following “a distant memory” of a virus scare.
However, given the small size of the company, the views of staff are taken into account during any
maintenance decision.
Within the desktop situation, it’s not unusual at DigiCorp to have multiple versions of something –
“Adobe Reader, you sometimes end up having multiple – I have Adobe 9.5 as well as Adobe 11. Because 9.5
is better at some document control features that I’ve used for years vs. the newer stuff. People are
sophisticated enough to do things like that; to run two versions.”
Because of the large variety of Windows desktop versions installed within the office, Dion is able to
recognise a pattern to the version-based order in which Microsoft rolled out the Windows 10 updates.
With a background in large healthcare providers, Dion is also able to advance a view on whether
maintenance is situational: “If you’re a small-to-medium, like we are, you just go for it. If you’re an
enterprise, which I’ve had experience with, you’re much more of a laggard because (a) with health systems,
there’s a lot of big custom software in there, (b) there’s so many users; if you do bring it down, the cost is
astronomically or exponentially higher.”
Unique Deterrents
The following new items arose during the DigiCorp interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

Backwards compatibility: “the old ‘I can’t open this file’ conundrum, which causes a bit of a
fluster for the odd person here and there”

•

Industry viewpoint: “So how ‘bout that, so for some reason 8 didn’t, we just didn’t go there. We
heard the industry, we heard the news, so no one [internally] pushed for it, because it was
apparently rubbish.”

•

Server-side updates: “all of a sudden a new standard in security comes out and it’s meant to be
a seamless upgrade of the server in infrastructure land and it brings things to their knees. We
grapple and struggle with that … our biggest horror-story … we had a number of clients down
for a couple of days when we had our SSL upgrade screw-up.”

•

A strategic decision: “it comes back to moving to a different platform. Avoiding doing an
upgrade because strategically you know you're heading towards somewhere else.”

•

A lesser-used product: “because we only use it 15% of the time. Avoiding maintenance because
you're no longer using/needing the latest version.”
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Unique Triggers
The following new triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during
the DigiCorp interview:
•

The deliberate, internal culture of being seen to remain up-to-date: “It’s internal – it’s part of
our culture”.

•

The ease of decision making: “It gets talked about in stand-up meetings, ‘hey, are we allowed to
go to Windows 10 yet’ – ‘go for it’.”

•

In response to hype: “Microsoft’s getting better driving demand and hype and building a product
that’s actually good.”

•

In response to industry feedback: “in infrastructure-land, let's delay that. Provisioning new
hardware, VPSs, instances – so let's not take that or now, let's hold back a little bit to let industry
make sure it's rock solid. Then, okay, it seems like it's safe, let's go provision some equipment,
let's put it on there, run some staging and testing on it, okay it’s solid.”
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EduService
The Organisation
Located in NSW Australia, EduService is an educational institution servicing approximately 30,000
students with a staff of approximately 3,000 full-time and 2,000 part-time. Established in the 1970s, the
institution is now a multi-national with campuses around the globe.
Frankie (the Director of ICT, reporting to the CFO), and Jonathan (the Enterprise Architect, reporting to
Frankie) are interviewed in September 2015 in a combined setting in Frankie’s office at the main
headquarters of the institution. Jonathan’s tenure of 6 months as Enterprise Architect has a background
leading the Applications side of the team, five years with EduService, and having transitioned from over
a decade with Fujitsu as a consultant.
Information Systems
Frankie’s team of 150 is divided in functional units with senior managers for: Information Management;
Development, Databases and Applications; Operations; Infrastructure; Client Relationships; and
Enterprise Architecture. Generally, a confessed follower, the department prefers to see what other
institutions are doing before evaluating a move.
Aimed at improving system maintenance, Frankie has recently established an executive advisory group
tasked with developing key principles – one of which is that ongoing support and maintenance must be
considered for new programs; something handled reactively in the past.
System patching has historically been on a “case by case”, depending on the wishes of the business owner
and the maturity of the solution. Engagement with business owners is also “case by case” depending on
what (if any) governance structures exist within each business unit. Some maintenance approaches
discussed were:
•

A general IT target is to apply maintenance on no worse than a 12 to 24-month cycle through
the creation of an annual ad-hoc 12-month plan by the IT department;

•

The exception is for security patches which have a specific written policy; and

•

The finance system is upgraded every four or five years “because hopefully there's not too much
happening in the finance [system]” (Jonathan) and “it’s a mature product” (Frankie).

The IT departmental operational budget covers vendor-costs associated with maintenance, but internal
team costs are managed through a separate opportunity cost model.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
The software chosen for this case is the Alesco HR/Payroll system from Talent2, first installed 7-8 years
previously. Alesco release versioning relates to the year in which the version is released. The system is
acquired through HES – Higher Education Systems, and licensed through Cordit, who provide a group
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bargaining service for educational institutions.
In addition to supporting the HR department with record keeping and payroll, a self-service interface
allows employees to manage leave requests. As a researcher observation, timesheets (where required)
are completed on paper. One consideration to performing maintenance on the Alesco solution is
integration with other functions – finance, data warehousing and reporting, all of which need testing.
This testing is performed by IT executing parallel pay runs and comparing the outputs. The HR team
performed user acceptance testing for the remaining functions.
One person within the Application team is dedicated to supporting Alesco, drawing on average 0.5FTE
support from other teams at any given time. The currently installed version (v13 MR1) is in the process
of being upgraded to MR3 at the time of the interview. Planning, executing and stabilising each upgrade
is estimated as a 9-month process, performed without vendor assistance. There is no v14 (released in
2014) and v15 is forecast to be released the following month. This maintenance would put EduService
on the preferred (but without policy) n-1 version of the software.
Due to a large organisational-wide restructure occurring at the time MR2 should have been installed,
this is deferred and instead, additional maintenance fees paid to remain supported on MR1 for 6months; then again for an additional 6-months. The rationale is that EduService organisational
resources are focused on heavily using the system rather than preparing and doing the upgrade. An
additional factor is a lack of new features in MR2 that interested the organisation. However, the
extended support “cost goes up exponentially, we could justify 12-months extended support, but we
couldn’t justify now paying $150,000 not to upgrade” (Jonathan). The standard support on MR3 would
run 12-months, allowing an upgrade to v15 the following year without triggering a need for extended
support. Alesco upgrade projects are planed so they are not running over 30th June, a time at which the
patch containing the next financial year’s tax and superannuation rates is applied.
Alesco clients are notified of maintenance through a variety of mechanisms: an online support system;
email notifications and an annual conference. Within the last couple of years, Talent2 have moved from
bespoke single-issue patches to quarterly cumulative patches to resolve reported issues.
Unique Deterrents
The following items arose during the EduService interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

An extremely busy time for users of the system caused by a restructure led EduService to defer
an upgrade 12 months.

•

Redirection of effort from planning the upgrade into satisfying the results of an (erroneous)
audit finding that the underlying Oracle database is not correctly licensed.

•
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minimal” (Jonathan)
•

Customisations: “If you've customised the hell out of it, away from core product, then that’s
classic.” (Frankie)

Unique Triggers
The following triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during the
EduService interview:
•

Changes to legislation that impact the classification, funding or reporting business rules
within the student management system.

•

Release of new financial year tax and superannuation rates for 1/July.

•

Vendor requirements: “Contractually –you’d get penalties if you didn’t [upgrade]; and hefty
penalties” (Frankie)

•

Sneaky vendor manipulation: “through license keys, where they actually expire and if you don't
upgrade you can't get a new key” (Jonathan)
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HealthCorp
The Organisation
HealthCorp is a privately held company in the primary healthcare domain. The information systems
element of the organisation service approximately the company’s 200 employees across NSW where it’s
used to support health records for tens of thousands of clients. Established in the late 1990’s and
reporting annual revenue of approximately AUD$20-25M, the organisation
Reg, the ICT manager of 8 years is interviewed for this case. Reg, reporting directly to the CEO, leads a
team of seven, organised under two team leads, to support the largely cloud-based ICT services of the
organisation. Reg is accountable for the ICT strategy, investment decisions, and operations, including
maintenance decisions. Maintenance is managed wholly within the ICT group with no CEO/CFO
involvement (excepting major issues caused by maintenance). General business users can have input to
maintenance decisions via their ICT contacts where Reg “often just re-align[s] their expectations”.
The interview is conducted in person in August 2016. The interview is manually transcribed to a script,
which this case is prepared from.
Information Systems
Although (virtual-private) cloud-hosted for use by HealthCorp and affiliated groups, the ICT systems of
HealthCorp are all managed by the internal ICT function, with support when required from vendors.
Because software is hosted and provided to affiliated groups – the HealthCorp ICT team can be thought
of in terms of a SaaS provider.
Through a series of acquisitions there are duplicate systems running within the ICT environment.
BestPractice from bpsoftware and ProFile from Intrahealth (among others) provide clinical information
system functions. These are augmented by Microsoft Navision (Enterprise Resource Planning), Connex
(Human Resources), Meridian (Payroll) and AutoTask (ICT CRM).
The “evolutions” within the IT environment are further complicated by mergers between medical
services that are hosted therein, necessitating data and user migrations between systems. Although
ProFile is the ICT-preferred solution used by 75% of users, two clinics with a strong influence prefer the
user interface of BestPractice and therefore require that be provided.
Although no dedicated ICT support staff are assigned to manage ProFile, it is a recognised 0.5-1.0 FTE
part of their team allocated depending on the maintenance and project load. License fees are explicitly
budgeted as line-items, but maintenance activities are assumed to fall within the headcount budget.
Many of the systems supported by the ICT team require accreditation and although the stated ICT
department maintenance approach is for monthly maintenance, approaches are tailored to each system
as determined by the team lead and Reg:
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•

The ProFile application is maintained approximately 6-monthly; with monthly loads of updated
reference data

•

Microsoft servers monthly

•

10% of employees are on workstations (the rest on Citrix), maintained “less diligent[ly] by a long
shot”

•

Meridian and Connex are maintained when there’s an issue

•

Nav is maintained by an external company

•

Firewalls, every 6-months, when there’s an issue, or when notified of a vulnerability

The Application & Maintenance Situation
HealthCorp deploys and manages a clinical information system called ProFile, supplied by Intrahealth.
ProFile is chosen for this case as “the more complicated one, and … has more users” when compared to
BestPractice. ProFile is a clinical information system, providing medical CRM (client relationship
management) functions of appointment, referral management, correspondence, interactions, doubleentry accounting, and Medicare claim management for each medical practice.
One cloud-hosted (PaaS) multi-tenanted installation of ProFile was installed in 2008 by Reg, who was
already an accredited ProFile administrator, with HealthCorp providing tier-1 support for non-ICT
controlled ProFile instances. Annual ProFile licensing is paid per-concurrent-user. Originally installed
as v4.x, the current version of ProFile is 6.x, which is being used by HealthCorp who are responsible for
managing and installing updates. Upgrades are scheduled at approximately 6-month intervals and ICT
managed a UAT process that requires each business unit to formally sign-off testing before the
maintenance is applied to the production environment. UAT is a recognised “big business impact” and
limits the ability to take the monthly updates notified by Intrahealth emails.
HealthCorp’s ProFile instance runs as a virtual machine and supports five separate medical services with
a complex hierarchical permissions structure controlling function and data access. Integration is almost
completely through inbound flat-file imports. The complexity of the software makes it “hated” within
the ICT support team, but something they have “come to accept that its core business”.
The most recent upgrade, completed as a project approximately 10-months prior to the interview is a
large strategic upgrade to ProFile that consolidated two existing separate databases and set up to
integrate a third (new) contract into the resulting solution. The maintenance update to ProFile involved
the vendor as introduction of the functions that allowed the subsequent consolidation to occur were
required, and resulted in HealthCorp being one build “above the current release” to access these new
features. The vendor provided additional help in planning the process to use these new (data migration)
functions.
Regular 6-monthly ProFile maintenance was then skipped owing to the need to transition two
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HealthCorp services from an alternative SaaS clinical information system when the SaaS provider
withdrew from the Australian market – “you can’t introduce a version change in the middle of all that”.
Further delays are forecast as “we’ll probably push it back further while everyone settles in [to using
ProFile] … because, they’ll have a coronary” if further changes are implemented to a solution they’ve just
moved onto.
Unique Deterrents
The following items arose during the HealthCorp interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

“Every single time” an upgrade occurs, it will “break several other things” requiring the ICT team
to develop workarounds (procedure or workflow changes).

•

A corporate memory that once, “in hindsight, would have been much better if we hadn’t done
[maintenance]” as it changed feature behaviour, resulting in inefficiencies and therefore revenue
loss for some doctor’s surgeries. “People yell”

•

The “big business impact” of staffing an upgrade

•

Not wanting to modify software versions when a user group are learning the software for the
first time.

•

Delaying because a major project requiring additional maintenance occurs just after the
scheduled maintenance date.

Unique Triggers
The following triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during the
HealthCorp interview:
•

“The answer to every [support] issue is: first question, what build are you on? Oh, you’re not on the
current build – that’s the problem”. Although a UAT upgrade to the current version generally
demonstrates that the problem still exists.

•

Government changes to policy or rules often require an upgrade in the clinical software
packages. Linking of medical practice incentive payments to support of patient-controlelectronic-health-record meant that money stopped until the software supported the feature.

•

Vendor release of new features can force an upgrade

•

The consolidation of databases requiring updated application functionality to support the
consolidation process.
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SupplyCorp
The Organisation
From its establishment in the 1970’s, SupplyCorp has grown to a multinational employer of over
100,000 and turning over revenue in the range of $50-$100B per annum. Headquartered in the United
States of America, the NASDAQ-listed SupplyCorp provides solutions and platforms to organisations and
individuals worldwide.
An Australian-based Technical Evangelism Lead is interviewed for my research. This is a very senior
role within SupplyCorp that reports into an Australian Senior Leadership Team General Manager, and
dotted-line into a wider Asia-Pacific Technical Evangelism function. Within this role, Veet leads a team
that performs two crucial roles for SupplyCorp. Firstly, the Technical Evangelism team engage with and
coordinate feedback from users and developers to guide SupplyCorp decisions. Secondly, the team
represent SupplyCorp to clients and assists them with planning and managing their tactical and strategic
SupplyCorp decisions. The focus of the team is currently to assist clients in planning and executing their
migration to the cloud.
Information Systems
As a vendor, the interview didn’t focus on the information systems of SupplyCorp, but rather their
product offerings. SupplyCorp’s products span the server and desktop domains and although the
interview focused on the enterprise-level server products, end-user products are drawn upon to
illustrate some aspects of the conversation.
Uniquely for my research, comparisons between the use of the traditional on-premise (or data-centrehosted) server model and the established cloud-based offerings are made possible by this case.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
No one application is chosen for this case, instead, Veet is able to provide a great depth of information
relating to the challenges of vendor-supplied information systems maintenance from his decade of
experience in senior evangelism or CTO roles. The two major advantages of utilising a vendor case
within this research project are apparent within the interview:
•

A natural aggregation of a multitude of separate organisational approaches and opinions that
allow the vendor to comment on general themes and trends across the whole planet; and

•

Triangulation of deferral views by presenting the vendor viewpoint within the domain.

From the case, the following progression of steps into the Cloud are identified:
1. Installing and managing hardware and software within an on-site or off-site data centre;
2. Installing and managing virtual machines (VMs) onto on-site or off-site organisation-owned
hardware;
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3. IaaS: Infrastructure as a service. Installing and managing VMs on hardware owned and
managed by a third-party, resulting in the hardware being offered as a managed service. The
customer is freed from managing or maintaining physical hardware;
4. PaaS: Platform as a Service. Clients install and manage their software on complete hardware,
operating system, database and (sometimes) middle-ware stacks that are managed by a thirdparty. This results in the enabling platform being offered as a managed service, while freeing
the client from the maintenance of the operating system and managed components; and
5. SaaS: Software as a service. Utilising third-party managed software solutions (and the
underlying technology stack) to support a business objective. This results in an enabling
software being offered as a managed service. The client may be freed from all maintenance
and management responsibilities.
The first two steps, where the organisation retains total control over the entire technology stack from
hardware to application are considered “traditional” models. IaaS, PaaS and SaaS represent different
steps in a journey to ‘the Cloud’.
Interestingly, Veet saw the failure of organisations to start their journey into the cloud as a natural
extension of maintenance deferral. Clients, through a formal or informal assessment would decide if
deterrents are sufficient to warrant deferring a move to the Cloud; but engage once a trigger event
occurred. Clients exhibited the deterrents and triggers seen in traditional environments, but extended
them with Cloud-specific ones more representative of a major organisational change.
Unique Deterrents
The following items arose during the SupplyCorp interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

The ‘loss of control’ when moving to IaaS, SaaS or PaaS in the Cloud. Individuals and
organisations that had control over critical functions within their information systems are
faced with the requirement of relinquishing control to a third party.

•

Impacts to Information Systems staff are a re-occurring theme in moving to the cloud. Old
technologies and training are no longer relevant, and new skills required. However, attitudes
are a transferrable trait. IS team members skilled in planning, analysis and monitoring could
apply those skills within a Cloud deployment. Costly and emotionally charged redundancies
and the requirement to hire more expensive individuals with the requisite experience may be
required.

•

The organisational budget model fundamentally changes when moving to the Cloud. Licences
are no longer required from capital, and annual operating costs are no longer fixed. Charges
are paid based on usage, and although generally more favourable on a per-transaction
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(consumption) level, become variable.
•

Having to re-certify the organisation or the individuals within the organisation is a new
deterrent identified. In this case, it isn’t the installed system being re-certified, but the
organisational service offered to manage or upgrade to said vendor-supplied software that
requires re-certification.

•

Awareness of an external party’s bad experience in performing maintenance.

•

As part of a planned move away from the product and a reluctance to sink more effort or cost
into the old system.

•

The loss of a feature or function in the newer version of the product, or the fear thereof.
Alternatively, at a larger scale, losing the ability to run a required piece of software that
doesn’t support the upgraded version being considered.

•

The requirement to re-train the organisational helpdesk in the new version; or the inability of
an outsourced helpdesk provider to support the newer version.

•

A requirement to update the organisational telephone interactive voice response (IVR)
function or menus to handle the changes within the upgraded product.

Unique Triggers
The following triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during the
SupplyCorp interview:
•

Our competitor just did the upgrade, so I have to. In Veet’s view, this moved the nature of the
decision. In deferring maintenance, an organisation-initiated decision (to upgrade) is avoided
by remaining on the current version. By following an innovative competitor, a decision is
avoided by moving to the new version, rather than an organisation-initiated decision to
remain on the current version. “It’s like betting on a horse instead of making a decision”

•

In a knee-jerk response to perceived social pressures to publicity around security. “We have
to upgrade to the latest version of Server because iCloud got hacked” so it’s “the social
commentary rather than the patch notes” that the organisation is responding to. Although the
outcome is correct, the trigger can be “because a friend of mine, or I read on Twitter … and
that’s sometimes as frivolous as that sounds”.

•

The ability to create future opportunity is recognised as a trigger. Moving to a new version (or
cloud) creates the ability to activate new features later on; whereas staying on the current
version provides less and less opportunities to do this. “So, from a Cloud perspective, if we go
into the Cloud, we might do machine learning; we might do cognitive services; we might do
natural language recognition; we might do bots; but who cares – because we’ll be there and we
can decide when we’re there.”
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VendorCorp
The project interviewed two vendors of information systems software to obtain the ‘contra’ view on
maintenance deferral: from the vendor viewpoint. Additionally, interviewing a vendor provided a
wealth of heuristic information from their user-base.
The Organisation
Employing just shy of 1,000 staff globally, VendorCorp is headquartered in Australia with clients across
Australia, New Zealand, Asia, South Africa and Europe. Established in 2004 through a management buyout of the software from a larger organisation the organisation is no longer listed on the ASX, where it
last reported revenues in the $100M+ range (five years ago) from a client base of appx. 30 organisations.
VendorCorp sells a core information systems solution for the management of financial (superannuation,
investment, insurance and wrap) products across multiple lines of business and currencies. Russell,
interviewed for this research project reports into the European-based CEO and manages the business
south of the equator. Moving from a different vendor 4 years ago, Russell has a long history of managing
sales and teams at a very senior level.
Licensing
VendorCorp support information systems products in two categories: ongoing support of legacy
systems, and active development on a next-generation system. This interview focused on the nextgeneration system Nano.
A large and complex system, the license agreements for Nano are unique to each client, but centre
around a “right to use the software to administer products of a particular type … for a certain number of
accounts, up to a ceiling”. Annual maintenance payments enable access to “rights to new versions of the
software, to error correction services, to help desk services, etc.”.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
VendorCorp employ a carrot and stick approach to client maintenance of Nano:
•

The carrot is “an easy way to remain compliant [with legislation] and share the costs with all other
clients” by “sharing the work of user acceptance testing”; whereas

•

The stick includes a contractual requirement where clients are “obliged to upgrade once every
two years” or “fall out of the maintenance agreement and find that they not only have to pay us the
contracted maintenance fees, but then have to pay additionally for any effort that we expend
sustaining the older version of the software that they’re still on”.

VendorCorp employ an active user-group-engaged Agile software development methodology. New
versions of Nano are created every two weeks. There is never an expectation that clients take every
version, rather VendorCorp attempt to “corral users in particular markets to a particular iteration, so
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that the experience of adopting the iteration is better for that group of clients” therefore enabling an
upgrade every 12-18 months “because the costs and risk of change are still great”.
Unique Deterrents
The following items arose during the VendorCorp interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

Through traditional (non-Agile) development methods “in that many of our competitors when
implementing wealth management systems in businesses, heavily customised the software to each
client, so that the client, in effect, ends up on a bespoke version of the platform which means that
the client is then isolated from the further developments that are going on in the trunk or the
mainline of the application. Which means that the cost of upgrading becomes almost prohibitive,
it's very expensive and very risky. Because, in adopting a later version of the system, whatever
changes were made in the initial implementation, in effect, have to be reapplied. That is a very
difficult exercise to quantify in terms of time, cost and risk. So people are deeply disinclined to
upgrade and to stay current, which I guess is close to the heart of your thesis.”

•

That the software is “so heavily customised that that kind of a regular upgrade is, in practical
terms, impossible”

•

“'if the clients have the software on-premise and they do an upgrade every two or three or four
years - they do it with such infrequency that frankly, they’ve forgotten how to do it from the last
time and therefore the risks are much greater”

Unique Triggers
The following triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during the
VendorCorp interview.
•

regulatory enhancements

•

the newer technology

•

other functional improvements

•

performance gains

•

the latest version and everybody's compliant

•

“We make decisions about what features to build into the annual releases of [the legacy product],
in large part, based on discussions with the user group. Where the users come together and
collaborate with us about what things are needed to provide an enhanced version, which creates
that compelling case to say ‘we really need to upgrade’”.

•
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•

“What we've been trying to do in more recent times is to corral clients so that all users of Nano in
a market, like the Australian superannuation market, agree to collectively adopt a particular
iteration of Nano – which can then be hardened, if you like, to the advantage of all of those clients
by sharing the work of user acceptance testing and error correction etc. You can imagine, if you’ve
got many clients using Sonata for superannuation in Australia and they each take a different point
release to production, in effect, that work of driving out the bugs and improving the quality etc.
gets fragmented and means that people end up with a bigger burden than they had to have.”

•

simplicity to lower costs

•

ease regulatory compliance

•

improve their speed to market

•

deliver a stronger proposition for clients [of the vendor’s clients]

•

evolving in superior technology

•

evolving in superior functionality

•

evolving in superior architecture

•

evolution toward software as a service and multi-tenancy

•

regulatory compliance

•

security

•

software security

•

enhanced user experience

•

enhanced performance

•

enhanced manageability

•

enhanced availability

•

the possibility/threat of falling to a lesser tier of support

•

changes to tax rules/handling
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WaterCorp (NZ)
The Organisation
Established eight years ago, WaterCorp is headquartered on mainland New Zealand where WaterCorp
performs a service for the analysis, design, commissioning and maintenance of industrial-scale wastewater treatment plants. As such, this engineering services organisation relies on Information Systems
for much of the project and client lifecycles. Designated a Council Controlled Organisation (CCO),
WaterCorp is publically controlled, although a significant portion of the organisation is privately held.
Employing eight full-time equivalent (FTE) staff, the organisation has a revenue turnover in the range
of NZD$5-10 million per annum arising from an increasing portfolio of 20-50 clients.
Structured in the classical style of a General Manager (1 FTE) reporting to a Board of Directors,
WaterCorp is arranged into four essential functions – Project Management (3 FTE), Administration (2
FTE), and a combined Business Development & Design Management (2 FTE). The staff alignment and
responsibilities within the company are fluid, with changes made as required for the operational
situation (such as the current loan of a design engineer to the project management team), and one
individual fulfilling both the Business Development and Design Management role.
The Business Development Manager is interviewed for this case study. As a co-founder of the
organisation, Marvin has been with the organisation for eight years, and has performed a business
development role for approximately ten years across his career. The interview is conducted by a onehour international telephone call in August 2016. The interview is manually transcribed to a script,
which this case is prepared from.
Information Systems
Marvin at WaterCorp considers them a leader “by a country mile” in the adoption of technology,
sometimes “to [their] own detriment”. The organisation has taken advantage of the cloud for many
information systems requirements, however the application discussed in this case does not offer a
cloud-based service, therefore is one of the only applications running on a local server within the
WaterCorp head office. There is no separately identifiable Information Systems group within the
organisation, with responsibility and accountability distributed within the team on a capability basis.
Marvin views that maintenance approaches are “extremely software dependant”, therefore WaterCorp
have four identifiable maintenance models in place:
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•

BioWin is maintained annually with the payment of the annual subscription;

•

AutoCAD is maintained immediately a patch becomes available;

•

Microsoft products purchased one-off are left on the “current version as long as possible”; and

•

Remaining software is “run out of the cloud”, and subject to automatic vendor maintenance.
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Marvin considers WaterCorp’s maturity with regards to IS maintenance to be “seven out of ten” owing
to their “push to cloud-based software and cloud-based servers that are permanently up-to-date;
inherently up-to-date continuously”.
The Application & Maintenance Situation
The application chosen for this interview is the package BioWin supplied by the vendor EnviroSim
Associates Limited. WaterCorp designers (currently 3 FTE) use the software to model waste water
treatment plants for a period of approximately five years and executives consider it an integral riskmitigation to successful business operation. The software’s chemical, chemical reaction, and physical
models for gas transfer, solid settling and biological reactions verify plant designs. An additional (paid)
plug-in is currently being trailed.
BioWin version 3.1 was the original version self-installed by WaterCorp, largely because EnviroSim
Associates offer no in-country support for New Zeland. Through regular upgrades, WaterCorp are now
running version 5.2 of BioWin. The EnviroSim Associates license agreement for the software is annual,
not perpetual. This means that the software disables after 12-months and the subscription must be
renewed to re-enable the software’s hardware dongle (in the form of a USB drive). A key challenge to
maintaining the software, especially for a new start-up is one of affordability. This led to an ad-hoc
approach to letting maintenance lapse on the software in the early days, upgrading and re-enabling
when required for a job. However, with scale, WaterCorp now follow a regular 12-montly (annual)
upgrade cycle as loss of the software would be “crippling”. An option to purchase outright is rejected as
it only entitled WaterCorp to 12-months of patches following the purchase.
Availability of BioWin maintenance is notified by email “that gets lost amongst the spam”, therefore
WaterCorp have developed a convention of performing maintenance on BioWin by upgrading to the
latest when the annual subscription fee is paid – a WaterCorp approach specific to this software.
Although each user has the “autonomous right” to apply any BioWin maintenance they desire at any
time, “basically no-one has time”. BioWin is described by Marvin as “an extraordinarily stable piece of
software” and they had “never” had an issue arising from performing maintenance, therefore WaterCorp
are not averse to anyone applying any update.
WaterCorp has experienced a critical maintenance issue when a user updated the “crazy $10,000 version
of AutoCAD” and discovered that it is a “lose-the-lot” situation only after starting the process. Following
consultation with the vendor, it became “damn-near a reformat of the machine job” owing to a “clash
between the Windows version and the AutoCAD version”. A new version of Windows is installed on the
machine before the vendor assisted with the AutoCAD installation. Only because drawings are stored in
DropBox, was the DropBox roll-back function able to recover the user-created content.
Likewise, the interoperability between “having some users on Macs, some users on Windows and PCs, some
people on iPhones, some people on Samsung, can create difficulty in managing maintenance if our very
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limited IT experience doesn’t have the experience with the individual system that the lower skilled user is
operating”. This is exacerbated where “due to cost, we had iPhones [everywhere] and now some of our
junior staff are being put on Samsung phones which none of the people responsible for IT have ever done
anything with” which causes challenges in troubleshooting issues.
Unique Deterrents
The following items arose during the WaterCorp interview as specific views on deterrents causing
maintenance deferral:
•

Microsoft products are left at original purchased versions as “we often find older platforms
more stable” and “we would regularly be running a Microsoft product 10 years old”.

•

Microsoft updates are deliberately turned off as “automatically enabling updates can be such
an absolute pain in the ass every time you try to turn on or off your computer … it just takes too
damn long”. There is no centralised policy, generally relying on forced critical updates to
trigger individual machines; although it is noted that “about once a month [the conference
room PC will] be left running over the weekend to carry out all its updates”.

Unique Triggers
The following triggers, requiring the implementation of deferred maintenance are discussed during the
WaterCorp interview:
•

A new WaterCorp employee joined during the year and, as a professionally trained expert user
of BioWin, noted that “you’re missing a bit” and requested an additional module (at additional
annual cost) for the solution. Following a discussion of “dude, are you really sure you have to
spend that much money”, this triggered a “very uncharastic” mid-cycle update to the software
to meet the “additional modelling needs of someone that actually knew how to drive [BioWin]
better”. This new module remains under assessment.

•

If a user allows their BioWin annual subscription to expire, EnviroSim Associates require that
a new USB-drive dongle be air-freighted at a cost of US$100 on top of a “re-start” fee on top of
the annual subscription. Although WaterCorp have previously negotiated out of paying these
penalties, it remains a vendor-created maintenance trigger.

•

BioWin implements a finite element analysis iterative process and Marvin noted that
“continuous improvements and patches keep it up-to-speed” which are critical in moving
modelling simulation run times from days to hours.

•

“Critical infrastructure like servers” are a struggle to keep up-to-date on a quarterly cycle
before moving to cloud-based servers.

•

The WaterCorp AutoCAD user is described as “a bit fanatical about [maintenance], so about 5seconds after an update becomes available, he’s taken it up”.
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Ethics approval for this research was secured on the 18th of June 2015, and renewed to incorporate
learnings from the pilot phase. The approval was then renewed annually through the completion of
annual reporting requirements.
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Version 1.2: 30/May/2015
RESEARCH TITLE: Understanding deterrents and trigger events in the deferral of Information Systems Maintenance.
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
This is an invitation to participate in a study conducted by Christopher Savage, a PhD Candidate at the University of
Wollongong. The purpose of the research is to investigate how organisations approach the ongoing maintenance of
software that has been purchased from a third-party vendor. The research aims to understand the deterrents to
performing maintenance (upgrades) of purchased software, as well as the trigger events leading to maintenance
being required.
INVESTIGATORS
Christopher Savage (PhD Candidate)
Faculty of Business
cns993@uow.edu.au

Dr Karlheinz Kautz (Supervisor)
Faculty of Business
(02) 4221 3936
karl_kautz@uow.edu.au

Dr Rodney Clarke (Supervisor)
Faculty of Business
(02) 4221 5818
rod_clarke@uow.edu.au

METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS
If you choose to participate in this research, you will be asked to participate in a 60 minute interview with the
researcher that will be recorded (audio only). Before the interview you will be given a consent form to read and sign,
and you will have the opportunity to ask the researcher any questions. The questions asked during the interview are
on topics such as: describing the third-party software used within the organisation; what your perceptions and
attitudes towards maintenance of the technology are; and what deterrents and triggers you perceive as influencing
the maintenance process. During the interview, the researcher may ask questions to further explore topics you raise.
This will help to gain deeper understanding of the topics discussed. Throughout the interview, you have the option
of declining to answer any particular question(s). At the conclusion of the interview, you will be invited to provide
any general feedback that you consider important but that was not discussed. The audio recording of your interview
will be transcribed by the researcher and you will be given the opportunity to review your transcript and make any
adjustments where you believe that what was recorded did not fully explain what you stated (or intended to state).
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS
Apart from the approximately 60 minutes of your time for the interview, we can foresee no WHS risks for you. Your
involvement in the study is voluntary and you may withdraw your participation from the study at any time and
withdraw any data that you have provided to that point. Declining to participate in the study will not affect any
existing relationship that you have with the University of Wollongong. Records of interviews and recordings will be
encrypted and kept strictly confidential. You will be given a unique identifier, and only this identifier will be used in
association with the actual data collection and analysis activities. Only de-identified personal data will be published
in future publications (PhD thesis, journals and conference proceedings).
BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH
This research is part of a PhD study, which aims to understand how organisations manage their Information Systems
software investment. From the perspective of senior organisational decision makers, it is envisaged that this
research will make a practical contribution by revealing the deterrents and triggers around the area of software
maintenance – enabling better decision making and cost estimations for future planning.
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS
This study has been reviewed by the Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science, Humanities and Behavioural
Science) of the University of Wollongong. If you have any concerns or complaints regarding the way this research has
been conducted you can contact the University of Wollongong Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 3386 or email rsoethics@uow.edu.au.
Thank you for your interest in this research.
Participant Information Sheet
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

Version 1.1: 6/Aug/2015
RESEARCH TITLE: Understanding deterrents and trigger events in the deferral of Information Systems Maintenance.
INVESTIGATORS
Christopher Savage (PhD Candidate)
Faculty of Business
cns993@uow.edu.au

Dr Karlheinz Kautz (Supervisor)
Faculty of Business
(02) 4221 3936
karl_kautz@uow.edu.au

Dr Rodney Clarke (Supervisor)
Faculty of Business
(02) 4221 5818
rod_clarke@uow.edu.au

I have read the Participant Information Sheet about the research titled “Understanding deterrents and trigger
events in the deferral of Information Systems Maintenance” and have had the opportunity to discuss the
research project and any questions I have with Christopher Savage who is conducting this research as part of his PhD
degree, supervised by Dr Karlheinz Kautz, Professor and Associate Dean (Research) and Dr Rodney Clarke, Associate
Professor from the Faculty of Business at the University of Wollongong.
I understand that if I consent to participate in this research, I will be asked to take part in an interview about my
perceptions, attitudes and experiences relating to third-party vendor-supplied software within my organisation. I
have been advised that the interview will take approximately 60 minutes and that the audio of the interview will be
recorded.
I understand that records of the interview and the recording will be kept strictly confidential and only de-identified
anonymous data relating to myself may be published in future publications. I understand that there are no potential
WHS risks or burdens associated with this study.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, and that I am free to refuse to participate and to
withdraw from the research at any time by providing written notice. My declining to participate or any subsequent
withdrawal of consent will not affect my relationship with the University of Wollongong in any way.
If I have any enquires about the research, I can contact any of the investigators listed at the top of this form. If I have
any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been conducted, I can contact the University of
Wollongong Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the research. I understand that the data collected from
my participation will be used primarily for a PhD thesis, and may also be used for publications such as journals
and/or conference proceedings, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.

.......................................................................
Signed

......./....../......
Date

.......................................................................
Name (please print)

.......................................................................
Role/Position

.......................................................................
Company/Organisation Name

.......................................................................
Researcher Signature
Participant Consent Form
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The following section contains the semi-structured interview script used within the pilot study
interviews.
PARTICIPANT SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SCRIPT
Version 1.0: 21/May/2015
RESEARCH TITLE: Understanding deterrents and trigger events in the deferral of Information Systems
Maintenance.

PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
This is an invitation to participate in a study conducted by Christopher Savage, a PhD Candidate at the
University of Wollongong. The purpose of the research is to investigate how organisations approach the
ongoing maintenance of software that has been purchased from a vendor. The research aims to
understand the deterrents to performing maintenance (upgrades/patches) of purchased software, as
well as the trigger events leading to maintenance being required.

INVESTIGATORS
Christopher Savage (PhD Candidate) Dr Karlheinz Kautz (Supervisor) Dr Rodney Clarke (Supervisor)
Faculty of Business

cns993@uow.edu.au

Faculty of Business

Faculty of Business

(02) 4221 3936

(02) 4221 5818

karl_kautz@uow.edu.au

rod_clarke@uow.edu.au

TOPICS TO BE ADDRESSED DURING THE INTERVIEW
Please note that the interview is designed to be semi-structured in nature to allow you (the participant)
and the researcher to ask questions about the topics and to be able to explore the concepts as a dialogue.
Your feedback on the topics is greatly appreciated and if there are any questions or particular areas that
you find interesting, please let the researcher know and we can explore these further. Also if you have
questions during the interview, please feel free to ask them at any time.
PART 1 – BACKGROUND INFORMATION
RESEARCH TITLE: Understanding deterrents and trigger events in the deferral of Information Systems
Maintenance.
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The information collected on this page will be used to analyse similarities and differences between
organisations in the same or different demographic segments.
……………………………………………………………………………………
Organisation name (for interviewer use only, in accordance with the organisation consent form)
……………………………………………………………………………………
Interviewee name (for interviewer use only, in accordance with the participant consent form)
1.1 Background information (Organisation)
This information will facilitate analysis of results from many interviews in order to draw parallels
between different organisations and their approach to maintenance decisions.
o Type of business
o Industry
o Geographic location(s)
o Number of employees (a range is acceptable)
o Turnover/Revenue per annum (a range is acceptable)
o Number of clients (a range is acceptable)
o When was the company established?
o Organisational structure
o Do you have an identifiable IS/IT group, and what is its structure/composition?
o Size of the user population served by the IS/IT department?
o Would you describe the organisation as a follower or leader in technology adoption?

1.2 Background information (Interviewee)
This information will facilitate analysis of results from many interviews in order to draw parallels
between different interviewees and their approach to maintenance decisions.
o Position/Role within in the organisation
o Type of stakeholder (user, management, IS professional)
o Number of years in this role with the organisation
o Number of years in this role across career
o Number of years with this organisation
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o Please describe your background as relates to vendor-supplied software
PART 2 – PARTICIPANT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

The questions on the following pages are designed to investigate the research topic “Understanding

deterrents and

trigger events in the deferral of Information Systems Maintenance”.
Your organisation has nominated __________________________________________ as the vendor-supplied software
for this research. Do you agree that this software meets the following criteria?
o The software is provided by a vendor
o The organisation has been operating the software for a period of at least one year
o The organisation is responsible for maintaining the software (applying updates, patches and
upgrades)
o Organisational executives would be reasonably expected to consider this software as being integral
to successful business operations

The following questions relate specifically to this chosen software, although comments where different
answers would apply to alternate vendor-supplied software within the organisation are welcomed. The
concepts of upgrades, patches and maintenance are all grouped under the term “maintenance” in the
following questions.
2.1 Technology information (background - specific to this research)
o Please describe the nominated software, including the function(s) that it performs and how it is
used.
o Who is the vendor for this software?
Does the organisation operate other software from this vendor? If so, what?
o How many people in this organisation use the nominated software? (Confirm as a percentage)
o How many people in this organisation (FTE) are dedicated to the support of the nominated
software?
o When was the nominated software first purchased/installed?
Did the organisation, vendor, or consultants perform this installation?
Why?
o What version was first installed (if known)?
What version is in use now
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and what is the current vendor version?
o Does this organisation pay an annual license or maintenance fee for using the software?
Please describe the details
Is documented information on this arrangement available to the researcher?

☐

o Have you faced challenges in maintaining the nominated software? Please describe them …
o Are you aware of any (vendor) contractual requirements governing maintenance of the nominated
software?
Can you describe them?
Would a copy of this section of the agreement be available to the researcher?

☐

o Are the business and IT goals aligned with relation to the nominated software?
2.2 Maintenance and Deferral (decisions & methods)
o How are you informed that maintenance for the nominated software is available?
o Would you describe your approach to this maintenance as general or specific; proactive or reactive?
o Does the organisation have a policy governing the maintenance of purchased software?
If so:
o

Please describe the policy.

o

Is it universally applied or are there exceptions?

o

Who makes/changes/enforces the policy?

o

When was the policy last reviewed?

o

How well is the policy working?

o

Is a copy of the policy available to the researcher?

o

How do you decide if the software needs to be maintained?

☐

If not:

o Is there an IT/IS/Technology Strategy or Plan that assists in maintenance decision-making?
o Does the organisation have a specific or implicit budget allocation towards funding maintenance of
the nominated software?
o Who has input to maintenance decisions and how are the decisions made?
o

To what extent do organisational users of the software have input to the maintenance
decision?
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o

To what extent do you have input to the maintenance decision?

o

To what extent to CIO, CFO, CEO influence maintenance decisions? What is their attitude
to IT purchases, use and maintenance?

o

How frequently do their expectations change?

o Who makes the final decision to maintain or not to maintain?
o

How well is that working?

o Are there any external forces influencing your decision(s) to upgrade (eg. Government, vendor,
partner, customer and/or competitor)?
o

How often do these forces change their expectations/focus/requirements?

o Does the organisation track the costs/benefits resulting from maintenance of the nominated
software? How?
2.3 Maintenance and Deferral (Organisational Experience in Performing)
These questions relate to the last time (if any) that you maintained the nominated software. If
maintenance has not been applied on this software – is there other vendor-supplied software that has
been maintained in the last 12 months?
o What was the driving force for the last maintenance of this technology?
o When do you perform maintenance on this software? What is/was the experience?
o How would you describe the success of this maintenance?
o Was any documentation created (eg. justification, business case, CBA) to support the
maintenance? Is it available to the researcher?

☐

o (If relevant) Did the maintenance follow the policy discussed earlier?
o Were there one or many specific inputs (triggers) that required this maintenance?
o

What were they?

o

Were improvements expected from this maintenance? What were they? Were they
measured?

o Please discuss any trade-off(s) considered for remaining on the old version of the software?
o Were there any specific problems arising from this maintenance?
If so:
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Please describe an issue …

o

Was the issue forecast/predicted? If so, why initiate the maintenance?
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o

How long did it take to resolve?

o

Was productivity impacted? How…

o

Was the vendor involved in the resolution? What was their role?

o Are problems during maintenance normal? Why?
o In the past, has there been an occurrence where you would have been better (in hindsight) not
performing a specific maintenance? Please describe…
o

What were the impacts?

o Have you ever skipped maintenance? Please describe how this impacted subsequent
maintenance…
2.4 Maintenance & Deferral (Personal Experience)
These questions relate to your opinions and experience with maintenance in general – not specifically
for the nominated software.
o How far behind in maintenance releases is “ok”?
o

Are there any limitations or restrictions to this opinion?

o Does it always pay to remain current with maintenance?
o Can maintenance (in general) create problems?
o

Please describe a time where this has happened…

o Can you please tell me about a maintenance success story from your past experiences?
o Can you please tell me about a maintenance horror story from your past experience?
o In your experience, what are the most common problems encountered during maintenance?
o Do different types of technology create different problems? Why?
PART 3 – Investigating Deterrents and Triggers
Academic literature has been reviewed and the following observations have emerged. You opinion on
these observations will provide a valuable reference-point in validating this research.
Observation 1: Deterrents (alphabetical list)
In discussing reasons why maintenance is deferred, the following reasons have emerged from research.
For each of the following phrases, have you experienced or used it to justify not performing
maintenance:
o Additional work for expert users (training others)
o Adversely affect existing customisations, configurations or interfaces
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o Arrive at an inconvenient time/rate
o Be costly
o Be difficult or complex
o Cause a user revolt
o Cause conflict with the vendor
o Consume a tremendous amount of effort to analyse, test, or perform
o Disrupt to the organisation & productivity
o Disturb the IS equilibrium
o Expose, or cause a chain reaction of integration updates; backward-compatibility issues
o Have un-assessable impacts/side-effects or can not be fully tested
o Infrastructure for testing is expensive/difficult
o Introduce new IS resource contention, bug or be poor quality
o Require a re-certification for a certified system
o Require a user or IS learning curve
o Require dependence on vendor claims (of suitability)
o Require dependence on vendor documentation
o Others: …………………………………………………………………………
Observation 2: Triggers (alphabetical list)
In discussing reasons why maintenance is applied, the following reasons have emerged from research.
For each of the following phrases, have you experienced or used it to justify performing maintenance:
o Avoid an end-of-life (EOL) or sunset date where the vendor no longer supports the version
o Changing requirements of the system users, adds a feature required by users, or need for
increased business benefit
o Eliminate or contain a security threat
o Reacting to release of vendor maintenance
o Remaining current with the marketplace
o Required through company policy
o Resolve an error relevant to the purchaser
o Response to a massive social change or innovation
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o Response to external environment (legislation, competitive pressures, social, cultural)
o Standardise IT/IS infrastructure, internally or with external parties
o Support new hardware, or move from obsolescent hardware (or enabled/required by new
software/hardware)
o Others: …………………………………………………………………………
In closing
Before we finish, is there anything you’d like to add or discuss?
Next Steps
Over the coming weeks, I will be creating a written transcript of this interview for your review. If you
would like to change, modify or expand upon any of your answers you’ll have a chance to do that.
I will email to confirm my request for the specific documentation mentioned during this interview. All
documentation is treated with the utmost security and confidentiality.
Thank You
Your time and insights are valuable to this research and are appreciated.
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